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FOREWORD
It would ill befit us to glory in a work that is done.
This Report is not written
for sucha purpose. It is
proper and necessary, however,
that our people should
know what was done and what results were accomplished.
By God’s grace and with His help we were successful in
a very large undertaking and, as Brother Benjamin Janz
has so aptly told us, “Thousands upon thousands live.”
In the reasons for this success, in so far as they depended
upon human agencies, lie valuable lessons for the future
which should not be overlooked nor forgotten.
Our people gave liberally and unselfishly. Not only
was this true in those communities where ties of kinship or
of friendship still bound them to our brethren in Russia, but
also among those to whom the existence of a large body
of Mennonites in Russia was barely known when their
first call of distress came. Men were found among us who
were willing and able to do
the necessary work at home
and abroad. The work on
the field was efficiently and
ably directed and administered. We were not lacking in
those who were willing to leave their families and occupa
tions and to endure hardship and danger on the field of
service, and we were fortunate in finding available a man
who fitted so well the difficult task of directing the work
in Russia.
It was, of course, also important that the project as a
whole should be efficiently and energetically directed, and
that matters of general policy should be properly and effi
ciently handled. This in general outline was the function of
the Mennonite Central Committee. If there was anything
out of the ordinary in the work of the Committee as a
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whole, it lay in the complete harmony and singleness of pur
pose with which it functioned throughout. Our views were
seldom at variance and we never failed in a single instance
to reach a unanimous conclusion. We had to keep in mind
the differences in belief and in point of view between the
various Branches of Mennonites and the prime importance
of their working harmoniously in this great cause. It
would have been desirable, but was not always possible,
to give equal or proportionate recognition or representa
tion to each Branch. When such questions arose we had
sufficient confidence in the true Christian spirit of our
brethren throughout the various Branches to decide them
with a view solely to the production of the best result.
In our Chairman we had a very able leader and our
Secretary-Treasurer handled with the utmost efficiency and
executive ability a great volume of work.
We established our headquarters at the Mennonite
Publishing House at Scottdale, because it was our unani
mous opinion that we could work most effectively there;
and the Publishing House, through its office, organization
and facilities, contributed largely and gratuitously toward
the success of the undertaking.
The results accomplished would hardly have been
possible or at least would have been much more difficult
and consequently less effective, if the organization, sup
plies and facilities of the American Relief Administration,
under which we worked, had not been available to us.
By no means the least among the causes contributing
to the result was the spirit of cooperation between the
various Branches. We have long had the means to do
bigger things in the Master’s service; it took a terrible
crisis to arouse in us the spirit to do them and to make
us forget our differences sufficiently to work together
effectively. If we had worked separately, even though
we had tried just as hard, the result would have been
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much less,—and that less would have meant death to
hundreds, if not thousands, of our brethren. Now that
we know our strength, our responsibility is all the greater.
Before we permit the spirit in which this work was done
to become again dormant, let us read again, and read
often, the Parable of the Talents.
Maxwell H. Kratz.
Philadelphia. Pa,

PREFACE
This report has been prepared by request of the
Mennonite Central Committee for the purpose of giving
an account of the stewardship committed to that body,
and of informing the donors what has been accomplished
with the liberal contributions made by the Mennonites of
North America for the relief of the needy in Europe
and Asia during the last eight years.
Incidentally it may serve to give the outside world a
better understanding and a truer conception of American
Mennonites in their attitude and actions during the period
of strained world-relations, as they have existed during
the past ten years. A third purpose is to encourage such
as have been doing good to continue in their work and
faint not. There never has been any thought or intention
of making money from the sale of the book for anyone
connected with the authorship or publication. Therefore,
it was expressly agreed in advance that all returns from its
sale above the actual cost of production shall be devoted
to the great cause of Christian charity.
We have attempted to present facts as we have in
part experienced them ourselves, and in part gleaned
them from the reports that were sent in from time to
time by our representatives in America and those in the
famine districts of Europe. This pertains to the raising
of the funds here in this country and to the distribution
of the supplies to the needy in foreign lands. We have
tried to be entirely frank and open in our statements, and
to give a true picture of what really happened.
Our intention was to bring out this report several
years ago, at the time when the major relief operations
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were ended, but various factors beyond our control pre
vented. Among these was the difficulty of collecting and
sifting the widely scattered data. Another was the
limited time at the disposal of the one entrusted with this
important duty. But a third and more important factor
was the relief of the famine in Siberia, which came at a
time when we were already withdrawing our field-workers
from Russia with a view of closing up the work. It also
took much more time to liquidate matters, such as seed
loans, and credit sales of horses and tractors, than we
had expected.
We realize that the intense feeling of sympathy and
keen interest of the first days in relief work has
passed. Nevertheless, we feel justified in publishing this
report, because of the intrinsic value of the information
printed. Human life is to all men of great interest. This
book reports how human lives have been saved on one
side of the globe by people on the other side of the globe
who gave in the spirit of Christian Charity. The persons
who gave and those who received have double reason to
be interested in a summary of the work as a whole.
Conscious of my indebtedness to my associates and
helpers in preparing this report, I cheerfully take this
opportunity to acknowledge my obligation to the Associate-Editor, Orie O. Miller of Akron, Pa., for his
assistance in planning the report, for his contribution of
Chapter III, and for reading the manuscript. Many of his
valued suggestions have been made a part of this book.
Further I am glad to acknowledge the very vital help
that I have received from A. W. Slagel, of Chicago, 111.,
for his contribution of Chapter V and a part of Chapter
IV, and for his services as collaborator in the final revision
of the manuscript. C. E. Krehbiel, Newton, Kansas, has
contributed the fine chapter on Clothing Distribution, for
which we cheerfully express our sincere thanks. Levi
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Mumaw has materially added to the value of this report
by his careful compilation of facts and figures as given
in Chapter XI and for the contribution of a part of
Chapter XIII. Access to his records and files was of great
assistance in sifting and correlating the material. М. H.
Kratz of Philadelphia, besides giving helpful and timely
suggestions, has kindly contributed the Introduction. We
are very glad to acknowledge the contribution by Director
Alvin J. Miller of the greater part of Chapter IV and Chap
ter X in which he relates from personal experience the nego
tiations with the Soviet authorities that resulted in the sev
eral Agreements under which much of the later work was
carried on and the services rendered in Siberia. We feel
that these chapters add materially to the value of the book.
Chapters and contributions as parts of chapters through
out the book appear under the name of the contributor.
For those sections that indicate no authorship, the editorauthor is obliged to assume responsibility.
Acknowledgment is also due to a large number of
friends and brethren for their assistance in the gathering
of data and material. Among these we must mention M.
B. Fast, Reedley, Cal., D. E. Harder, and J. C. Miller,
Freeman, S. Dak., J. F. Harms and J. W. Wiens, Hills
boro, Kansas, and C. F. Classen, Newton, Kansas. I am
further glad to make grateful mention of Aaron Loucks
of the Mennonite Publishing House, Scottdale, Pa., G. F.
Lehman of the Mennonite Book Concern, Berne, Indiana,
and to the Mennonite Brethren Publishing House, Hills
boro, Kans., for granting me access to their files and records
that contained reports of relief work done by American
Mennonites in Europe and Asia; all these have been very
valuable sources of material.
Further I wish to acknowledge the service of all of
the relief workers on the field who have furnished infor
mation and individual contributions to the chapter on
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Personal Reminiscences; and also for the supply of photo
graphs which have made it possible to illustrate most of
the phases of the relief work. I also wish to thank all
the unnamed persons, who have in one way or another
helped to make this work possible.
The records and files from which the information
contained in this volume can be verified are quite well
scattered, therefore, it might be of interest to the reader
to have some information about the same.
The official correspondence of the Secretary-Treasurer, Levi Mumaw, is kept in his office at Scottdale, Pa.,
and that of the chairman is preserved in his files at Hills
boro, Kansas. Other sources are the reports and publi
cations as found in the various Mennonite organs and
newspapers; the minutes of the Mennonite Central
Committee; the minutes of the several relief committees
and commissions, representing the different branches of
Mennonites; the correspondence of the representatives
among the beneficiaries in Europe and Asia; and the
personal narratives of such as were directly engaged in
the distribution and receipt of the relief-supplies.
There are extant several articles as direct evidences
of the work abroad and the gratefulness of the recipients.
Among these we mention the following; 1. An artistically
designed “Denkschrift.” This was given to C. E. Krehbiel
in Russia and is now held in custody by the Mennonite
Historical Society of America, and is on exhibition in
connection with the Museum of Bethel College, Newton,
Kansas.
2. The original of the agreement with the Soviet
Authorities as entered into by our representative, A. J.
Miller, Director of Russian Relief, is preserved by Levi
Mumaw in the Mennonite Publishing House, Scottdale, Pa.
3. An interesting medal, given to the Chairman of
the Mennonite Central Committee, when he bade fare-
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ORGANIZED AMERICAN MENNONITE RELIEF
Chapter I.
Mennonite Relief Activities During and
Immediately After the War

For centuries, Mennonites have generally been ac
knowledged to be a thrifty, well-to-do people, who pro
vided for their own poor, of whom they usually had but
few. They also have the reputation of being peace-loving
and law-abiding. They have, however, often been charg
ed with being rather self-centered and manifesting but a
limited interest in things outside of their circles.
At various times leaders of vision have urged them
to reach out farther, in an effort to help the needy and to
give the world the Gospel; yet little progress was made
in this matter until a vital impetus was given to this work
by a great famine of India in 1899, when several groups
of Mennonites sent representatives with food to minister
to the physical and the spiritual needs of the people. Out
of these and later efforts, have developed several of the
present-day missionary enterprises of the Mennonites in
foreign lands.
Soon after the beginning of the World War a plea
for help came to America from the starving in Belgium
and northern France. In response the Mennonites gave
freely. As the war continued, this need broadened and
gave the Mennonites an opportunity to relieve much suf
fering in France, Germany, Austria, and Poland. Dur
ing this time the Mennonites contributed large sums of
money to the cause of relief, and a number of their young
men volunteered for service among the needy of Europe
and Asia.
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These Youthful Witnesses of the Faith

became one of the effective means in the hands of
God to teach the Mennonites to give and t^ serve as a
group and in an organized way. The Lord used these
young men in a wonderful way to awaken the American
Mennonites to a realization of their peculiar mission as
a people who believe in
saving life rather than in de
stroying it. These men,
whose age under normal con
ditions would have precluded their wielding any exten
sive influence on the lives and actions of their people,
did more than they themselves realized. But God
sometimes uses ways and
means that we had never con
templated, and so it was
in the case of the young
men
from our Christian, Mennonite homes, who were drafted
for service in the great world war. At home, when all
went well, it was easy to be a pacifist and to live a nonresistant life, at least theoretically, but when these boys
reached the camps, their moral prowess and religious
convictions were brought to the test. There were times
when it took much more courage to be a conscientious
objector (С. O. as they were ordinarily called) than to
march with the crowd, and even more than to go “over
the top” with the large mass. Here was true what Low
ell so beautifully says in his immortal poem “The Present
Crises,”
“Then to side with truth is noble,
When we share her wretched crust,
Ere her cause bring fame and profit,
And ’tis prosperous to be just.
Then it is the brave man chooses,
While the coward stands aside,
Doubting in his abject spirit
Till his Lord is crucified.”
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Many a young man there showed the true metal that
was in him, and proved that pacifism is a real issue.
Many were led to search the Scriptures to determine
whether the doctrine that they had nominally held since
childhood, really had a foundation in God’s Word, only
to learn that Christ unequivocally teaches against war, and
all manner of coercion; and that real Christianity and
war are forever incompatible and irreconcilable. It
is not our province here to tell of the fine testimony given
by word and deed by many of our splendid young men,
else we could write chapters on the topic. We but men
tion this as a preface to some consideration of the ways
and means that God employed in
Preparing the American Mennonites for Giving

There was little satisfaction in just maintaining a
negative position toward war. What was needed was an
opportunity to disprove the charges of cowardice and
selfishness made against the conscientious objectors, and to
express in a positive, concrete way the principles of peace
and good-will in which they believed. The call for young
men to do relief and reconstruction work in various devas
tated sections of war-stricken Europe, proved to be just
the opportunity sought, and a large number volunteered
for that service. Some worked with the American Red
Cross. A large number served under the American Friends
Service Committee, and later many joined the forces of
the Near East Relief in Turkey, Syria and Palestine.
But it was felt that more effective work could be
done, and more interest could be aroused among the Men
nonite constituency, if an independent task would be
undertaken by them. At first there seemed to be no
satisfactory opening, but the various fields were watched,
and finally sentiment crystallized on the idea that Russia
was the field for the American Mennonite Church. The
need there was great, little was being done, and there was
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the added incentive of being able to help and to work
with and through those of our own household of faith.
Russia was shrouded in mystery. Little news of what
was happening there reached the outside world. But
by putting together the news that filtered through, one
could form a picture of the sad conditions that existed. In
the carrying out of the Bolshevist program, all property
had been nationalized, including land, factories, institu
tions, and even homes. Personal possessions were listed
and all in excess of prescribed amounts were confiscated.
Possessing wealth was virtually made a criminal offense.
The Mennonites in Russia, who by thrift and good
management had accumulated wealth, were therefore
special objects of hatred and persecution. Imprisonment
and even execution were used as means to extort from
them the money they had supposedly hoarded. Many
were compelled to flee in order to save their lives.
Conditions threatened to become more and more
serious. As a sequence of the civil wars, the accompanying
confiscations, and a wide-spread drought, there was a
scarcity of feed for live-stock, little fuel, and serious
shortage of clothing and food. The nature of the reports
that came from Russia is well illustrated by the following
extracts from letters. One written Dec. 25, 1921, reads
as follows:
“This is Christmas time, but what a hard Christmas!
No words can describe the poverty nor the intensity of the
suffering’ here with us. Many have already died for want of
food, and God knows what will become of us, unless help
arrives soon—then we all will starve. Today is Christmas,
but such a Christmas as I have never experienced before.
There is no bread to eat in our home, neither is there any
in the homes of the people about us. Since seeding time last
fall we have had no bread in our home, only a few potatoes,
and these are almost all gone by this time. Just think how
we are required to live. Our hunger is sometimes so intense
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that we know not where to go. Then we take refuge with
our heavenly Father.
“Our entire crop consisted of two pud (80 pounds) of
corn. Our food since last spring has been black tea and
herring, and now dear friends, all of this is gone. If you
can’t help, then we will die of starvation. On Central Street
alone of our village, forty-two persons have died during the
summer and most of them for want of food. We are in
need, not only of food but also of clothing.”

Another letter from South Russia pleads as follows:
“Dear Brethren, help us, we are perishing! The famine
is raging more and more and suffering is increasing daily,
yes hourly. Every day we must behold starving, ragged,
helpless persons, with haggard faces and swollen hands and
feet, standing on the streets or dragging themselves about,
looking for food; rarely they find anything, so they are
obliged to return to their starving families at home with
the message of despair, ‘We can get nothing for you to eat.’ ”

Another letter from Saratow contains the following
message:
“God only knows, who of us will live till the next
vest. It appears as though there may be but few, since
the 13,000 inhabitants of our village, there are now
6000 living. All the others lie covered with the cold
most of them having died for want of food.”

har
from
only
earth,

The first authentic and direct information from
Russia was brought by the “Studien Kommission” con
sisting of the four delegates of the Russian brethren to
the outside world, namely Benj. Unruh and A. A. Friesen
of Halbstadt, K. H. Warkentin, Waldheim, and John
Esau, of Ekaterinanslaw, South Russia. These awakened
the American Mennonites to the realization of the dire
need of their brethren abroad, and showed them their
duty of giving material aid to an extent that they had
not thought possible.
These men were dispatched from their home country
before the collapse of the Wrangel regime and came with
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the story of the atrocities of the revolution and counter
revolutions as well as the ravages of the terrible diseases
that swept away thousands in Russia; but they had not
experienced the famine which afterwards visited their
people in Russia.
The mass of the people in America were much
interested and very anxious to hear what these men had
to report of conditions abroad, but not all reacted to these
reports in the same way. Some few, who were socialistically inclined, defended the revolution as the natural and
just sequence of the despotism and oppression of the three
centuries of the Romanoff rule; while others could see only
the wrong of the immediate outrages and condemned
everything without reserve; others again, who had per
sonal friends or relatives still living in Russia, thought
most of their welfare and plied the delegates with all sorts
of questions. Since several of the delegates had been
public men of large acquaintance in Russia, it was possible
for them to furnish a great deal of personal information
which was appreciated very much by those particularly
interested. But however much the reactions to the report
may have differed, on one point practically all were agreed,
and that was that we must and we want to send help at
our earliest opportunity.
In their reporting and interest-awakening capacity
these four delegates visited most of the larger Mennonite
settlements in America. As men of experience and insight,
they suggested, organized, and united relief-\york wherever
they went. This brought good fruit and became the
starting point for an organization including representatives
from all the larger branches of Mennonites in America,
as we shall more fully relate in the chapter on the history
of the Mennonite Central Committee.
The Mennonite papers of this country quite generally
took up the cause of relief. They helped to create interest

FOOD PACKAGES
Such as were distributed in Germany and Austria by Americans before
the great famine in Russia. Contents: 24% lbs. flour, 10 lbs. rice,' 8
lbs. bacon. 8 tins condsnsed milk.

FAMISHED CHILDREN FROM AUSTRIA
These were enroute to Switzerland
at Lausanne.
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and to prepare the way for a common united effort.
Among the papers most active in this work were: The
Vorwaerts, Hillsboro, Kansas, especially through the pen
of the invalid, J. G. Ewert; the Rundschau, Scottdale, Pa.,
on account of its wide circulation among the people
emigrated from Russia; and the Herald, Newton, Kansas.
The official church papers of the several groups of Men
nonites also did much to help the cause.
In addition to these various agencies, God used
influential men from almost every branch of Mennonites,
to keep the matter of giving for relief in Europe alive
and before the public. As we think over the various
Mennonite communities we find these men and women
everywhere. Many of them made considerable sacrifice
and rendered very effective service.
All these factors played their part in stimulating
the American Mennonites to share their prosperity with
their unfortunate fellowmen in various parts of Europe,
and paved the way for the great undertaking among their
brethren in Russia.
Following are brief sketches of the organization and
work of the relief committees of some of the larger
Mennonite groups, which united under the Central Com
mittee for the undertaking in Russia.
Pacific Branch of the Relief Commission

During the war and especially during the stress of
the reconstruction and revolutionary period in Europe,
reports began to come from far away Siberia of famine
and suffering in that vast country of the far North.
Because of the extreme cold weather the need of clothing
became acute even before the need of bread. Letters came
to friends in America, pleading for help. The description
of existing conditions was such that it appealed most
effectively to the many Mennonites of this country and
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therefore found a most hearty response. Interest in the
gathering of clothing and in giving for relief was early
stimulated by the aggressive attitude of Rev. М. B. Fast
of Reedley, Cal., and others, who were pioneer agitators
for relief work among the Mennonites of America. The
work received official form and general public sanction
by the organization of the Pacific Branch with В. B.
Reimer, Reedley, Cal., as Chairman, Rev. W. P. Neufeld,
Reedley, Secretary, and M. B. Fast, Treasurer.
General appeals were made for new and used
clothing, which soon began to come in such quantities that
it required the attention and time of several brethren to
see that the packing and shipping was properly taken care
of. The Brethren M. B. Fast, and Wm. P. Neufeld of
Reedley and J. F. Harms then of Seattle, Wash., seem to
have given most time and effort in order to make the
work a success, even though it was connected with many
difficulties because of the disorderly conditions in the
world generally and particularly so in revolution-torn
Russia, and bandit-infested Siberia.
With the magnitude of the work and the evidence
that still more difficulties would be met on the other side
of the vast Pacific, it was decided that Bro. Fast should
accompany the clothing shipment to Siberia. The trip was
a most difficult one, because of generally unsettled con
ditions resulting from the World-war and its aftermath
of revolution. After Bro. Fast was at Vladivostok, Bro.
Wm. P. Neufeld of Reedley, Cal., was sent to his as
sistance. He arrived just in time to help make the final
arrangements for transportation via the Siberian Railroad
to Omsk. At the risk of their own lives these two men
braved the wilds of Siberia, the interrupted transportation
systems, frequent raids by robber bands, and the cold of
the Northland through nine days of travel to Omsk,
Siberia.
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Arriving at Omsk, they soon came into contact with
the brethren in the several Mennonite settlements. They
inspected the villages to determine what and where was
the greatest need. Through reliable men they distributed
the much needed clothing, which brought great joy to
many a sad heart. Since many, especially widows, were
short of food they established credits with the mills in the
neighborhood to advance food to the most needy.
Upon the safe return of the brethren after this
eventful and dangerous journey, Bro. Fast immediately
set out to acquaint the Mennonites of the West and
Middle West with the conditions in Siberia.
Bro. Fast reports that he received and forwarded a
total of $43,963.10,
for Europeanand Asiatic relief;
$10,480.00 of which
wasfor food
drafts, and the re
mainder for clothing
andfood for
general relief.
The reports and
the agitation
of Bro. Fast led to
the first general organization of Mennonites for relief
purposes under the name,
Emergency Relief Committee of the Mennonites
of

North America

The relief work in Siberia under the direction of M.
B. Fast and Wm. Neufeld, had been carefully watched in
its development and followed in its progress. When
these brethren had returned from their eventful mission,
they told in graphic words of the famine conditions as
they found them. People streamed together in large
numbers to get all the information possible, and also to
find an opportunity to share in the mission of benevolence
in a truly Christian spirit.
Representatives from the various groups of Men
nonites in the Middle West met in the Mennonite Church
of Hillsboro, Kans., on the afternoon of January 4, 1920,
heard the report of the need among the brethren in Siberia
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and of the very liberal response among the churches.
Thereupon, they organized for united effort by electing
three representatives from each of the participating
groups of Mennonites.
The election resulted in the choice of the following
brethren as representatives of their respective denomina
tions. For the General Conference; Bro. D. J. Regier,
Moundridge, Kans., Rev. A. N. Martens, Buhler, Ks., and
Rev. Abr. Balzer, Hillsboro, Ks. For the Mennonite
Brethren Church; Rev. H. W. Lohrenz, Rev. P. C.
Hiebert and Bro. J. W. Wiens, all of Hillsboro, Kans.
For the Krimer Mennonite Brethren: Bro. M. B. Fast,
Reedley, Cal., Rev. D. E. Harder, Hillsboro, Kans., and
Rev. J. J. Friesen, Hillsboro, Ks.
This committee later organized with P. C. Hiebert,
Chairman; D. E. Harder, Recording Secretary; D. J.
Regier, Treasurer; M. B. Fast, General Secretary.
Soon the way to the brethren in Siberia closed and
it was learned from the reports of some of our young
men who were serving in Europe under the Friends
Service Committee that there was much suffering and
great need in Central Europe, it was decided to direct our
efforts towards relieving the suffering in Austria and
Germany. Calls for relief for Central Europe that were
sent out through our papers met with unanticipated liberal
response. Relief work was carried on by this committee
for two years with D. R. Hoeppner, official representative
for Central Europe.
A special phase of this work included the transpor
tation of under-fed and famished children from Austria
to Switzerland for the purpose of recuperation. The
Swiss promised to provide a home with clothing and food
free during their vacation or until they were fully restored.
Almost two thousand children were thus given a new
lease on life and an opportunity to develop normally.
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In view of the great need of clothing in Central
Europe directly after the war, it was agreed that we
raise funds for the purchase of clothing in America for
Austrian children. Prof. В. E. Ebel of Boston, Mass.,
served the committee in the purchase of clothing directly
from the large textile firms in and around Boston, to the
amount of $3,764.00.
When the report of the organization of the Men
nonite Central Committee at Elkhart, Ind., was presented
to this committee on August 8, it was decided to cooperate
because the belief in united action was unanimous. Prof.
P. C. Hiebert was selected to represent the Emergency
Relief Committee of the Mennonites of North America in
the newly established central organization. At the
committee meeting October 11 it was decided to discon
tinue aggressive work of raising funds for Central Europe
and to instruct our Mr. Hoeppner to take steps to close
die work in Austria and Central Europe as a whole,
arranging for the distribution through local committees of
such funds as might come in later.
At the meeting of the committee of December 13,
1921, Bro. D. R. Hoeppner was released upon receiving
information that he had been accepted by the Mennonite
Central Committee for work in the Volga region of
Russia. It was agreed to send the available funds for
Central Europe to Bro. Abr. Warkentin, Ober-Ursel,
Germany for distribution among the needy.
Treasurer’s Report
Total receipts for all purposes
Expenditures:
Paid to Russian “Studien Kommission”
Sent to India for relief of famine
Sent to Russia
To Hoeppner for Central Europe
To Germany to responsible persons

$23994.96
1446.98
125.00
1418.98
11286.00
3505.74
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Clothing for Austria thru Rev. Ebel
To Levi Mumaw for Siberia
American Relief Administration
Loss on Foreign Exchange
Postage, Telegrams, printing, traveling, including
all overhead
Total disbursements

3764.00
1996.00
60.00
55.24
337.02
$23994.96

The Emergency Relief Commission of the General
Conference of the Mennonite Church
of North America

By C. E. Krehbiel
The first organized effort to aid the needy was made,
on the part of General Conference Churches, in 1873 by
congregations of the then Western District (Now Middle
District) in Illinois, Indiana, Ohio and Missouri. Together
with a number of independent churches they organized
the Mennonitie Board of Guardians for the purpose of
aiding poor Mennonites in Russia who desired to immi
grate to America. A temporary organization was formed
as follows: Chr. Krehbiel, Chairman; D. Goerz, secretary;
John F. Funk, treasurer; B. Warkentin, agent. This
organization received over $100,000 in gifts and loans in
the years 1873-80 and could thus assist many from Russia
to find a new home in America. The fact that every cent
of the money loaned to the needy at that time was paid
back, has been an earnest to the business world of Men
nonite integrity ever since. But, lest we forget, be it said,
that reputation to stand must ripen into character in
every succeeding generation.
The Emergency Relief Commission was made a
standing body of the Conference in 1899. The immediate
incentive to this action was a famine in India. Coupled
with the desire to feed the hungry bodies was a longing
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to feed souls, to do mission work there. About $7000 ire
cash and 8000 bushels of corn were distributed in India
in 1900.
The Commission consists of six members who are
elected for a term of nine years, two being elected every
third year. The members for 1926-29 are, John Lichti,,
Medford, Okla., chairman; J. C. Mueller, Freeman, S.
Dak., secretary; C. F. Classen, Newton, Kans., treasurer;
and Maxwell H. Kratz, Philadelphia, Pa., C. C. Wedel,
Goessel, Kans., and J. P. Habegger, Berne, Ind., members.
Since its organization, $534,740 in outright free-will“
gifts for various purposes in various nations, have passed*
through the hands of the treasurer. Over one-half of the
above amount was donated in the years 1920-23 for
famine relief, chiefly in Russia. But besides the money
given through this organization, many thousands of dol
lars were given through other organizations by conference
constituents. Furthermore, carloads of clothing were sent
to Russia.
In recent years the organization has assisted needy
immigrants from Russia in Canada and Mexico. A call
has just been issued to aid those immigrants in Canada
who through sickness have become public charges. About
$1500 have thus far been given for Mississippi flood
sufferers.
Relief Commission of the Mennonite Brethren
Church of North America

The usual channel for the relief work of the Men
nonite Brethren Church has been the Treasurer of the
Board of Foreign Missions, who received and distributed
gifts from individuals and churches according to th6 in
structions and wishes of the donors. Where the church
took active part in greater undertakings beyond its
immediate circles, it employed the agencies of the Aineri-
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can Red Cross and the Friends Service Committee. But
as soon as larger Mennonite organizations were formed
for the purpose of directing relief work, the church was
prompt to affiliate itself where most convenient and
expeditious. So it happened that its members and churches
on the West coast were operating with the Pacific Branch
of the Relief Commission, and when a little later the
Emergency Relief Committee of the Mennonites of North
America was formed in January 1920, which partly sup
plemented and partly supplanted the former organization,
our brethren affiliated, and carried on considerable work
in Siberia and central Europe as has been reported in an
earlier part of this chapter.
Upon the organization of the Mennonite Central
Committee in July of 1920, the Mennonite Brethren
Church affiliated itself with the same and distributed its
gifts through this channel, except where special appeals
or requests took some funds to fields where the Mennonite
Central Committee was not operating. Even though the
Conference of the Mennonite Brethren Church is small in
comparison to some of its sister conferences, its members
have contributed considerably over $200,000.00 to various
relief purposes during the last decade.
Thoroughly convinced of the expediency of organ
ization and cooperation of the several groups of Men
nonites for the purpose of relief work, the conference now
has a standing organization under the title, “COMMIS
SION FOR COLONIZATION AND RELIEF OF
THE
MENNONITE
BRETHREN
CHURCH
OF
NORTH AMERICA.” At the time of this writing
this commission is constituted and organized as follows:
Rev. P. C. Hiebert, Hillsboro, Ks., Chairman.
Rev. D. C. Eitzen, Reedley, Cal., Ass’t Chairman.
Rev. H. H. Flaming, Corn, Okla., Secretary.
Bro. P. H. Balzer, Bingham Lake, Minn., Secretary.
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Bro. J. W. Eiens, Hillsboro, Ks., Treasurer.
Bro. John B. Dyck, Winkler, Manitoba.
Rev. H. A. Neufeld, Herbert, Sask.
The General Conference, assembled at Corn, Okla.,
November, 1924, voted in favor of a permanent AllMennonite Relief Commission and appointed Rev. P. C.
Hiebert to represent the Conference in the American
Mennonite Relief Commission.
Mennonite Relief Commission for War Sufferers.

By Levi Mumaw
Under date of December 26, 1917, a special organi
zation was effected under the name of Mennonite Relief
Commission for War Sufferers for the purpose of solicit
ing, receiving, holding, and disbursing or distributing funds
or supplies for the relief of war sufferers. The officers of
the organization were Aaron Loucks, Scottdale, Pa., Pres.;
Eli G. Reist, Mount Joy, Pa., Vice Pres.; Levi Mumaw,
Scottdale, Pa., Secretary; G. L. Bender, Elkhart, Ind.,
Treasurer; D. D. Miller, Middlebury, Ind., Fifth Mem
ber of the Executive Committee. Following this organiza
tion the Eastern Mennonite Board of Missions and Chari*
ties was commissioned by the Lancaster Conference to
represent that district and a Committee of three was ap
pointed by the Franconia Conference to represent their
district for this same work.
The first activities of these organizations were di
rected to the support of reconstruction work in France
through the American Friends Service Committee of
Philadelphia, Pa., and to the relief of homeless refugees
driven from Armenia and Syria, through the American
Committee for Armenian and Syrian Relief, New York.
The work was heartily endorsed by the congregations, and
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by the end of the first year over $300,000.00 had been
raised. During this period the greater attention was
given to reconstruction work in France. The total amount
raised for this purpose during this time and the year
following approximated $326,000.00.
Sewing circles were organized throughout the Church
for the purpose of making new garments for the needy in
France. The finished garments were forwarded through
the warehouse of the American Friends Service Committee.
The estimated value of this clothing, figuring only the
actual cost of the material was about $25,000.00. As the
need in France for this assistance abated, other fields of
opportunity for work of this kind were opened, and our
circles have continued to function.
In February, 1918, an appeal was made for men to
go to France to aid the American Friends Service Com
mittee in reconstruction work. Responses were received
immediately, and the selection of men suitable for the
work was begun. Assignments and recommendations were
made, but the sailing of the men was delayed until the fall
of that year. After the signing of the Armistice on
November 11, 1918, activity was resumed, and many who
liad been on the waiting list were allowed to sail and take
up active service in France for the reconstruction of large
areas that had been laid waste by the war. Forty-six
young men were sent out in this service, each for a period
of one or more years.
While this work was being continued in France, a
new avenue of service opened. Following the signing of
the Armistice and closing of the World War, the Amer
ican Committee for Relief in the Near East announced a
movement for the purpose of bringing relief to the many
suffering Armenian refugees in the Near East or Bible
Lands. Immediate steps were taken to assist in the work.
The first shipload of relief supplies for the Near
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East, accompanied by forty-two men, left New York on
the transport Pensacola, January 25, 1919. This group of
workers included nine Mennonites, among whom were
the brethren, Aaron Loucks of Scottdale, Pa., and Willian*
A. Derstine of Germantown, Pa. The latter two went asspecial investigators and general directors for the opening:
of the work, and remained four months. The others were
sent out for a year or more. On February 16, 1919, аг
second group of 252 men and women, including four
Mennonites was sent.
It was found necessary to abandon our first idea of
organizing a separate work for our representatives; and
our men were assigned to important places of duty under
the organization of the Near East Relief. Special atten
tion was given at home to the raising of funds and
clothing. Twenty-seven men and two women served in
this field for a period of one or more years. One worker,
Menno Schellenberger, Hesston, Kansas, died on the field
from an attack of small-pox. His remains lie buried in.
the soil of the country for which he gave his life.
It was found that the Quakers had done some definite
work in Russia during the war and now an opportunity
for greater work was apparent. In April, 1919, the Ameri
can Friends Service Committee, Philadelphia, Pa., sent out
invitations for cooperation in sending a unit of relief work
ers to Russia. About this time a letter from one of the Men
nonite workers in France contained the following expression,
“The future of the Unit lies in Russia.” This suggestion
was given serious consideration. In the month of May
following, a committee consisting of Vernon J. Smucker,
Orrville, Ohio, and S. E. Allgyer, West Liberty, Ohio, was
sent to Europe instructed to investigate the field with a
view of undertaking relief work independent of other
organizations. These men spent about two months on
their mission. Their report favored an effort to open an
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independent work in the countries of Central Europe.
Accordingly another Committee of three was appointed to
continue the investigations. These were chosen from the
men on the field who had had actual experience in the
work in France. They were, Alvin J. Miller and Roy
Allgyer who together chose a third member, A. E.
Hiebert. This committee commenced its work about
October 1, 1919. They traveled through Germany, and
after reaching Austria reported from Vienna October 23,
1919,
that they found extreme need in these countries
which were only partly supplied by the Hoover Food
Commission. Leaving Bro. Hiebert at Vienna the
brethren Allgyer and Miller proceeded via Budapest,
Hungary, Bucharest, and Galatz, Roumania to Odessa
and Cherson, Russia, where they spent some time in
investigation. Returning from there to Paris, on Decem
ber 4, they sent the following cable to Scottdale:
“Appalling need for clothing, bedding, hospital supplies,
fats, milk. Recommend unit for Russia and cooperation in
Central Europe.”

Soon after the return of Roy Allgyer to the home
land, a meeting was called to receive his report. It was
decided to send funds to Germany and Austria, and to
send a unit to Russia. Further progress was made in
this direction with the return of the brethren O. O.
Miller and Chris Graber from the Near East, who had
come in contact with the “Studien Kommission” in
Switzerland.
After receiving additional information from the
“Studien Kommission” upon their arrival in America,
conferences were held and a course of procedure was
agreed upon. It was decided that Constantinople, Turkey,
should be the base of operation, and that the work was to
be carried into Russia through some suitable Black Sea
port, as soon äs the way opened. Orie O. Miller, Akron,
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Pa., was appointed to be the head of the first unit. Arthur
Slagel, Flanagan, 111., and Clayton Kratz, Perkasie, Pa.,
were selected to accompany him. Arrangements were
made with the Near East Relief, New York City, for
the transportation of the men and supplies and for the
transmitting of funds through their offices at New York
and Constantinople. $20,000.00 were appropriated for
the immediate use of the unit, a part of which was to be
used in buying supplies in this country and the balance to
be transmitted in funds for the purchase of additional
supplies at Constantinople or wherever such purchases
could be made to the best advantage.
In July, 1919, reports were received of famine con
ditions in the Central Provinces of India. It was said
that the seriousness of the situation there had never been
paralleled in the history of the world. The report stated
that thirty-two million persons had already died from
starvation and that one hundred and fifty million more
were on the verge of extinction. An appeal was made for
funds and the distribution was undertaken by the American
Mennonite Mission located at Dhamtari, C. P., India.
Approximately $60,000.00 were contributed for the work.
The famine conditions were broken by the close of the
year. One of the results of the famine were the many
homeless orphans. Additional appeals were made for
these and during the years following nearly $65,000.00
have been contributed for their support, care and training.
This help has been administered also by the workers of
the American Mennonite Mission. This work will need
additional support.
After the close of the World War it was soon
learned that there was great suffering in Germany among
the women and children. Through the efforts of indi
viduals in this country certain relief was sent. Early in
the year 1919, pleas were sent out for additional help
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and several months later active interest was taken in the
work by our congregations as well as by other relief
organizations. An organization was effected by Men
nonites in Germany for the distribution of the gifts sent to
them. This assistance was given regardless of creed or
race. The volume of the work increased rapidly and for
about one year intensive relief work was carried on. Ap
proximately $35,000.00 was contributed and disbursed for
this work. The greater part of this work was done at
the time general relief was given in Germany to the
underfed children by the American Friends Service Com
mittee, Philadelphia, Pa. Clothing was also sent for this
work valued at $33,582.50.
According to the Constitution and By-laws governing
the action of the Mennonite Relief Commission for War
Sufferers, the Commission was disbanded in May, 1926,
when the Mennonite Board of Missions and Charities
assumed control of relief work. The activities along this
line will be in charge of a Relief Committee appointed by
that body, consisting of five members. The active work
of the Committee is in charge of its Secretary. The idea
of relief has been broadened and further activities will be
governed by the needs brought to the attention of the
Committee. The total amount contributed for relief and
famine work to this date exceeds $1,200,000.00 October
26, 1926.

THE MENNONITE CENTRAL COMMITTEE
CHAPTER II
One of the most emphasized petitions in the Lord’s
last prayer with His disciples in that upper-room farewell
meeting is the recurring phrase: “That they may be one.”
Jesus clearly saw that unity in spirit was essential among
His followers in order that they might correctly represent
Him before the world, and knowing how prone human
nature is to lead men apart, He reveals this desire for
oneness as the burden of His heart. Just as oneness
(unity) in spirit is essential, so unity in action in the one
common cause for Christ and His kingdom is desirable
and advantageous. If it were not for distance and lan
guage and divided interests all true Christians would
doubtless cooperate, but because of these, and because of
the lack of mutual understanding, they are often led to
make individual attempts where a united effort could
accomplish much more.
The various groups, branches or divisions of Men
nonites in America were no exception to this rule, and for
many years each lived a more or less distinct isolated
life. They knew of each other superficially, but were
often not aware of the most desirable, laudable traits the
other possessed. It required the trying experiences of the
great war and its consequences to make them realize that
they really have a common cause, over and above the indi
vidualities of the several branches. So it happened that
in their position on the question of war and peace, and in
the presentation of their petitions to the government for
consideration in matters of conscience, they learned really
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to know each other, and it was soon quite generally felt
that united action in this matter would accomplish more
than isolated efforts of smaller groups. This led to sev
eral informal meetings of representatives of a number of
groups, but never resulted in the organization of a central
committee authorized to act for all. Even though fear
and anguish pointed towards organization, it was reserved
for the higher motive, that of love towards fellowmen
and the desire to help the unfortunates, to become the
occasion of the first general committee of Mennonites in
America.
Most of the Mennonite conferences attempted to do
relief-work when the famine called, as is briefly reported
in the preceding chapter. Some associated themselves
with the Friends Service Committee, others with the Near
East Relief, still others with the Red Cross organization,
while a few made independent attempts to bring relief to
the needy of Europe and Asia. That was the situation,
when the “Studien Kommission”, consisting of four repre
sentatives of the Mennonites in Russia, came to America
to plead for our brethren in Russia. The story of suffer
ing and famine which these brethren told at various places
stirred the emotions and increased the desire to send
relief. Meetings were held at various places where reports
were given and the problems were discussed, as these men
traveled through the Mennonite communities of the U. S.
from east to west, but there existed no appropriate chan
nel through which all could give expression in deed to
what they felt in their hearts.
Upon the solicitation of these brethren an informal
meeting of the various branches of the Mennonites in the
Central States was called for July 13th, 1920, to meet at
Newton, Kansas, to listen to the report of the needs in
Russia and to discuss ways and means of sending help.
To a fair representation of Mennonites from Kansas and
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Oklahoma, the delegates gave their report and also ex
pressed their request for relief in a larger, united effort
of the Mennonites of America. After considerable dis
cussion, a Committee on Information was appointed,
whose business should be to secure data that would facili
tate the preparation of some feasible plan for aiding the
Russian Mennonites over in their homeland, and also for
assisting them in emigrating from the land which could no
more be their home under prevailing social and political
conditions. The Committee thus appointed consisted of
the following five brethren: D. H. Bender, Hesston,
Kans.; John Lichti, Medford, Okla.; W. J. Ewert, Hills
boro, Kans.; P. C. Hiebert, Hillsboro, Kans.; and D. E.
Harder, Hillsboro, Kans. This committee of five organ
ized with W. J. Ewert as Chairman and P. C. Hiebert as
Secretary. At their meeting in Hillsboro, Kans., at the
home of Bro. Hiebert on July 19 and 20, after much
deliberation on the scope of their work and questions re
lating thereto, it was agreed that a joint meeting of repre
sentatives of Mennonite Relief Organizations should be
called to meet at Elkhart, Indiana on the 27th day of
July, 1920. Bro. D. H. Bender was entrusted with the
duty of sending out the formal call in the name of the
Committee on Information.
I. Joint Meeting of the Various Mennonite
Relief Commissions

This meeting was held according to announcement in
the Prairie St. Mennonite Church Elkhart, Ind. The follow
ing were in attendance: Levi Mumaw, Scottdale, Pa.; D.
H. Bender, Hesston, Kans.; D. D. Miller, Middlebury,
Ind.; H. H. Regier, Mountain Lake, Minn.; W. J. Ewert,
Hillsboro, Kans.; P. C. Hiebert, Hillsboro, Kans.; Eli G
Reist, Mount Joy, Pa.; Arthur Slagel, Flanagan, 111.;
Orie O. Miller, Akron, Pa.; Ernest E. Miller, Rawson,
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Ohio; Sanford Yoder, Kalona, Iowa; Vernon Smucker,
Scottdale, Pa.; Aaron Loucks, Scottdale, Pa.; and A.
Friesen, Halbstadt, South Russia. The work done at this
meeting can perhaps best be expressed in the following
extract from the minutes:
1.
The meeting was opened by prayer and Scripture
reading by D. D. Miller, Middlebury, Ind.
2.
The organization of the joint committee was effected
by electing the following officers: Moderator, D. H. Bender,
Hesston, Kans.; and Secretary, P. C. Hiebert, Hillsboro,
Kans.
3.
Aaron Loucks, Scottdale, Pa., explained the purpose
of calling this meeting by stating that the Mennonite Relief
Commission for War Sufferers expected to send out a Unit
of relief workers to South Russia, if possible in August; and
that the Russian Commission had desired this meeting of all
the relief committees to accord to all an opportunity for
cooperation.
4.
A. A. Friesen described conditions in South Russia
bearing on the question of relief at that time, and made the
following suggestions, which according to his mind would
be commendable:
The field and the need is very extensive including
100,000 Mennonites and many Lutherans and Catholics
surrounding them. The greatest needs to-day are Cloth
ing, Medicines and Food. Such as can, should be en
couraged to pay for what they receive, others must be
helped outright.
The work of distribution should be carried out in
united action by all the relief workers, because of a
number of very evident advantages.
For America the several standing Relief Commis
sions might continue, but it is advisable that they have
a joint executive committee.

Second Session 1:00 P. M.
After several plans had been presented and discussed
the question of organizing for united relief work resulted in
the following resolution:
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Resolved, that we the representatives of the several
branches of Mennonites assembled at Elkhart, Ind., this 27th
day of July, 1920, deem it well and desirable to create a
Mennonite Central Committee, whose duty shall be to
function with and for the several relief committees of the
Mennonites, in taking charge of all gifts for South Russia,
in making all purchases of suitable articles for relief work,
and in providing for the transportation and the equitable
distribution of the same.
Pertaining to the method of securing the above named
Central Committee the following agreement was reached:
Resolved, that this Mennonite Central Committee shall
consist of not more than one member from each Mennonite
relief commission, that wishes to cooperate in this work for
South Russia.
It was further resolved that the following form the
temporary body of the Mennonite Central Committee:
Levi Mumaw, Scottdale, Pa., for the Mennonites.
H. H. Regier, Mountain Lake, Minn., for the General
Conference Mennonites.
P. C. Hiebert, Hillsboro, Kans., for the Mennonite
Brethren.
After instructing this committee to effect a temporary
organization and to draw up a tentative plan of cooperation,
the meeting adjourned to meet again at 6:00 P. M.
Evening Session
This session largely concerned itself with the problem
of emigration. Methods of securing a working organization
were discussed among which was the thought of calling a
general conference of all the American Mennonites. The
next morning this discussion was continued and concluded
by the passing of the following resolutions:
Resolved, that it be declared the sense of this meeting
that we favor the plan of having each conference appoint a
representative, these to compose a representative body,
which is to organize and elect an executive committee, whose
duty it shall be to consider and execute any work that may
arise in connection with the emigration of Russian Men
nonites.
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The following committee: S. C. Yoder, Kalona,
Iowa; W. J. Ewert, Hillsboro, Kans.; and P. C. Hiebert,
Hillsboro, Kans., was appointed to work out details
necessary to perfect and carry out the above plan. The
report of this committee was presented and accepted at
the next session, but since it bears less on Relief work, it
will be omitted here for want of space, and attention will
again be given to the Mennonite Central Relief Com
mittee, which was appointed and instructed at an earlier
meeting of this body. Their report was presented to the
general meeting in the following form:
II.

Minutes of the First Meeting of the
Mennonite Central Committee

In accordance with action taken at a meeting of several
Mennonite Relief Commissions, held July 27 and 28, 1920,
creating and authorizing this committee for action in con
nection with the proposed Russian Relief work, a meeting
was held at the Mennonite Meeting House, Elkhart, Ind.,
July 28, 1920.
The following members were present: H. H. Regier,
Mountain Lake, Minn.; Levi Mumaw, Scottdale, Pa.; and
P. C. Hiebert, Hillsboro, Kans. These members had been
selected temporarily at said joint meeting to serve until a
permanent committee is elected.
The committee agreed to organize on the basis of the
following motion:
Resolved, that the committee organize with a chairman
and secretary-treasurer, it being understood that the secretary-treasurer be the active member of the committee.
The provisional organization resulted as follows: P. C.
Hiebert, Chairman and Levi Mumaw, Secretary-Treasurer.
The following action was taken:
1.
Resolved, that the Secretary-Treasurer be instructed
to communicate with Mennonite Relief Commissions or
Conferences anticipating to cooperate in Russian Relief
Work, giving information concerning the work done thus
far and the further purpose and plans of the committee, and
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to invite them to elect their member to serve on the Men
nonite Central Committee.
Resolved, that the following organizations be placed
2.
on the list:
a.
Mennonite Relief Commission for War Sufferers,
Levi Mumaw, Scottdale, Pa., Secretary. Official Organ,
“Gospel Herald,” Scottdale, Pa.
b.
Emergency Relief Committee of the General Con
ference, John Lichti, Deer Creek, Okla., Secretary. Official
Organ, “Bundes Bote,” Berne, Ind.
c.
The Emergency Relief Committee of the Menno
nites of North America, D. E. Harder, Secretary, Hills
boro, Kans.
d.
Relief Commission of the Central Conference of
Illinois Mennonites, Val. Struhbar, Washington, 111., Sec
retary. Official Organ “Christian Evangel,” Danvers, 111.
e.
Mennonite Brethren Church of North America,
P. C. Hiebert, Hillsboro, Kans. Official Organ, “Zions
Bote,” Hillsboro, Kans.
f.
Krimmer Mennonite Brethren Church of North
America, D. M. Hofer, 2812 Lincoln Ave., Chicago, 111.
Official Organ, “Wahrheitsfreund,” Chicago, 111.
3.
Resolved, that a meeting be called for the purpose
of permanent organization and the initiation of the regular
work as soon as returns have been received and it is deemed
advisable by the temporary officers.
4.
Resolved, that the place of the meeting be agreed
upon by the temporary officers.
Resolved, that the secretary-treasurer be instructed to
5.
keep an accurate account of all expenses in connection with
the work of the committee.
6.
Resolved, that the report of this meeting be published
in the official organs of the different organizations, together
with a synopsis, a history, and the present status of the
Russian Relief Work.
Adjournment.
Levi Mumaw, Secretary-Treasurer.
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This report together with the action taken was later
reported to the joint meeting of the Relief Commissions,
held on the same day and formally accepted by them.

The further work of the Mennonite Central Com
mittee is well expressed by the minutes of the first regular
meeting held in Chicago on the 27th day of Sept., 1920.
A restatement of the essential points is given in the fol
lowing extract.
III.

First Regular Meeting and Organization of
the

Mennonite Central Committee

Pursuant to the call of the temporary chairman, the
committee assembled at Chicago, 111., on the appointed day.
The following members were present: J. H. Mellinger, D.
M. Hofer, Levi Mumaw, M. H. Kratz, and P. C. Hiebert.
After a short devotion led by Bro. Hofer, the minutes of
the Elkhart meeting were read and accepted. Thereupon it
was moved and supported that we elect a Chairman, Secretary-Treasurer and a third member to constitute an Execu
tive Committee of the Mennonite Central Committee, with
the understanding that the Secretary-Treasurer act as Ex
ecutive Secretary for the committee. This motion was
passed unanimously.
Thereupon the Mennonite Central Committee organized
with the following officers: P. C. Hiebert, Hillsboro, Kans.*
Chairman; Levi Mumaw, Scottdale, Pa., Secretary-Treasurer•,
M. H. Kratz, Philadelphia, Pa., third member of the Execu
tive Committee.

Since the actions of this meeting have an important
bearing on all the future work of the Committee we give
the resolutions largely in full.
Resolved, that we accept our duties as Mennonite Cen
tral Committee as outlined by a resolution passed at a meet
ing of the different organizations at Elkhart, Ind., July 28,
1920,
calling this committee into existence—to act for and
with the several Mennonite Relief Committees in the direc
tion of the joint relief work to be carried on in South
Russia.
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A committee appointed to present an outline as to the
procedure of the Committee in the forwarding and distribut
ing of funds and provisions among the needy, submitted a
plan which was passed and accepted in the following reso
lution :
Resolved, that we accept the plans now in force and
adopted by the Mennonite Relief Commission and the group
of workers reaching Constantinople on this date, which reads
as follows:

Pertaining to Finances
1.
That the unit on the field be allowed a definite
monthly budget for relief expenditure, and that the director
be notified of the amount at least two months in advance.
2.
That the director issue receipts for all amounts re
ceived, and that he be held responsible for the distribution
of the same to the extent that he secure receipts personally
signed by the beneficiaries.
3.
That all personnel, travel and maintenance accounts
on the field be O.K.’d by the director, before being paid by
the treasurer of the unit.
4.
That a monthly report of all field-expenditures be
made to the Treasurer of the Commission.
5.
That the Publicity Committee, subject to the ap
proval of the chairman of the Executive Committee, be
authorized to actively carry on publicity work in connection
with the Russian proposition for the purpose of raising funds
to carry on the work, but that all expenditures for the
purpose of publishing, literature, pamphlets or in travel be
approved by the Executive Committee.

Pertaining to the Work on the Field the following
agreements were reached, subject to change if found ad
visable later:
1.
That all work on the field be under the charge of
one Director, who shall be appointed or his appointment
approved by the Executive Committee. He is to be the
medium of all official relations between the unit and the
Mennonite Central Committee, and authorized to act for the
Committee on the field. He assigns personnel, is responsi
ble for the adoption of any field policies of work, selects and
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recommends to the Committee for appointment any new
personnel, who may be procured on the field.
2.
That the unit be empowered to purchase any neces
sary equipment for the conduct of the work, but that any
purchase of this nature be fully reported to the Committee,
at the end of each month, and that a full inventory of equip
ment at hand be taken and reported each six months.
3.
That the unit use its best judgment in making
grants of money or supplies to any other relief organization
in a cooperative way.
4.
That orphanage work may be opened on the field if
such seems needed and advisable, but definite plans should
be submitted to the Committee for its approval as early as
possible.
5.
That monthly reports be made to the Committee of
all work done, including statistics of needy helped, etc.
Further it was agreed that official information should
be forwarded regularly to each official organ of the several
bodies cooperating, and to each member of the committee.
And finally it was resolved that D. M. Hofer, Vernon
Smucker and the Secretary-Treasurer act as the above
authorized publicity committee. It was next agreed by
mutual consent of the members present that they give their
time and their services free of charge to the Relief-work,
but that the actual expenses of the Mennonite Central Com
mittee, and its meetings be paid out of the relief-funds and
charged up as such.

Thus the Mennonite Central Committee was launched
on its line of duty, and has consistently followed this plan
of work through the years of its service, in the spirit of
harmony and unity. Hereafter we shall only briefly touch
upon the regular work of the Committee since this
part is taken care of in the other chapters, and only those
things which have an important bearing upon the policies
will be treated more fully.
At our meeting at Scottdale, Pa., Dec. 30th we heard
brief reports of the work that had been attempted in
Russia, but which had experienced a severe setback through
the violent revolution which gave the “Reds” complete
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control of South Russia. Our workers were forced to
withdraw and retire to Constantinople, to which place
their activities were limited for almost two years. A
feeling of grief and concern overcame the committee at
the information that Clayton Kratz, who had entered
Russia with Orie Miller, and stayed there in the hope that
all would soon be settled again so that they could proceed
with the work, had been taken captive, and with that had
disappeared. Since that time we have had no authentic
information of him.
An appeal from O. Miller in favor of assisting a
number of young Russian Mennonites in Constantinople to
come to America, was considered. After some discussion
Levi Mumaw and P. C. Hiebert were delegated to make
a trip to Washington, D. C., in their interest. The report
of this trip is given in another chapter.
At this meeting we also received a message and a
word of appreciation from the “Mennozentrum,” contain
ing the information that our delegates had been received,
and the following words of thanks:
“In the name of the Mennonite Churches of South Rus
sia we express to the Mennonite churches in America our
heartfelt thanks for the noble work of mercy which they
have undertaken, and we send to the churches in the distant
country our greetings of love and best wishes. May God
add His blessings to the praiseworthy work, and richly
reward the givers.”
Signed Heinrich Schroeder, First Chairman.
K. A. Wiens, Second Chairman.
Peter Braun, Secretary.

Between this and the next meeting in June the report
was received from Constantinople of the readjustment of
the relief work so as to adapt it to the needs in Constan
tinople until such time as the way would be opened to
enter Russia and carry on the original purpose of the
Mennonite Central Committee. The report with most of
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the suggestions of the unit were accepted by the Menno
nite Central Committee at Lancaster, Pa., June 7, 1921.
Orie Miller, who had by this time returned, reported the
activities of the Holland Mennonites and it was consid
ered advisable that we invite any assistance that they can
give, and instruct the Brethren Mumaw and Miller to
communicate this attitude to them.
Because of the amount of work for the secretary and
the special fitness and experience of Bro. Orie Miller it
was agreed that Bro. Miller be asked to serve as assistant
to the secretary. It was further agreed that our field
workers be allowed $25.00 per month above their living
expenses during the first year of service; $50.00 per
month during the second year; and $75.00 per month
during the third year, provided they had not taken fur
lough at the expense of the committee. Provided further,
that in special cases, where the committee saw fit, addi
tional allowances for dependents of the field-workers
might be made.
After the above indicated meeting the Mennonite
Central Committee took no important actions except as
pertains to the help lent the refugee young men who were
anxious to enter the U. S., from Constantinople. The
chief difficulties in this matter were, the problem of secur
ing visas, the transportation funds, the proper placing of
these men in Mennonite homes in America, overcoming
the mistake of a nominal violation of the contract labor
law which forbids Committees to aid immigrants to come
to this country, and eventually the securing of the required
bond of $500.00 for each of the sixty-two men. Through
the grace of God all these ends were accomplished as is
related in the article entitled “The Famous Sixty-two.”
In addition to the work with these refugees the com
mittee gave its time and thought to following up every
possible clue that might lead to an opening into the sealed
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land where our brethren dwelt, naked, hungry, with their
lives in jeopardy from persecution. Several avenues were
considered. Our first choice always was to get in with
our men and supplies through some suitable southern
Black Sea port; another was to associate ourselves with
representatives of the Friend’s Service Committee, who
had been operating in Russia even during the time of the
war; still another movement carefully watched was the
American Relief Administration earlier organized un
der the direction of Herbert Hoover; and a final one,
the effort put forth by Bro. A. J. Miller to enter Russia
by way of Riga and make special arrangements with the
Soviet authorities, such as would permit us to extend the
much needed help to our brethren.
When in the latter half of October the Mennonite
Central Committee received word that the way was now
open to reach the Mennonites in Russia and to do relief
work there as a separate unit working under the Amer
ican Relief Administration or also under a similar plan
provided for, in a contract which Bro. A. J. Miller had
been able to make with the Soviet authorities, steps were
immediately taken by the Executive Committee to realize
these long looked for opportunities as soon as possible.
While Miller was to continue his operations from the
North reaching down to the Ukraine, Slagel was instructed
to proceed from Constantinople to Odessa, with the sup
plies on hand, as soon as papers could be secured; and
from there penetrate Russia to the Mennonite districts.
IV.

Relation and Attitude to Cooperating Relief
Commissions

Having related in general the story of the organiza
tion and work of the Mennonite Central Committee, it is
perhaps in place to state briefly our attitude and relation
to the several branches of Mennonites and to other relief
organizations.
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Our relation to the relief committees of the coop
erating groups of Mennonites is suggested in the state
ment of purpose expressed at the time of organization of
the Central Committee, but this attitude can perhaps be
made clearer by stating that our committee always tried to
be the servant of all, in all phases of the work. We
organized to work with and for them. The chief factor
of service rendered to these various committees consists
doubtless in the fact that we, through our representatives,
directed the distribution of the food to the needy abroad.
Then through publicity work and appeals, we also tried to
help in raising funds and in keeping up the interest in the
great common cause. In matters of policy we always
endeavored to work with the other organizations, for to
gether we were trying to discover the most efficient ways
and means of helping our brethren. It might be said that
the Central Committee served the purpose of a central
clearing house both in the gathering of information, and
in providing the means for reaching the sufferers. By this
attitude we endeavored to make the whole work more
efficient and effective than could have been done by the
individual groups operating separately.
The means of publicity were the relief notes as sent
out from the Secretary-Treasurer’s office almost weekly,
our direct appeals to and through the several relief com
missions, and the articles or reports and request written
by the brethren abroad as well as those prepared by our
officials and interested persons here at home. Later the
reports of our returned workers stimulated many people
to give for the suffering brethren.
Selecting Our Personnel

In the selection of personnel the committee tried to
benefit by the experiences of other relief organizations,
who had operated in various famine districts before we
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took up the work. Among the qualifications emphasized
were the following:
American Citizenship, preferably
American by birth; the desirable age limit was between
twenty-five and forty, subject to modifications in special
cases; previous experience in relief work; adaptability to
varied and trying conditions; willingness to endure hard
ship without complaint; a desire to render service, and a
readiness to work; willingness to obey orders as well as
give them; moral character that would be representative
of the best standard of true Christians in America; and
sympathy with the work of the Mennonite Central Com
mittee. Besides these general considerations we also con
sidered how representative the applicant was, trying to
have as many of the various branches of Mennonites rep
resented among the workers as could be advantageously
arranged for; further we also looked for men who would
be able to give moral support and comfort as well as
guidance in cases where such was needed. Men were
sought who would render careful, efficient service in the
distribution of the food, and whose lives would be a testi
mony to the Faith as we understand it, and a witness to
the Gospel of Jesus Christ as taught and upheld by our
churches.
Flour and Grain Campaign

In the fall of 1921 the committee took under careful
consideration the movement quite popular in a number of
communities known as the “Flour and grain gathering
Campaign.” It seemed to appeal and was also to some
extent encouraged by the committee, so that large amounts
of flour and grain were gathered, mostly in South Dakota,
Kansas, Nebraska. While these food products doubt
less served a noble purpose and fed the hungry in various
sections, it was difficult to direct these shipments so as to
be available for distribution in the field among the Men-
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nonites of South Russia. As a result only a rather small
part of it ever was at the disposal of our workers.
V.

Allignment With the American Relief
Administration

At this time the Hoover organization, known as
the American Relief Administration (A.R.A.), concluded
agreements with the Soviet authorities under which it was
made possible to do extensive feeding in Russia. The
above named organization provided a means of communi
cation, and a complete organization for the shipping and
purchase of food and for its transportation to distributing
points, for which purpose millions of American dollars
that had been contributed for child-feeding, were at their
disposal. These earlier amounts were greatly augmented
by contributions from a number of sources.
When all arrangements had been completed, all the
church organizations and other benevolent agencies were
invited by Mr. Hoover to Washington for consultation
on Aug. 24, 1921. At this gathering plans were formu
lated and agreed upon, under which these separate or
ganizations might work as units in Russia, and at the
same time enjoy all the privileges and rights of the larger
organization, provided that they agree to conform to the
Riga agreement, which is given in full at another place in
this report. Thus there was opened to us the opportunity
to work as a unit in the way that we thought best, and
yet be saved the time and money required to provide
the machinery for an independent organization.
In the meantime the Friends Service Committee
through W. K. Thomas had urgently requested that we
as Mennonites be associated with them, promising us rights
and privileges similar to the A.R.A. under the Riga
Agreement, but they were not able to assign a field to us
that was satisfactory.
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Word also came from A. J. Miller that he had suc
ceeded in making an independent agreement both with the
Soviet government at Moscow and the authorities at
Kharkow in the Ukraine. These agreements followed the
general plan of the Riga agreement, but in a few places
there were special adaptations to apply to the particular
conditions in the regions where we were planning to exert
our chief effort. One of the chief points of difference was
that we were protected from the interference of local
officials, in places hostile to the Mennonite people, who
were considered among the wealthy, against whom the
revolution had been directed.
In order to give our readers a better understanding
of the conditions under which the relief work was done in
Russia, a knowledge of which is necessary to interpret
some of the methods pursued by our representatives, an
acquaintance with the contracts entered into with the Rus
sian Soviet government is necessary. We therefore print
in an appendix the following agreements, which all influ
enced our relief-operations: The American Relief Admin
istration’s Riga Agreement. Miller’s Kharkow and Mos
cow Agreements. The Food Draft (Remittance) Agree
ment. The Agricultural Reconstruction Agreement. The
Moscow Agreement of 1924.
In keeping with suggestions from Moscow, and on
invitation from the A.R.A. officials at New York, the
Brethren Kratz, Mumaw, Loucks, and Orie Miller visited
the A.R.A. offices at New York to discuss ways and means
of cooperating most advantageously. After careful con
sideration they came to the conclusion that the best method
would be to affiliate ourselves here with the A.R.A. as a
distinct unit to carry on relief work in districts assigned
to us, as far as possible of our choice; this arrangement
being made without abrogating the agreements that Miller
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had been able to make in the name of the American Men
nonite Relief.
At first it was considered that the best method would
be to send our supplies in the form of community fooddrafts, but the objection was raised, that in this way we
always lost one-fourth of the food which our money pur
chased, therefore we changed to the public kitchen feeding
plan, where all the needy of the district or village received
like considerations regardless of race or religion and all
the supplies were at the disposal of our representatives.
Experience has proved that this was the best possible
mode of action that could have been followed under con
ditions.
Under this agreement we enjoyed the following
privileges from the A.R.A. organization: namely,
Upon deposit of our funds at New York, they deliv
ered to the order of our director at Moscow at cost, food,
to the amount of the deposit; they transmitted our
moneys and orders by cable to Moscow; they assisted us
in securing passports for our American personnel; helped
in directing our personnel on the trip across, furnishing
them at the London office with all necessary information
and also securing for them the visas of the countries
through which they were to travel; they handled our food
remittances without cost, except that one-fourth of the
amount thus given was to go to the general child-feeding
funds.
As a whole we are glad to say, that the treatment
that we received from the hands of the A.R.A. officials
both at Moscow and the New York office was fair and
accommodating. Our relations have invariably been cor
dial, and we could enumerate frequent special courtesies
and favors extended to our committee and to the members
of our personnel. From their side we have been repeat
edly assured of their satisfaction of our way of handling
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matters. As evidence of their attitude we also have let
ters from several of the officials, especially those of the
New York office, that express their appreciation of our
attitude and our dealings with them. A considerable part
of this good standing with the New York officials must
be attributed to the careful, prompt and conscientious
work of our efficient Secretary-Treasurer, Bro. Levi Mu
maw.
In a letter to an official of the Brethren Church, F.
C. Page of New York, a prominent official of the A.R.A.,
writes the following:
“Our suggestion to you would be, that if the General
Mission Board of the Church of the Brethren desires to
give relief to the people in Russia, particularly along recon
struction lines, that they make some arrangement with the
Mennonite Central Committee, and lend them your hearty
cooperation, for they are indeed doing a most excellent piece
of work.”

VI.

Organizing Forces For Active Work In Russia

As soon as final arrangements had been completed to
affiliate with the A.R.A., and the way was open to send
food and transmit money, the need of more help in Russia
was evident to Director Miller and to the committee here,
so it was decided to send two men, already in Europe,
who were available, immediately to the assistance of
Miller at Moscow. The first of these, A. W. Slagel, who
was waiting at Constantinople with the accumulated sup
plies and ready to move as soon as his papers could be
cleared, was instructed to load both clothing and food on
board ship and to start at once for a Black Sea port,
preferably Odessa; the other man selected, was D. R.
Hoeppner, who was working for the Emergency Relief
Committee of the Mennonites of N. A. in the distribution
of food and clothing in Central Europe. This action was
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taken by the Executive Committee before the Christmas
holidays of 1921.
At the meeting of the Mennonite Central Committee
at Chicago on Dec. 30, 1921, the Committee for the first
time in its history could say, “Now the way is open for us
to reach the place where the need is great. Now is our
opportunity to work, both in the line of helping to raise
more funds and in arranging and providing for efficient
distribution of the same.” It was agreed that the budget
be raised to a minimum of $15,000.00 per month, because
the magnitude of the need was becoming more and more
evident to all. Constantinople still required some aid and
Russia needed all and more than we could hope to raise.
Now the opportunity for the proper functioning of the
Mennonite Central Committee had arrived. There was
a real, and a great work to do.
Even though the work at Constantinople was still
necessary, the need in Russia far exceeded the need there;
and since our funds were so limited, it was thought best
by a majority of the committee that the work in Constan
tinople should be discontinued as soon as possible and our
whole effort directed toward the first and greatest goal of
our relief attempts, South Russia. To close down the
large work in Constantinople and to inaugurate a still
larger work in Russia required a great deal of care and
circumspection, especially so, because the committee here
was not sufficiently informed to act with confidence.
Therefore it was felt that we should send a member of the
Executive Committee to view the situation in person in
both fields, for the purpose of giving counsel and aid
and still more to secure first hand information for
the committee. Besides the two fields already mentioned
there were the appeals from the German Refugee Camps,
Lechfeld near Augsburg in Bavaria, and Schoenberg in
Mecklenburg which needed our attention; further, there
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was the question of our cooperation with the Dutch and
the German Mennonite Relief Commissions in the Rus
sian undertaking. After an extended and careful con
sideration the following resolution was passed: That the
Executive Committee be authorized and instructed to con
sider the advisability of sending a representative of the
Mennonite Central Committee to Russia to assist in car
rying out the present plans of work and to make further
arrangements for the extension of the relief operations.
After adjournment of the Mennonite Central Com
mittee, the Executive Committee took the matter under
further consideration and decided after careful delibera
tions to ask the Chairman Bro. P. C. Hiebert of Hills
boro, Kansas, to go across as the special representative
of the Committee, and there to assist in carrying out
present plans and to make such further arrangements for
the enlargement of the work as might be found necessary.
The final definite call was sent to Bro. Hiebert from
Scottdale on Jan. 9, 1921. After having obtained leave
from his school duties at Tabor College, for the second
semester of the year, and also the consent of his family
for him to enter into a country where things were still
quite unsettled politically and where disease and danger
lurked on every hand, Bro. Hiebert wrote on Jan. IS
that he would accept the call and could be ready to leave
by the first of February.
Permission had just been obtained from the A.R.A.
to send two men, which was in keeping with the request
of A. J. Miller, who had written “It will be a hard and
dangerous position for one man to work alone in the
Ukraine. No one should be requested or urged to go,
for no man or organization on earth has a right to ask
another to expose himself to death.” So it was decided
that a companion be sought to go with Bro. Hiebert.
After due consideration Bro. C. E. Krehbiel of Newton,
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Kansas was selected for this place. Bro. Krehbiel was a
very desirable man, not only because he represented the
second largest relief organization for and with whom our
Mennonite Central Committee was functioning, but also
because of his sterling Christian character and his broad
experience and splendid training.
Preparations for the trip and the passports delayed
the departure for some days, so that the sailing date was
finally set for Feb. 21. Enroute for New York a stop
was made at Philadelphia to meet with the Executive
Committee, and to receive final instructions for the diffi
cult task abroad. Bro. Krehbiel was there accepted as a
regular field-worker whose place of service would likely
be the Molotschna, the largest individual Mennonite Col
ony in South Russia. This place assignment was made
subject to final decision when on the field of operation.
Bro. Hiebert also was accepted on the same terms and
conditions as other field-workers, only that to him were
assigned some special duties as Chairman and special rep
resentative of the Committee. He was routed via London
to Holland and Germany for special consultations with
the Mennonite Relief Committees of these countries. He
was further to go to Constantinople to inspect the relief
operations there and confer with the Director Frank
Stoltzfus, relative to closing the same with a view of
directing all energies to the more needy field in Russia.
From there he was to proceed to Russia, enter from the
South, travel through the country as much as possible,
view all the famine districts and assist in getting work
well under way, after which he was to return to give
report to the Committee at home. It was hoped that
such information as he could gather would be of great
value in directing the work in the future. In the convic
tion that our committee was justified in sending across one
of its special representatives in the person of the Chair
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man, we were agreeably supported by the following words
from our Director, Bro. Alvin J. Miller at Moscow, who
visited most of the districts in conjunction with Bro. Hie
bert, and is therefore entirely qualified to give an opinion
from personal observation. Miller writes the following,
which came just before Bro. Hiebert arrived in America:
“Let me say just now a word of appreciation of the
work that Bro. Hiebert did while in Russia. I think it was
a most fortunate choice that the committee made in sending
him. I can think of no one who would have fitted in better
than he did. His work has been deeply appreciated by the
people as well as by the members of the A.M.R. I trust
his return to America will help to bring the personal touch
and to make many things clear that are difficult to be under
stood, except through long explanation. I wish to thank
the committee for the help they have given the work through
sending Bro. Hiebert to visit the field in Russia.”

In the following pages we have a resume of the
report that he brought back.
VII.

Report of the Chairman’s Trip to the
Field of Operations

Arriving in London after a stormy journey across
the Atlantic we found that the A.R.A. had made advance
arrangements to provide for us. At the London office
we were interviewed, and received final instructions, espe
cially as to our attitude towards the government in Rus
sia. Our plans of travel were carefully studied and visas
secured for all the countries that we should chance to
cross in passing through Central Europe to Constanti
nople.
1. Meeting with the Relief Committee of the Hollanders
In five days all was ready and we left for The Hague
of Holland, where we were met at the pier by Dr. War
kentin, who had advance notice of our coming. He pro
vided quarters for us and took us out to meet the Relief
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Committee of the Holland Mennonites, who had arranged
for a session of their committee with us to discuss the
questions of relief work in which we were all interested.
We appreciated the opportunity to attend one of their
committee meetings. Things were handled in a little more
perfunctory and formal way than we were accustomed to
in our sessions, yet everything was very well done and we
can only express our appreciation of the consideration
that they accorded us.
I extended to them the greetings of the Mennonite
Central Committee to which they cordially responded.
After formalities were over we turned to our discussions,
which concerned chiefly the tractor and seed grain propo
sitions. We suggested that they, the Hollanders, were
perhaps more favorably located to take charge of the
supplying of seed grain and garden seeds, which point they
promptly recognized and acknowledged. They already
had personnel at Varna, Bulgaria, near which place they
can purchase grains, which left but a short transport
to bring them over to a South Russian port.
They also reported that they were interested in some
second hand tractors in Roumania, but when I told them
the propositions from Ford and the International people
they were favorably impressed. What interested me
most was their method of financing. This they hoped to
accomplish through the organization of a syndicate, and
the selling of shares. These were to bear six per cent
interest until 1924. After that in addition to the interest
small payments were supposed to be made, on the basis
of a certain percent of the crop. They hoped to interest
the bankers both of Holland and England in the project.
What would become of it remained to be seen.
2. Conference with Mennonite Representatives at Berlin
In Berlin a meeting was arranged with Mr. J. Esau,
and Benj. Unruh both members of the Russian delegation
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to America, with whom was associated Alex. Fast, an
authorized delegate from the Kuban Mennonites. At this,
meeting the following points were discussed:
a.

The status of the Russian relief operations.

b. The problem of caring for Russian refugees im
Germany. It was generally and very emphatically urged,,
that even though we give up the base at Constantinople,
we should by all means arrange to care for the refugees
at some convenient part in the Black Sea region. Since
the Dutch Mennonites have their supply base at Varna,
it was thought that perhaps that would be an advanta
geous place where we, together with the Holland Men
nonites, could provide a haven of refuge. They insisted1
that Bro. Krehbiel and I should stop off and inspect theplace on our way to Constantinople. This, however, waslater found to be impractical.
c.
Plans for the supply of seed grain and garden
seeds were urged upon us much, but when we reported
our tentative agreement with the Dutch Committee, Benj.
Unruh consented to take this matter up with Dr. Fleischer
of that committee in an endeavor to supply this essential
from Central Europe.
d.
The tractor situation as I reported from Hol
land seemed to please all, they being more optimistic about
it than I.
e.
It was mutually agreed that we advise Menno
nites in Russia not to attempt flight if it were at all
possible to stay.
At Berlin we had hoped to meet Bro. Hoeppner who
had been accepted for work in the colonies along the
Volga, but to our keen disappointment we failed to make
connection with him, so we assumed that he had already
gone.
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3. Constantinople
We arrived there Saturday and were cordially re
ceived by the members of our unit after we had located
them. On Sunday morning, we went to the Mennonite
Home on the Bosphorus, where we arrived during the
morning services. Rev. H. Braun, who had recently ar
rived from Russia, was addressing the meeting. Later
we were given opportunity to deliver the greetings of the
Mennonite Central Committee. The joy to meet us was
great, for they saw in our coming a brighter prospect of
bringing food and clothing to their friends in Russia.
After dinner we made an inspection of the whole plant,
where we found very satisfactory conditions and a group
of grateful people. This completed, we passed on to the
Young Women’s Home. We went through the whole
house and met a great number of the inmates, mostly
refugees of the better class of the Russian people, i. e.
the former aristocracy and nobility. They served us tea
and at our departure made very urgent requests not to
close the work in Constantinople.
Monday forenoon we called at the American Em
bassy, where we were cordially received by Admiral Bris
tol and his staff. After reading our letters of introduc
tion from the London A.R.A. office, the Admiral promptly
stated that a destroyer was going to Theodosia via Odessa
and that we were welcome to take passage the next morn
ing. Upon our explanation that we could not be ready
by that time, he volunteered to have the destroyer sail a
day later to accommodate us, whereupon we accepted his
kind offer. Later we called at the office of the American
Consul and received every consideration. Upon the sug
gestion of our workers we also called on the Soviet repre
sentative, from whom we received letters of introduction
to officials in Soviet Russia. We felt that these might be
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of real service to us later. Our later experience justified
this supposition.
Monday evening we discussed with our personnel the
future of the work, and arrived at the following conclu
sions relative to the several activities in Constantinople:
a.
The Orphanage. Stoltzfus reported that the
British were starting orphanage work on a large scale,
that they had requisitioned the house in which we were
operating, and had already requested that we turn over
the children to them in a fortnight or so. The work in
the orphanage showed efficient and painstaking efforts on
the part of Miss Zook. It was decided that we close the
Orphanage as soon as the British were ready to take
charge of the work.
b.
The Mennonite Home. The only Mennonites
remaining in the Home were two Bekker families, Her
man and J. Niebuhr, H. Schroeder, and H. Braun. The
others were Lutherans and Catholics, who were waiting to
leave for Germany or Austria. One Bekker family
already had word that the money for their trip to Amer
ica was coming. The Unit had already ceased paying
rent on the Home, which left the problem of closing an
almost settled affair, if it had not been for the fact that
many refugees were in Batoum and other places, on the
way to Constantinople. We decided that cheaper quar
ters should be found for them, and that it might be
advisable to divert them to a less crowded place than
Constantinople. Our attention was again directed to the
Dutch base in Varna, Bulgaria, which Unruh and Esau
had highly recommended. Thereupon it was agreed that
we close the Constantinople Mennonite Home, but operate
at least temporarily until some other provision could be
made to take care of the refugees. Since our plan to
leave for Russia at once by the U. S. Destroyer made a
trip to Varna impossible, Bro. Stoltzfus consented to go
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to Varna and perhaps some other places in Bulgaria to
see about establishing a receiving station for refugees.
c.
The Women’s Home. What to do with this
phase of the work seemed most difficult to decide, for the
need of these women was real, and their pathetic plea not
to close touched our hearts. The condition of some of
the women was evidently such that they were in danger of
being morally, physically, and spiritually lost, if turned
out to shift for themselves in that wicked city. We called
on the Director of the Near East Relief,, and requested
that they take charge of these women when we close. He
promised to do what he could, to give them work. Miss
Weaver agreed to help them fit themselves by the first of
May, for the work that would be expected of them. If
sufficient funds had been available, or needs had not been
greater elsewhere, we doubtless would have kept the
Women’s Home open. Under the circumstances it seemed
advisable to prepare for closing up the work in Constanti
nople on May 1.
On the following day, after cablegrams had been sent
to Moscow and Alexandrowsk announcing our coming, we
took passage on the U. S. Destroyer Sturtevant, for
Odessa, where we changed to the U. S. Destroyer Fox
and proceeded to Theodosia, arriving in port March 25.
Our apprehensions about landing on Russian soil without
a knowledge of the language were largely overcome by
the presence on the pier of the American A.R.A. worker,
Mr. Brown, who took us in charge at once and provided
for us during our stay in Theodosia, which of necessity
lasted five days. Here we were introduced to starvation
conditions, but I shall not take time to describe the har
rowing scenes. To proceed further inland was difficult,
since the trains ran only once a week, and one was just
moving out when we arrived; but through the generosity
of the Vice-President of the Crimean Republic we were
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promised earlier transportation, which eventually came,
and we took the train for Halbstadt, arriving there Sun
day morning, April 2.
4. On the Field of Operations in Russia
We went directly from the train to the church, where
we came as unannounced messengers from another world,,
and were heartily welcomed. I was asked to address a
fairly large gathering of sad-faced, under-fed Mennonites.
I had never in my life heard any one pray, “Give us this
day our daily bread” as these people did with tears run
ning down their haggard faces.
The next day we wired to Moscow and Alexandrowsk
to get in touch with our workers as soon as possible. In
the meantime we busied ourselves with getting acquainted
with the people and the work that had been started there,
just two weeks before. A few days later, Bro. Slagel
came from Alexandrowsk. Together we made an inspec
tion tour of a large number of villages, to see the needs
and also observe the operation of our feeding stations. A
short meeting with officials of the “Verband” helped us
to see how gloomy the future looked to these people, with
all supplies gone, and the wheat being blown out by the
strong spring gales. In a few days we went to Alexan
drowsk and visited the headquarters and supply house.
The whole feeding plan, even though started only a few
weeks before was operating in good shape, which spoke
well for the executive ability of Bro. Miller in organizing
and the efficiency of Bro. Slagel in directing the work.
The next weeks were spent in visiting and arranging feed
ing kitchens at the following places: Nikopol, Nepleupyew,
Sogradowka, Gruenfeld and Friedensfeld. People were
needy at all of the places, but at some there was actual
starvation on a large scale.
After the arrival of Director Miller a considerable
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part of the time was spent in planning for the work. It
was decided that Slagel remain in charge of the Alexan
drowsk office, and that Krehbiel be given charge of the
Molotschna Colony with adjacent scattered settlements.
Miller and Hiebert were to return to Moscow and then
make a tour through the Volga Mennonite colonies. Be
fore we left for Moscow, word was received that the
Dutch Relief Unit had arrived at Lichtfelde in the Mo
lotschna, and that it was vital that the two organizations
early reach a definite understanding. For this purpose a
meeting of representatives of the “Verband,” the Holland
Mennonites, and the American Mennonite Relief was
called to take place at Orlov.
a.

Coordinating our Work with the Holland Men

nonite Relief. Present at the meeting were, for the “Ver
band” Philip Cornies, Abr. Fast, Heinrich Bartel and
others; for the Holland Mennonites, Mr. Willink and Mr.
Jungens; for the American Mennonite Relief, the Brethren
Miller, Krehbiel, Slagel and Hiebert. The meeting was or
ganized by electing P. C. Hiebert, Chairman and Philip
Cornies, Secretary. The main problem was to find the most
advantageous division of the work. The suggestion of the
“Verband” and the Holland Mennonites was that the
relief operation on the Molotschna be given over to the
Dutch, and the remainder of the territory left to the care
of the American Mennonite Relief. While this seemed
very desirable from their point of view, we could not
consent to withdraw from a field in which we had fully
organized and started feeding, and in which lived the
people in whom many of our American supporters were
especially interested. The meeting was adjourned for the
day in order to give the members of the several groups an
opportunity to discuss matters among themselves. On the
morrow we met again, and after considerable discussion
the following suggestions coming from the American
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Mennonite Relief, were accepted by the joint committee:
that none of the fields already occupied by the A.M.R.
be turned over entirely to the Dutch representatives; but
that the A.M.R. continue to feed the children, the sick,
the feeble, and aged. For this work it was agreed that
we keep our organization for the Molotschna intact. On
the other hand it was agreed that the Dutch operate
through the “Verband,” and give their attention and sup
plies to the able-bodied men and women, who must needs
have strength to work the fields, thus providing for the
future; and further, that they lay more stress upon agri
cultural reconstruction, which they intended to put on a
loan basis. As things turned out later it was evident to
us all, that God’s hand had led us in reaching such an
agreement.
b.
A General Survey of Conditions and Work. In
May, 1922, the A.M.R. was feeding between 24,000 and
25,000 persons daily in South Russia. This was exceeding
our budget, but as some funds had accumulated during the
first months of the year, we saw a possibility of feeding
that number until the coming harvest would relieve the
most pressing need.
The prospects for the future were quite gloomy, and
many people were inclined to despair at the thought of
another year of famine, with starvation conditions likely
worse. In some sections the rain had been sufficient for
the growing crop, while in others it had been very dry.
On the whole so little had been planted that the entire
crop could not possibly provide sufficient food for the
population. Relief operations would need to be continued
for at least another year. We estimated that the need
for food would be as great in 1923 as in 1922. The
need for clothing would be greater. The clothing the
people had left from better days was wearing out, and
they were unable to add to their supply—they were in fact
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exchanging clothing for food, which they needed worse.
But what would they do the next winter, with prospects
of a great scarcity of both food and fuel, which made
protection from the rigorous winter of Russia all the more
necessary?
Reconstruction work also deserved serious considera
tion even though we had yielded this largely to the breth
ren of Holland. Land laws were becoming somewhat
more favorable and taxes promised to be more reasonable,
yet the farmers were very much discouraged. They needed
especially more horses, cattle, seed wheat and working
capital. The soil had been poorly worked for several
years, because of a lack of horses. These factors helped
to convince us that a number of tractors should be sent
from America in time for summer plowing for wheat. A
message to this effect was cabled to America.
c.
Mennonite

Observation and Inspection Trip to the Volga
Settlements. This matter settled, with Slagel

and Krehbiel in charge of the field in South Russia, Miller
and I started north to Kharkow, for the purpose of inter
viewing the Ukrainian government officials. After several
matters pertaining to relief work had been talked over,
we tried to learn more of the whereabouts of our lost
Bro. Clayton Kratz. Several officials were interviewed.
They could find no record of the case, but gave us the
assurance that everything possible would be done to find
him. How seriously, or if at all, an investigation was
made, we have never been able to tell, only so much we
know, that nothing authentic has ever been learned. We
are left to lament our Bro. Kratz as a martyr to the
cause of Russian Relief.
From Kharkow we went to Moscow, and after a
short stay in the office of Director Miller, he and I left
for an inspection trip to the Volga colonies. During our
travel we noticed that even though poverty was universal.
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conditions looked more favorable for the first several
hundred miles to the east of Moscow, where nature dis
plays its best in the boundless forests of fir and pine inter
mingled with beautiful white birches. But as we neared
the Volga, evidences of famine became more general, so
that long before we reached Samara, conditions were very
bad.
Stopping at this latter city, through the courtesy of
the A.R.A. officials we were enabled to make a speedy
automobile trip about a hundred miles to the north, where
lies the Mennonite Settlement of “Old Samara.” This
colony of some seven or eight villages had suffered very
heavily through crop failures, but less from oppression
than some others. Through the influence of their Mr.
Riesen, who was on the good side of the officials, they had
been declared a model agricultural colony. On the basis
of this they received all the seed grain that they could
plant, which made their future brighter.
“New Samara” is another once prosperous colony
several hundred miles to the southeast of the city of
Samara. Conditions there were bad, especially in some
of the villages. Practically all the stock had perished for
want of feed, even though the people had uncovered the
roofs of buildings in order to obtain and use the age-old
straw as feed for their stock. A number of houses had
only one small corner of roof, under which the family
found shelter. If a kind Providence had not directed
that these villages obtain help from America as early as
Christmas, and regularly after that, many would have died
of hunger. As it was, only a relatively small number had
actually starved to death, even though the famine was
grievous.
“Orenburg” is the name of another Mennonite colony
about seventy-five miles northwest of the city of Orenburg,
on the Ural River. Here the need was especially great.
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Quite a number of the Mennonites died of starvation be
fore help was brought. Although arrangements were
made with the A.R.A. as early as Christmas, to send food
to Orenburg, through some mismanagement or misunder
standing the first shipment did not arrive until May. The
famine was so severe that field mice furnished a large part
of the ration in April and May, until the A.R.A. estab
lished kitchens there some time before our supplies ar
rived. Just at the time of our visit, the brethren were
very much encouragd by the arrival of a large amount of
the supplies earlier allocated. At this place we also met
our Bro. D. R. Hoeppner, who, though in poor health,
was busily engaged in a most self-denying and faithful
service.
Old Samara saw the possibility of raising enough
grain for its needs that summer, but New Samara and
Orenburg would need to be supported another year.
What they all needed for building up again was horses or
tractors. For the latter they seemed very anxious, and
Miller and I felt it advisable to push this matter ener
getically and systematically in America, provided that
money for reconstruction purposes be advanced only on a
loan basis, which plan was also satisfactory to the people
there.
d.
A Final Visit with the Mennonites of the Ukraine.
Immediately upon my return from the Volga District I
made a hurried trip to South Russia, where Slagel and I
first made a brief call at the Memrick and New York
settlements. Then I bade farewell to friends in the Chor
titza and Molotschna colonies, had an interview with a
number of the leaders, drove to “Fuerstenland,” and then
back to Alexandrowsk. Miller had requested that we
have a final conference in Moscow before I left, since
twenty-five tractors had been sent from America, for the
utilization of which there was as yet no contract with the
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government. So Krehbiel, Slagel and I proceeded to Mos
cow.
e.
Conference of Field-workers at Moscow. At
Moscow we were once more all together, with the excep
tion of D. R. Hoeppner who was at Orenburg. The
entire program was carefully gone over, and then we
devoted our time to the reconstruction problem. The
tractors were on the way, so we interviewed the Ukrainian
officials in Moscow as well as the Moscow Soviet Direc
tors of Agriculture, in order to obtain from them as many
privileges as possible for our tractor project. They were
very much pleased and enthusiastically in favor of the idea
of bringing American tractors into Russia for reconstruc
tion purposes. After having learned the general attitude
of the officials on the question, we set to work at the task
of drawing up an agreement that would be advantageous
to us and at the same time acceptable to the government.
This agreement, with slight modifications was later ac
cepted, as printed in the appendix to this report.
5. Homeward Bound
Knowing that relief work in all the various sections
was carried on efficiently and to the extent permitted by
our means, and with the assurance that the agricultural
problem was well under way, I felt that I could start for
home, leaving the work in the hands of men who had, to
my satisfaction, proved their worth and ability. Bidding
good-bye to my fellow-workers, whom I had learned to
love and appreciate in the common work, I left Moscow
for Riga on the 10th day of July.
Consulting
with
German
Mennonites.
We reached
Riga the next evening. Here we were delayed for two
days, after which we left for Germany, arriving in Berlin
the next day, where I met Bro. G. G. Hiebert, who had
been sent as special reconstruction agent in charge of the
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tractors. Later we called on Bro. J. Esau. Together
with these two brethren I decided to attend a session
of the “Deutsche Mennoniten Hilfe,” at Ober Ursel, and,
if possible, also to make a visit to the refugee camp,
“Lechfeld.” We arrived at Ober Ursel on the morning
of July 17 and were cordially welcomed. All were very
anxious to learn of the conditions in Russia, so I gave
them a first hand report, and told them what the A.M.R.
was doing. After this a number of questions relative to
emigration and reconstruction were raised and discussed.
All were interested and encouraged and requested us to
proceed with the work in the name of God.
The next morning, together with G. G. Hiebert, J.
Esau, and Ph. Lichti, we made a trip to the refugee camp
at Lechfeld, where we found a very valued service ren
dered to the homeless, penniless, worn-out fugitives who
had left everything only to save their lives. The people
were well taken care of, but the agricultural work was
being done under very adverse conditions, in soil that to us
Americans would hardly seem worth cultivating. In fact
they had to fertilize the virgin soil before they put out
the first crop. Nevertheless with the German capacity
for intensive farming they might raise something. After
a short service in one of the barracks, we departed for
Berlin. At this place there was an urgent request from
the Holland Mennonite Committee for me to come and
give them a report, which to my regret I could not do,
because the day of my return was already set, and could
not well be changed.
Leaving Europe with all its woe and its bitter fruits
of the “World Cataclysm” behind, I was glad to return
to the land of the Stars and Stripes, to the land of plenty,
to the land that is dearer than any other in this world,
because it embraces home and loved ones. The passengers
on the Steamship “Mongolia” seemed much interested in
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the work that we were doing in Russia, so I was asked to
give them a report of how things had been in Russia,
after which they took up an offering for our relief fund.
In New York I was well received by the officials of the
A.R.A., who requested a confidential opinion of the whole
relief operations in Russia. On August 17, I was glad to
meet the members of our Executive Committee, for the
purpose of reporting and making further plans.
6. In Conference with the Executive Committee at
Philadelphia

The Brethren kindly acquainted me with the work
they had done in my absence, and I was indeed glad to
learn of the increase in the budget to a maximum of
$30,000 for July; further they had agreed to offer the
services of the Committee in forwarding individual cloth
ing packages to friends in Russia. (This however could
not be carried out as planned, and led to considerable
grief and disappointment. It was however not due to any
fault of our committee, who had acted in good faith; and
who did their best to carry out instructions, nor of our fieldworkers; but was due rather to unanticipated social and po
litical situations abroad.) Later at an Executive Commit
tee meeting they had agreed to venture upon the tractor,
movement which resulted in the purchase of two shipments
of 25 tractors each, as will be reported more completely
in the chapter on reconstruction; further they had agreed
to accord the Canadian Committee the right to select a
member of the field-workers from their constituents.
I gave to them the report pretty much as given in
the preceding pages, which was received with sympathetic
interest. After this, it was decided to accept Bro. and
Sister D. M. Hofer as relief-workers and ask them to
prepare to proceed to Russia as soon as possible. On my
way home from Philadelphia I had the privilege of stop
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ping for a few days at Chicago, during which time I gave
a report on Russia to a good crowd who had left their
work and came to attend the meeting during the after
noon; further I acquainted Bro. and Sister Hofer with
the fact that they had been selected to fill this important
post in the service of the Master, as ministers of love and
mercy to the brethren who were hungry, naked and sick.
They requested a little time for prayerful consideration,
accepted later and sailed for Europe on the 7th day of
October. The next day brought me home to my waiting
family, whom I found cheerful and glad even though they
had experienced some trying days during my absence. To
gether we had very many reasons to thank God for His
grace both at home and abroad.
VIII.

Extracts from the Minutes of the Menno
nite

Central Committee

At the next annual meeting of the Mennonite Cen
tral Committee at Chicago on Dec. 27, the work in Russia
was reviewed both by the chairman and the SecretaryTreasurer. It showed a healthy progress in continuation
of the policy that we had pursued. The report that
already some three thousand acres had been plowed by
the tractors in the Ukraine alone was encouraging. Bro.
Mumaw reported that twenty-five additional outfits had
been purchased and would be sent the next month. It was
further reported that Rev. P. H. Unruh of Goessel, Kans.,
had been accepted as field-worker and had already left.
Orie O. Miller, assistant to the Secretary, reported
that he had continued to keep in touch with the 62 young
men who entered this country under bond the previous
year. At the expiration of the second six months all but
13 had finished paying their notes to the committee. They
were all granted another extension, and it was hoped that
by the end of the third six months all would have paid
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their dues, so that the bond-men might be released. Bro.
Miller had been able to aid an additional number of im
migrants coming from Constantinople. He further gave
the final report of the Constantinople unit as presented in
another chapter. The committee voted to give the recon
struction work in Russia their full approval, and recom
mended the sending of two additional tractor men. A
minimum budget of $15,000 per month was agreed upon.
The Executive Committee was called together for
Feb. 10, upon request of the Secretary-Treasurer, for the
purpose of deciding upon the budget for the remainder of
the year, since the A.R.A. expected to complete its ship
ments before March, and desired to know the amount of
the allocations that they would be asked to make to the
A.M.R. Bro. Mumaw had made a trip to New York at
the call of the A.R.A. office and was advised that a con
siderable amount of food was yet necessary for our work
in Russia. The Committee acting upon this report agreed
to provide the necessary funds to pay for the amount
needed. In a short time following this meeting, the fam
ine conditions in Russia were broken. Bro. Miller, Di
rector in Russia, reported that we were misinformed as
to his needs and suggested that our purchase be cancelled.
After further consultation with the New York office of
the A.R.A., we were released from all the obligations
that we had taken.
Further, the application of Howard C. Yoder of
Wooster, Ohio and of Dan Schroeder of Newton, Kans.,
for the tractor wrork in Russia were considered and both
were accepted, with the added suggestion that they be
sent immediately. The request of the unit for three addi
tional Ford trucks was granted.
Further, it was moved and adopted that a reason
able charge be made against the refugees at Batoum,
covering the time they were cared for by the Near East
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Relief, and on the farm at Constantinople, for which the
Mennonite Central Committee had paid, together with all
other money advanced to them by the committee.
A few actions of the Mennonite Central Committee
meeting held at Chicago, Dec. 28, 1923 are of more than
passing interest since they indicate policy; therefore I call
attention to them. Among these is the decision to under
take definite relief work in Siberia to which the famine
area had by that time shifted; the decision to sell the
tractors, which were still in the name of the Committee,
to Mennonite communities or villages in Russia; and finally,
the matter of a permanent relief organization which had
been mentioned before. This was for the time being dis
posed of with the following paragraph:
“The matter of a permanent relief organization was taken
up and discussed. It was found that a few organizations
and conferences had taken action looking forward to an
organization of this kind, and a plan was adopted whereby
the discussions and problems could be continued until such
a time as it may be found favorable to definitely organize
for such a work.”

At an Executive Committee meeting at Philadelphia
on June 24, 1924, it was voted, that the Executive Com
mittee recommend, that an official report of the relief
work done in Constantinople and in Russia be prepared
in book form. Such additional information was to be
incorporated as would make it of interest to our churches
and the general public. The book was to be offered for
sale at a popular price. It was further agreed, that this
recommendation be submitted to all the members of the
Mennonite Central Committee by letter, and if it be found
that there is no objection to the same, then the Brethren
Mumaw and Kratz be hereby authorized a sub-committee
of the Executive Committee to appoint one or two editors,
and to arrange for its publication and distribution.
The minutes of the Mennonite Central Committee
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meeting held at Chicago Dec., 1924, give us the following
information about the actions taken and reports given.
The report of the Secretary indicated that Brethren
Hoeppner, Yoder, and Schroeder had been withdrawn
from the field; and that Siberia, where most of the help
was being administered, was being directed through native
help under Director Miller, from Moscow. The commit
tee also assumed limited responsibilities for the support
of the Mennonites now in Mexico. It was further re
solved, that it was the opinion of the committee that the
time was now near to discontinue the work in Russia as
the American Mennonite Relief under direction of Amer
ican personnel. The Executive Committee was empowered
to act in this matter in any way it might see fit upon
receipt of the necessary information. Bro. Mumaw was
requested to inform A. J. Miller of this action.
A meeting of the Executive Committee called together
for the purpose of taking final action on the closing of
the A.M.R. in Russia and such other matters as might
come up for consideration, met at the office of М. H.
Kratz, Philadelphia, Pa., on the 1st day of August, 192S.
After hearing and discussing the various reports, the Com
mittee passed the following resolution:
Whereas, a resolution was passed at the Annual Meeting
of the Mennonite Central Committee held Dec. 30, 1924, at
Chicago, 111., looking forward to the closing of the work of
the A.M.R. for this fall, and
Whereas, the work for which the committee was organ
ized has about come to a close, and
Whereas, certain organizations supporting the work have
taken action for disbanding, and
Whereas, present conditions in Russia and Siberia do
not warrant a new organization in America for this par
ticular work,
Be it Resolved, that we declare that the work conducted
by the American Mennonite Relief shall be closed on Oct. 1,
1925, and that Director A. J. Miller be instructed to close
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his accounts as soon as possible thereafter, and bring com
plete records to the home office at Scottdale, Pa. It is very
much desired that the final report be ready for presentation
at the Annual Meeting of the Mennonite Central Committee,
to be held at Chicago on the 30th day of Dec., 1925.
It was further agreed that the Secretary write Bro.
Miller of this action, and at the same time explain to him
that the Executive Committee recognizes that certain phases
of the work might need attention after the close of A. J.
Miller’s Moscow office, but that it was our opinion that the
concluding of such work can well be left in the hands of an
organization of Russian Mennonites. We therefore recom
mended that A. J. Miller in connection with representative
Mennonite leaders organize a committee through whom
American Mennonite organizations might operate in meet
ing any relief needs as they might arise later. We further
recommended that this committee designate one individual
as its corresponding secretary and manager.
Finally we recommended, that A. J. Miller arrange
definitely for the sale or disposition of the tractors, trucks
and other equipment belonging to the A.M.R. before Oct. 1,
and that any unfinished business along these lines by Oct. 1
be turned over to the Committee mentioned in the first
recommendation.

Pursuant to the action of the Mennonite Central
Committee about the publication of the Report of the
Russian Relief operations in book form, the following
appointments were made:
Editor .....................
Associate Editor .
Business Manager

IX.
Later
closing of
of various
possible to

P. C. Hiebert
Orie O. Miller
. Levi Mumaw

Concluding Remarks

Director Miller reported that the formal
the work in Russia must be delayed. Because
disorganized conditions it had not yet been
arrange for a responsible committee to take
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over the still large affairs of the American Mennonite
Relief.
Similar reports came in, even though sparingly, from
time to time, indicating that circumstances in a country
with the conditions prevailing in Russia, made it impossi
ble to work on schedule time. On July 12, 1926, A. J.
Miller was obliged to leave Moscow before the work was
brought to a final close. When Bro. Miller emerged from
Russia, his health had been affected by the years of respon
sibility and strain, and medical authorities in Berlin urged
him to resort to a high altitude at once, dropping from his
mind everything connected with that which had brought
the heavy strain on his nerves. Encouraged by friends,
and himself realizing that this was necessary, he went to
a town in the Alps Mts. in southeastern France, where
in the healthful climate, with all responsibility removed,
he rested for several months and his health gradually
returned.
Mr. Miller arrived in New York on the second day
of May, 1927. After a visit with M. H. Kratz, Phila
delphia, he was given an opportunity to spend a few weeks
with his aged mother, who had not seen her son for more
than eight years. On May 14, the Executive Committee
met at Scottdale, Pa. Mr. Miller was there, and reported
of his work as a whole, dwelling particularly on the social
and political situation which had made matters very diffi
cult and trying for him during the last period of his work.

THE FIRST ESSAY INTO RUSSIA AND
THE SUBSEQUENT WORK IN
CONSTANTINOPLE
CHAPTER III
By Orie O. Miller
It was Thursday, Sept. 2, 1920. The “Good-byes” to
friends and loved ones had been said the day before in
New York City. Our vessel was speeding across the At
lantic. The first Relief Unit to Russia to be sent by the
Mennonite Central Committee was actually on the way.
The weeks and months preceding had been strenuous
and nerve racking. It was generally felt that there
should be at least three in the first unit, but who was to
go along? It was also felt that the project of bringing
help to the brethren in Russia should be backed unitedly
by the various Mennonite bodies of North America, but
it took prayer and work to bring into being a Mennonite
Central Committee. And then during the summer of
1920, the political map of Russia was continually chang
ing. One month General Denekin seemed to have control
of at ieast that part of Russia where most of our brethren
lived, in another his forces were routed by the Bolsheviki;
and again Wrangel leading these routed forces made
enough headway to have his government recognized by
France. With these constant changes, where and how
should Russia be entered and contacts with our people
there established? There had been days of uncertainty
and waiting upon the Lord to find out whether He really
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wanted ш to go? After this assurance came, coupled
with His promise to go with us, then the situation cleared
up, and we were soon on the way.
Arthur Slagel, Clayton Kratz and the writer made up
the first Unit. A united Committee, representative of the
various Mennonite Relief organizations, sent us, promised
to furnish financial support for work to be done, and
directed us to go first to Constantinople and then to enter
Russia from the South. We felt the stimulus of a pray
ing church at home and so with an abiding faith that He
who called us into the work would see us through, left the
uncertainties and problems of the past behind and set our
selves to the task ahead.
The journey to Constantinople was without special
incident. We spent the days in discussing general princi
ples which might guide relief work, and studying Russia.
We prayed that we might be prepared for the experiences
ahead, made willing for hard things, and given wisdom to
deal with the situations that might develop.
On Sept. 27, the Unit landed at Constantinople. Our
task there was to learn as quickly as possible all we could
concerning conditions on the other side of the Black Sea,
to arrange for our journey to Russia, and to establish a
base for maintaining connection with the homeland. To
this end contacts were made with the Near East Relief,
which was carrying on extensive relief work in various
parts of Turkey and the Near East, and had supply ware
houses in Constantinople; with the American Embassy
then in charge of Admiral Bristol, under whose protection
we planned to continue our journey; with the American
Red Cross, which had for some months been doing relief
work in Crimea and Ukraine, and could give us the most
up-to-date information concerning conditions there; also
with the Russian Y. M. C. A. and various small Russian
Relief organizations for the information they could give.
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It was decided that Arthur Slagel remain in Con
stantinople. In order that the expenses of his stay could
be reduced and that he might have an opportunity to
obtain practical knowledge of certain phases of relief
work, arrangements were made with the N.E.R. for him
to have a spare-time connection with their work. Even at
that time there were thousands of Russian refugees in
Constantinople and environs, most of them in need of
physical aid. But our instructions had been to work in
those sections of Russia where our brethren lived, so the
time of Clayton Kratz and myself was spent in planning
to proceed on our journey. In Constantinople, we came
in contact with the first Russian Mennonite, Marie Reimer
by name. We were glad to be of assistance to her in her
further journey to Nebraska.
,
Admiral Bristol of the American Embassy, who was
well informed on conditions in South Russia, and eager
to encourage any relief efforts made there, kindly arranged
to have us go on a destroyer to Sebastopol, Crimea. He
also gave us letters of introduction to his colleague at that
place, Admiral McCully. On Oct. 1, Bro. Kratz and I
were ready to go, and on Oct. 6, after a round about trip
by way of Batoum, we landed at Sebastopol. From there
the Unit made its
First Essay Into Europe

At this time General Wrangel had control of all
Crimea, and of territory in Ukraine just north of Crimea
covering about a 75 mile radius. In this territory are
located Halbstadt and practically all of the Molotschna
Mennonite villages, Alexandrowsk and most of the Chor
titza colonies. Wrangel’s headquarters were in Sebasto
pol. He had been making steady progress against the
Bolsheviki during the summer, and with support from the
French it seemed reasonable to suppose that this progress
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would continue. At any rate it did not seem to us unsafe
to travel through those sections of Russia where he had
control. Neither did any one with whom we discussed
our contemplated journey question its advisability. So
immediately on landing at Sebastopol, we sought the ways
and means of continuing inland, intending to go at least
as far as Halbstadt.
Admiral McCully encouraged us in our mission and
promised any assistance his office could give. He put us
in touch with such of the Wrangel officials as could help
us. Several days were spent in making these necessary
contacts. Through the Minister of the Interior we were
given an order for free transportation for personnel and
supplies on the railroads, and a guide and interpreter for
the journey. From the Chief Sanitary Inspector we se
cured such information as there was concerning the dire
need for relief in the whole territory and in the Menno
nite colonies. From American Red Cross officials we
learned what we could of conditions, of their program for
relief, and of ways in which we might supplement it.
With the Sebastopol office of the American Foreign Trade
Corp. arrangements were made for transfer of funds from
Constantinople.
During these few days we had our home with Cor
nelius Hiebert, who had about a year earlier moved there
from Alexandrowsk. In his home we had our first direct
touch with Mennonites in Russia. From him and from
others who gathered there each evening we heard the
story of their experiences during the World War and the
subsequent Revolution. The report brought to the United
States by the Russian delegation 6 months earlier, and
what we had heard from others in the meantime concern
ing the distress and suffering of our Russian brethren,
were confirmed, and we were convinced that the situation
was fully as dark as it had been pictured.
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On Oct. 8, we left Sebastopol by train and 24 hours
later reached Melitopol, Taurien. The dilapidated train
equipment, the distressed looking, ragged fellow passen
gers, the scenes in town and country through which we
passed, were all mute evidences of the misery and suffering
brought on by war and revolution. The owner of a
rickety carriage at Melitopol station offered to take us a
distance of three miles to the home of Jacob Neufeld for
20,000
rubles. A pre-war Russian ruble was equivalent
to our half dollar, but now the 20,000 rubles equaled only
60 cents. So had the value of money fallen! Bro. Neufeld was a miller by profession and still had one large mill
in operation. We spent Sunday in his home, and wor
shiped with the congregation near there. We discussed
with the brethren the purpose of our work, tried to learn
all we could concerning their needs and their outlook, and
gathered from them such suggestions as they had to give.
On Monday we proceeded by carriage to Orloff and later
in the evening reached Halbstadt.
These colonies are in the section of Russia which
suffered most from the civil war, which had been going on
for about two years. Along the Molotschna stream and
in the Chortitza near Alexandrowsk, (about 50 miles dis
tant), are located the largest Mennonite colonies of Russia.
In these two colonies almost half of our Russian brethren
reside. About 150 years earlier the first settlers from
West Prussia had located along the Dnieper River. From
those humble beginnings, there had developed prosperous
and flourishing villages and estates. A number of the
people had accumulated wealth, in mills, factories, land,
or livestock, some even to the amount of several million
dollars.
But all had changed. We could still note in some of
their palatial homes, in hospitals, schools and other insti
tutions, evidences of paist prosperity, but the war had left
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its blighting effects everywhere. Over some of the Men
nonite villages the battle front had shifted more than
twenty times in two years. The occupying forces lived off
the community. Not only were food, clothing and live
stock requisitioned for the use of the army, but the people
were in constant fear of plunder, and rapine. Roving bands
on horseback led by a certain Machnow were the special
terror of many villages. These bands brought in the
dread disease, black typhus, from which thousands died
during the winter preceding our visit. Of a population
of 12,000 Mennonites in the Chortitza villages, over 1200
died during a three month period. So what we heard
everywhere was a harrowing, heart-rending story of suf
fering, sadness, and demoralization. In most of the colo
nies there was still enough food, but everywhere extreme
lack of medical supplies, clothing, bedding, and soap.
We stopped at Orloff only a few hours, but in Halb
stadt we remained several days, and had our home with
Bishop Abraham Klassen. Here were located the com
mittees and organizations from which we could get infor
mation concerning the whole colony, and through which
relief work could best be done. We met the Colony
Relief Committee and also the “Mennozentrum,” a body
representing all Russian Mennonites. We brought them
the first word from the delegation which had been sent to
America a year earlier. We explained the purpose of our
mission, discussed plans with them, and then together
sketched the general methods for carrying forward the
proposed relief program. According to this plan Clayton
Kratz was to remain at Halbstadt and proceed with the
investigation and organization, while I was to return to
Constantinople for supplies. Our original intention had
been to go on from Halbstadt to Alexandrowsk and Chor
titza. Plans were made accordingly, and we left for
Alexandrowsk, accompanied by Bro. Johann Peters of the
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Halbstadt committee, arriving there on Oct. 15. The
road on which we traveled paralleled the Wrangel front
at a distance of about 20 miles.
At Alexandrowsk we noted a number of evidences
indicating that the army was in retreat, and realized that
there was no opportunity of going on to Chortitza. How
ever, that evening we met the portion of their committee
living in Alexandrowsk. The knowledge that their breth
ren in America had learned of their plight and were doing
all they could to help had a most heartening effect. Our
mission, their need, the actions taken at Halbstadt, and
possible ways of bringing relief, were discussed, but all of
us felt that the time had probably not yet come when these
plans could be carried out.
By the following morning it was plainly evident that
Wrangel’s forces were in retreat, and the local general
advised us to leave. It was decided that Bro. Clayton
Kratz accompany Bro. Peters back to Halbstadt by car
riage and that I proceed to Melitopol and Sebastopol by
train. That there would be a general rout and defeat of
the White army was still not felt. The program decided
upon in Halbstadt was still in mind. But as it turned out,
the meeting that morning with Bro. Kratz in the Alexan
drowsk R. R. Station was our last one. We had met only
a few months before and during this time we had been
constantly together. Our aims, ideals, and purposes were
the same. We cannot understand why his life should
have been sacrificed, just at the time when he could have
done so much good. But we must leave that matter in
the hands of an all-wise Providence. Further details
concerning the later activities of Bro. Kratz are given
elsewhere.
My return journey to Constantinople was uneventful.
A few days were spent in Sebastopol making arrange
ments to use that place as a base for relief supplies. On
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A PEASANT HOME
Where we stopped for lunch near Halbstadt.

ORPHANS AT PLAY
At the Mennonite Orphanage at Constantinople.
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Oct. 26, I again landed at Constantinople, having crossed
the Black Sea this time by a slow going Russian passenger
vessel. A few days were spent in preparing a report of
the trip to send to the church at home, and then we
concentrated on the work of getting the supplies to Russia.
Arthur Slagel reported that the shipment of supplies
from America had arrived and was stored in the Near
East Relief warehouses at Derindje, about 70 miles from
Constantinople. The shipment consisted of medical sup
plies and clothing, valued at about $10,000.00. To these
supplies were added by purchase others suggested by the
investigation in Russia. The list included 4000 yards of
flanellette, 12 sewing machines, 50 cases of milk, 100 cases
of soap, 1000 yards bed-ticking and a one-ton Ford truck
with complete equipment and spare parts.
Slagel severed his connection with the N.E.R. and
gave all his time to getting these supplies off for Sebas
topol. The N.E.R. kindly and very materially assisted
us by allowing us the free use of their Transport and
Quartermaster departments. But there were vexations,
delays, partly because of our lack of experience in dealing
with foreign customs and peoples, and partly because of
the confused political situation in those parts at that time.
Finally on the evening of Nov. 9, Slagel accompanying the
goods left the port via a small Greek freighter for Sebas
topol. My own plans were to follow via the first available
American Destroyer, which promised to be within a week.
On the day after Slagel left, and while I was making
final arrangements to follow, rumors began to arrive
indicating Wrangel’s retreat and probable early defeat.
A meeting of all American Relief organizations in Con
stantinople was called by Admiral Bristol, and the prob
able effects of such defeat on the Constantinople Russian
refugee situation discussed. Nothing definite could yet be
done about it, but stock was taken of personnel and assets
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available should an emergency arise. On the evening of
Nov. 11, all of us who had interests in Russia were
notified of Wrangel’s defeat, and invited to accompany
an American Destroyer leaving early the next morning for
Sebastopol. It was a small but anxious group this time,
including General Wrangel’s wife, representatives of
American business interests in Russia, and relief workers.
Nov. 13, in Sebastopol is a day we shall never forget.
Wrangel had made his farewell speech to his soldiers and
every one was looking out for himself. The general
confusion, the general panic stricken faces all about, the
sight of refugees fleeing to the many old and already
crowded ships scattered about the harbor, made a heart
rending scene. We called at the home of Cornelius
Hiebert and learned there that Clayton Kratz was already
cut ofi from coming out and had sent no word. We left
word for him, and funds. From Admiral McCully we
learned that neither the vessel on which Slagel was to
come nor the other one on which goods had been shipped
had been reported as arriving. We learned later that
Slagel’s vessel entered the harbor the next morning, just
as many of the refugee ships were leaving. After finding
out that Wrangel was giving up the cause and that noth
ing could be done, the captain followed the international
ruling of steering for the nearest safe port, which hap
pened to be Constanza, Roumania. After several weeks
of waiting the supplies had to be unloaded, and it was a
month before they could be reshipped to Constantinople.
As to what happened to the goods on the other ship we
could never find out, but we concluded that they had been
dumped overboard somewhere along the Crimean coast,
to make room for refugees. Our total loss through the
Sebastopol debacle was less than two thousand dollars.
Had the defeat taken place only a week later, the loss
would have been much greater. However, it was with a
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heavy heart that this second return across the Black Sea
was made. All the plans we had made and work we had
done seemed to be for naught. But often our disappoint
ments are God’s appointments. All three members of the
Unit endeavored so to act that He could guide us and
show us what to do. But how different things turned out
later from what had been planned. More than six months
were to elapse before the next attempt to enter Russia.
The Mennonite Relief Unit in Constantinople

Since the way into Russia was closed for an indefinite
time, and since the coming horde of Russian refugees was
bound to bring a desperate demand for their relief in
Constantinople and vicinity, it became our conviction that
we should organize temporary relief work there at once.
A cable from the Committee in America a few days later
confirmed this and authorized our procedure.
By Saturday, Nov. 21, sixty-two vessels on which
were crowded between 100,000 and 130,000 refugees, had
arrived in Constantinople harbor. Their sudden arrival
found the government authorities utterly unprepared to
care for them. It was almost a month until enough
camps could be provided to unload the last ship. In the
meantime thousands came into the city by one method or
another. And who could blame them for escaping from
the ships if they could. Many of the vessels were small.
All were poorly equipped, and unsanitary. All were
crowded from bow to stern. On some it seemed that
every square foot of standing room was taken. Food and
water supplies were gone when they arrived. It was the
rainy season, and a drizzling rain fell every day. The
picture of these ships and the conditions of these people
soon beggared description!
The French took political charge of the situation and
soon began moving the people into camps in the vicinity
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of Constantinople and other places, some even as far as
Bizerta, North Africa. The various American relief
organizations met and decided to cooperate through one
central Executive Committee. The first task of this com
mittee was to learn what the French were doing, how this
should be supplemented, and to estimate the assets of the
various cooperating organizations. The second task was
to divide the work so as to prevent overlapping and to
do the most possible good.
Because of our recent arrival on the field it took us
a few days to get our bearings, in the general confused
situation. The arrival of Bro. H. Schroeder on the 19th,
and his report that on the various vessels were a number
of Mennonites, made us decide that for this particular
group we had a special responsibility. The gathering of
these young men from ships and camps, and the establish
ing of the Mennonite Home will be discussed again in
this chapter. Their later experiences are told elsewhere.
The proportion of children in this refugee army was
not large, and of full orphans there were practically none.
Since, however, the parents had no homes, were handi
capped in finding work, and had no way of caring for
their children properly; and since the other relief organi
zations were not equipped to assume the obligations, our
unit decided to open a temporary Children’s shelter. A
building to house about a hundred was rented, equipment
purchased or received as donations from the Near East
Relief, and the institution opened about Dec. 1, with Mrs.
Areson, a member of the Russian Y. М. C. A., in charge.
This institution became a definite department of our relief
operations, and was later placed under the direction of
Vesta Zook.
Since our American shipment of supplies included a
quantity of good second-hand clothing, and since the need
of this became daily more urgent, a depot for its distribu-

A TRANS ATLANTIC LINER
The boat that took the “group of sixty-two" from Constantinople to
New York.

MENNONITE REFUGEES AT CONSTANTINOPLE
Many of these are among the group of sixty-Uvo.
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tion was provided in the basement of the Children’s
Shelter, and this work organized in a separate department
with Bro. J. E. Brunk in charge. More will be said about
this.
Some weeks later the need for a young Women’s
Home became apparent. There were many girls and
women who needed help and a place to stay until they
could find work or could go on to friends. A fuller report
comes later in this chapter.
Much general miscellaneous relief work was done
by the Unit besides that carried on through these four
regularly organized channels. Four of the smaller camps
outside of the city were assigned us. Regular visits were
made to each twice a week. Soap, fuel, clothing and
medicines were among the supplies distributed by the
worker in charge. By money loans other individuals were
equipped to earn their living as boot blacks, barbers,
seamstresses or carpenters. A personal service division
helped individuals to find relatives and often to proceed
on to a new home and a new start in life. The report at
the close of this chapter will give some idea of the relative
amounts expended in such miscellaneous relief and also of
amounts turned over directly to other organizations, but
the report cannot indicate the good done through the
Christian service to individuals in such extreme need of
succor. Surely the Church and her workers were effectively
carrying out the “Jesus Way of Life” in this work.
Before endeavoring to summarize the work of the
Unit it is due those who so faithfully served in it to
sketch briefly the history of each of the four main depart
ments.
The Mennonite Home

The circumstances under which Mennonites happened
to be in this Refugee army, how our Unit found out about
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them, and our decision that for this group we were par
ticularly responsible has been mentioned elsewhere. At
first the members of this group were all men—most of
them ex-soldiers in Wrangel’s army. The Unit was in
structed by the Committee in America to help these men
in every necessary way, but to extend such help on a loan
basis to be repaid by the men as soon as they again
became self supporting. The first step consisted in gath
ering these men from the various Refugee ships and
camps.
The first Mennonite Home was located in the city
itself. But by Feb., 1921, these quarters were outgrown
and the Home was moved to a group of buildings in Yeni
Kuey, a town about 6 miles north of Constantinople. The
buildings with about 10 acres of land were situated on a
bluff overlooking the Bosphorus. Here quarters were
ample, so that we felt warranted to admit German
Lutherans as well as a few Catholics on the same loan
basis as the Mennonites. The Yeni Kuey Home was also
an ideal place for caring for the Mennonite families
which came later. The population of the institution varied
from 100 to 200, of whom about two-thirds were Men
nonites. In all between 250 and 300 Mennonites spent
some time there.
The discipline of the Home was in charge of Frank
Stoltzfus and later of J. E. Brunk. Most of the money
and supplies needed were charged to the individuals living
there. Every effort was made to conduct the Home
economically and to find employment for the men. Since
none of them wanted to stay in Turkey it was difficult to
find work for all.
Most of the Mennonites wanted to go on to the U. S.
Some preferred Germany or Holland, and a few Pales
tine. The necessary permits were secured for them, loans
were made to cover their passage, and new homes found
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for them at their destination. The Lutherans were simi
larly helped with funds furnished by the National Lutheran
Council of America. It is difficult to imagine how many of
these would have fared had not the Church extended her
helping hand in this dark hour of need.
A hospital was conducted in connection with the
Home. The expenses of this were charged directly to
Relief and not to the individual. Total relief given in
this and other ways through the Home for луЫсЬ no
charge was made, amounted to $10,602.47. One of the
Russian Mennonites, thoroughly qualified to do so, had
charge.
The Mennonite Home was the first department to
open and the last to close. It was finally closed during
the spring of 1922, after all the inmates had succeeded in,
going on to friends or relatives in other countries.
The Children's Shelter

This institution was opened in the very beginning of
activities in Constantinople. Although the responsibility
for this work lay on our Unit from the first, the American*
Red Cross, the Y. М. C. A. and the Near East Relief
cooperated in its opening and in the first few months of
its operation.
The A.R.C. and the N.E.R. furnished a considerable;
portion of the furniture, equipment, clothing and food!
supplies, while the Y. М. C. A. loaned the services of
Mrs. Areson. She was in charge of the Shelter from
Dec. 1, 1920, to May 1, 1921. From May 1, our workers
took full charge under Miss Vesta Zook’s direction. The
above named organizations continued to furnish some of
the supplies.
Only children under the age of eleven were admitted.
All cases were carefully investigated and taken only after
the workers were convinced that the parents had no way
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of supporting or properly caring for them. When parents
left Constantinople, or their circumstances improved, their
children were returned. The number cared for ranged
from 100 to 115. The total cost to the Unit for caring
for each child averaged about 45 cents per day until Dec.,
1921.
Then through the process of requisition the rent
of the building was eliminated and the resulting cost per
child reduced to about 35 cents.
Because of hardships through which they had come,
many of the children were much below normal physically,
and several years late in school-work. Provisions were made
to take care of these deficiencies. From wan-cheeked,
half-starved children the Shelter rapidly developed hearty,
healthy, rollicking, bright-eyed youngsters.
An interesting paragraph from Miss Zook’s Oct.
1921 report follows:
“Many of the children are now wearing the clothing
sent from sewing circles in America and these garments are
certainly appreciated on these damp, chilly days. I wish it
were possible for the people who contributed these garments
to see the children wear them. We do appreciate these
contributions and we hope to give these garments to those
who really need them.”

In April, 1922, the institution was turned over to the
British Relief Society. P. C. Hiebert during his visit to
Constantinople just previous to the close of the work,
said, “The work in the Orphanage has been very success
fully handled by Miss Zook. Her efficient and painstaking
efforts are manifest generally.” Many no doubt enjoy
life to-day only because of what the Shelter did for them
during those dark hours.
Russian Women’s Home

This institution was opened May 1, 1921, in the
building previously occupied by the Mennonite young men,
in the Sourp Agop district of Constantinople. On Sept. 14,

YOUNG WOMEN’S HOME
A view of the Young Women’s Home in Constantinople and the Ford
truck, Old Trusty, in the foreground.

CLOTHING DISTRIBUTION
J. E. Brunk examining applicants at the Clothing Distribution Depot.
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it was moved to lafger quarters in Yeni Kuey, a suburb
a few miles north of the city, which continued to be its
location until the work was closed, June 1, 1922. Miss
Venora Weaver had charge of the Home during its whole
existence.
Something of the purposes and the aims of the
department can be gleaned from Miss Weaver’s first
report as published in Relief Notes, Sept. 26, 1921.
“Until May the Mennonite Unit here had been working
with men only. It is a pitiable sight to see hundreds of
men walking- the streets day after day without food or shel
ter, but we all felt that it is a more pitiable sight to see
young girls doing so.
“There are a number of homes open to Russian working
girls in Constantinople, but in all of them the board and
room is so high that a Refugee girl with very little work
cannot afford to live there. This is the reason the Unit here
deemed it advisable to open a Home for Russian Refugee
Girls.
“Each girl is asked to pay five Turkish pounds (almost
$5.00) per month, which sum covered about on^-third of the
cost of her board and room. This will seem to be a very
small amount and it is, but we are not aiming to make the
Home self-supporting. We are asking the girls to pay this
sum in order that they may keep their self-respect and have
more incentive to find work. Our aim is to find out what
each girl is capable of doing and then to find work for her.
This is very difficult because there are not very many open
ings, and so many of the girls have no training along any
special line.
“Most of the girls want to get out of Constantinople
and go to friends or relatives in other parts of the world.
During May two left for Holland and in June three left for
Serbia. We trust others will be permitted to leave soon,
because we are confident that they will have larger oppor
tunities elsewhere. As these go out of the Home we take in
others who are on the waiting list.”

The above report states very well the purpose and
policy of the Women’s Home. It was never a question of
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keeping the Home filled, but it was often a problem to
know whom to admit. At Sourp Agop the number of
inmates ranged from 35 to 55. For the 13 months during
which the Home was in existence the cost to the Unit was
$6919.27.
The Personal Service division of the Relief helped
many in getting their visas or in arranging for transporta
tion to join relatives. This department of Relief Work
helped many to a new start and a new grip on life.
Clothing Relief

Because of the circumstances under which the refugee
army left Russia most of them had only the clothing that
they wore. The need for Clothing Relief was a close
second to the need for food. Fortunately the bulk of the
shipment from America consisted of good new and used
clothing. This clothing had been a part of the shipment
sent to Russia with Slagel. There was at least six weeks’
delay in getting it back and in having it admitted into
Constantinople. About New Years, 1921, distribution was
begun from the basement depot of the Children’s Shelter,
under the direction of J. E. Brunk. Each morning saw
a long waiting line. Some effort was made to investigate
cases, but this could not be very thorough because from a
thousand to fifteen hundred individuals were helped each
month. The proportion of men among the refugees was
much larger than that of men’s clothing in the supply.
Such a situation could not have been foreseen. So our
workers had to adjust themselves as best they could to the
situation.
While many thousands of garments were distributed
monthly to individuals who applied at the depot in person,
other thousands were used in the Children’s Shelter, and
Men’s Home, and the young Women’s Home, or distrib
uted by those workers who regularly visited the camps.
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The total value of clothing distributed by the Constanti
nople Unit was estimated at $39,976.91. The estimate
was based on a rate of fifty cents per pound. After the
work in Russia opened in February of 1922, and the dire
need for clothing relief there became known, distribution
in Constantinople ceased and the balance of clothing was
sent on.
Several other interesting features of the work could
be mentioned. 1. During October, 1921 over 1500 Rus
sian New Testaments were handed out with the garments.
These were supplied by the American Bible Society. 2.
A number of sewing machines were sold to refugees on
installment payment basis. By May, 1921, ten had been
placed at cost. 3. The supply of men’s shoes were soon
exhausted, so shoe soles and findings were purchased and
a repair department started. This provided employment
for some of the refugees. From 300 to 600 pairs of
shoes were repaired monthly.
The General Work and the Developing Situation

Aside from the four main departments of Relief as
already described, a few others deserve mention.
1. The Director of our work was a member of the
Disaster Relief Committee. This Committee was made
up of representatives from all the American Relief Socie
ties located in Constantinople. Its aim was to coordinate
and allocate the work, and to prevent duplication. J.
Frank Stoltzfus served on its Executive Committee during
his whole stay. This connection resulted in greater effi
ciency in our own Unit, a better knowledge of the need,
and larger opportunities for service. The Disaster Com
mittee often financed particular efforts of the Unit.
2.
Much individual help was given in the form of
loans. For one, the equipment for a small laundry; to
another, funds for a set of carpenters tools; to others^
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rent on a home; supplies for street vending; outfits for
shoe shining; vulcanizing machines; etc., etc. Every effort
was made to help without pauperizing.
3.
Many loans were made for transportation. Where
refugees located friends in countries near by from whom
they could expect support, this seemed an effective way of
Relief. Passage to practically all countries of Europe, to
North Africa, Palestine and the U. S. was so furnished.
Much of this was later repaid.
4.
A total of $2585.34 was distributed by the central
office for aid of miscellaneous needy individuals.
5.
The Quartermaster’s Department under the direc
tion of Arthur Slagel, had charge of all relief supplies
until used. The other departments called for these as
needed. Much purchasing had to be done locally, which
made Bro. Slagel’s work indispensable.
6.
The work in the Refugee Camps was noted be
fore. It was only temporary in its nature, but a large
number of needy individuals were reached and effectively
helped during its operation. Regularly weekly visits were
made by one of the workers to those camps allocated to
the Unit as long as they were in existence.
The work was conducted along the lines mentioned
above. Complete and comprehensive reports were sent to
America each month. With all that could be done, the
situation became well nigh desperate on several occasions.
In the spring of 1921 the French withdrew all their sup
port of the refugees. This placed the whole load on the
American societies cooperating in the Disaster Relief
Committee, the strongest of which was the American Red
Cross. In the late fall of 1921 the A.R.C. was ordered
to withdraw. During the winter following our Unit car
ried the brunt of the load.
Our workers, however, always kept in mind the
greater need in Russia itself. By the time of Bro. Hiebert’s
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visit in the spring of 1922, they were in full agreement
with the policy of closing the work as early as possible.
By July 1, the last American worker in Constantinople
was enroute for home. Some help was still given the
Mennonite refugees stranded there, and in Batoum, until
arrangements could be completed for their coming to the
U. S., but by the winter of 1922, this chapter of relief
effort was closed. Eternity alone will reveal the good
done by the Church in Constantinople.
It is in order to close this chapter with the Final
Statistical report of Constantinople Unit operations as
made from the Unit records to the Mennonite Central
Committee in December, 1922. The report covers opera
tions from Oct., 1920 to July 1, 1922.
Final Statistical Report

Funds and Supplies Received

Cash from America
Supplies from America
Cash from Lutheran National Council
Cash and Supplies from N.E.R.
Enns fund from America
Interest on bank deposits
Items in exchange
Total

$125,766.42
64,952.49
6,000.00
2,638.36
300.00
815.32
265.97
$200,738.56

Funds and Supplies forwarded to Russia

Cash left with C. Kratz
Value of supplies lost
in Wrangeldebacle
Supplies taken to Russia by Slagel and cash
forwarded to Miller in Russia
Cash to close sent to
A. J. M.
Total

$ 941.00
2,641.20
41,623.82
3,150.00
$48,356.02
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Funds and Supplies expended as loans

To 64 Russian refugees for coming to
America
$14,462.31
To 18 Russian refugees staying in
Constantinople—later to U. S.
2,849.02
To 3 Russian refugees who went to
Holland
486.54
To 17 Russian refugees who went to Germany 2,349.97
To 8 Russian refugees who went to
Palestine
1,049.41
To Lutherans in Mennonite Home
9,000.00
Total

$30,197.25

Funds and Supplies expended in Constantinople

Value of clothing distributed
Cash & supplies for orphanage
Cash donations to other organizations
Supplies distributed in refugee camps
General relief distribution
Cash & supplies—Girls’ Rescue Home
Relief to Mennonite Home not charged
Advanced for aiding Mennonites left in
Constantinople
Incidental & general relief in closing work,
equipment, inventories, etc.
Total
Workers’ allowance, equipment and
Workers’ maintenance & expense
Cables & Telegrams
Office, auto & general expense
Advanced to personnel rep’d in Americe
Total

$39,976.91
32,008.90
3,360.64
2,330.64
2,585.34
6,919.27
10,602.47
2,632.50
394.66
travel

$100,811.33
$7,865.38
2,847.42
630.60
9,146.83
883.73
$21,373.96

Total Expenditure Constantinople Unit $200,738.56

UNSEALING THE CLOSED DOOR OF THE
SOVIET REPUBLIC
CHAPTER IV
Part I. The Novorossisk—Rostov Trip

A. W. Slagel
After the failure of the Wrangel regime in South
Russia, in the autumn of 1920, it was impossible for a
time for any one to enter Russia. The Soviet government
was in constant fear of further counter-revolutionary at
tempts, and concluded that the safest way was to keep
everybody out.
On January 29, 1921, Alvin J. Miller came to Con
stantinople and joined the Mennonite Relief Unit. To
him was assigned the task of negotiating with the Soviet
authorities in any way possible, for the purpose of getting
into Russia and doing relief work there. It was also
decided that in case it was possible to enter Russia, A. J.
Miller and A. W. Slagel were to go together.
For a time little progress was made. A representa
tive of the Soviet Foreign Trade Commissariat set up
offices in Constantinople, and he was interviewed several
times. He did not give relief work much encouragement,
but he did eventually give a letter of introduction to his
department in Russia.
In the meantime close watch was kept on ships going
to Soviet Black Sea ports. Batoum was considered as a
possible port of entry, but there seemed little likelihood
of getting any farther than Georgia by that route. Sev
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eral small freighters had in the meantime gone north, one
to Odessa and one to Novorossisk, but no report had
come from them.
In March the first definite opportunity came. A
group of merchants planned to go to Novorossisk. They
chartered the S. S. Albatross, an old English Channel
packet boat, Greek owned, but still flying the British flag.
After some negotiations they agreed to accept the two
A.M.R. representatives as passengers. The sailing date
was postponed several times, but finally on April 6 the
Albatross left Constantinople, and after four rather un
eventful days arrived at Novorossisk.
The Soviet officials who came to inspect the ship,
seemed to understand the motives of the merchants in
coming, but relief workers were something new to them.
When the letter of introduction to the Foreign Trade
Commissariat was presented, they referred the case to the
local foreign trade organization.
The next day the Americans were given the liberty
of the town. A call at the foreign trade office did not
give much satisfaction. The chief Commissar of Novorassisk, Fatianow, seemed to be the only one with au
thority to act. After considering the case, he said he
could do nothing except wire to Rostov for advice.
In the meantime there were opportunities to study
conditions in Novorossisk itself. The town showed very
plainly the ravages of revolution and neglect. Piers were
rotting, warehouses gutted by fire, factories idle. The
town was overcrowded with people, many of whom had
come from the North, in search of work and food, neither
of which was very plentiful even in Novorossisk. The
population had grown from 49,000 to 100,000 in two
years.
In accordance with Communistic practice, the people
were all organized into trade unions, and all were sup
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posed to work. One meal a day was given to every one
at the public kitchens, at four o’clock, after the day’s
work. This meal frequently consisted of boiled whole
barley, “shrapnel” as they called it. Sometimes a poor
grade of macaroni was served. Neither was very appe
tizing. In addition to this cooked meal, each worker was
given a pound of heavy black bread, to take home for
breakfast. The plan was to furnish free all the necessities
of life, such as, clothing, soap, fuel, light, medical atten
tion, schools and amusements, but the plan was still only
on paper, with little prospect that it could soon be carried
out. A small monthly money allowance was included,
which amounted to several dollars in American money at
the prevailing rate of exchange, but the purchasing power
of the ruble was dropping so rapidly that no one could
afford to keep rubles very long. Foreign money was very
much in demand.
Hospitals and children’s homes were in fair condi
tion, but the inmates were showing the lack of proper
food and medicines. Rickets were common among the
children, and mal-nutrition among the older people. A
colony of Greek refugees, from farther east, compelled
by political exigencies to leave their former homes had
for lack of better quarters, dug themselves into a hillside
on the edge of the town, where they were ekeing out an
existence. They had buried about half of their original
number during their two years at Novorossisk. But since
they saw no way of bettering their conditions, they re
mained.
After a week of waiting at Novorossisk, word came
from Rostov requesting that the Americans come there to
talk things over. A guide and interpreter was assigned
to them—an engineer, who had been in America. Plans
were made to leave as soon as possible.
The country traversed on the trip, the Kuban plain,
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is one of the most fertile parts of Russia, but it did not
look very promising then. Fall seeding was not at all
good, and little spring work had been done. The railway
stations were crowded with people who wanted to go
somewhere, but only a few of them were able to get on
the train.
Rostov proved to be quite a city—larger than No
vorossisk, and damaged worse by the revolutions and a
large fire that had swept away much of the business sec
tion; no hotels, restaurants, or shops the only business
activity noticed was carried on in street bazaars.
The M.R.U. representatives went at once to Com
rade Frumkin, the Assistant Commissar of the Govern
ment of the Southeast, and stated their mission. After
considering, and consulting his subordinates, he said, “I
must wire to Moscow for permission to act. Personally,
I would be glad to have you begin relief work, but un
fortunately I do not have the authority to do so.” Which
was virtually what the Novorossisk officials had said.
There was nothing to do but to wait. As there were no
hotels, Comrade Frumkin gave the Americans his private
railway car as living quarters during their stay. Some
food could be procured at the bazaars, but it was ex
pensive. Meat and sugar were about a dollar per pound,
butter and eggs nearly as high, white bread twenty-five
cents per pound, and other things in proportion. Milk
and fish were the only items reasonably priced.
The filth in this city was indescribable. The streets
had not been cleaned of their winter accumulation of
nearly a foot of debris. Spring rains had made this an
ideal breeding place for flies and other vermin. There
was a typhus epidemic, and water was not safe to drink
unless boiled.
Some of the factories were running, but very feebly.
The employees were appropriating enough in addition to
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their wages so that they could keep alive. Speculation
was more profitable. A very common method of gaining
a livelihood was to go out to the country towns, buy as
much flour as one could carry, and bring it back to town,
where prices were many times higher.
On April 23, word came from Moscow that the
A.M.R. case had been referred to the Commissariat of
Foreign Affairs in Moscow, and that in due time an an
swer would come. The first week in May passed, and
still there was no reply. The Americans told Comrade
Frumken that if no reply came they intended going to
Moscow. To that he would not consent. More tele
grams to Moscow brought only the reply that the matter
was under advisement. What could one conclude? Either
that the Moscow government was not interested, or merely
slow. Perhaps both. Finally a telegram was sent stating
that if no reply would be received within so many hours
the Americans would be sent to Moscow. Then the reply
came forbidding that step. Word came that the Alba
tross would soon be returning to Constantinople. Ar
rangements were made to have any news from Moscow
forwarded, and the Americans reluctantly made their way
back to the ship at Novorossisk.
The only contact that had been made with Menno
nites in Rostov was with several men who came from a
nearby village. They could give little news. They prom
ised to try to get word to Halbstadt, in hopes that Clay
ton Kratz might still be there. Word filtered down to
the Kuban Mennonites that two Americans had been at
Rostov, and were leaving again. Before the ship sailed,
A. J. Fast of Kuban came to Novorossisk to talk things
over. In that way some information was secured as to
conditions among the Mennonites, and some things learned
that proved useful in later attempts.
No word came from Moscow by the time the Alba
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tross was ready to sail, and so there was nothing to do
but to go back to Constantinople and seek other avenues
of entrance. On June 1, the Albatross reached Constan
tinople, after an absence of nearly two months, which
seemed fruitless enough, and yet not entirely so, because
they had given the A.M.R. some knowledge of Russia and
conditions there, and a basis for subsequent negotiations
that proved more fruitful.

Part 2. The Door Opens for Relief Work in Russia

Alvin J. Miller
From Constantinople to Riga

The journey of Arthur Slagel and myself, as repre
sentatives of the Mennonite Relief Unit, to Novorossisk
and Rostow in South Russia in April 1921 had convinced
us that a large part of the Russian population would very
soon be threatened by one of the most catastrophic fam
ines of modern times. We had entered by way of the
South because our relief unit was located at Constantino
ple, but we found that the southern part of Russia was
not then as needy as the central areas were reported to be.
On our return to Constantinople our relief unit, con
vinced of the seriousness of the Russian famine danger,
considered it the duty of our organization to make strenu
ous efforts to bring assistance to those stricken in Russia.
It was decided to try again to enter the country, this time
by way of the North. The decision was communicated to
the Mennonite Central Committee in the homeland. Soon
after their approval was secured, and necessary documents
obtained, the journey to London was begun.
At that time there were only a few well established
Soviet Diplomatic Missions in Western Europe. One of
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the most important was located in London. That city
also offered special opportunities to form contacts with the
Russian representatives.
As the Relief Unit at Constantinople was constantly
being asked to help refugees find location elsewhere, it
was decided that I should investigate possibilities for the
placing of such in Serbia. Accordingly, several days were
spent in Belgrade conferring with the Russian Committee
engaged in that type of work and with the Serbian De
partment of the Interior. As the Serbian officials con
sidered their country already overcrowded with refugees,
not much was accomplished, tho certain individuals prom
ised their help.
At a station near the Italian-Swiss border the Paris
train stopped, and I noticed on the news-stand some Amer
ican papers printed in Paris,—either the Chicago Tribune
ör New York Herald—a copy of which I bought. A
headline caught my eye, suddenly rousing me from my
indifferent reading to a keen interest. It was the an
nouncement that the American Relief Administration, of
which Herbert Hoover was the head, had been asked to
give aid to starving Russia, and a high official of the or
ganization would proceed in a day or so to the Baltic
States to confer with a special representative of the Soviet
Government. It was at once evident that the most im
portant step for me was to meet the man who would
probably negotiate the contract with the Soviet Govern
ment for the American Relief Administration.
The efficient work of that organization was well
known throughout Europe. I had seen it functioning in
Austria with scientific precision, highly systematized, yet
consciously and sympathetically humanitarian, seeking at
the same time to avoid pauperizing those it assisted. Just
about two years betöre, a delegation of four of us Amer
ican Mennonites engaged in reconstruction work in France
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under the Friends Reconstruction Unit, including Bishop
S. E. Allgyer, had conferred with Herbert Hoover in his
Paris office concerning a field of relief work for the Men
nonite organization. The quiet manner and courteous
friendliness of the man, with his evident knowledge of the
European situation, in general outline and particular de
tail, had made a profound impression on us.
Arriving at Paris, I hastened to call the American
Relief Administration office in London by long distance
telephone to confirm the newspaper report and to ask for
an interview. The report was confirmed. Lyman Brown,
the chief of the organization in Europe, was to leave Lon
don in a day or two and could see me if I could come at
once. Later it would probably be impossible. Hurrying
to the Place de ГОрега, I secured passage on one of the
regular passenger line aeroplanes scheduled to arrive in
London in time for the engagement. The cost was about
the same as by train and boat. It was a six passenger
aeroplane and the flight across the English Channel was
uneventful and comparatively slow because of very strong
head winds.
At the office of the American Relief Administration
there was an eager interest in Russia. As we had but re
cently returned from our trip to the Black Sea region,
many inquiries concerning transportation facilities there,
were made by Philip H. Carroll, who was already devising
plans for the handling of shiploads and trainloads of food
supplies. To Mr. Brown I explained the nature of our
own organization and of our intention of making an ar
rangement with the Soviet Government to work in Russia
at the earliest possible time. However, I felt it would be
a mistake to open negotiations at Moscow before the con
clusion of the American Relief Administration agreement.
He was of the same opinion. This meeting with Brown
was exceedingly important because it acquainted his or
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ganization with the fact that our representatives had al
ready entered Russia and were cordially received in the
South, and that we definitely planned to carry on work in
our own name. It also gave the advance personal contact
with the man who was the head of their organization in
all Europe. Then too, Carroll was later on to be the
first man in charge of the work in Russia and was also
for a considerable time the head of the supply department
through which the food supplies were delivered to our
organization. Had I arrived in Paris two days later
Brown could not have been seen; or a week earlier and
there would have been no inkling of the movement on
foot.
The next important step was to get from the Soviet
Mission in London the visa for Russia. We could not
hope to enter Russia from the North, without an official
permit, as we had done in the South. It was generally
reported to be very difficult to obtain the visa—difficult
even to see the officials authorized to grant it. Fortu
nately, the Friends International Service Committee, the
Quaker relief organization, then operating in Moscow,
had through their fair dealing, their straightforwardness
and fine, Christian-spirited humanitarianism won the confi
dence of the Soviet Government. The fact that I had
been a member of the Friends Unit in France in Recon
struction work for about a year always weighed heavily in
my favor with the Soviet officials. It also had given me
acquaintance with a number of the leaders of the Friends
organization. I called, therefore, at their London office
and met Ruth Fry, the head of their English Committee.
She was very cordial and ready at once to assist in any
way possible, advising me whom to see at the Soviet Mis
sion and how to proceed.
A card of introduction from her gained for me
prompt consideration from the Soviet Mission, where I
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was received by Mr. Klishko. He was well acquainted
with the work of the Quakers not only in Russia, but also
in France, Germany and elsewhere. I called attention
further to my former connection with that organization
and our activities in Constantinople as well as our journey
into Novorossisk and Rostow in April. He showed a
keen interest in the service our Unit was rendering the
homeless and destitute women and children of the Russian
refugees in Constantinople. He was personally acquainted
with some of the high officials of his Government with
whom we had dealt in South Russia. He appreciated
their courtesies to us and their efforts to gain permission
from Moscow for the opening of our work. He ex
pressed surprise and regret that Moscow had taken a
negative attitude, assured me there would be no question
but that his government would now welcome our organi
zation, and urged me strongly to instruct the Constanti
nople Unit to ship without delay the supplies on hand
there to one of the South Russian ports. An outline of
our plans was requested which was furnished him by letter
on August 8. In this letter I also explained openly my
connection with the Red Cross in the Crimea in 1920.
London
August 8th, 1921
Mr. Klishko,
28 Bond Street,
London W.
Dear Sir:—
In response to your request during our interview this
morning for a brief written account of our negotiations with
the Soviet Officials in South Russia in April and May, I am
submitting the following for your consideration.
Early in April of this year Arthur Slagel and I went
from Constantinople to Novorossisk and Rostow to arrange
for the opening of relief centers in South Russia to be con
ducted by representatives of the American Mennonite Relief
Organization. At Novorossisk, Fatianow received us fa
vorably and sent us on to Rostow, where negotiations were
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carried on through Frumkin and Beleborodow. These offi
cials apparently approved our plan of work; they telegraphed
to Moscow several times but received no reply. After con
siderable waiting the following telegram was sent by direct
wire: “The representative of the American Mennonite Relief
Organization, Alvin Miller, who came to Rostow from No
vorossisk is here already nine days awaiting an answer from
the Council of Work and Defence to the P. C. of F. A. to
our telegrams 2801 and 1895.” It is absolutely necessary
that you answer at once as any further waiting is impossible.
No. 3018 (signed) A. Beleborodow.
Finally, as no reply came, the same office wired that the
American representative will be sent to Moscow within so
many days (about 4) if no reply is received from Moscow.
Then the answer came forbidding to send me to Moscow.
A few days later we returned to Novorossisk and embarked
for Constantinople.
The plan of work then proposed is as follows:—
The
American
Mennonite
Relief
Organization
begs
leave to request permission from the Russian government
to operate in Russia on the following general plans:
1.
The American Mennonite Relief Organization offers
its friendly assistance to the women and children of Russia
and invites in the same spirit the help of the Russian gov
ernment in carrying forward a program of general relief
work. To this end the offices, activities and records of the
organization will always be open to free inspection by duly
appointed government representatives whose constant at
tendance at the office will be welcomed. In addition, monthly
reports will be made of the activities of the organization.
2.
The organization will direct and control shipment of
supplies to suitable ports thence to be distributed or re
shipped to the various centers by the relief workers.
3.
The relief supplies are to be distributed among the
children’s homes, civilian hospitals and the needy civilian
population, especially women and children, regardless of
race and religion.
During the past two years the American Mennonite
Relief Organization has several times investigated the need
for relief work in South Russia. In the fall of 1919, while
working with the Society of Friends in France, I was sent
with two others to Odessa and Cherson. No work was
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begun. In 1920 I went to the Crimea with the American
Red Cross under the arrangement to transfer to the Men
nonite Relief as soon as possible. In August I returned to
Constantinople and Paris in ill health. In October another
committee, Orie Miller and Clayton Kratz, visited Crimea
and Militopol with the purpose of giving civilian relief. No
work had been begun. Orie Miller returned to Constanti
nople. Clayton Kratz was at Halbstadt when the Soviet
armies defeated General Wrangel. Kratz was arrested, re
leased three days, then again arrested and taken away. Since
then there has been no information concerning him. He
had no connection with the counter-revolutionaries. He was
simply investigating the possibilities of giving civilian relief
on humanitarian grounds.
Finally, in 1921, Arthur Slagel and I went to Rostow
as previously described, to offer assistance to the needy,
regardless of race, religion or social and political status.
The American Mennonite Relief Organization is yet
ready to offer its assistance to Russia.
In May some of the officials of the south stated that
Russia does not need our help. Is it now desired? Since
last May the difficulties of operation have increased so enor
mously, that it has now become necessary to restate our plan
of work as set forth in the enclosed memorandum.
Respectfully yours,
(signed) Alvin J. Miller,
American Mennonite Relief.
Proposed Plan of Work

The American Mennonite Relief Organization is ready
to begin relief work in Russia at once when the Moscow
Soviet authorities give a direct statement to the Mennonite
Relief representatives,
1. That there is need of our assistance,
2.
That the American representatives of the American
Mennonite Relief Organization shall be given full liberty to
come and go and move about in Russia,
3.
That these members shall be allowed to organize
the necessary local committees and local assistance free from
government interference,
4.
That they shall be given free transportation (storage
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and handling) of supplies with priority over other traffics,
that the necessary buildings and equipment and fuel shall
be assigned free of charge by the authorities,
5.
That in addition to the imported food, clothing and
medicine, the people cared for by us must be given the same
rations of such local supplies as are given to the rest of
the population,
6.
That the American Mennonite Relief Organization
must have the assurance of non-interference of the govern
ment with the liberty of all the members of the American
Mennonite Relief Organization.
The American Mennonite Relief Organization agrees to
■distribute the supplies among the needy population, specially
women and children without regard to race, religion or so
cial status.
The representatives of the organization and assistants
will engage in no political activities.

He was enthusiastic over the prospects of aid on a
large scale from the American organizations and regretted
the delays caused by distrust and “red tape.” The visa,
he said, would be granted without question, but the pass
port had to be left there for the signature of the proper
official. As I was going to the Geneva Conference and
there was little time left, my passport was taken care of
in far less than the usual time, and not only was the visa
to Russia granted but, in addition, a full page special letter
given to me personally to present at the Foreign Office in
Moscow.
My work in London was finished with far more ac
complished than I had previously dared to hope for.
Had it not been for the pending negotiations between
Brown and the Soviet Government, I should have gone
direct to Riga, Latvia, to enter Russia immediately.
But the period of waiting was by no means time lost.
A joint committee of the International Red Cross and the
League of Red Cross Societies had just then called a con
ference of relief organizations to meet at Geneva, Switz
erland on August IS, to consider the Russian famine situa
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tion. It was deemed important for me to attend this
meeting. There were present over a hundred delegates,
representing about thirty organizations, from twenty-two
different countries. The conference, presided over by
Gustav Ador, listened to a description of conditions
in Russia. A Russian, one of the former close friends of
Lev Tolstoi presented the needs of his country. One of
the English representatives, who had been prominent in
India famine relief activities, stressed the importance of
unified control. It was agreed to ask Dr. Fridtjof! Nan
sen, the Arctic explorer, and Herbert Hoover to serve as
High Commissioners of the International Committee for
Russian Relief; thus unifying all organizations that might
wish to aid Russia. In opposition to this, a delegate pro
tested that it would hardly be fitting to ask Herbert
Hoover to be one of the Commissioners, intimating that
the United States was practically at war with Soviet Rus
sia. Whereupon Mr. Bicknell, the veteran leader in
American Red Cross work, rose and calmly stated that
“the United States have never been, are not now, and I
hope never will be at war with Russia.” This was greeted
by a round of applause. However, Hoover did not ac
cept the position as High Commissioner. While Geneva
messages were received from Rev. Hylkema, one of the
well known Doopsgesinnte (Mennonite) ministers of
Holland, to the effect that they also were interested in
carrying on relief work in Russia.
From Geneva to Riga there were many borders to
cross each with its full share of post-war regulations and
red tape delaying the movement of travelers for days at a
time.
The Officiousness of Subordinates at Riga

Riga, Latvia, was for a number of years after the
revolution the gateway to Soviet Russia. The Soviet Em
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bassy there had a large staff. It was the city where
Lyman Brown of the American Relief Administration met
Maxim Litvinoff of the Russian Foreign Office to nego
tiate the famous contract under the terms of which the
gigantic relief organization was to operate in Russia. It
had been signed shortly before my arrival in Riga and the
relief organization headquarters were busy with prepara
tions for the movement of personnel and supplies into
Russia. It was evident they were extremely occupied and
could not have time or interest to discuss plans and pros
pects of our organization.
At the American Consulate I again detailed our
program including a sketch of the steps previously taken
at Constantinople and South Russia. They were very
courteous and I learned that the regulation against Amer
icans taking their passports into Russia was still in force.
Nevertheless I took my passport to the Soviet embassy
and made it a point to call attention to the visa granted
by their Mission in London. It was explained at the same
time that my passport would of necessity remain at the
American Consulate in Riga, but I would return at once
with a consular receipt to be visaed by the Soviet Em
bassy. In addition I would have in hand also the letter
of introduction from the Soviet Mission in London to the
Foreign Office in Moscow. That mode of procedure seemed
to be acceptable. I requested them to secure a place for
me on the Riga-Moscow train. On that same evening
Dr. Nansen who had been named at the Geneva Confer
ence as one of the leaders of the combined relief organi
zations, was traveling to Moscow. The Soviet office
feared there would be no room left on the train but by
dint of special effort they provided a place for me.
The ticket was turned over to me and I requested
my passport receipt and London letter. There I met the
first difficulty. They explained that it was the custom or
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rule to send all such documents by their own courier, but
I declined to go without my papers on my own person
because in the heavy rush of work of those days the
papers might easily be mislaid accidentally if not lost en
tirely. It was late in the day, the time was short, most
of the office force had gone, only the subordinate clerks
were there and they were insistent on retaining my docu
ments. I felt sure that if one of the higher officials could
be consulted about the matter, there would be no difficulty,
and I therefore persistently put forth that argument. The
officials were out of reach. Half an hour of discussion
brought no change of attitude on either side. With me it
was a point of principle that we must be allowed to have
possession of our own official documents. Was that prin
ciple important enough to delay my entrance into Russia
by a day or two or possibly prevent my going entirely on
that account? I decided it was and returned the railroad
ticket receiving back at the same time my passport receipt
and letter.
The next day at our consulate the receipt was ex
changed for the passport which was again taken to the
Soviet Embassy. The subordinates were curt and not in
clined to take me to the higher officials. After some time
one of the heads of the Embassy passed through the hall
way which gave me the opportunity to put the case before
him and present all my credentials. He was all courtesy
and agreed immediately to allow my documents to remain
in my possession. Back to the American Consulate I
went, delivered the passport once more, received again the
Consular receipt, returned with it to the Soviet Embassy,
was granted the visa and given every consideration. A
railroad ticket was prepared for me reserving a place in
the Soviet courier car. Determined perseverance with
quiet courtesy had won the point. It served also to em
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phasize the necessity of dealing whenever possible with
the higher officials.
There was yet time left to pack a large basket of
food for the three day’s journey to Moscow for which
the Riga stores provided long narrow loaves of bread,
unsalted butter, cheese, canned fish, sugar and jam. A
flask of water should have been included but that I was
to learn later. More in accordance with the prevailing
customs of the land and no doubt more sanitary would it
have been to have carried a tea kettle with which to get
boiled water at the stations along the way.
Riga to Moscow

The train from Riga to Moscow was made up mostly
of small, light box cars carrying people as well as freight.
There were also third class passenger cars with uncush
ioned wooden benches extending almost the width of the
car. Directly above these was a second tier of seats or
shelves to lie on. Further up still was another set of
similar shelves for baggage, which were, however usually
occupied by travelers who preferred this high perch to
standing in the passageway day and night. Besides these,
the train could boast of a few second class coaches with
cushioned seats. The official termiology is “hard” and
“soft” seats, not first, second, and third class.
Attached to this train was a special car reserved for
the first group of American Relief Administration per
sonnel. The group was entering Russia under the leader
ship of Mr. Carroll. Several newspaper correspondents
had happily been accommodated in the special coach.
My place was in a fairly comfortable Soviet Courier
car, sharing the compartment with one of the couriers, a
very pleasant and agreeable young man of refined man
ner, eager to be of service to the foreign stranger. A fine
hospitality to the foreigner is one of the marked traits
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of the Russian. On this same car was a young woman
from Maryland whose interest in the great experiment in
Russia had brought her across an ocean and a continent
to observe at first hand the social readjustment that fol
lowed the revolution. Some time before she had been on
picket duty at the White House. The car was nearly
filled with men and women, apparently in government
work. When we had crossed the border from Latvia into
Russia, they threw off the mantle of reserve and celebrated
by singing lustily the song of the revolution.
At the border there was a complete change of train
crew. The train moved slowly, stopping often and long.
The locomotive consumed large quantities of wood, and
belched out of its smokestacks showers of sparks whenever
the firebox was refilled. The fuel supply on the tender
had to be replenished quite frequently. Piece by piece the
wood was tossed by hand from the heap at the side of the
track to the tender. Occasionally some freight or bag
gage was loaded or unloaded. At each station there was
generally a rush of passengers from the train to the boiled
water supply. Tea kettles were the favorite containers,
but if these were lacking anything else that would hold
water would be brought into service. Because sanitation
had for many generations been much neglected in Russia,
the water sources, springs, wells, reservoirs, etc., were
often unsanitary. Therefore, unboiled water was always
regarded with suspicion. But hot water alone is not a
very attractive drink, and so Russia became a confirmed
tea-drinking country.
The third day we arrived in Moscow, early in the
afternoon, but the clocks indicated evening because Russia
had adopted day-light saving time in full earnest and had
set the hands of the clock forward three whole hours. It
might be added here that in recent years Russia has quit
playing with the clock in make believe fashion, dispensing

REFUELLING THE LOCOMOTIVE
Much of the wood is not properly cured or dry, so it is a common oc
currence for the train to halt for the purpose of raising steam.

TRAVELING IX SIBERIA
The A. M. It. native representative in Siberia getting ready for a long
drive through the famine stricken villagps.
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entirely with daylight-saving time, and in a realistic way
simply begins its work in summer time an hour earlier
than in winter thus getting exactly the same results but
without the sham of setting the hands of the clock for
ward with the attendant confusion of the varieties of time.
As we approached Moscow the imagination took
wings. Here would be the ancient city of the Slavs and
the Scandinavians and the Tartars and the Russian Boy
ars; here the picturesque old Kremlin and the gloomy
city walls, the strongholds of mighty Boyars who made of
themselves even mightier Czars; here the city that gave
itself in ashes to the invincible Napoleon and in the giving
overcame the man of destiny; here the glorified domes of
its “forty times forty” churches with their golden throated
bells, full-toned and deep and vibrant as the soul of
Russia.
The city was bathed in the soft mellow glow of an
autumn sun that lighted carressingly the quaint old houses
and blazed a challenge from the hundreds of crosses that
marked the many places of worship.
The Comforts of Moscow

When our train arrived at the Windau railroad sta
tion in Moscow on August 27, 1921, it was met by two
representatives, one from the Commissariat of Foreign
Affairs, Mr. Volodin; and one from the Central Commit
tee for Combatting Famine of the All-Russian Central
Executive Committee of the Soviets, a young woman who
could not speak English. This reception committee was
there to receive the first contingent of the American Relief
Administration personnel. As the living quarters for this
group of seven Americans had not yet been prepared,
they remained in their special car at the railroad station.
It was Saturday and they could not hope to get quarters
ready before Monday.
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While the reception committee was conveying myself
and one or two others in a Government automobile to
the Foreign Office, Volodin was expansively explaining
how simply life is organized under the Soviet system in
Russia; how inexpensive; and how small one’s wants are.
He referred broadly to the insignificant compensation—
not salary—set as remuneration for his job; broadly also,
with an air of behold! to the reasonably fair condition of
his own person. Having just arrived in the country, I did
not ask how many different positions he held at the same
time, each providing its monthly food portion (Payok)
and wage. Nor did I ask about the size of credit ac
counts that can continue indefinitely at Government stores
without settlement. Volodin was a Russian Jew who had
been deported from the United States. Having a good
command of English, he was very useful in dealing with
the English speaking relief organizations.
He took me directly to the Foreign Office for assign
ment to some Guest House. There were no hotels in
Russia at that time. Moscow had, in place of hotels,
several Guest Houses conducted by the Government,
where strangers coming to the city would be given lodg
ing; in the first years, free of charge. Later the price
rose to the level of London or New York hotels.
The most important one was the palatial residence,
formerly belonging to a wealthy “sugar king,” situated
on the banks of the Moscow river directly opposite the
Kremlin. In this magnificent house were generally placed
the distinguished guests. Another, the Luxe, more cen
trally located on the Tverskaya street, was occupied by
residents connected with the government and suitable
transient guests. The third Guest House had once been
the Savoy Hotel. It was one of the newest and in the
days of its splendor had been considered one of the finest
hotels in the city. Nearby was the Foreign Office, the
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Kremlin, and the headquarters of the Tchrezvitchainyi
Kommissia—usually abbreviated to Tcheka—the Secret
Service with unlimited powers.
The Foreign Office directed me to go to the Savoy
Guest House for lodging, but when they realized that
there might be language difficulties, one of the Englishspeaking clerks of the Office very kindly accompanied me
to the Guest House and personally located the room that
was to be my home for a time. In the general deteriora
tion of the Savoy was included also the elevator which
was not now usable. How get the baggage up to the fifth
floor? There were no porters or other employees at the
Guest House to perform such menial service. In the
sudden elevation of the worker to a position of collective
dictatorship he discovered that it seemed ignoble and hu
miliating for him to do service for another person. Each
does his own work. The traveler should have no piece of
baggage larger than he himself can carry up five flights
of stairs. But by 1921 quite a number of foreigners had
come to the Savoy, among them women as well as men,
who did not have the physical strength to carry their
baggage, and so it came about that there was a gradual
falling away from the strictly orthodox view and practice
at the Guest House. My food basket was too heavy for
me alone. So the man from the Foreign Office, no—did
not help me carry it, but asked a man in military uniform
(stationed at the Guest House apparently as guard) to
help with the baggage, which he did without hesitation,
and carried it up himself. This done, my English-speak
ing friend explained that there is no longer any tipping in
the new Russia. It is forbidden. If he would see me,
he added impressively, giving the man pay for carrying
my baggage, he could have the fellow arrested immediately
for accepting it. But!—but—(a comradely and shrewd
look came over his face),—but he was going out imme
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diately, and then I could give a present to the uniformed
man. And he suggested a sum that would guarantee a
half dozen bows from a London or New York porter. I
paid the man a reasonable amount.
The room was interesting. The bedstead with mat
tress was there, but, as was the old Russian custom, there
were no bed sheets or covers. However, this I had antici
pated and therefore equipped myself with such necessities.
My previous three visits to Russia had made me familiar
with many of the customs of the land and the psychology
of the people. In the old Russia travelers invariably pre
ferred, for sanitary reasons, to use their own personal
linen, and it regularly constituted a necessary part of the
traveler’s baggage. An examination of the bedstead re
vealed the presence of vermin, though only a few, which
were quickly disposed of, but the quiet and warmth of
the night lured several more of them to their own de
struction. The room was not clean. An American jour
nalist, expecting to remain a considerable time in this
same Guest House, had insisted on having his room thor
oughly renovated and refinished, even to the planing of
the hardwood floor. During the several weeks spent
there, I had no trouble with having my things mislaid in
my room, for it was usually left untouched, bed, chairs,
table and dust for days at a time. Once or so in a week
or two, a woman of the Guest House would happen along
to make up the bed and dust the room. (There were no
maids or servants of the Guest House of this Worker’s
Republic, only “workers”.) Once when she had set the
room in order, I gave her in appreciation a small bar of
chocolate—at that time very rare in Russia. The very
next day—not week, as before—two women came to
look after the room, each with chocolate written unmis
takably all over her expectant face. After that if there
would be no chocolate, the room was at once forgotten.
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Owing to the general carelessness and a low water
supply, the lavatories and toilets were indescribably filthy.
Cold water could usually be drawn at the faucet in my
room early in the morning or until the supply ran too
low for the upper floors. If one desired hot water, there
was the kitchen to go to for it. It was quite permissible
for any one to do so. If it were rather early in the
morning, six or seven o’clock, the water might not yet be
hot, but one could waken the young fellow who always
slept on the table, of course with a blanket, and by words
or gestures request him to make the fire. Later in the
morning there might be a line of persons waiting in turn
for an opportunity at the hot water faucet of the furnace.
They came with basins, pails, cans, tea pots, according to
the use they wanted to make of the water. The foreigner
quickly learned to say “kipyatuk” if he desired hot water.
But the guest could not hope to have hot water brought
to the room. Each was to carry his own.
Neither was the kitchen very inviting. It did not
entice one to taking the meals there, even though there
were no restaurants in the whole city, and the very name
was taboo. Fortunately I had brought a considerable
quantity of food from Riga. This I could supplement at
a nearby “cafe” which had just opened and was said to
be the first to appear since the New Economic Policy of
the previous March had made that possible. There, one
could get a poorly prepared meal of very doubtful quality.
In a short time I learned of still another cafe. They
were really restaurants very poorly equipped that dared
not use the bourgeoise term “restaurant.” For a con
siderable time there were only two in all of Moscow so
far as I could discover. By chance I learned through a
friend that a family was serving meals to “paying guests.”
They enjoyed the luxury of two rooms. He had been a
teacher of piano in a music school and his wife was of a
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formerly wealthy family. The meal consisted usually of
potatoes boiled with barley soup. Thus with my food
basket, the two cafes, and the professor’s table I did not
suffer for lack of food.
Everywhere in the city were the evidences of the
revolutionary upheaval—streets in bad condition, side
walks worn out, rubbish and refuse strewn about, build
ings generally dilapidated, houses a heap of ruins, here
and there the gaunt skeleton of a bombarded dwelling like
the quarters of the Kadets on the Tverskaya Boulevard.
All the stores and shops were closed as were also the
banks. A few buildings were used by the Government as
distributing centers, many as offices, many were empty and
boarded shut. With fewer dwellings and a larger popula
tion, Moscow was overfilled, therefore the house or room
space per person was fixed by law. Small families were
crowded into one or two small rooms where they all
cooked, ate, slept, and lived together. Central heating
systems or Dutch stoves were generally out of repair and
required too much fuel. Rough brick furnaces were built
into the rooms on fine hardwood floors; or stoves set up
with the pipe thrust through the window pane or through
a rude hole cut into the wall. Occasionally tram cars
passed slowly by, but they were only for the workers—and
only for those workers who had tram permits or passes.
Of such there were many more than the cars could ac
commodate. Many people shabbily dressed and emaciated
wandered listlessly about on the streets. An amosphere
of suffering and hopelessness pervaded the city. The ab
sorbing concern of each was where to find the next meal.
Overshadowing this was the haunting dread of the secret
service—the Tcheka. In sharp contrast was the assurance
and conscious purposiveness of the Bolsheviks, who toiled
tirelessly to achieve the goals set for the revolution.
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Negotiating the Moscow Contract

When I came from the railroad station to the For
eign Office, it was at an hour of the day when the building
was almost empty. It was said that George Tchitcherin,
the Commissar for Foreign Affairs, preferred sleeping in
the daytime and working at night as there was less inter
ruption then. In the daytime it was therefore often diffi
cult to find any one in the Foreign Office or to arrange
for an interview. From about midnight to six or seven
in the morning were the busy hours. After a rest some
would return to the office for a short period sometime
during the day, but those hours were irregular. Somewould occasionally steal a nap on the lounges in the offices.
So it came about that my calls at the Foreign Office
were necessarily made from about midnight to two in themorning. At the first opportunity, on Monday, August
29, I went again to see Mr. Weinstein, the head of the
Anglo-American section of the Foreign Office, and his
assistant, Mr. Kogan, to present my credentials and the
letter from the Soviet Mission in London. Both men had
spent some time in New York and received me courteously.
Weinstein requested a brief outline of the proposals of
our organization. It was supplied the same day.
Hotel Savoy, Moscow.
August 29th, 1921
To the Commissariat of
Foreign Affairs.
Anglo-American Division
Attention G. Weinstein
Moscow.
In accordance with your request during our conversation
this afternoon for a letter briefly setting forth the past relief
activities of the American Mennonite Relief Organization
and the proposed plans for Russian Relief, I have the pleas-
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ure of submitting the accompanying memorandum under the
headings suggested by you.
Respectfully yours,
Alvin J. Miller,
Acting Director for Russia.
Hotel Savoy, Moscow.
August 29th, 1921
MEMORANDUM
to the
COMMISSARIAT OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS
ANGLO-AMERICAN DIVISION.
At the request of the Commissariat of Foreign Affairs
the following memorandum is presented under the captions
suggested setting forth in general outline the plans of the
American Mennonite Relief for assistance in the famine
areas.
MENNONITE
RELIEF
ACTIVITIES
IN
COOPERA
TION WITH THE QUAKERS
When the Friends Service Committee (Quakers) organ
ized its reconstruction work in France, the Mennonite Relief
Commission for War Sufferers through its secretary, Levi
Mumaw, Scottdale, Pennsylvania, cooperated with the Qua
kers by supplying funds, clothing, and personnel. This work
was done under the name of the Quakers. I was one of
the group. In a similar way the Mennonites have also been
associated directly with the Quakers in their relief activities
in the other European countries. Thus also they have con
tributed to the Near East Relief in money, supplies and
personnel.
Later a Mennonite Central Committee was formed, Levi
Mumaw, secretary, Scottdale, Pennsylvania, to carry on re
lief work under the name of our own organization, the
American Mennonite Relief. The Unit at Constantinople
has been waiting for the opportunity to enter Russia to
give assistance regardless of race or religion. In the mean
time support has been given to the women and children
destitute in Constantinople.
PLANS FOR RUSSIA
The American Mennonite Relief organization now pro
poses to assist Russians by opening centers for supplemen
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tary feeding and by providing supplies for children’s homes,
civilian hospitals, and the needy civilian population, espe
cially women and children regardless of race, religion, or
social and political status. It should be noted that it is not
our intention to aid only Mennonites. It is our definite
purpose to aid all the destitute in the needy regions where
we shall work so far as our funds will permit. If we locate
our centers where we can assist both Mennonites and others
at the same time, our funds will greatly be increased there
by, and Russia will receive the benefit.
THE TERRITORY
The territory where it seems we could thus operate
most efficiently is that within reach of the railroad line from
Sevastopol to Militopol, Alexandrowsk, Ekaterinoslav and
Kharkow. According to the maps and charts issued this
area is also seriously affected by the extreme drought.
BASE
Our base is now in Constantinople, from which place
shipment is to be directed to the Russian port. The port of
entry will probably be Sevastopol from which point ship
ment is to be made by rail to the centers farther north.
PERSONNEL
A very small number of American workers will be need
ed. Perhaps three or four at each center will be sufficient,
as considerable of the work may be done by local helpers.
It is hoped that through the cooperation of the local relief
committees and official representatives it will be possible to
work effectively with only a small group of Americans
supervising.
CONNECTION WITH AMERICAN RELIEF
ADMINISTRATION
In an interview with Mr. Brown in Riga, I learned that
it was not yet known to him what is to be the status of
other American Relief Organizations working in Russia.
Probably a little time will be required to work out the de
tails of cooperation between the various organizations and
the American Relief Administration. In the meantime we
plan to bring as much aid as possible to the famine-stricken
area, just as the Quakers are proceeding with their plans
without waiting for the final adjustment of details on the
part of the larger associations.
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If all the American relief effort is to be under one cen
tral control, it will no doubt be possible to arrange for the
continuation of our work in the area selected, by associating
our organization with the central
administrative and con
trolling body. We are prepared to enter
Russia
this time
under the same general terms as
those under which
the
A.R.A. is now beginning its work.
CONCLUSION
In brief let me propose that the Russian government
afford the American Mennonite Relief the opportunity to
carry on relief work in the Crimea and north as far as Khar
kow, granting the same privileges and facilities as extended
to the American Relief Administration. The American Men
nonite Relief on its part engages likewise to refrain from
all political activity, and to carry on the work of relief in a
spirit of fairness and openness in cooperation with the local
committees.
Respectfully submitted,
Alvin J. Miller,
Acting Director for Russia.

On September 2, I learned that the material was too
brief. A fuller statement was submitted at once.
MEMORANDUM
Hotel Savoy, Moscow.
September 2, 1921.
To the Commissariat of Foreign Affairs
Anglo-American Division.
In response to the request for further information as to
the plans of the American Mennonite Relief, the following is
appended relative to the points in question.
PERSONNEL:—
The number of the American members of the American
Mennonite Relief working in Russia in the areas designated
will not exceed fifteen. If the A.M.R. is requested to send a
unit to the Volga regions, the total number will not exceed
twenty. This number may be increased at the request of
the Russian government. The A.M.R. does not consider it
necessary now to send into Russia more than ten American
workers.
For the personnel required in addition to this group of
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Americans, the A.M.R. expects the government to provide a
number of workers sufficient to carry on the work most effi
ciently and economically.
FUNDS:—
The American Mennonite Relief is ready to put at the
disposal of its workers at once Ten Thousand Dollars
($10,000.00) monthly. This amount will be increased as
soon as the workers are on the field and working efficiently.
In addition to this, stocks of clothing and medical supplies
are ready for shipment from Constantinople. Shipments are;
coming at regular intervals.
•
Alvin J. Miller,
Acting Director for Russia,

He was slightly acquainted with our organization,
for the Foreign Office had previously received a memoran
dum prepared by the late J. G. Evert of Hillsboro, Kans.,
and sent to Moscow, through L. C. A. K. Marten, a
member of the Soviet Mission in the United States. The
office had also a statement prepared by me while at Con
stantinople and transmitted to Russia through Mr. Yar
row of the Near East Relief, by way of Tiflis. That
statement had very frankly set forth the previous efforts
of the Mennonite organization to enter Russia and my
temporary connection with the American Red Cross in the
Crimea in 1920, when I had gone in with that organiza
tion in order to open the way for the Mennonite work.
Likewise the Rostow telegrams and letters, with proposals
of work submitted by us there the previous April, were
also available. This proved to be very important in estab
lishing confidence. Weinstein did not fail to inquire about
our participation in the Relief Conference in Geneva. It
became evident that my attendance there was important
for us. It gave our organization a certain standing and
recognition to be included in the official published list of
organizations preparing to assist Russia.
Here began my period of waiting. Every night at
about midnight I called at the Foreign Office to inquire.
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whether any decision relative to our proposals had been
made. While waiting to see Mr. Weinstein, a pleasant
chat with Mr. Kogan, whose friendliness usually provided
a glass of hot tea for me when the office force was served
its nightly portion, and if he had sugar in the drawer of
his desk, a lump would often find its way to my glass.
Frequently the foreign newspaper correspondents would
have their outgoing telegrams censored or to receive mes
sages from the outside. There was an abundance of good
humor, light chaffing, of keen wit and sarcastic thrusts in
those exchanges, with loudly expressed longings for home
cooking or the comforts of New York or Paris.
Waiting for days at a time was tedious, and when
one realized how rapidly the Autumn was passing into
Winter, it became excruciating. But it might have been
considered an offense if I should have tried at once to
pass by the lower departments and go direct to some
higher official. Weinstein had at the outset instructed me
to deal through his department. My letter from the
Soviet Mission in London had by this time been mislaid
or lost by some one in the office.—Evidence that my in
sistence at Riga on keeping it in my possession was fully
justified.
If I properly interpreted the psychology of the For
eign Office there was then an intense conflict of emotions
over the Riga agreement. On the one hand was high
elation, and on the other bitter resentment. They were
torn between the two. Elation, because the contract with
the Hoover organization gave assurance of help on a
scale which would not only free them in a large measure
from worry over and disgrace of allowing many millions
to starve to death, but would probably also contribute to
the continuance of the Bolshevik movement. For there had
been those in the party who feared that the famished
hordes would band together, not only to ravage the coun
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tryside, but as an overwhelming tidal wave to engulf the
whole Bolshevik regime. On the other hand, there
was bitter chagrin at having been forced to accept terms
so humiliating to them because contrary to their policies;
for the contract stipulated that the control of the food
supplies must be in the hands of the Americans. That
was so sharply in opposition to the paternalistic policy of
the Government, according to which it was itself to be
the distributor of everything—not only relief supplies but
also all the necessities of life. The feeling was further
aggravated by the fact that the help was to come from
America, one of the most capitalistic of countries.
Soon after my arrival in Moscow I had made the ac
quaintance of Arthur Watts, who was in charge of the
Friends (Quakers) Relief work in Russia. With two of
his brothers I had become acquainted while in the Friends
work in France. The office of the Friends was in the
Savoy Guest House where my room was located. At his
office I called frequently. Before my arrival he ha4
learned that the Mennonites were seeking to work in
Russia and he was ready to arrange for us to take part
in the Quaker activities, or to help us otherwise. Watts
gave me a copy of a memorandum from the Soviet Gov
ernment to the Friends, “On Openings for Relief Work
by the American Friend’s Service Committee” in Russia,
which includes the following:
“The Soviet authorities therefore, insist that all re
lief should be administered under the control of their
state organizations......................... through the various commis
sariats.”
These conditions precluded the possibility of our or
ganization working under the Friends’ arrangement. My
experience in relief work in western Europe, in Constanti
nople, and especially in Russia, disrupted by revolution
and class hatred, had convinced me of the absolute neces
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sity of our organization retaining complete control of its
supplies.
When I explained to Watts my delays and difficulties
in meeting the proper officials, he suggested that it might
be well to see Mr. Semaschko, the Commissar of Health,
to propose a limited program of health work in the
Crimea where there was special interest just then. I did
so. Semaschko was interested, but suggested that I should
confer with Tchitcherin. To facilitate arranging for a
meeting, he gave me a note of introduction to Tchitcherin.
Thus equipped and with an outline of our proposals I
went back once more to the Foreign Office, not to Wein
stein, but direct to one of Tchitcherin’s secretaries who
took my letter into an inner office while I waited outside.
I did not see Tchitcherin. After a while the secretary
returned everything to me with the explanation that Tchit
cherin was not occupying himself with relief matters, and
suggested seeing Maxim Litvinoff, who had negotiated the
Riga agreement with the American Relief Administration.
Neither did I get to see Litvinoff. Here also the reply
was sent back through a secretary to the effect that Lit
vinoff no longer looked after these affairs because a special
commission had been created by the Government to deal
on its behalf with all foreign relief organizations. It
was called The Central Commission for Combatting Fam
ine, of the All Russian Central Executive Committee of
the Soviets—and its head was Lev Kamenev, who was one
of the most powerful men in the Government. Besides
holding a number of the most important Government po
sitions he was also head of the Moscow Soviet (City
Council) where a very pleasant secretary received me
most courteously and set an hour for the next afternoon
for my meeting with Kamenev. At last I had arrived,
though by a very circuitous route, and with many turns in
the path. I had come to the official who would be ready
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to discuss our project and who was authorized to act on
behalf of the Government.
The next day I came at the appointed hour to Kame
nev's office. The secretary at the desk took my name and
disappeared into the next room. Returning, it was to tell
me that it would be necessary to wait a while, as there
were many others on the calendar ahead of me. Evening
came, the office force was leaving, but I had not been
called. The cordial secretary was very sorry, but Kamenev
had been kept too long by others. Would I come the next
day at the same hour? Here was friendliness with good
will and therefore hope for a real beginning.
The following day found me waiting in the office at
the time set. My name was sent in. An old song came
floating out of the past—“Oh wait, meekly wait, and
murmur not.” Another man, apparently English, was also
waiting in the office. He was Mr. Webster representing
the “Save the Children Fund.” His organization was to
operate in Russia under the Nansen contract. He had
also waited several days to work out certain details with
Kamenev. So I was not the only one waiting. The delay
of our meeting did not signify indifference. Here was a
representative of a large foreign relief organization, at
the moment the most popular in Russia, waiting his turn,
day after day, the same as I. And we did not yet have a
contract while they had. I took courage. Later on it
was through this very cordial Mr. Webster that his or
ganization delivered to us a large shipment of flour do
nated by the Canadian Mennonites and for which Bishop
David Toews secured free transportation to Russia
through the “Save the Children Fund.” The day in the
office came to an end but I had not been called. Never
theless the day had not been lost.
The third time I came—and met Kamenev. A short
heavy set man with strong face, full beard carefully
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trimmed, serious eyes that looked keenly through pince
nez glasses, quiet voice, and cultured manner.
Evidently a man of idealistic cast of mind who had
suffered for his ideals. We conversed in German. My
proposals were stated briefly. He called one of his secre
taries, Mr. Levean, to inquire whether any of my outlines
had reached him. The secretary looked confused as he
brought out of his brief-case the outline—but explained
that the rush of work had prevented bringing up this
matter. Kamenev welcomed our proposals, and requested
further information on specific points, which was supplied
by letter:
Hotel Savoy
Moscow, September 9th, 1921.
Mr. Kamenev
President of the Moscow Soviet
President of the Central Commission
for Combatting Famine of the All Russian
Central Executive Committee of the Soviets
Russian Socialist Federative Soviet Republic
MOSCOW
Sir:
For your further information relative to the proposed
relief work of the American Mennonite Relief organization
this outline gives in brief, summarized form a general sketch
of the plan.
The American Mennonite Relief (A.M.R.) is an un
official, volunteer, American organization for social service.
It maintains a BASE at Constantinople where relief sup
plies are ready for prompt shipment to Russia to be re
ceived and distributed by the American Mennonite Relief
organization.
A FUND of Ten Thousand Dollars (10,000) MONTH
LY is at the disposal of the workers. Fifty Thousand Dol
lars (50,000) are available immediately and in addition some
hundreds of tons of clothing and hospital supplies. Ship
ments are coming regularly from America.
THE RELIEF DISTRIBUTION will be as supple
mentary assistance to the civilian population especially
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women and children and the sick, regardless of race, re
ligion or social or political status. The individuals helped
are to receive also the regular food supplies as issued to the
rest of the population.
THE PERSONNEL of the A.M.R. will confine them
selves to the ministration of relief and will not engage in
political or commercial activities. A small number of
Americans sufficient to supervise the work efficiently will
be required. To assist in carrying on the work the A.M.R.
will select the necessary local personnel who are to serve
free of cost to the A.M.R.
The REGIONS to be assisted are those where the
A.M.R. finds that relief can be administered most efficiently.
The ports of entry suggested are Berdjiansk and Sevastopol
for the South and Novorossisk for the southeast and the
Volga regions.
If the centers of distribution are located where as
sistance will be given both to the Mennonite population and
to the others at the same time the funds will be greatly
increased thereby.
The NECESSARY FACILITIES for the administration
of the relief work in Russia are to be provided free of cost
by the Russian Socialist Federative Soviet Republic, in
cluding transportation of personnel and supplies in Russia
with priority over other shipping and with necessary con
voys, handling supplies, storage with freedom from requisi
tion, kitchens and dispensaries with equipment and staff
garages, necessary oil and gasoline for motor transport, ade
quate offices and residential quarters free from requisition,
and priority of communication within Russia free of cost.
American personnel of the A.M.R. are to be accorded
the customary diplomatic privileges as to passing frontiers
and while in Russia full liberty and protection.
The A.M.R. is to set up the necessary organization for
carrying out its relief program and the Soviet Authorities,
central and local, have the right of representation therein.
In brief, the A.M.R. offers its help to Russia under the
same privileges and facilities for efficient relief work as ex
tended to the American Relief Administration.
Respectfully submitted,
Alvin J. Miller,
American Mennonite Relief.
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Kamenev was fairly well informed about the Menno
nites in Russia. He approved strongly our purpose to assist
the neediest in our territory impartially whether Menno
nites or others; and warned against dangerous conse
quences that could easily follow if help were given to only
a special group, pointing out that it would probably bring
more harm than good to the very ones we wished to help.
He thought, too, the presence of our organization in the
Mennonite settlements would have a quieting and stabiliz
ing effect. Again our previous connection with the Qua
kers helped to convince and assure him of the sincerity of
our purpose and non-political character.
On the general principles, we were agreed. To work
out the details of the contract was left to his secretary,
Levean, and myself. Our conversation had been a very
satisfactory one. But Kamenev’s reply to my letter of
September 9th, was delayed until the 16th.
Moscow, September 15, 1921.
Mr. Alvin Miller,
Acting Director for Russia,
Of the Mennonite Relief Unit.
The Central Relief Committee of the All-Russian Cen
tral Executive Committee of the Soviets expresses its hearty
thanks for the desire of your organization to extend help and
relief to the famine stricken provinces of Volga. As far as
your offer made in your letter of the 9th of September is
concerned, I beg to inform you that the Soviet Government
agrees to give you a permission to work on the following
conditions:
First, your supplies will be guaranteed against any kind
of confiscation and requisition.
Second, the transportation of supplies in Russia will be
done at the expense of the Soviet Government.
Third, the supplies which will be brought into Russia
will be freed from duties.
If these conditions are regarded by you as satisfactory
please let us know immediately in order that the work could
be started at once
Yours very truly,
(signed) L. Kamenev.
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To this I replied at once:
Hotel Savoy, September 16, 1921.
Mr. L. Kamenev
President of the
Central Relief Committee of the
All-Russian Central Executive Committee.
It gives me pleasure to acknowledge the receipt of your
communication of the 15 th. The conditions in general terms
as contained in your letter are quite acceptable so far as
they go. In accordance with our conversation I am now
submitting the plans and proposals in detail.
In conference with M. Levean I have already explained
certain details in question in the brief sketch of our plans
which had been prepared at your request.
Trusting that the proposed agreement meets with your
hearty approval, and that our work of help may begin at
once with your cooperation,
I remain,
Very sincerely yours,
Alvin J. Miller.

Now we proceeded to the writing of the contract.
The first draft was laid before Levean as soon as he could
meet me again. He kept it a day or two to study the
terms. At the next conference he objected to a number
of points, emphasizing the objection by saying the terms
proposed were practically the same as those of the Amer
ican Relief Administration contract, which I readily ad
mitted ; and which, moreover, would be reasonable, because
ours was an American organization the same as the other.
He countered by reminding me of the promise of the
other organization to feed a million, while we were not
ready to state any guaranteed number. Besides, he hinted,
the other was a semi-government organization. He had
rewritten the contract in terms acceptable to the Govern
ment and passed it to me for signature. I also rewrote,
making some concessions and changing the wording of un
acceptable points. So the ball was tossed back and forth
several weeks, each contending for specific points.
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During this time, while the negotiations were pro
ceeding slowly but developing satisfactorily, a new factor
entered. It was the arrival of Rev. Jacob Koekebakker,
the Mennonite Representative from Holland, sent by the
Algemeene Commissie von Buitelandsche Noode von
Doopegesinde in Nederland (General Commission for
Foreign Need of Mennonites in Netherland) to negotiate
a contract with the Soviet Government for the Holland
Mennonite organization. It was to him that Rev. Hylkema had referred when he telegraphed me at Geneva.
He had met some of the officials, and I took him with me
the following day to our conference with Levean. The
coming of yet another Mennonite representative, from a
different country, served to convince Levean that the Men
nonites were vitally interested in relief work.
His coming brought up new problems. Should each
make a separate contract and have the organizations
working independently? Or cooperatively under one
head? Or should a combined contract be made for Amer
ican and Holland Mennonites working cooperatively? Or
independently? In either case should one group work
exclusively in the South of Russia, and the other in the
Volga river district? Or should both organizations op
erate in both sections? Should one provide for the chil
dren and the other for adults?
Neither Rev. Koekebakker nor I had been author
ized specifically to make any such arrangements, never
theless the problem confronted us. But the decision was
taken out of our hands. Levean declared the Govern
ment did not wish to make another separate contract with
a Mennonite group and urged that the work of the two
be combined into one, citing the combination of the Eng
lish and American Quakers.
After many discussions with Levean on the terms of
our contract it was finally taking shape. Our negotiations
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were made considerably more difficult because of the Nansen-Tchitcherin agreement, signed after my arrival in
Moscow, which placed the control of the Nansen Relief
activities into the hands of two men—a representative of
Nansen and a representative of the Soviet Government.
Nansen’s liberal policy toward government participation
in relief affairs in contrast with my determined insistence
on retaining full control in our own boards was repeatedly
made a matter of caustic comparison unfavorable to us.
On the whole, our contract included nearly all of the
conditions of the A.R.A. Riga agreement and added sev
eral points of considerable importance. One such point
provided for the feeding of adults as well as children.
We specified that our help would be given “to the needy
civilian population” thus including the parents, while the
A.R.A. contract in article 8 stated that the supplies are
intended for the children and the sick. It was evident
that the number of people suffering seriously from lack of
food would mount to an appalling figure. Every month
would add a million or so to the gaunt procession of the
starving. To feed only the children was to doom the
parents to death. That would mean many millions of
orphans. Then what was to become of them? There
was no place for them to go except into the Children’s
Homes or Colonies, and all such homes were being
brought fully under party control, which meant the entire
exclusion of all religion. The only teaching about God
the child would thus have would be that there is no God.
Most Mennonites would rather see their children die than
to have them grow up as infidels. We determined to or
ganize our feeding in such a way as to save the whole
family, not only the children, but parents likewise. Our
contract named the Ukraine as a party to the agreement,
in order to forestall objections from that part of Soviet
Russia. The Government insisted that we guarantee a
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certain amount of relief, and finally we felt compelled to
set arbitrarily the sum of $50,000.00 as a minimum, stat
ing verbally however that $500,000.00 would probably
be nearer the mark.
It was agreed that we could bring into Russia such
personnel as we would find necessary for the work, and
we had verbal permission to bring twenty.
Rev. Koekebakker felt compelled to leave for home
though the contract was not yet signed. Neither was
there much hope for a separate contract for the Holland
Mennonites. About the only prospect was to have an
appendix added to our own contract to the effect that the
terms of our contract equally apply to the Holland Men
nonite Relief. Before his departure Rev. Koekebakker
had written several formal authorizations, one of which
empowered me to sign for him on behalf of the Holland
Mennonites, but the guarantee from the latter was lack
ing. A telegram to Riga reached Rev. Koekebakker, and
he wired back a guarantee satisfactory to the Government.
The telegrams were written into the agreement appendix.
On the first day of October, 1921, the contract be
tween the Russian Socialist Federative Soviet Republic and
the American Mennonite Relief was signed by Lev Kame
nev on behalf of the Central Commission for Combatting
Famine, of the All-Russian Central Executive Committee
of the Soviets, and Alvin J. Miller as Director of the
American Mennonite Relief, representing the Mennonite
Central Committee.
The signing of the contract was immediately an
nounced to the Mennonite Central Committee by cable
transmitted through, and at the expense of, the Soviet
Foreign Office at Moscow. Throughout our negotiations
constant emphasis was put on our policy of feeding all
the neediest in our territory regardless of race or religion.
That policy was put into actual effect. It seems advisable
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therefore to correct an apparently inadvertant error in
the book: “The Famine in Soviet Russia,” by H. H.
Fisher, Chief of the Historical Department of the Amer
ican Relief Administration, in which work he relates the
operations of that organization in Russia. On page 163
he refers to various organizations including the American
Mennonite Relief, and states that they “devoted their
funds to the relief of members of their faith in Russia.”
The fact is that our organization received into its feeding
centers non-Mennonites on exactly the same basis as Men
nonites. Besides, we conducted the first American Relief
Kitchens in the villages of Prischib volost (county) where
no Mennonites lived, but the whole population was Lu
theran and Roman Catholic. Later also we took over the
Krasno Shavkai volost with a Russian population of Bap
tists, Christian Evangelicals, and Orthodox Greek church
members, but no Mennonites.
Relationship With the A.R.A.

During this period of negotiations, I had called oc
casionally at the headquarters of the American Relief Ad
ministration in order to maintain some degree of contact.
But my negotiations with the Government were not dis
cussed.
Rumors were floating about to the effect that our
own government was setting certain restrictions on relief
organizations planning to operate in Russia. According
to reports all United States organizations were to be
brought under a centralized control in Russia, with the
American Relief Administration having general supervi
sion over all the others. To make this effective, it was said
that only approved personnel would be granted passporte
to go to Russia from the United States. This would op
erate to compel all United States Relief organizations,
even though they already had their contracts with the
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Soviet Government (such as the Quakers and Menno
nites) to affiliate with, or place themselves under the su
pervision of the American Relief Administration.
But at any rate we now had our own contract com
pleted. We had six experienced Mennonite Relief work
ers already in Europe and Asia, who would readily be
admitted into Russia. The shipment of supplies could
easily be arranged through the Quaker organization, or
the Nansen group, or the Save the Children Fund, or the
Holland Mennonite Relief. As we had gained for our
selves these points of security, we were strategically in a
most favorable position.
Nevertheless it was thought best to confer now offi
cially with the American Relief Administration. By this
time Col. Haskell had arrived as Director. From him I
learned that the exact procedure for effecting an affiliation
had not yet been determined. He would take up the prob
lem as it concerned us and advise me later. Thus it rested
until after my return from Kharkow, capital of the
Ukrainian Republic, whither I had gone to make a second
agreement of the same type as the first.
The Ukraine Insists on a Contract

When our contract was signed in Moscow by Lev B.
Kamenev on behalf of the Russian Socialist Federative
Soviet Republic and the Ukrainian Socialist Soviet
Republic, it was assumed that this agreement would
without further action apply with equal force to any of
the political divisions of Soviet Russia. Presumably no
further contracts would be necessary. In fact I had raised
the question specifically as to whether or not this agree
ment would be binding in the other Soviet Republics—
such as those of the Ukraine and Crimea. The Moscow
officials assured me it would be.
Nevertheless, just about the time our contract was
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signed in Moscow, it was learned that some of the other
Soviet republics considered it undignified for them to ac
cept the foreign relief agreements made by Moscow with
out formal negotiations between themselves and the relief
organizations direct. Especially insistent on “states rights”
was the Ukrainian Socialist Soviet Republic. The
national consciousness was highly developed in this
potentially rich state of the South with its wealth of coal
and iron, its factories, and its vast plains of “black earth”
which had made it one of the most important wheat pro
ducing countries in the world. At the head of the govern
ment, as chairman of the Council of Peoples Commissars
of the Ukraine, was the brilliant Christian Racovsky.
Their patriotism included the whole of Soviet Russia,
but with the entire country now communized, it focused
on their own Ukraine, and the fiery nature of the South
flamed all the more violently. So narrowly nationalistic
did they become in their enthusiasm that even the Russian
language was to be discarded. The overweening zeal
among some may have been a camouflaged chauvinism.
For several generations Russian had been the language of
the State, of the school, and of the family, especially in
the larger towns and cities. Now the Russian was to be
displaced by the cruder Ukrainian language, which was
scheduled for revival. There were many officials in high
Government positions who were wholly ignorant of this
language, as were also a large percentage of the school
teachers.
By way of explanation it might be well to make clear
that Soviet Russia is made up of a group of federal re
publics, autonomous republics, and autonomous territories,
each with its own capital. The grouping is largely on
ethnographical lines. The Communistic element in these
various regions had cooperated during the struggles of
the revolution, and held together closely in the common
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political and economic program. But the republics which
formed among these Communistic groups had not yet be
come organically united into one state. They were not
yet a union or federation of all the Soviet states in Russia.
Moscow, however, enjoyed a peculiar position of
special influence. It was the capital of the largest and
most influential of the Russian Republics—The Russian
Socialist Federative Soviet Republic. In Moscow were
held periodically the most important congresses. Here
were also the headquarters of the Communist party of
Russia; its Political Bureau; the center of the Tcheka or
Secret Service, mightier than the Government itself; and
the powerful Secretariat of the Communist International.
It was a natural development that Moscow should assume
the role of capital of all the Russian states. But this was
resented by some of the other Republics, and especially so
by the Ukraine, which was firm in its declaration of sov
ereignty, of equality with Moscow. By the end of 1922,
however, a satisfactory solution was found by organizing
a federation of the Republics to be known as the Union
of Socialist Federative Soviet Republics. But in 1921
when the relief work was being organized, these stronger
states stood on their rights, proclaiming that it was just
as necessary to have a formal contract with each of them
as with Moscow.
As the oldest and largest Mennonite settlements in
Russia were located in the Ukraine, the attitude of that
Government was of special concern to us. We were uncer
tain, nevertheless, whether a visit to the Ukraine was
absolutely necessary. That question was decided when
our Moscow negotiations were nearing completion. Rev.
Benjamin B. Janz came to Moscow as a messenger from
the Ukraine Government, bearing a letter of September
26 from the Peoples Commissariat for Foreign Affairs,
Mr. Kowaljew, requesting a conference with me in Khar-
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kow relative to relief work in the Ukraine. Janz had
been clearly informed that the Ukraine Government would
positively insist on our making an agreement in Kharkow
before it would permit our organization to begin relief
work in the Ukraine. It must be admitted that the de
mand was not unreasonable, however inconvenient. Un
der the relationships prevailing at that time among the
several republics there was more than just a theoretical
basis for their contention. Had not the Communist party
awakened and stimulated just such ambitions, granting
self-government to the national minorities? For us to
attempt to ignore this condition would have been a short
sighted policy—would have been blind folly. It would
have been an utter disregard of the psychology of the
time and of the country. There would have been conse
quent delay and endless friction. Even if we had then
later, after being forced to it, negotiated a contract, it
would quite surely have left a smouldering resentment
that would subsequently reveal itself repeatedly by putting
obstacles in our way, even if such petty dealing reacted
most unfavorably on themselves.
Rev. Janz was a Mennonite minister, formerly a
teacher. He had initiated a movement seeking to build
up a Mennonite organization, agricultural in nature,
which would further the general welfare of Mennonites in
the Ukraine. It would become an intermediary between
the Government and the Mennonites as a group and as
individuals. Their organization had not yet been char
tered, but was seeking official recognition. (Later it was
chartered as the Verband der Buerger Hollaendischer
Herkunft in der Ukraina.) It was as the head of that
organization that Janz carried on negotiations at Khar
kow, the capital of Ukraine, hoping to find some way of
warding off the danger of starvation as well as alleviating
the distress of the Ukrainian Mennonites who were suf
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fering under confiscatory acts of petty local officials. He
had received our letters sent from Novorossisk through
the Kuban Mennonite officials authorizing local Menno
nites to negotiate with the government on our behalf.
This had developed to the point that the Ukraine Gov
ernment had sent a telegram requesting Wilhelm Neufeld
(California) and myself to come to Kharkow to make an
agreement. Suddenly Janz received a telegram sent by
Froese and Klassen from Moscow, stating that I was
already in Moscow. Janz hurried to Kharkow with this
information, and the Government offered him free trans
portation and an official Travel Order to Moscow and
return, if he would undertake to induce the representative
of the American Mennonites to come to Kharkow to ne
gotiate a contract there. They had impressed it on Janz
that the settlements he represented could not hope for
assistance from the American organization unless a con
tract would be made. We met at the home of Peter F.
Froese and Cornelius F. Klassen, on the Vladimirsky
Chausse, on the very edge of Moscow, and about four
miles from the Savoy Guest House. Froese and Klassen
were the officially appointed representatives at Moscow
for the Mennonites of Russia outside of the Ukraine.
The four of us discussed the situation and it was consid
ered best that I accompany Janz to Kharkow.
To go from Moscow in the North to Kharkow in the
South was much like going across any political boundary.
The visa of the Ukrainian Government representative in
Moscow was necessary. As I had no passport, only a
Consular Receipt and my Mennonite credentials, the latter
document was visaed by the Ukrainian official. It was
now past the middle of October, and the chilliness made
it necessary for both, of us to have heavy overcoats to
travel on the unheated trains. Frequently window panes
were missing on the cars, and the cold was very penetrat
ing. Two fur overcoats were procured, some food sup
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plies, and we took our places in the sleeping car of the
special Moscow-Rostow train. We started at seven in
the evening and arrived at four the next afternoon in
Kharkow, the capital of the Ukraine.
Here again no hotels, and the Guest House with the
reputation for discomforts. Janz took me with him to
the home of a friendly Jewish doctor, who had previously
given him valuable assistance. His medical practice was
small. Doctors were not permitted to make a charge for
their services. We occupied his office, and took our meals
with the family. Dinner was usually served between
twelve-thirty and two o’clock at night. Breakfast con
sisted of bread and tea, sometimes with butter. One or
two members of the much-feared Tcheka also roomed and
boarded there. These secret agents occasionally brought
food supplies that were not available for the ordinary
individual. We helped to eat some chocolate bars which
they generously shared with us.
Before leaving Moscow I had prepared two contracts,
one for the American Mennonite Relief, and the other for
the Holland Mennonite Relief, each worded so as to
guarantee practically all the favorable conditions of the
Riga agreement of the American Relief Administration.
Arrived at Kharkow, the following letter was sent to the
Foreign Office in answer to their invitation:
Kharkow
October 13, 1921.
To the Peoples Commissariat for Foreign Affairs
Mr. Kowaljew,
Ukrainian Socialist Soviet Republic,
Kharkow,
Sir:
In response to the cordial invitation sent to me through
Mr. Janz, I have come to Kharkow.
It affords me great pleasure as the representative of the
American Mennonite Relief and of the Holland Mennonite
Relief to answer in person the communication of September
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26, 1921, No. 8221 from the Peoples Commissariat for For
eign Affairs, Ukrainian Socialist Soviet Republic, signed by
Mr. Koweljew, and conveyed to me by Mr. В. B. Janz,
requesting a conference in Kharkow relative to relief work
for the famine-stricken civilians in the Ukraine.
I am at your service.
Very sincerely yours,
(Signed) Alvin J. Miller.
American Mennonite Relief
and

Holland Mennonite Relief
Janz, the Doctor, and I went to the Foreign Office,
where I was introduced to Kowaljew, the Commissar of
Foreign Affairs. My proposals were laid before the offi
cials, who maintained a fine dignity, but were evidently
extremely eager to open negotiations. Foreign representa
tives often came only as far as Moscow; but here was one
who did them the honor of looking on their republic as a
full-fledged government, a sovereign state, capable of
transacting its own affairs, and not dependent wholly on
Moscow. When I expressed mildly my appreciation of
their evident energy and efficiency, they were almost as
happily pleased as when I told the chauffeur who whirled
me rapidly through the streets in a noisy automobile that
he drove like a New Yorker. The most influential per
sonage at the Ukrainian Foreign Office, Mr. Zjhdonpuschkin, explained that he was not a member of the Com
munist party. From others I learned that he had been
so useful, almost indispensable, that the Government was
not willing to release him from this position. He was a
very capable man, educated, urbane, and wore a white
linen collar, which made him somewhat conspicuous. He,
together with one or two others from the Foreign Office,
took me by automobile to the office of the All-Ukrainian
Central Executive Committee. As the automobile was
filled, the Doctor and Janz could not accompany me,
much to my regret, and Janz was thus prevented from
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taking further part in the discussions. As Mr. Petrov,
the President of the All-Ukrainian Central Executive
Committee, had been ill for some time, his place was being
filled by Mr. Yermostchenka, one of those next in office.
Unlike Kamenev and Racovsky, he was a Slav, not well
educated, and of a somewhat rough exterior. He was
straightforward in manner, almost to bluntness, and seemed
to have considerable ability. He spoke only Russian, and
one of the Foreign Office personnel served as interpreter.
The latter so loved to exercise or display his linguistic
gifts that he usually expanded a sentence of mine into a
whole paragraph, until Yermostchenka also became im
patient with the verbal gymnastics. Yermostchenka was
extremely busy, but as I insisted on closing my negotia
tions within three days, he spent three hours with me
going over the terms of the contract. As this contract
was practically the same as the Riga agreement, and as
the Government at Moscow had already signed a similar
one with me, he was from the beginning favorably dis
posed, especially so since it was their first contract. He
desired to study the points in detail, not being very well
acquainted as yet with the Riga contract. The rest of
the day and the night were used by the translators to put
the contract into typewritten Russian.
During some of these conversations the head of the
Ukrainian Red Cross was present. That organization
was recommended in a tentative way as a most suitable
and experienced apparatus to distribute our supplies.
There was no attempt to push us into the open arms of
this organization, smiling its most fascinating and encour
aging invitation, but it was made clear that such an ar
rangement would be more than heartily welcomed. I
thanked them just as heartily for their kind consideration
and desire to relieve us as much as possible of the burden
of distribution, but pointed out that our policy of work
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precluded that method. They knew that the Nansen
organization had arranged to distribute through Russian
committees.
They informed us, to our astonishment, and with
evident self-satisfaction, that they also were taking part in
the relief activities in the Volga valley. We were thus
all in the same class. We were offering to help them, and
they were already helping elsewhere. That gave them a
kind of kinship with the humanitarian Americans. The
famine in the Volga districts had been widely advertised.
Its appeal was dramatic. How comradely they felt in
sending help from the sister Soviet state! They loved to
talk of the fine things they were doing, but their own
starving masses—oh yes, they were filled with pity for
them, too, and some one must go to their aid; but the
opportunity to record that the Ukrainian proletariat came
to the rescue when the Volga population was famishing,
that must not be lost. So the Ukraine kept on sending
supplies across its borders even when starvation at home
had actually become acute. Ukrainian Gubernias (states)*,
adopted certain Volga regions and were then supposed to
provide food for them, even if some of their own people
were at the same time starving.
However impractical, if not unjust, such a plan
seems to us, there was some keen psychology back of it.
It gave opportunity for a grand dramatic gesture. It
helped to bind the groups together. For more than a year
there had been no warring with a Denikin or a Wrangel
or with Poles, against whom they could unite. But union
was necessary. The famine offered once again a rallying
slogan. Their Government would be doing a splendid
humanitarian service. It was far more theatrical to de
scribe the horrors of famine in another state, and arouse
sympathy for the sufferers, than to face it at home and
meet its demands.
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The next day I met Christian Racovsky, the Chair
man of the Council of Peoples Commissars of the Ukraine.
Here was a man of average size, clean shaven, dark hair,
flashing dark eyes, smooth in manner, with the polish of
a man of the world. He was well educated and spoke
French fluently, but neither English nor German. He
refused to grant diplomatic privileges to relief workers or
to our couriers in crossing boundaries, but suggested
granting the courtesies usually extended to Red Cross
workers. After several more meetings with Yermostchenka
and another with Racovsky, the contract was quickly
whipped into shape.
Although this contract guaranteed $25,000.00 worth
of supplies, it did not obligate our organization beyond
the $50,000.00 stated in the Moscow agreement, because
the Ukraine was included there. In the selection of re
gions of work we were given full freedom, and the right
to bring in the necessary personnel; but the Government
was very emphatic in forbidding political, commercial,
journalistic, or religious activity. One very important
feature of this contract was article 15, which excluded the
local officials from representation in the relief committees,
and reserved that privilege to the central Government at
Kharkow and its representatives. In this way we were
able to reduce to a minimum the hostile interference of
local officials.
A new feature was included in this contract. An
appendix was added providing for the delivery of special
food packages—food remittances—from donors to in
dividuals and groups in the Ukraine, named by the
donor, in amounts of ten to fifty dollars. It was
held in mind that a very large number of Mennonites,
Lutherans, Jews, and others in the Ukraine had close
relatives in America who would wish to contribute not
only to the general feeding fund, but would also be ex
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tremely anxious to provide food for their own relatives.
The general feeding was to be done in special kitchens in
order to avoid complications and misuse of supplies, but
these food packages could be delivered directly to the
family or party designated by the donor. Such a plan had
been used very effectively by the American Relief Admin
istration in Western Europe, and it was from there that
I had borrowed the general idea. The Government,
recognizing that this would increase the amount of food
for the country, was fully in accord with the plan. Un
fortunately, this feature was not developed to any great
extent. Had it been, we could generally have delivered
the food packages many months before the congested con
dition of the A.R.A. food remittance department made
delivery possible.
When the contract was finally ready for signature, it
was carefully typewritten on a large folded sheet of very
heavy paper. In Moscow the agreement had been signed
by the chairman of a committee acting on behalf of the
Government. In the Ukraine it was signed on the 20th
day of October, 1921, by the two highest officials of the
Government—by B. Yermostchenka on behalf of the Cen
tral Commission of the Famine Relief of the Panukrainian
Central Executive Council Committee, and countersigned
by Ch. Racovsky on behalf of the Ukrainian Soviet Gov
ernment, and by Alvin J. Miller on behalf of the Ameri
can Mennonite Relief.
A second contract identical in terms with ours was
negotiated and signed at the same time on behalf of the
Holland Mennonites. At Moscow the officials had re
fused to sign a separate contract with them. As the Dutch
were especially interested in the Ukraine, it was more
important for them to have a separate contract there.
Yermostchenka made a special request that samples
of posters or other material used in America for publicity
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purposes in connection with the campaigns for relief funds
be sent to his Government, as they were already preparing
an exhibit on the famine and the methods employed in
combatting it. A little later our contract was on display
at this exhibit as the first relief contract of its type made
by the Ukrainian Government.
The American Relief Administration also finally made
a contract with the Ukrainian Government on January 10,
1922. It was the controversy leading up to this contract
and its aftermath that caused the heart-breaking delay of
several months in the opening of our own relief kitchens
in the Ukraine, causing terrible suffering among the fam
ine-stricken people of several states (Gubernias) in the
South.
Rev. Janz was very anxious that we together have a
conference with Yermostchenka in order to use this oppor
tunity to forward his plans for the Mennonite farmer
organization. There he could meet one of the highest
government officials, which was usually extremely difficult
to arrange, and perhaps gain his support for the project.
It was not difficult to make an engagement. When we
explained that the American Mennonites would probably
be interested not only in feeding the starving but would
seek to give assistance also in a constructive way by pro
viding agricultural machinery or credits for such equip
ment, Yermostchenka seemed very favorably impressed.
He was inclined to admit, too, that an organization of
Mennonite farmers, such as was suggested by Janz, would
probably be useful as an apparatus to handle to best
advantage machinery that might be brought into the coun
try by the Mennonite organizations. In this connection
we made reference for the first time to the desirability of
providing tractors for those regions where the lack of
horses made the cultivation of the fields almost impossible.
We could make no promises, but the proposals aroused
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interest and helped to bring the precarious condition of
the Mennonites to the attention of the higher officials.
We returned to our lodging place well satisfied with the
results of our work in Kharkow.
Janz was to return to his home. It seemed fitting to
send a message of cheer from the American organization
to his people who then already were seeing the gaunt
specter of hunger coming ever nearer and nearer to their
homes. This message Rev. Janz transmitted to the various
congregations in the Ukraine to reassure them and en
courage those who were taking from their own slender
supply of food to help others that had even less.
Before we could begin feeding operations, a survey
of the hunger districts would be necessary to determine
the neediest cases. This preliminary work Janz offered to
have done through their local organization. But as any
such activity by Mennonites might easily arouse suspicion
on the part of local Government officials, it was impera
tive that Janz be given official authorization from the
American Mennonite Relief organization to gather the
statistics necessary for us. The “mandate” was type
written, rubber stamped, and signed.
Later it was learned that this authorization was
probably the only thing that saved Janz from arrest on
his return home. Scarcely had he come back from Khar
kow when the notorious В agon summoned him to appear
before the volost (county) officials. Bagon was the cruel
Lett who ruled the volost by terror. He was probably
responsible for the fate of Clayton Kratz. The death of
many local Mennonites, young and old, were attributed to
his blood-thirstiness. After the proceedings at the volost
office, when all the others had been dismissed, Bagon took
Janz into another room where he began to threaten him.
But this time Janz felt prepared for the ordeal. Had he
not been granted an interview by the officials of the For
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eign Office at Kharkow, and by one of the three most
powerful men in the Ukraine Government! Bagon him
self could not have hoped to meet those men except under
extraordinary circumstances. Janz in his quiet and utterly
cool fearlessness, walked up to Bagon, tapped him on the
shoulder, looked down calmly into his hateful eyes, and
informed him that the day for that kind of intimidation
was past. The American had commissioned him—Janz—
to represent the American organization until some one
else should arrive to take over the work. And the Ameri
can had signed a contract with Yermostchenka and Ra
covsky in the capital of their own Republic and even with
Kamenev in Moscow. These were names to conjure with.
The anarchistic Bagon was actually awed. Janz was re
leased and lived to render to his people a magnificent
service.
Clayton Kratz

When Arthur Slagel and I went from Constantinople
to southern Russia in the spring of 1921, it was with the
hope that we could find some trace of Clayton Kratz, one
of our relief workers who had remained in a Mennonite
community in southern Russia at the time the Wrangel
army collapsed in the autumn of 1920; he had not been
heard from since then. At that time the Red army again
occupied all of southern Russia. Consequently, communi
cations with the outside world were almost completely cut
off, and it had so far been impossible for us to discover
what was the fate of Clayton Kratz.
It was hoped that more could be learned at Moscow.
It was known that a member of the American Red Cross,
Captain Kilpatrick, had been taken prisoner by the Red
army in the Crimea at about the same time, and that he
had been imprisoned in Moscow. If Kilpatrick, captured
in the region where the vindictive Bela Kun soon came
into control, was safe, then surely the civilian representa
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tive of a Mennonite organization should undoubtedly be
spared. Besides, the Crimea was the last stronghold of
the Wrangel troops, and it was to be expected that in the
unhappy cities and towns of that sunny peninsula, where
the last mad rush of the victor and the vanquished took
place, there blind rage would vent its fury without mercy.
Clayton, however, had remained several hundred miles in
land, to the north, in the quiet villages of the Mennonite
countryside. Why should not he go unharmed there? Or,
if not allowed to live quietly in the village, then perhaps
a detention camp or a prison. But at that time we did
not know of the Lett, Bagon, who as head of the local
Government temporarily held the fate of a county, mostly
Mennonite, in the merciless grip of his bloody and venge
ful hands.
When the agreement between the American Relief
Administration and the Soviet Government was made at
Riga, it specifically stipulated that all Americans detained
in Russia must be released and allowed to leave the coun
try if they so desired.
“The Soviet Authorities having previously agreed as
the absolute sine qua non of any assistance on the part of
the American people to release all Americans detained in
Russia and to facilitate the departure from Russia of all
Americans so desiring, the A.R.A. reserves to itself the right
to suspend temporarily or terminate all of its relief work in
Russia in case of failure on the part of the Soviet Authori
ties to fully comply with this primary condition or with any
condition set forth in the above agreement.”

Thus without applying pressure through diplomatic chan
nels the Soviet prison doors were unlocked and throw:
open for Americans. Hope for the reappearance of Clay
ton Kratz, was greatly increased.
Before leaving Riga for Moscow I had given to th?;
American Consulate and to the American Relief Adminis
tration all the information available concerning the dis
appearance of Clayton Kratz, urgently requesting each to
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take whatever steps would be necessary and possible to
hasten his discovery. Several American journalists going
into Russia were also appealed to. Again, in Moscow the
A.R.A. was reminded at various times. I myself went to
the Soviet Foreign Office at Moscow to make inquiry
about his case but was not able at any time to see either
Tchitcherin or Litvinov. The best I could do was to
leave a memorandum setting forth all the data in hand,
and asking that the Government make special efforts to
locate him.
Hotel Savoy, Moscow, October 10th,.
1921

Mr. Litvinoff,
Peoples Commissar for Foreign Affairs,
Russian Socialist Federative Soviet Republic,
MOSCOW.
Dear Sir:—
Let me bring to your attention the case of Clayton
Kratz, an American citizen, whose whereabouts in Russia
are not known to the American authorities or to the relief
organizations since the time of his arrest and disappearance
last November in the vicinity of Militopol or Halbstadt in
the Ukraine.
He had come to Russia for the purpose of doing relief
work exclusively among the civilian population, but had not
yet begun active operations, when he was arrested at or
near Halbstadt, released, but after three days again arrested
by officials of the Soviet army. He had come from Con
stantinople by way of Crimea, and probably carried the
papers required at that time for passage through Crimea into
the Taurien. His passport number was 84 613, dated August
25th, 1920, Washington. He represented the Mennonite
Relief Unit, a pacifist organization, whose only purposfe was
to perform a humanitarian service for the welfare especially
of women and children.
His widowed mother and his friends are suffering under
the anguish of almost a year of uncertainty and suspense,
hoping ever for some word from him, but despairing äs the
time drags on and no news is forthcoming. To know the
truth concerning him, whatever it may be, would be relie*
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from the strain of hoping against hope, waiting and waiting,
from month to month.
It was the suggestion of Mr. Klishko of the London
delegation, that this matter be taken up with the central
government and a special investigator with full powers (such
as a man from the Extraordinary Commission) be sent into
the South to trace the case. Will you not kindly give me
the assurance that an investigation will be begun at once
so that I may be enabled to report to our committee in
America to that effect.
It is very important that this be given prompt and ade
quate attention in order to restore confidence in America.
Yours truly,
Alvin J. Miller,
American Mennonite Relief.

The Foreign Office in Moscow did not seem very
much concerned. There was evident an extremely aggra
vating lack of interest. There seemed to be the attitude
that since the release demanded by the A.R.A. had been
granted to those Americans whose location was known,
the requirements of the case had been met.
At Kharkow the Foreign Office showed far more in
terest. Of course it was in their territory that Kratz had
disappeared. But they, too, could not hold out much
hope. Before the contract was signed at Kharkow I called
once more on Racovsky, especially to acquaint him per
sonally with the details of Kratz’s case and to enlist his
aid in the search. Again a letter was presented, and very
courteously received by him, but there were no concrete
results.
Later it was learned that Clayton Kratz, on hearing
that the Red army had suddenly captured the Crimea,
decided to remain quietly in the village of New Halbstadt,
in the Ukraine, believing that as a relief worker he would
not be harmed. He was very hospitably taken into the
family of a well known Mennonite, where no effort was
spared to make him comfortable and to cheer his loneli
ness. The Government of the village had, of course,
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changed hands, and he was called before the authorities
to give an account of himself. He was almost imme
diately released and continued to live at the home of his
friends. At Goshen College he had always taken an active
part in the religious activities of the school community,
and now, awaiting with uncertainty the developments of
each day, he spent much time reading the Bible he had'
carried with him. His calm resignation deeply impressed5
the family with whom he stayed. He spoke of his mother,,
his family, and his dearest friends. But he was not lack
ing for friendship or tender solicitude and love from those
about him. They sought to do for him all that they
would have hoped for their only son and brother, had he
been in a far country staring death in the face.
Then came a sudden summons to appear before the
authorities. He went, accompanied by the man in whose
home he had stayed. Both were treated gruffly. They
were struck brutally. Clayton was put under arrest and
taken away by the military tribunal. What became of
him then, is not known.
It is believed that the arrest was due primarily to
the hatred of Bagon, the highest volost official, a Lett,
who had in earlier years been employed in a local printing
office, and now appeared to use this time of general dis
order to satisfy a lust for cruelty. In that period of
disorganization and anarchy it was impossible for the
higher Government officials to hold properly in check the
many underlings who were a disgrace to the party they
pretended to represent.
Clayton Kratz will probably never come home; and
his resting place probably never be known. No marble
shaft marks the spot where his body returned to earth.
But his name is graven on the hearts of thousands and
thousands whom he came to help. Their children and
children’s children will repeat the story of the Mennonite
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youth who came from far away America to save their
lives and gave his own.
“Greater love hath no man than this, that a man lay
down his life for his friends.” Jno. 15:13.
Contact with Mennonites

In the spring of 1921, when two of us had gone from
Constantinople to Novorossisk and Rostow to open relief
centers in the South of Russia, and were not given the
necessary assurance from Moscow that our work could
continue on the lines laid down by us, Frumkin, a high
official at Rostow, put us in touch with a committee of
Mennonites, among them Rev. Abram Rempel, who had
come to the state capital to protest against the seizure of
their church house. Through this courtesy of Frumkin,
we were given the opportunity to send communications to
the Mennonites of the South and East. A committee of
two Mennonites, A. J. Fast and Johann Derksen, there
upon hastened from the Kuban to Rostow and on to
Novorossisk, where they found us, just before our de
parture for Constantinople. We hurried to the office of
the German Repatriation Mission to prepare a number
of English, German, and Russian duplicates of our relief
nplan of work, and authorization papers for me Russian
Mennonites to take steps toward gaining permission for
our organization to open work in Russia. Following is
the English version of each:
TO THE NORTH CENTRAL COUNCIL OF THE MEN
NONITE
CHURCHES
AND
COMMUNITIES
OF
THE
NORTH
CAUCASUS,
STAVROPOL
GOV
ERNMENT, AND THE DON DISTRICT.
The American Mennonite Relief organization requests
and empowers the Central Council of the Mennonite Churches
and Communities of the North Caucasus, Stawropol Govern
ment, and the Don District to apply for the permission from
the Central Soviet Government in Moscow or their repre
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sentatives for the American Mennonite Relief organization
to open and establish bases for relief work in Novorossisk,
or Odessa, or at a port of the Azov sea for the purpose of
carrying on relief activities there according to the attached
general plan of work.
It is desired that the outcome of these efforts be com
municated to the American Mennonite Relief organization
at the following address.
American Mennonite Relief
25 Rue Taxim,
CONSTANTINOPLE, TURKEY
Alvin J. Miller
ACTING DIRECTOR
Proposed Plan of Work

The American Mennonite Relief Organization proposes
to operate in Russia on the following general plan:
1.
The American Mennonite Relief Organization in
vites the friendly assistance of the Russian government in
carrying forward a program of general relief work. To this
end the offices, activities, and records of the organization
will always be open to free inspection by duly appointed
government representatives whose constant attendance at the
offices will be welcomed.
In addition, monthly reports of the activities of the or
ganization will be made available.
2.
The organization will direct and control shipment
of supplies to suitable ports thence to be reshipped to various
centers for final distribution by the Relief Unit.
3.
The Relief supplies are to be distributed according
as the unit sees fit, among civilian hospitals, orphanages, and
the needy civilian population, esepcially women and children,
regardless of race or religion.

A letter stating our purpose had also been sent from
Rostow to Peter F. Froese in Moscow, a representative of
the Mennonites.
These Authorization papers and Plans of Work
proved to be effective far beyond our expectations in pre
paring the way for my later work in Moscow and Khar-
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kow. What it meant to the Mennonite leaders is revealed
in excerpts from a letter of July 25, 1921, signed by Ben
jamin B. Janz, Chairman, and Heinrich Wiebe, member
of the Council of the Mennonite organization in the
Ukraine, and by C. Klassen and P. Froese, Moscow, Rep
resentatives of the Mennonite Communities of East Rus
sia and Siberia.
“An event for the whole South was the name card
of Mr. A. Miller, Constantinople, which came into the hands
of the Kuban Mennonite organization. At last a real hap
pening. The two delegates handed to us the letters of Mr.
Miller, addressed to the Kuban organization, written in
three languages, and also a Plan of Work....................... Therefore we
have now come with it before the central Government,...........................
the Commissariat of Foreign Affairs, where it was very
favorably received. Before our representations were made,
however, a letter had arrived from Mr. Miller to the Menno
nite Representatives of the Northeast, located in Moscow,
Mr. P. Froese and K. Klassen. Consequently, that Repre
sentation requested a passport for Mr. Klassen to go to
Constantinople for the purpose of learning the conditions of
work. The permit to go abroad had already been received.”

The letter then refers to the All Russian Relief Com
mittee of which Kamenev was chairman.
“With this Committee our organization formed con
tacts and proposed that the heads of our organizations, to
gether with the American representative and a plenipoten
tiary of that Committee, secure the right to carry on the
(relief) operations/’

As regards distribution to Russians and Mennonites
they write:
“We explained to the Commissariat of Foreign Affairs
that in any case the Russians living in our midst and round
about us would be given consideration. They were fully
satisfied.......... Kamenev, the Chairman is a Party man, (Com
munist), likewise Rykow, his assistant. The other mem
bers of the administration (Executive Board) are public
personalities, among them names of renown, as Kischkin and
Professor Prokopovitch and others. Our matter is intro-
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duced t h e r e . . . . the gentlemen explained that our matter
was received very warmly in the session of the Administra
tion (Executive Board), the proposals approved;.......................... in the
Commissariats, the speedy admission of Mr. A. Miller with
supplies was also approved.................. Both Mr. Froese and Kor
nelius Klassen are in the Committee as charter members.”

On August 11, the letter continues:
“In the question of help from the American Mennonite
organization, the stone has been set rolling rapidly. To this
the papers of Prof. Miller contributed their part.........................the last
point in the Plan of Work gave the most satisfaction:—
‘regardless of race and religion.’ ”

The end of the letter is a cry of despair, but closes
with—
“Allein der Mensch denkt und Gott lenkt—Er lebt.”—
the equivalent of “Man proposes but God disposes—He
lives.”

On my arrival at Moscow at the end of August, 1921,
I did not know how to locate Froese. I had, however,
received from Peter Karmajew, a Baptist in Rostow, a
part of the address of Mr. Pavlov, a prominent Baptist
in Moscow, and an acquaintance of Froese. The Baptist
address included the title of a religious periodical. It was
therefore not an address convenient to show to pronounced
atheists during my first days in Moscow. It might have
appeared as if I had come on some religious mission.
How go about finding Froese in a city of over one and a
half millions? A city turned upside down by revolution.
There was neither city directory nor telephone directory.
Not knowing the Russian language, I could not ask the
telephone central whether Froese or Pavlov had tele
phones. To send a letter by mail might easily have re
quired two weeks or more even in the city, but I could not
write the address in Russian, and even if I could have, I
would not have dared, as a foreigner, to write to Froese.
That might have caused difficulty. For the very atmosphere
was charged with fear and suspicion, even as it was during
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the French Revolution. All foreigners not Communistic
were “suspect” in Russia. To ask the officials for the
address of a private individual not a Communist, could
therefore have aroused immediate suspicion, especially as
I was a foreigner. It might at once lead to his arrest on
a charge of conspiracy. I remembered, too, the incident
at Novorossisk. A refugee in Constantinople had asked
me to give a message, entirely harmless, to an old friend
of his, living near the railroad station at Novorissisk. I
found the place, knocked repeatedly at the first door, and
then at the one on the other side of the house. It was
partly open. I pushed it back and stood in the entry,
looking into the rooms, which had the appearance of being
offices. As no one answered my calls, I returned again to
the other door. A guard was now standing there on duty.
He apparently asked me what I wanted, but as we could
not understand each other, I smiled goodbye at him and
went away. Then I learned that the house I had been
trying to enter was an office of the terrible Tcheka, the
secret service, whose name ordinary people in Russia feared
at that time to pronounce above a whisper. I did not
wish to repeat that experience in Moscow. Finally, I
asked Mr. Watts of the Friends organization whether he
could direct me to the place. He could not help me, but
passed my inquiry on to an employee, a young Communist
from Roumania. When he saw the religious phrase in
the address it called forth a contemptuous sneer but no
information. Later I learned the house address of Pav
lov, called there, but did not find him at home. That
was extremely unpleasant. The family would naturally
wonder that a foreigner came to see them. Fears as to
my purpose in coming would be aroused. If I were ob
served going there several times, it might cast suspicion
on both of us. But one day he was at home; and I learned
that he was well acquainted with Froese; that they had
worked together on the All Russia Council of Sects, made
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up of representatives of those groups who refused to take
part in military activities. By some odd chance there yet
remained in the rooms where he lived a telephone. Froese
was living in a Red Cross building where he could also be
reached by telephone. Pavlov called, asking for Piotr
Franzevitch—the Russian way of addressing Peter Froese,
whose father’s first name was Franz. (In Russia they
seldom call a man by his family name). Fortunately, he
was at home. He was overjoyed to hear that a repre
sentative of the American Mennonites had actually ar>
rived in Moscow and was even then standing by the tele
phone. It was almost unbelievable. If possible, he would
come to see me the next day. The letter I had sent from
Rostow, carried by a man who did it as a favor, had
reached Froese, and he was already acquainted with our
efforts in the South.
Tiie next morning he came to the Savoy Guest House.
I had waited a while in my room that morning, then
decided to go out for a short time to look after our nego
tiations. As I came near the stairway, I observed a man
approaching whose features were noticeably different from
those of the people with whom I had now for some time
been dealing. It was neither a Russian (Slavic) nor a
Hebrew face. Neither could he be of the foreign group
in the Savoy, for his clothing was not foreign. His face
was lighted up and full of expectation. We realized, each
of us, that we were looking at each other intently, un
certain whether to speak or not, yet each feeling that this
was the man. Then he greeted me in German, and we
were at once acquainted. It was Peter Franz Froese.
There were many things to discuss; my plans; what
had been accomplished thus far; how best to proceed.
He was a well read man, had studied in the higher schools
in Germany, knew history, and was able to stand aside
and look at the volcanic upheaval in Russia in an objective
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way, as something almost inevitably following the abuses
of the old regime. Yet he had a sympathetic under
standing and fine appreciation of things Russian. In the
course of five strenuous years of close cooperation with
him I was to learn more of his high idealism, his enduring
perseverance, and unfaltering courage and faith.
We did not like to converse very freely at the Savoy,
so he invited me to his crowded quarters about four miles
out, at the edge of the city, on the road over which the
exiles banished to Siberia by the Tsars used to shuffle
along with chains on their feet, starting on the long jour
ney to the far away frontiers of civilization beyond the
Ural mountains. How warmly I was greeted by his wife
and by Cornelius Franz Klassen, the other member of the
Mennonite delegation in Moscow! Both Froese and
Klassen were young in years, but old, indeed aged in ex
perience. They had been commissioned by the Mennonites
of all Russia, outside the Ukraine, to remain in Moscow
to represent them in the endless problems that came up
for adjustment between the Mennonites and the local Gov
ernments. At Moscow, the Federation capital of these
Governments, they could always hope for a reasonable
hearing and more considerate treatment.
Klassen, a man of distinguished appearance, had just
come home, having been detained several days when
the All Russian Relief Committee, in whose work he was
participating, was dissolved by the Tcheka, on the very
day I arrived in Moscow.
That committee had been organized about the mid
dle of July, presumably as a committee representing all
classes in Russia. It had been called on the initiative of
the Government. Kamenev, one of the ablest Com
munists, was the chairman. Among its members were
eminent personages who had been prominent in Russian
affairs, and whose names were well and favorably known
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in Europe and America. Not only the aristocracy and
the intelligentsia of Russia had built high hopes on this
committee, but also the isolated groups of Mennonites.
Writing under date of July 29, the four Mennonite repre
sentatives previously referred to in this chapter express
their enthusiasm for this committee when they say that it
“is the first great step in the direction of allowing social
initiative, especially initiative from the intelligentsia; even
more, placing these on an equality with the Government,
not to mention appealing to them....................As I observed, un
questionably, great significance is attached to the All Rus
sian Relief Committee, and great expectations are aroused.
For example, in the Foreign Office we were referred direct
to this Committee when we sought to act on the sug
gestions of Mr. A. Miller and the proposed plan of
work.”...........
Much was made of this famous nonpartisan commit
tee at the Geneva Relief Conference of August 15, where
an elderly man, an intimate friend of the illustrious Lev
Tolstoi, plead the cause of the millions starving in Russia.
A daughter of Tolstoi was a member of this committee.
But on the same day that Nansen with Tchicherin signed
the Nansen Relief agreement; and on the same day that
the first group of A.R.A. personnel arrived in Moscow,
the All Russian Relief Committee ceased to exist.
We need only turn again to the history of the French
Revolution to convince ourselves that a committee includ
ing so many diverse elements could not possibly have
length of life where factional hatred was at white heat.
It must be remembered that even the liberal and tolerant
Lafayette was soon discredited in Paris, as were all mod
erates.
Both Peter Froese and Cornelius Klassen were ad
mirably suited for their task. It is doubtful whether two
other men could have been found among all the Russian
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Mennonites who would have been able to do the work
required, and endure its nerve-racking strain as did these
two young men. Their achievements are monumental.
And yet, in spite of all the hard fought struggles with
Government leaders, with malicious underlings, with dis
sensions also among their own groups, they have remained
courageously at their posts continuously as representatives
of the Mennonites during more than eight years—when
even the Communist party leadership shifted and broke,
sending some of the most prominent former Government
officials into exile.
However, our first conversations had made it clear to
me that although these two experienced men would be of
inestimable value in our relief organization, it would not
be wise at that time to have them take part in the pre
liminary negotiations and the making of our contract.
They were too much in the thick of the fight. Some un
fortunate turn in their own affairs might react disastrously
on ours. There might be repeated interference. For
instance, not long afterwards, their bookcases containing
the records of their work and similar documents were
suddenly locked by Government agents and sealed with the
Government seal. However, after some days of protest
and appeal to one of the highest officials, orders were
given for the immediate removal of the seals.
So it came about that our negotiations with the Gov
ernments at Moscow and Kharkow were carried on with
out the help of Froese, Klassen, and Janz. The language
difficulties also stood in the way because my work was all
in English, which they could not read, and the Govern
ment copies were in Russian, which I could not understand.
But it was necessary to send some one into the Volga
districts to organize in a preliminary way our relief work
there. Cornelius Klassen was appointed to do this and
was provided with the required “mandate,” signed and
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rubber stamped. During my journey to Germany he was
busy in the Volga valley settlements, as was Janz in the
Ukraine, gathering data and organizing committees. Our
contact with Janz has already been described in an earlier
chapter.
Waiting

Over a month and a half was spent at Moscow and
Kharkow in contract making. If we could then have be
gun our field work immediately, as should have been done,
our neediest centers could all have been operating within
a month. Those Mennonites and others who finally died
of starvation in the communities later occupied by us, could
all have been saved from weeks of slow death. This
month and a half included days and days of agonizing
waiting. Then began another period of waiting for de
velopments in America.
Three relief contracts had been signed, one in Mos
cow for the American Mennonites, with an appendix for
the Holland Mennonites, the terms of which were cabled
to the Mennonite Central Committee; and two in Khar
kow, one for Holland and one for America, with a food
remittance appendix. One original of each remained with
the signatory Government, and one of each was in my
possession. Two men had been appointed to gather data
from their districts and supervise the preliminary surveys.
Now that the contracts were completed, it was even
more galling to wait. Although our Committee in Amer
ica had cabled a reply to my message, it did not reach me.
Our relationship with the American Relief Administration
had not yet been determined because Col. Haskell had
apparently not received the necessary instructions. Kame
nev’s secretary, with whom I had drawn up our contract,
was impatient and made unpleasant insinuations. When
we were making the contracts, I insisted on the need for
haste and spoke of the supplies ready for shipment at
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Constantinople. Now he was asking why we did not ship
these supplies! He must have known of the plan then
being formed to make all large relief shipments through
the northern ports. That was to avoid scattering the
freight cars. I was then wholly ignorant of that plan,
which was practical from one angle, but on the whole too
theoretical, breaking down completely before the middle
of winter because of the unexpected severity of the weather.
That possibility should, however, have been taken into
account. In the Volga districts, food was often trans
ported several hundred miles on wagons or sleds. The
same could have been done from a number of southern
ports, taking the food direct from the ships and requiring
in extreme emergency conditions no freight cars at all for
transportation to our counties. The curse of too much
theory brought death to thousands of starving families:
the theory of shipment only from the north, which tied up
ship after ship in the Baltic ice when the food was so
desperately needed; the theory of no American convoyers
for food trains, which left those trains to accumulate in
vast jams and blockades, stalling as high as forty-six trains
of food at one time at one congested yard, when a train
convoyed by an American required only two to four days
instead of so many weeks or months to reach its destina
tion; the theory of distribution through a semi-official or
ganization to be built up of local people forming a vast
machine, but not employed or appointed by the relief or
ganization, though attempting to cooperate with it. Such
a fanciful dream could be taken seriously only by ignoring
the psychology of revolutions and mass upheavals. Yet
the theories were not only advanced but tenaciously held
to for a time.
As there seemed to be nothing I could accomplish
further at the time in Russia, I made preparations to leave
as soon as possible for Riga and Berlin, where facilities
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for communication with the home base were more satis
factory. When my outgoing visa was being prepared, I
experienced a typical annoyance through the sheer con
trariness of a clerk in the passport division, who appeared
to find a malicious joy in not returning my document until
it was about train time, but an appeal to Kogan of the
Foreign Office, as a last resort, was apparently effective.
Arriving at Riga, I feasted my eyes once more on a
city not overshadowed by the specter of hunger; slept in a
hotel room that had been swept and dusted that same day
and even the bed had been made up; ate in a real restau
rant where there was a menu card with a large variety of
foods from which to select; food tastily prepared and
daintily served; sauntered along the streets marveling at
the displays in the shop windows; and was surprised at
the many linen-collared men. How different the city from
those I had seen in Russia.
Again visas to be waited for, to be gotten by ener
getic push, or suave politeness, or by wheedling or insistent
demands. Some consulates open only an hour or two a
day, with all of them selecting about the same hour, thus
necessarily congregating a mass of applicants at each
place, choking the slow machinery grinding out the red
tape. But fortune was with me. Only a few minutes to
get my old passport at the American Consulate, then the
round of Latvian, Lithuanian, Polish (for the Danzig
Corridor) and German Consulates to let each one rubber
stamp (usually for a consideration) a space of one to
four inches on the supplementary pages that had to be
added to my passport to provide room for all the visas.
Generally the consulates were very courteous to our Amer
ican relief workers, and usually the ten dollar fee was
remitted.
In a few days I was again in Berlin, cabling to the
Mennonite Central Committee in America and to Brown
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in London, European Director of the American Relief
Administration. The American return cable directed me
to wait in Berlin for a letter of instructions. I was in
formed also that the A.R.A. would permit only myself as
A.M.R. worker for the time being. Against this arbitrary
decision I wrote, on November 14th, a letter of strong
protest to Brown, in London. The letter analyzed the
plan as it would operate under the Russian conditions,
making clear that it would be utterly impossible to work
efficiently on that method.
Meantime, our contracts, originals with Government
signatures, were forwarded by insured post to our Com
mittee in America, and the Holland contract delivered in
person to their committee at Haarlem. As a precaution
ary measure, photographic facsimiles of the contracts were
first made before entrusting them to the mails.
A telegram from Brown announced his passing
through Berlin where I could see him at the railroad sta
tion during the train stop there. Nothing very definite
developed in this interview except that Brown unfortu
nately objected to our bringing more than two American
workers into Russia, though I had gained permission from
the Soviet Government to bring twenty. He assumed that
we would have only a very small fund to expend in relief,
just as the Soviet officials were regularly underestimating
the A.R.A. projects, and, accordingly, cramping them,
thus vastly reducing their efficiency. The A.R.A. had also
been limited to a certain number of American personnel
by the Soviet Government, but our twenty had nothing to
do with the number fixed by Brown and Litvinov. The
fallacy of setting such numbers as the maximum was later
amply proved—but at the cost of unnumbered human
lives. The price of office theory.
When the letter of instructions arrived at Berlin, it
revealed how difficult it was for any one not intimate!
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acquainted with conditions in Russia through personal con
tact to imagine the complexities of the problems facing the
relief organizations. Every worker in a foreign field ap
preciates this difficulty. But in the Russian situation the
rapidly changing complexities were multiplied many times
over. That failure to grasp fully the abnormal conditions
accounted for the theoretical quality of many details in the
relief plans of the largest as well as the small organiza
tions. The Mennonite Committee was supposed to have
a representative in Russia attached to the A.R.A. He
would visit the Russian Mennonite settlements, investigate
conditions, gather the necessary data, and report the
needs. The A.R.A. would deliver the food in the form of
food packages consigned to individuals or groups, and
our representative would check the results. Twenty-five
per cent of our funds would thus be given over to the
A.R.A.
It appeared as if the months of hard work spent in
making our contracts in Moscow and Kharkow were all
wasted effort; as if we were about to lose all the points
of advantage gained through our own agreements. Ap
parently circumstances unknown to me had forced our
Committee into acceptance of these plans.
My observations of the conditions then prevailing in
Russia, as well as my earlier relief experiences in that
country, gave me the firm conviction that we could not
possibly work efficiently under those terms; that we could
not do our duty towards those who generously supported
our relief work, nor towards the starving who needed our
help. In the first place, travel was difficult. In the winter
it might easily require six to eight weeks for one visit to
only one settlement and return—and there were many
settlements to visit, lying several thousand miles apart.
For example, in the following February the city of Oren
burg, on a main line railway, had no train entering or
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leaving it during a continuous period of eighteen days.
Several times during that winter traffic was entirely dead
on that section of the line for weeks at a time. From that
city to the Orenburg settlement, supplied by us from the
Orenburg district center, meant a drive of fifty to sixty
miles one way through deep snow, often untracked, across
storm-swept plains and hills, with famished horses hitched
to low sleds affording little protection from the bitter cold.
For one acquainted with conditions it required no great
foresight to foresee such inevitable disaster. Therefore
the plan was considered wholly impracticable. It would
be tragic in its failure.
But too much time had already been consumed in
negotiating and waiting. The famine did not wait. Daily,
human beings were starving to death. Conscience sternly
commanded action. A cable was sent to our Committee
stating that I would return to Riga and Moscow to there
make the best possible arrangement I could. At Riga,
Brown appeared a little more lenient, but said he would
leave the details of our arrangements to be worked out
by Col. Haskell and myself at Moscow.
As our organization had now been taken into the
A.R.A. family, their Riga office courteously secured rail
road passage for me and provided a lunch box for the
journey. An auto took me to the station. By this time
we were allowed to carry our American passports with us
into Russia.
The snow was falling fast and the air was cold when
I arrived late in the day at Moscow on the third day of
December, three months after my first arrival. An A.R.A.
automobile was at the station to meet the train, and I
was taken with my luggage to the A.R.A. Headquarters,
assuming that as we were now under A.R.A. direction, we
would also be housed with the American personnel; but
they were apparently crowded, so they called up the Savoy
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and by night I found myself once more in the familiar
Savoy Guest House. My meals had to be found where I
could in the three or four cafes that made a pretense at
being restaurants. The tables at the two A.R.A. per
sonnel houses were unfortunately filled. Larger tables and
additional chairs seemed hard to get.
My first conferences with the A.R.A. at Moscow
were with Col. Lonergan, the Executive, who was very
amiable, and showed a sincere desire to work out a mode
of cooperation, efficient and at the same time satisfactory
to us. As soon as the general plan was sketched, the de
tails wrere taken up with Col. Haskell, Director of the
A.R.A. in Russia. As we could not give definite assur
ances concerning the amount of the funds our organiza
tion would have at its disposal, and as the fund then on
hand was small, Haskell declined to allow us the number
of American workers our field demanded. He was not
acquainted with the American Mennonites, and could not
be expected to anticipate how generous would be their
response to the famine appeal. But his reasonable atti
tude and direct manner facilitated the conclusion of a
working agreement between us. Later more Mennonite
workers were admitted.
Now we were ready for work but there was no food
supply. During my absence from Moscow our home Com
mittee had cabled a credit for food remittances, which
evidently had been recalled; perhaps because of the pro
test against that plan. So we had neither food nor cred
its. A telegram had been sent to our Constantinople unit,
urging immediate shipment of supplies, but no answer had
been received. From Berlin a telegram had been sent to
D. R. Hoeppner, located in Poland at that time in relief
work for American Mennonites, asking him to come to
Russia at once, but there was no word from him. Cor
nelius Klassen of Moscow had gone to the Volga valley
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settlements during my absence, but had not yet returned,
nor was there data available on which to determine the
quantity of food to allocate to each settlement, or to whom
to consign the shipment, neither did Peter F. Froese have
this information.
But it was impossible for me to leave Moscow, for
daily and hourly I expected word from each and all of
these mentioned. Then came a cable from the Mennonite
Central Committee establishing a food credit—not an
order for food remittances, but a purchase of food in bulk
at extremely low prices. Soon after, two men arrived
from the “Trakt” or Koeppenthal district, near Saratov,
bearing papers certifying that they were authorized by the
churches there to represent them in requesting food for
their district. Both men, Johann Dyck and Penner were
later very active and capable workers in our organization.
Their reception at the Moscow station emphasized
again very pointedly the necessity of extreme caution in
our activities. Scarcely had they left the train when they
were invited by the Tcheka—the secret police—to a pri
vate office at the station. Their papers were examined.
They were stripped naked and closely searched. Nothinp
incriminating being found, they were released, and came
on to see me at the Savoy.
Dyck was at once appointed as chairman of the local
American Mennonite Relief Committee in the Koeppen
thal rayon (county) in the Autonomous Republic of the
Volga Germans. This was the first official act in setting
the A.M.R. machinery in motion.
First Delivery of Food—a Christmas Gift

Our first order for the delivery of food supplies to
feed the starving in Russia was written out for our Com
mittee in the Koeppental Rayon (county), the Trakt set
tlement near Saratov. The following is a copy of that
order:
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AMERICAN MENNONITE RELIEF
A. R. A.
Moscow, Dec. 17, 1921
To CHIEF OF SUPPLY DIVISION A.R.A.
from AMERICAN MENNONITE RELIEF
Subject—Allocation KOEPPENTAL RAYON
HILFSKOMMITTEE
Please deliver to the Koeppental Rayon Hilfskommittee,
of the Gebiet der Volga Deutschen, post address Koeppental
(now called SURKI SAMARSKI) from the Saratov ware
house foodstuffs (balanced rations) to the value of ($500.00)
Five Hundred Dollars.
REFERENCE EURELCON SALE Number 1092. Ca
ble London Black 331.
Please rush for Christmas delivery.
AMERICAN MENNONITE RELIEF
Alvin J. Miller.

Johann Dyck, who had come to Moscow to ask for
help for this community had been made the Chairman of
the Committee. He was to take with him from Moscow
the A.R.A. delivery order to the District Supervisor at
Saratov so that the food might be received at the Saratov
or Pokrovsk warehouses without delay. But as the
A.R.A. Supply Division was overcrowded with work, Dyck
could not wait in Moscow for the preparation of the or
der. Such orders were regularly sent from Moscow by
weekly couriers to the districts. But to wait for the next
courier would delay the delivery too long. Winter already
held the plains in its icy grasp. The snow was steadily
piling up, making hauling more and more difficult every
day. Blizzards were to be expected any time. Besides,
it was almost Christmas and the Koeppenthal Committee
was very anxious to make the first food distribution be
fore that day as a Christmas gift of love from the Amer
ican Mennonites.
The order was telegraphed from Moscow to the
A.R.A. office at Saratov. Dyck telegraphed also to his
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community for sleds to be sent to Pokrovsk, for the food.
He returned to Saratov by train. Arriving there he found
that the teams had come to haul the food but the telegram
from the A.R.A., Moscow had not traveled as fast as the
train, hindered though it was by snow. No instructions
to deliver the food had been received. But Dyck had the
A.M.R. authorization papers, and the District Supervisor
was fortunately of a friendly disposition. The food was
delivered. Not only white flour for bread; but also sugar,
which, next to bread, was their greatest necessity; and
evaporated milk, rice, lard, and cocoa.
The sleds made their way with the precious load
across miles of snow-clad prairie, a vast expanse of white,
with only a few houses or huts along the entire distance.
Meanwhile Klassen had returned from his extended
tour of inspection in the three other settlements in the
Volga regions, telling the gruesome story of famine and
death in the Samara Gubernia (state). Villages entirely
deserted, the thatched straw roofs of stables and houses
taken down to feed the cow or the horse, flight from the
village with the refugees dying in large numbers along the
roadside. The starving people clinging desperately to
life, prolonging their miserable existence by eating the
seeds of weeds, the bark of trees, chaff or straw, gophers,
rats, crows, cats, dogs, the carcasses of animals starved to
death—anything to sustain life. Multitudes of refugees
straggling along the roadways begging at each house for a
morsel of bread. Bread! BREAD! in God’s name
Bread I
When Klassen arrived at the Old Samara settlement
he found some in very great need; in the New Samara vil
lages, in another volost further eastward a hundred miles
or so, were very many in critical circumstances; in the
Orenburg groups, still further East, the conditions were
considerably worse.
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Klassen had traveled from settlement to settlement
in low sleds, drawn by horses weak from hunger, himself
inadequately clothed for the extreme cold, across miles of
bleak country in blinding snow storms, a limitless sea of
moving whiteness, with few landmarks to guide the way.
The swirling snow obliterated all traces of the track that
had been made by the few other sleds. It is only a single
track. If two horses are attached to the sled, they are
not hitched side by side but one in front of the other so
that only one path needs to be made. If the horse lost
the trail, stepped off the narrow path, he was at once
floundering in snow up to his belly. One evening when
the storm was blowing fiercely, the trail was lost entirely.
Klassen and the driver had often gotten out of the sled,
tramped about in the snow until the track was found again.
But this time the horse had floundered too far away from
the road and it was too indistinct. It was dark and the
only way to search was to struggle through the snow hap
hazard until the beaten track could be located. They
searched long until exhausted, then began preparations to
spend the night out in the blizzard. But they were hun
gry and fatigued; the bitter cold might numb them to
drowsiness from which there would be no waking; the
horse, weak and overworked, might perish; wolves might
attack them. They gathered up their strength for an
other desperate effort, left the sled, struggled on till they
saw a light towards which they made their way and found
it the home of a Mennonite, where they were given shel
ter for the night.
On his return to Moscow, the allocations for the
other Volga valley settlements and eastward were promptly
made: December 19, $1000.00 for the New Samara colo
nies, and $300.00 for the Dawlekanovo group near Ufa;
December 27, $1000.00 for the Orenburg settlement, and
$500.00 for Old Samara. By the end of December, 1921
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delivery orders had been made for Koeppenthal $1500.00,
New Samara $3000.00, Old Samara $1000.00, Orenburg
$3000.00 and Ufa $500.00. But only the Koeppenthal
(Trakt) and New Samara groups were able to get their
supplies in time for distribution before Christmas.
It was a stupendous task with which they were con
fronted. The food was at the warehouses twenty to fifty
miles away, the snow was deep, the horses and men were
weak. It would be unsafe for one sled to travel alone
with food, so they formed a caravan, made their way to
the warehouses, received the supplies carefully weighed
out and started homeward. They knew they were taking
desperate chances with the winter weather, the drifting
snow, the exhausted horses, and the bandits. Each man
knew he was risking his life. When the struggle became
hard they thought of those who were waiting for them—
their families, their friends, the whole village.
Would the bandits attack and rob them of the food,
the load of food more precious than anything else! The
bandits also were starving. That was why they became
bandits. And here on these sleds was so much food. The
bandit would not hesitate to kill a number of men in order
to get only one sled load. Here were many sled loads.
No city or village near by. The families at home knew
the dangers and prayed for the safety of their men. Go
with these drivers, for a moment, and share their fears
with them,—if you can in your comfortable home.
At home were their children, pale, emaciated; laughterless, whimpering, begging mother for something to eat,
just a little bit of bread; with eyes that pleaded and
trusted but could not understand why mother did not
give something. She always used to. At home were their
wives, their mothers, their sisters, their sweethearts, their
sons, their fathers, and brothers. For them they were
struggling through the snow, bringing that which would
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save their loved ones from the slow death of starvation.
How happy the mothers would be! too overjoyed even
for smiles! The heart so full that it could only overflow
in tears of sheer joy and thankfulness. And the little
children, the tiny little ones, how their pinched and sober
faces would slowly begin to lighten as it would dawn on
them that mother was crying because she was so happy,
and now, even right away, they could taste a little bit,
just a little bit of the nice white flour, and a little of the
sugar, so sweet and good. How the grandmothers and
grandfathers, scarcely believing their failing eyes, would
stand by, knees and hands shaking with excitement, tears
trickling down their furrowed cheeks, ashen gray in pale
ness, hardly realizing until they see the flour, the beautiful
white flour from America, the place where grandfather’s
brother had gone years ago. He must have plenty of
flour now, that good brother of his, and he is sending
flour. He must be a good man, too.
Struggling through the snow with the load of the
food and the burden on his heart! Would the road stay
open I The snow was steadily covering the tracks and the
fearful driver anxiously scanned the sky, the dim horizon
and the undulating whiteness stretching miles and miles
towards home. HOME! Yes they must keep the road
open. The drivers take turns trudging ahead and break
ing the path for the horses. For they must pull the load
and they also are weak. Would the horses hold out!
Could they—in such weather, dragging the low sleds
through the drifting snow! Oh, if only the horses were
stronger as they were the year before, just one year be
fore. Can it be so short a time! It seems many years
ago that the horses were round and sleek. What a load
they could have taken then, and how quickly the children
would have been fed. Oh but then, then the children had
rosy cheeks. Then they were not starving. How the
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little Karl used to caper about, so full of life, his tousled
flaxen head all curiosity, into mischief everywhere; and
little dark-eyed Anna, shy and playful, always filling the
house with her merry laughter. Oh, but now the children
do not play any more. Karl is pale and listless and Anna
clings to her mother, her lovely eyes now so large and so
dull, whimpering sometimes but mostly silent. And here
is food for them! Yes the road must be kept open. It
must! It means life for them. Oh God let the wind go
down! Give us and the horses strength!
Not only the men driving through the storm were
hoping and fearing, but at home they were straining their
eyes for a glimpse of the caravan. A dark speck against
the white snow! It is moving? Does it move? Is it the
first team? But no, it is nothing, only the imagination.
And the children asking whether it will soon come;
scarcely knowing what they are expecting. At last the
joyous word goes out that they are coming! Many a wife
and mother clasps her hands over her breaking heart, for
he has come back safe—cold and tired and hungry, and
there is not much for him to eat, but thank God he has
come back. And the American food, Oh soon it will be
distributed.
It was a Christmas gift such as none of them, or us,
had ever seen before. Not candies, or sweets, or nuts, or
fruits, or toys; but that for which every man, woman and
child in those villages was most earnestly wishing. That
for which they had been hoping in agony and despair;
that for which they had been praying almost without faith
—BREAD! Just Bread! It came almost miraculously
from far away America, from friends they had never seen
or known, from some one who wished them well. It was
Love reaching out its strong hand across the waters and
the plains; across oceans and continents. It was the oil

THREE FAMINE SUFFERERS
These were successful candidates for an admittance card to the Ameri
can Kitchen.

A RUSSIAN TRAIN
Which carried our first Relief Supplies to the Mennonite communities
in South Russia.

UKRAINIAN HOME
A mud house and wicker fence in the Ukraine. Arthur Slagel in the
foreground.

AM К IWAN TU А X SPORT ATION IN RUSSIA
(»ur Ford truck. Old Trusty, which performed yoeman’s service in theRelief Work.

. М. II. STAFF AND WORKERS—MOLOTSCHNA
American Personnel sitting in front row left to right: C. E. Krehbiel,
Alvin J. Miller, P. C. Hiebert, and Arthur Slagel. The native office
force of the Alexandrowsk headquarters, standing.
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of the Good Samaritan. It was the offering of gold,
frankincense and myrrh.
“UNTO ME”
In little faces, pinched with cold and hunger,
Look, lest ye miss Him ! In the wistful eyes,
And on the mouth unfed by mother kisses—
Marred, bruised, and stained, His precious image
lies,
And when ye find Him in the midnight wild,
Even in the likeness of an outcast child,
О wise men, own your King!
Before this cradle bring
Your gold to raise and bless,
Your myrrh of tenderness!
For, “As ye do it unto these,” said He,
“Ye do it unto me.”
Anonymous.
Meeting Starvation in the Ukraine

When the food credit for the Volga regions was es
tablished in December by our Committee, a generous amount was at the same time specified for the needy cen
ters in the Ukraine. It was well known to all in Russia
who had made an effort to know, that parts of the Ukraine
were also famine stricken. Rev. Benjamin Janz had re
ported in October the conditions in the volosts occupied
by Mennonites. By December a general survey had been
made under his direction in those regions, and in each
volost the Mennonite organization was ready to work.
Thus by December, our districts in the South were fully
as well organized to distribute our food supplies as were
our Volga regions. If the need was serious, if the com
mittees were ready to work, if a goodly sum had been
specified for the South, why did we not begin? In Amer
ica the friends and relatives of the starving Mennonites
had donated large sums of money to feed the hungering,
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and were beginning to ask impatiently why the food was
not delivered. In the Ukraine the Mennonites and others
saw their own small stores of food gradually disappear
ing, with Death waiting when the last grain would be
eaten. They were becoming panic stricken. But the rea
son for the delay could not then well be explained either
to Mennonites in America or in Russia.
In fact we ourselves could not then elicit from the
A.R.A. the reasons for holding back the food deliveries
in the South. The difficulty seems to have lain largely
between the A.R.A. and the Ukraine Government. That
was apparently further aggravated by antagonisms be
tween the governments in Moscow and Kharkow. In the
first place the Ukraine insisted that the A.R.A. make a
contract before opening relief centers in that part of Rus
sia. Before antagonisms were aroused, such a contract
could undoubtedly have been made in a few days’ time
just as ours had been. While we had signed a separate
contract with the Ukraine Government, the A.R.A., under
whom we now were working, had not done so. They
therefore could not open an office there immediately and
consequently we could not get the A.R.A. supplies deliv
ered in that section. Through our connection with the
A.R.A. we were dependent on them for our food supplies.
If there had been several American Mennonite workers in
Russia at that time, we could have taken delivery at Mos
cow and shipped the food South under the terms of our
own contract. But as it was, our hands were tied.
In the second place, it was rumored that the A.R.A.
preferred to use only the food remittance plan in the
Ukraine, doing no general feeding there. It was to be
expected that the many American friends of the large
Jewish, Lutheran, Catholic, Baptist and Mennonite popula
tion in the Ukraine would supply them liberally with food
packages. The 25% on each food remittance would thus
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increase considerably the Volga feeding fund. But the
Ukraine was not convinced that their own neediest people
would thus be supplied. So that Government did not then
provide satisfactory facilities to handle even the food re
mittances.
But during this time urgent appeals for help con
tinued to come to us from that section. Already in Octo
ber the outlook was very dark when Benjamin Janz tabu
lated on October 8 the conditions in several Mennonite
villages of the Molotchna that were experiencing the
forcible collection of the harvest. More than a hundred
Mennonites, “honest industrious, innocent citizens,” were
jailed because several other farmers had hidden some
wheat in chaff, and other places in order to save food for
their families. To secure the release of these prisoners,
payment continued to be made until a complete system of
bribery was developed with specific rates for various kinds
of arrest. As an example of the demands made upon these
people for taxes, the following table is given:
Village of

Blumenstein
Altonau
Ruecknau
Tiege

Population

595
629
634
537

Harvest
in Bu.

69
270
3607
2464

Per

person

.1 bu.
.4 bu.
5.5 bu.
4.6 bu.

The tax demanded from the first three villages was
5,219 bushels which was one third more than the entire
harvest. The tax levied on Tiege alone was 3,276^
bushels and in addition to this 4,468 eggs, 11,880 pounds
of butter, 4,464 pounds of wool and 318,600 pounds of
vegetables were demanded.
Rev. Janz sent repeated petitions to our Moscow
office, imploring speedy assistance and finally dispatched
two men to depict the terrible suffering and need for haste.
They arrived on a cold night, when the snow was falling
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fast and the driving wind made the streets a blur of
swirling flakes. They brought the word that starvation
to the death had actually begun. To delay further meant
so many deaths every day. With bitterness in my heart
over the unnecessary delays and consequent waste of life,
I had to send them back with nothing more than the
promise to come as soon as possible. When would it be
possible? We had no way of knowing. As soon as the
A.R.A. would deliver the food. As soon as their diffi
culties with the Ukraine would be adjusted.
It was not ignorance of the serious need in the South
that caused the opposition in Moscow. During the July
and August sessions of the All Russian Relief Committee
in Moscow, the condition of the South had been described.
Apparently the hostility was due, in part, to the Ukraine’s
refusal to subordinate itself to Moscow.
So far as our own work in the Ukraine was con
cerned, I was sure there would be no serious difficulty.
Kamenev had in October recognized the need, and during
our discussions had approved very heartily the A.M.R.
going there to help. In signing our contract for Moscow,
he had also signed for the Ukraine, because the areas
were specified in the contract. But when the A.R.A.
finally made its contract with the Ukraine, and the time
came at last that I could go South, the notorious Eiduk
objected. By this time we no longer had access to Kamanev himself. He was too busy an official, though he did
fortunately remain the head of the Government organiza
tion for relief, and in crises he was the man to save the
day. The Government had now evolved a plan to have
a representative whose whole duty would be to assist all
foreign relief organizations—and watch them. For this
post was selected—surely not by Kamanev—a burley Lett,
a former policeman, neither very capable, nor efficient, nor
clever. He did possess a stubborn nature and a big fist.
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He was loaded down with the title of “Representative
Plenipotentiary of the Russian Socialist Federative Soviet
Republic with All Foreign Relief Organizations.” To
him I went to announce my intention of going into the
Ukraine. Behind his table he sat, unshaven, hair dis
hevelled, the brutality of his heavy, glowering face ac
centuated by the huge revolver lying on the table con
veniently near his right hand. He should have added a
cap of sheepskin with the shaggy fleece hanging down on
all sides, such as the more formidable characters wore in
Novorissisk and Rostow a year previous. But those were
the frontier towns under military control where we had
learned at once not to remove the hat when calling on
some officials. Here in Moscow, Eiduk did not properly
fit into the picture. This day he had probably been wor
ried by some A.R.A. request and his look was forbidding.
I told him I was going to the Ukraine. He protested
with face and fist. The Volga region was where we were
needed, not in the Ukraine, he asserted. He declared
vehemently that if he had it to say, he would not let any
of our food be sent into the Ukraine; and furthermore,
that he was “categorically opposed” to my going there; I
was finally obliged to remind him that if the Government
had wanted to, it could have started relief work nine
months before it did. He protested that no one knew the
famine was coming then, but when I named Byelborodov,
Frumkin and other leading officials in the Southeast who
were anxious in April to have us begin at once when Mos
cow refused, he was silenced; but he had not changed his
mind about the Ukraine.
The fact that we had the Ukraine written into our
A.M.R. contract gave me the right to go regardless
of Eiduk, whose instructions should ordinarily have been
regarded. Even so, it was not prudence to draw his ill
will against the A.M.R. But it was worse to let people
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starve. So I went South accompanied by Peter F. Froese
of Moscow.
As we were going into the hunger districts, it was
necessary to take with us food sufficient to last till our
return to Moscow. All along the way were the evidences
of starvation. At the railroad stations the sight was
appalling. The moment the train halted it was besieged
by living skeletons. From their bony frames hung filthy
rags in place of clothing. The feet also were wrapped in
rags. Not with a rush did they come, but slowly, weakly;
too starved to hurry, too famished even to demand; фе
skin dry and bloodless like parchment, the lips colorless,
but the eyes haunted by fear like those of a hunted ani
mal, and full of hopeless beseeching that wrung one’s
heart dry; from out the rags were lifted their bare arms,
seemingly nothing but skin and bones, the wasted fingers
extended towards the car windows in entreaty for food;
slowly, haltingly, piteously muttering the one sentence that
was being wailed despairingly by millions in Russia—
Chleb!—“Bread, in God’s name, bread!” The words
that resounded day after day in the ears of American
relief workers; that haunted their sleeping hours and woke
them with a revulsion of fear and agony, the muscles
quivering, the heart beating wildly, the body bathed in
perspiration, until the nerves of some broke down com
pletely.
Within the railroad station, whether large enough to
accommodate a dozen or a thousand, the floor was usually
covered with forms of human beings, lying or sitting or
crouching, waiting for something to eat or for the chance
to move on to another station. Men, women, children
and babies all jumbled together in a squirming mass of
filth and vermin, sick of hunger and of typhus, bugs
and lice passing from one to the other, spreading the
terrible typhus which also claimed its multitude of victims.
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In our baskets was the food for our journey. Just
outside the glass of the car window were human beings
starving. If we give them our food they will live a little
longer; if we do not, they will quite surely starve to death;
and even if we do, they will probably live only a week or
two more. But without our food, we could not hope to
work; we would weaken ourselves and probably bring on
serious illness. Then the thousands would suffer and die
instead of the few. So we had to keep the food in our
baskets for ourselves; but it had lost its taste and it stuck
in the throat, when we tried to eat, for the picture of the
starving was ever before the eyes.
At Alexandrowsk we were received as messengers
sent by Heaven. The family of Johann Lepp, whom I
had met in Sevastopol in 1920, very kindly took me intq
their home. The widowed Mrs. Lepp had passed through
deep suffering but the serene quiet of her motherly face
was ever as a benediction. It was a joy to tell her of her
son Gerhard and her nephew Heinrich, and others who
had come safe to Constantinople.
We made an official call on the Governor of the
Gubernia, whose attitude was very friendly. Two of his
assistants tried to find fault with our plans but when I
pointedly spoke of the approval from Kharkow and Mos
cow, the Governor adroitly closed the conversation. We
requested transportation into the Mennonite colonies.
But a representative of the Nansen organization had ar
rived just ahead of us and was to be taken in the opposite
direction. It was considered to be one of the worst famine
centers. They requested us to go there and we went.
Strangely enough it was Gulai Poli, the home town of the
bandit Machno, whose robber army had committed the
unspeakable outrages in the Mennonite and other com
munities. Now these bandits were among thp first t6 die
in large numbers from hunger. Their former victims
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looked upon it as a retribution visited upon them from
Heaven.
The second day we were taken to Chortitza volost,
the Old Colony, where stands the monument commemo
rating the coming of the Mennonite settlers into Russia
in 1789. With the consent of the county officials, a meet
ing of the Mennonite leaders was called to organize an
A.M.R. committee for the county and for each village.
When our feeding plan was explained, the group generally
looked hopelessly disappointed. They could not imagine
working effectively in this manner: only one meal a day
and that to be eaten at a central kitchen, with no food
supplies distributed into the homes. I called attention to
the food packages for the use of individual families, but
they were despondent. One delegate from Lower Chor
titza expressed himself as ready to give up without fur
ther effort for he was hopeless, but a few weeks later he
was one of our enthusiastic workers. The courage and
quiet determination of our volost chairman Dyck, who
had been recommended by Janz, contributed largely to the
marked success of the work in Chortitza volost.
As we visited the Mennonite villages we were made
vividly aware of the terrible conditions. The quiet of
death hung over the clustered houses like a pall. Not a
dog barking, for the Mennonites had eaten their dogsf
their cats too had all been consumed. Here and there a
cow or a horse was left. Few had more than one. If a
hog or cow or horse starved to death, the carcass was
used for food. One man had a piece of cow hide, about
four times as large as a hand, which he had just roasted,
singeing off the hair, and was about to eat this. For
several days he had had nothing else to eat and this was
the last of it. He would have been very thankful for
more cow hide to eat. Another had a piece of harness
strap that sometime had been greased, and this he had

DRAFT ANIMAL OF EASTERN RUSSIA
Comic combinations in teams, such as camel and horse, horse and ox„
or camel and milch cow were frequently seen.

DIRECTORS OF MOLOTSCHNA FEEDING OPERATIONS
Left to right: Korn. A. Wiens. Secretary of the Volost Committee:
Heinrich B. .lanz, Chairman; D. M. Hofer, American Representative;
D. A. Dyck, Treasurer of the Committee.

A STREET SCENE
In a typical Russian village in the Orenburg District.

Л KOSAK FAMILY
Such furnished the Czar’s best soldiers. They were renowned for their
skill as horsemen.

A ME NNO N1 ТЕ FAMILY
A representative Mennonite family in the Famine District.

A. M. R. KITCHEN AT EINLAGE
Bro. C. E. Krehbiel at the right watching the eight hundred fortunate
ones who had admittance cards that entitled them to a meal once a day.

A. M. II. KITCHEN IN THE MOLOTSCHNA
An American Mennonite Relief Kitchen in one of the villages in the
Molotschna, with Brother and Sister Hofer in evidence in the center
of the foreground.
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boiled, drinking the broth to get the fat from the leather.
So the gruesome incidents could be multiplied many times,
even to recounting the cases of parents, however not
Mennonites, devouring their own children.
Seldom was there a note of hope and courage, but
one such will ever remain stamped indelibly on my memory.
On Sunday in the large Church in Chortitza, Bishop Jacob
A. Rempel from Gruenfeld preached a sermon of power—
calling on the people to trust in God, to share with each
other to the last, and if it came to the worst, if they
should have to starve, to meet their fate bound together
in Christian love; but feeling assured that if they kept
the faith, God would not forsake them.
The arrival of Arthur Slagel from Constantinople
and Odessa more than divided the burden in two. His
efficient work in organizing the Alexandrowsk district cen
ter, which became our headquarters for all of the Ukraine,
proceeded rapidly. As our food had not been delivered
from Charkow by the A.R.A., a special courier was sent
from Alexandrowsk to convoy the cars of supplies.
As the snow had melted sufficiently, we set out in our
Ford ton truck to organize the work in the Molotchna,
two counties lying further south,—accompanied by Froese,
Rev. Classen and Jantz, both from Schoenwiese. Our
capable chauffeur plowed the Ford through the slush and
sticky black mud until we came to a swollen brook with
no bridge. The crossings were at various places and we
tried the one recommended. Suddenly the front wheels
dropped into a ditch immersing almost the entire hood in
the muddy water, and the motor stopped dead. One of
the party sang mournfully “Du, du liegst mir am Herzen”
while some one went to a nearby Russian village for help.
Soon a crowd of farmers came and the Ford was rescued
from the flood. For their help they accepted only our
thanks.
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It was late in the afternoon when we arrived at
Halbstadt at the home of Bishop Abraham Klassen, where
a small group of very capable men had assembled—
preachers, and others who had formerly been teachers,
bankers, farmers, manufacturers, and merchants. On my
suggestion that a public meeting be held to explain our
plans in this hot-bed of anti-Mennonite feeling, in this
county-seat of the terrorist Bagon, the veteran teacher
Cornelius Wiens, in his characteristically prompt fashion
arranged with Bagon to have the meeting in the large
Mennonite meeting house. For about an hour I spoke in
broken German to a crowded house. It was important to
make clear that the help was coming as an expression of
Christian love; that we would help the neediest, regard
less of religion; that we had contracts with the highest
authorities in Russia who were demanding cooperation for
us from their local officials. Bagon himself was present
and very attentive. He was one of the individuals singled
out in the audience, though not until afterwards did I
know who he was. Froese followed with a very accurate
repetition of the talk, in the Russian language. Every one
was to learn that the A.M.R. had come to help the need
iest, and that the central Government would support us in
our plans.
The next day we proceeded undisturbed to organize
our volost committee of which Heinrich B. Janz was made
Chairman, serving the A.M.R. efficiently and loyally in
that position until near the time of his departure to
ada. In the Molotchna the suffering was similar to Chortitza. In the Prischib volost, next to the Molotchna,
about 9000 were starving out of a total population of
11,700. A gas motor was exchanged for 45 pounds of
flour; a 3 bottom plow for 7 pounds. From the Crimea,
Abraham H. Unruh came as head of their Mennonite or
ganization, pleading for help. He estimated that about
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80% of the 6000 Mennonites in that community were
hungering. A cow had been exchanged for 100 pounds of
flour.
All about us mountains of misery, terror, rapine,,
starvation. Delegations from the Lutherans, the Molok-aners, the Baptists and Evangelicals came, asking for help •
in the name of God. It was overwhelming. But when
we remembered the misery of the thousands who lived
there daily in fear and terror, our own troubles sank into
nothingness. Slagel quickly built up a machine for the
distribution and I returned to Moscow for more food.

ORGANIZING FEEDING OPERATIONS IN
THE UKRAINE
CHAPTER V
Arthur W. Slagel
Causes of the Famine

One is not surprised to hear of famine in such places
as India and China, with their over-population, low stand
ards of living, and frequent insufficiency of food to satisfy
the hunger of all. But why should there be a famine in
Russia, which has long been considered the granary of
Europe; and especially why should there be hunger among
the Mennonites there, with their thrift and foresight?
The world-war did not affect Russia so directly as
it did some of the countries of western Europe, where
most of the fighting was done. But the events that
followed the war—the collapse of the Czarist government,
the revolutions and counter-revolutions, and the breaking
down of the whole social and economic structure—took
away from the masses the power, and still more, the desire
to produce.
Crop failure, or at least a poor yield, has been a
common enough occurrence in parts of Russia, even among
the Mennonites. The native Russians provided for such
emergencies by burying a part of their crop in pits each
year. After some experience, the Mennonites under the
direction of the famous Cornies adopted the plan of storing
in each village in a public store-room a certain percentage
of each crop produced. This reserve was frequently
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drawn upon to help tide over local drought conditions.
Sometimes it was shipped or hauled from one settlement
to another. Later, when shipping and banking facilities
had improved, the plan was modified. The grain was
sold, the money invested, and in cases of emergencies
drawn upon to buy grain as near as possible to the place
where it was needed. This made the plan much more
flexible, and enabled the stronger settlements to build up
a reserve fund available for any real emergency. But
when Russian money became worthless, those reserve
funds were automatically wiped out.
The change in Russia from prosperity and plenty to
poverty and starvation came so abruptly that no one had
time to adjust himself to it. From 1917 to 1920 the rest
of the world knew little of what was going on in Russia,
except that communism was being tried out on a grand
scale. The news that filtered through the borders in spite
of a strict government censorship was not encouraging.
By 1922, even the sponsors of the new government were
forced to admit that outside help was needed to keep the
people alive.
But however much the people would have suffered on
account of the experiments that were being made on them,
they might have succeeded in raising enough and keeping
enough of it for themselves to sustain life, had it not been
for the droughts that came after 1920. In some parts of
Russia there was little rain in 1920, and especially was this
true in the Volga section. In the Ukraine only small areas
were severely affected that year, and the people were not so
poor but that they were able to take care of themselves.
In the fall of 1920 the drought became general over
the southern part of the Ukraine. All fall and winter
there was practically no rain. By .March, 1921, it had
become so dry that the fall grain was being blown out by
the roots. Continued dry weather made it impossible to
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put out any spring crops. At one place there was a little
rain on Easter day, then again several weeks later, and
then not a drop until August 5. There was no pasture
for the stock, and little other feed. The small amount of
grain the people managed to sow that fall, lay in the
ground until the following spring. With the coming of
the spring of 1922, there was rain and the promise of a
crop, but the rains gradually decreased, and hot winds in
June cut the yield far below the amount that May had
promised. The Molotschna suffered the most that season.
The amount of live-stock possessed by the colonies
decreased very much during the war and the unsettled
times that followed. The drought of 1921 made a still
greater inroad. There was so little feed that the stock
went into winter quarters in bad conditio®, and what was
left by spring came out in much worse condition. Many
a horse, the last his owner had, became too weak to leave
the stall, dropping where he stood. The cows that were
kept alive produced little milk until in the summer.
The Food Situation In 1921

The Mennonite colonies saw during the summer of
1921 that conditions were going to be bad in the follow
ing winter and spring, but they did not realize how bad.
Many of the villages divided their small grain crop of
1921, equally among all of the people in the village—in
most cases this was three or four bushels to the person
—enough to last as many months if economically used.
What they would do then, they did not know. Many
families put themselves on rations at once. Others with
less foresight were soon out of bread, and begging. And
not only from the poor and shiftless in the Mennonite
villages, but also from the surrounding Lutheran and
Russian villages the beggars came, trudging from house to
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house, knocking at the doors or tapping on the windows,
asking for “chleb” (bread). What should the people do?
If they gave to all of the beggars who came they would
soon be out of food and begging themselves! One family
that started out one morning to give a piece of bread to
every beggar that came, found that in the course of several
hours they had given away forty pieces.
Conditions were made infinitely worse by the presence
in the villages of thousands of refugees from outlying
villages and estates, that had been plundered and de
stroyed during the restless times, and also from the Volga
and from the Terek, where the pinch of famine had
already earlier driven the people to seek food elsewhere.
In Chortitza Volost a typhus epidemic in 1919-20, an aftermath of the Machnow bandits, carried away about one-tenth
of the population, a large percentage of the fatal cases
being men between forty and fifty, which meant that there
were a large number of widows with families to support.
In the village of Einlage, with a population of 1633,
there were seventy widows.
By November, 1921, the famine was really on. When
the people had no more bread their only recourse was to
exchange some of their clothing, their furniture or their
farming implements for food. Everything imaginable
was carried to the “Toltchok” (the “jostling-place” in the
village bazaar, where people exchanged or sold personal
belongings). The market was soon glutted with such
things, so that beds and dressers were selling for ten or
fifteen pounds of barley flour, a ten horse-power naphtha
motor for ten bushels of barley, and other things in pro
portion. Rye flour was a luxury. Barley, millet, oil-cake
(sunflower seed residue) tasted very good if one only had
them! Leaves, bark, corn-stalks, “kurai” (a small thistle
that grows on the steppes) were ground into flour. These
more harmful substitutes were resorted to much less, how
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ever, by the Mennonites than by the Russians. Cats,
dogs, crows, gophers, even dead horses and cattle were
eaten. It is impossible to give a really adequate picture
of conditions that existed.
Plan of Operation

a.
Special purpose of the A.M.R. As the A.M.R.
faced this situation, a three-fold purpose and obligation
crystallized; First, that of carrying out the wishes and
conveying and interpreting the spirit of the donors in
America; second, that of saving the lives of our people in
Russia, giving them the moral support and encouragement
they needed, and raising their sunken hopes; and, third,
that of fulfilling our pledge to the Russian government—
to relieve the needy in the territory in which we worked,
regardless of their race or creed, and, as far as possible,
creating a spirit of good-will on the part of the govern
ment and the Russian people in general. In deciding on a
plan of work, all of these points had to be taken into
consideration.
b. Possible plans of work. A number of plans sug
gested themselves. One that would have enabled us to
work entirely independently was to bring our own supplies
directly from America and distribute them to our liking,
subject only to the conditions of our agreement with the
government. Some of the difficulties involved were the
lack of the necessary organization and experience this
plan demanded, and the lack of time to carry it out.
It was apparent from the outset that many phases of
relief work could be more economically carried out by
cooperation between the various agencies planning to do
relief work in Russia. The war itself, and relief work
during and after the war, had taught that lesson thor
oughly. So it was not hard to decide to use all of the
available avenues for simplifying and speeding up the
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work which must be done at once if at all. The American
Relief Administration had made provision in its program
for just such cooperating organizations as the A.M.R.
which might take advantage of their shipping facilities
and draw on their food supply.
One of the three plans was known as “Bulk Sales.”
This plan provided for the outright sale of food in bulk
to the amount of $500 or more to be delivered at the
nearest A.R.A. warehouse, and to be distributed according
to the wishes of the organization that bought it. The one
particular stipulation was that one-fourth of the food was
retained by the A.R.A. to be used in their regular child
feeding program. Theoretically, the plan seemed work
able; but local problems soon showed that one could not
distribute any large quantity of food to one group of
people in a village, ignoring the other groups, without
getting into serious trouble. There had always been con
siderable race feeling, and the local officials would never
have tolerated any relief program which was limited to
helping the Mennonites. Several of the other relief or
ganizations were very much handicapped in their attempts
to do effective relief work, largely because they ignored
political and racial problems.
Another plan offered by the A.R.A. was the food
remittance plan, by which money could be paid to the
A.R.A. in New York for food to be delivered in Russia
at the A.R.A. warehouse nearest to the designated person
or organization. The Russian government furnished free
transportation within Russia, and the A.R.A. turned all
of the profits into the child feeding fund. An immense
amount of good was done with these food remittances, but
they were intended to give people in America an oppor
tunity to help their relatives and friends in Russia, and to
supplement other methods of feeding, rather than to be
used in a regular relief program. If used for that purpose,
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they created the same local difficulties as the bulk sales
plan.
Another difficulty with the food remittance plan was
that it did not function quickly enough. The greatest
need existed during the period between March and August
of 1922, and the food remittance system was not function
ing well in the A.M.R. territory until July, and then only
after considerable effort on the part of the A.M.R. to
speed up the delivery of the packages. The delay was no
fault of the A.R.A.—it was due rather to the poor mail,
travel and shipping service that existed in Russia at that
time.
The third plan offered by the A.R.A., and the one
which the A.R.A. preferred, was the Eurelcon plan. It
grew out of the experience of the A.R.A. in child-feeding
in Germany, Austria and Poland. By this plan the A.R.A.
sold food at cost to the cooperating relief organizations,
with no stipulation save that the A.R.A. contract with the
government be complied with, that the food be given to
the needy, impartially, in the form of a balanced ration
prepared and served daily.
The Eurelcon plan had both its advantages and dis
advantages. Some of the advantages were:
It was a proved method of feeding, worked out and
ready to function.
It had the approval of the government—in fact it
was substantially the same as the method they were using
to give relief themselves.
It gave the A.M.R. control of operations. Local
committees were able to say to would-be meddlers that
they were acting under A.M.R. orders. They were able
to regulate exactly the amount of food given daily, to see
that it was properly prepared, and that the persons re
ceived it who were entitled to it.
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It was the best insurance of a regular food supply.
Shipments for child-feeding were often given preference
over Bulk Sales and food remittance deliveries. At the
time of greatest need this was very important for the
regular functioning of food distribution.
Some of the disadvantages of the Eurelcon plan
were:
It required coming to the kitchen daily, which for
some meant going a half-mile or more. Many of the
people did not have enough clothing to keep warm, and
most of them had no shoes—wooden sandals were the
common footwear. In a few months this was remedied
somewhat by distributing clothing and shoes, so that there
was less suffering on that account.
Another disadvantage at some places was the scarcity
of fuel, which made it difficult to get enough together to
cook the food. But less fuel was required to cook the
food properly in the large kettles in the A.M.R. kitchens
than in several hundred stoves in the homes, preparing
small amounts. There was often a strong probability
that the ones who needed well prepared food the worst
would not have received that kind in their homes.
From the angle of the Mennonites there it often
seemed a disadvantage to be required to come to the
kitchen, where they rubbed up against the crowd. The
native Russian peasant is none too clean at best, and the
lack of clothing to change, allowed the lice to thrive
more than usual. Lice are the carriers of black or
spotted typhus, and there was always danger of a
typhus epidemic. Hunger helped to overcome the preju
dice, and the committees did much toward solving the lice
and typhus problem by distributing soap, disinfectants and
lice remedies, and by threatening to debar those from the
kitchens who did not clean up and get rid of their lice.
Of course these advantages and disadvantages of the
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Eurelcon plan were not so apparent at first as they were
later, but that plan was adopted for the Ukraine, and it
was for the most part adhered to as long as regular
feeding was done.
Some Specific Problems in the Ukraine

a.
Territory. In the Ukraine there are seven goodsized Mennonite settlements and a number of smaller ones.
From Alexandrowsk, the strategic center, these settle
ments lie in every direction—some quite near—Chortitza
is just ten miles away across the Dnieper river, while
others are as far as 150 miles away. About 34,000 lived
in 60 villages in the largest settlement, the Molotschna,
and 30,000 in 97 villages made up the population of the
remaining settlements. Of these 64,000 about threefourths were Mennonites.
Transportation. Most of the settlements had a
b.
railway line running near or through them, but these lines
were branches that functioned poorly if at all, so that just
getting food from Alexandrowsk to the settlement ware
houses often took three or four days. After it reached
its destination on the railroad, it had to be hauled by
wagon a half-mile or more to the warehouses, which were
never near the tracks, except in larger places like Alexan
drowsk. In the old days in Russia that part of the task
would have been easy. But in the spring of 1922, it was
a big undertaking. In the Molotschna there was one
horse for every twelve persons; it took about three of
those horses—half-starved as they were—to pull the load
one well-fed horse could have handled. During those first
spring months the roads were almost impassable. But by
dint of effort and sacrifice on the part of the people, by
using the horses they had, some oxen and many of their
milk cows, they managed to get the food to the villages,
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many of which were as far as thirty miles from the rail
way.
Personnel. The shortage of American personnel,
c.
especially at first, also made the work more difficult. It

A. M. R. Statistics of Mennonite Settlements

was hard to get from place to place, and there were so
many places where the presence of an American was
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needed, not only to encourage the local people in their
work, but to act as a buffer between them and the local
authorities who wanted to assert themselves. The Men
nonites, partly because of their Dutch-German ancestry,
had been under suspicion during the world war, and even
more so during the revolutions, so that they had to act
very cautiously. The government officials knew that the
Americans were to be given free course in their work, and
they were much more willing to cooperate when an Amer
ican was about.
The Beginning of Feeding Operations

The Americans first met the local Mennonite organi
zation in Alexandrowsk on Feb. 24, 1922, to locate the
neediest settlements and to make plans for getting started.
Chortitza, Halbstadt and Gnadenfeld Volosts seemed to
every one the logical places to begin. On the afternoon
of the 24th, the Americans went to Chortitza and began
the work of organizing there. On March 3, committees
were appointed in Halbstadt and Gnadenfeld. In the
meantime office and warehouse arrangements had to be
made, almost over night. There was no time to lose if
the A.M.R. was to accomplish its one great purpose—
keeping as many of the people as possible alive until the
new crop would be harvested. A suitable building was
secured for office and living quarters, and an idle flour
mill, formerly owned by a wealthy Mennonite, for the
warehouse. On March 3, the supplies that had been
brought directly from America by way of Constantinople,
were unloaded into the warehouse at Alexandrowsk.
But troubles were only beginning. The winter snows
had delayed the whole A.R.A. shipping program. Food
ordered in Moscow in January was still not in sight in
Alexandrowsk in February. Convoyers were hurried to
Kharkow, the nearest A.R.A. warehouse. On March 11
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they brought six cars of food, worth $10,000, to Alexan
drowsk. This shipment was split, half of it was sent to
Chortitza and the other half to Halbstadt. On March
16 the first meal was given in the Chortitza village
kitchen. The children came, with their plates and spoons,
received their portions and sat down to eat. And how
they did eat! It was a sight worth all the effort it had
cost—the many months of waiting and planning to do
actual relief work in Russia. On March 20, kitchens began
operating in Halbstadt Volost and on March 25, in
Gnadenfeld Volost.
One of the greatest problems at the beginning of
work was to keep the kitchens supplied with food after
they were started. Ice in the Baltic ports of Russia, tardy
plans to bring in food by way of the south via Odessa and
Theodosia, and the whole shipping situation within Russia
itself, had so delayed the program of the A.R.A. that it
was difficult for that organization to deliver the food. On
March 22, six more cars of food arrived at Alexandrowsk,
and these were forwarded as soon as possible. By bor
rowing several carloads of food from the A.R.A. and
the Holland Mennonite Relief, and by using part of a
special shipment of flour which arrived from Newton,
Kansas, it was possible to keep the kitchens going, except
for several breaks of three or four days in some villages.
It was not until June 14, when shipments began to arrive
from Odessa, that there was some reserve in the Alexan
drowsk warehouse. Soon after that it was possible to
stop increasing the number of persons fed, and to main
tain a larger margin of safety.
It was constantly a question to know how rapidly the
work dared be spread, without running too great a risk
of having to close down what had already been begun.
From the beginning in March the great need in Prischib
Volost—a German Lutheran and Catholic settlement ad
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joining the Molotschna—had demanded consideration.
Conditions were really worse there than in the Molotsch
na. The A.R.A. was not spreading its work rapidly
enough in the Ukraine to get to Prischib for some time,
and in the meantime over 100 people were dying in a
week out of a population of 12,000. It was decided to
allocate $1000 of food to begin feeding in Prischib at
once. On March 26 the organization was effected, and
during the first week in April kitchens began operating
there. In a few months the A.R.A. was on the ground,
ready to begin feeding, and then Prischib was turned over
to that organization.
Early in April work was organized in Nicolaipol
Volost, and in some scattered villages near Nicopol (April
7). On May 2 feeding was begun in Tiege Volost (Sagradovka) ; on May 6 in several villages in Kriwoy-Rog
Volost (Greenfeld). The latter two places had a smaller
percentage of needy, as did also Memrik (May 16) and
New York (Nemyetskaya Volost May 20).
Method of Organization and Work

The unit or organization was usually a Volost, cor
responding to several townships and having as many as
twenty thousand inhabitants scattered in five to twenty
villages. A Volost committee was appointed, which was
responsible to the Alexandrowsk office of the A.M.R. for
all feeding work done in the Volost. In each village there
was a committee, responsible in turn to the Volost com
mittee. The village committee arranged for the kitchen,
chose the neediest people according to specific A.M.R.
instructions, procured food supplies from the Volost ware
house, and proceeded to issue to those needy people their
one cooked ration daily. This was as nearly as possible,
the standard A.R.A. ration of 778 calories 9220 grams
of dry food, based on a weekly menu which varied some-
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what with the supplies available, but which consisted, for
the most part, of bread every day, cocoa twice weekly,
beans once or twice weekly, and the rest of the time rice
or corn-grits cooked with sugar and milk. The bread was
nearly everywhere baked in biscuits weighing one-fourth
of a pound. The other part of the ration filled an ordi-

A. M. R. Ukraine Feeding Operations

nary deep soup plate to the rim. One meal a day was
not much, but the food was of such good quality and so
well prepared that it brought the color back into the faces
of the children and kept it there. In one village a record
was kept of the weights of the children. After several
weeks of feeding they began to gain, and continued to
gain until their weight was about normal. Of the adults
this was not so generally true. .Some of them continued
to lose in spite of the fact that they were getting their
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rations every day—at least that was true until spring
gardens began to help out somewhat.
The ration was based on the idea of supplementing,
rather than of being the whole food supply for the day.
Most of the people managed to get some other food a
large part of the time, even though it was of poor quality.
When one must figure in terms of thousands of hungry
people, it takes close figuring. One ration costs about two
and one-half cents, or $.75 a month. Even at that rate
it took carloads of food every week for the work the
A.M.R. was doing.
Method of Selecting the People to be Fed

The difficulty of getting an adequate supply of food
during the first ten months of A.M.R. operations made it
necessary to keep the number of rations down to the
lowest figure. The local people could not appreciate all
that was involved in the problem of keeping demand from
exceeding supply. An echo of their dissatisfaction regard
ing the methods of the A.M.R. on this point came back
from America to Russia, and makes an explanation to the
point necessary.
The A.M.R. had, to begin operations in the Ukraine,
about $10,000 per month, which would feed about 13,000
people. How keep the lists down to that number, and
still save as many people as possible? It was soon evident
to the committees that the original feeding lists, hastily
prepared, would have to be revised. The A.M.R. as
sumed : (1) that those who were giving the money were
interested primarily in saving lives—not, as some liked to
put it, in making love gifts to particular groups; and (2)
that the only way to fulfill this primary obligation of the
organization was to begin at the bottom—with the very
poorest and neediest—in the places where feeding was
being done. On this basis the first instructions had been
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to put into the first category—which was to be fed as far
as possible—only those families that had no food, no
possibility of procuring any, and not more than one cow.
Even in these families, one person was shut out for the
possession of any one of the following: each horse fit to
work, each quart of milk received, each sheep, every ten
chickens. A man with two cows was for the moment
considered wealthy, because he still had the possibility of
exchanging one of those for bread. The man with neither
cows nor horses was poorer than he. Some of the people
protested against what seemed to them an arbitrary rul
ing, and one that militated against the possibility of their
getting on their feet again later. “Shall we dispose of our
horses and cows, now that spring is nearly here?” they
asked. The A.M.R. was forced to reply, “Choose for
yourself. We cannot possibly keep you all alive.” One
man who had two cows and several sheep, on which ac
count he was not admitted into the kitchen, preferred
lying in bed, his feet swollen from the effects of hunger,
to parting with his livestock. Another man permitted his
ten-year-old son to die of starvation, rather than to sell
one of his cows.
Another situation that developed as a result of keep
ing the lists as low as possible, was that the A.M.R. was
soon feeding all of the thieves, vagabonds, the shiftless,
the lazy poor, while the good people who had struggled
and saved and put themselves on rations, had to go on
eating their black bread. Some of them felt “What is
the use of my saving? It only keeps me out of the
American kitchen a while longer!” One well-to-do man
said, “My relatives in America write that they are send
ing money to help us, and hope that we are enjoying the
nice white bread. Why do we not get any of it?” One
group of people thought that we ought to help those who
knew how to help themselves if they had the possibility,
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since they must ultimately take care of the poor at any
rate.
After the kitchens had operated for several months
and the need had been studied, the first category was
divided into the following groups:
1. Children under fifteen, adults over sixty, and the
sick.
2. Nursing and expectant mothers.
3. Women between fifteen and sixty, not in group 2.
4. Men between fifteen and sixty.
The first three groups were fed most of the time. By
June there was enough reserve in the A.M.R. warehouses
that it was possible to feed also the neediest men, and to
include some members of such families as did not have
more than two horses or two cows. This was continued
until after harvest-time.
Later, some adult feeding was done by giving each
needy person a daily ration of a pound of dry corn-grits
or whole rye flour, to be prepared at home. This plan
also proved very helpful.
Plans to Carry On Until the Harvest of 1923
The drought and hot winds that began in June soon
made it obvious that the work of the A.M.R. would not
be finished when the 1922 crop was harvested, because
there was not going to be much of a crop, especially in
the Molotschna, the largest settlement. Cables conveying
this information were sent to America at once, and plans
were begun for another year’s struggle with the holloweyed monster, famine. It was decided at once that feeding
lists must be cut down as soon as the crop was harvested.
From the peak of about 25,000 rations in June in the
Ukraine, the lists were cut to about 12,500 in September,
and then just gradually increased as the need grew, so that
by the beginning of 1923 the number was up to 16,000,
and did not go much higher.

Map of South Russia showing location of towns in the
Mennonite settlements.

VISUALIZING FAMINE CONDITIONS AND
FEEDING OPERATION
CHAPTER VI
Briefly, as with bold strokes of a large brush, the
organization of feeding operations in Russia has been
placed before you in the chapter just preceding. This
would, perhaps, be sufficient to give the information that
many would seek, but nevertheless a closer view of a few
selected affairs, lends more life and color to the whole
narrative. We therefore add this chapter in an attempt
to give you, dear reader, a few stereoscopic views which
shall help you to understand some of the sufferings of our
brethren, some of the joys and relief that your gifts
brought to these unfortunates, and also some glimpses of
a few of the difficulties that your representatives had to
contend with in carrying out our common great work of
mercy “to them of the household of faith,” and others.
For want of space we can give but three small groups
of pen-pictures. The first will deal with an interpretation
of the Psychology of the People. The second will present
A.M.R. Kitchens in Operation. And the third will attempt
to take you along on one of the Organizing Expeditions,
such as fell to the lot of the American worker for every
section and colony.
The Psychology of the Situation

Four years of strain in the World-war that took
property and men beyond what was considered possible;
then four years of revolution and counter-revolution with
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the front of the two armies, passing back and forth
through the Mennonite colonies; associated with general
lawlessness and the atrocities of the robber-bands, who
without reason left ruin, death, and often what seemed
worse than death in their wake wherever they passed; the
terrible epidemics, rather pestilences, left thousands with
weakened constitutions and ruined health, besides mowing a
deep swath for the grim reaper, death; and finally the
hollow-eyed, stalking monster, Famine—Starvation—made
his appearance in the Volga colonies, and slowly but surely
worked its way westward until it engulfed, with relentless
power and cruelty, the Mennonite settlements of Ukraine
and Crimea. The earlier visitations had very much under
mined the moral stamina and the vigor of the people,
while the latter, leaving no apparent avenue of escape,
literally blasted the hope and crushed the vitality of many,
in some cases approaching the stage of a general panic.
Emigration and even flight was the intention of a
very large percent of the Molotschna people, when your
representatives arrived early in April of 1922. That the
food sent over from far away America could be more
than a momentary relief was inconceivable, because of the
immensity of the need. It seemed to them that we could
perhaps feed a smaller number, but for the thousands
nothing but flight was left. When on our tour of inspec
tion, Bro. Krehbiel and I entered the village A—, in the
Molotschna, we were told that nearly all were preparing
for flight. Some had already gone, and others were to
leave on the morrow or the day after. Our counsel not
to flee seemed to fall on deaf ears. That afternoon we
met with the officials of the “Verband,” who shared the
general mood of despair and hopelessness. We could bet
ter understand when several of them reported that they
had had no bread in their homes for weeks and were
living on substitutes. Still we counseled against flight, but
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they pointed through the window where their last hope of
food for the coming year was moving away in vast dust
clouds. The exceptionally strong spring winds were tear
ing the wheat out of the parched ground that had seen
little rain for more than a year. Hopelessness and despair
seemed to be masters of the situation. We plead with the
people in private, and Sunday from the pulpit, not to flee,
for that meant certain death for most of them. Only the
return of the vanguard of refugees, after being robbed of
all they possessed, and the new hope instilled by reports
of the Dutch supplies on the way to help extend the feed
ing program restrained the masses from a panicky flight
to certain death for many, and intense suffering for all.
The Official Greeting

The following extract from a letter by the Chairman
of the “Verband,” a man of God and of unusual hope
fulness and courage, will illustrate further. This letter
was the official greeting that we received upon arriving
in South Russia.
Dear Brethren:
Before all things, I bid you welcome, as the representa
tives of the Mennonite Union in America, as the messengers
of new hope of life—sincerely welcome, in our rather inhos
pitable South. Welcome, I say, in the name of our, at pres
ent, unfortunate and unhappy, Mennonites of the Ukraine.
Here in the valley of the Shadow of Death, your appear
ance, and your untiring efforts with those of Prof. Miller,
under the direction of the brethren in the distance, promises
to us a thousandfold blessing. May you feel at home in
the circle of our congregations, in the face of the great grief
that has befallen us, and the small hope that is left. Bring
new impulses of life into the hopelessness of the present!
Take upon your strong shoulders the hundredweight of our
burdens, and distribute the same to the strong hearts of the
brethren in your sunny homeland. We understand that you

STREET WAIFS АТ NICOPOL
But a sample of hundreds of thousands of the starving population of
Southern and Eastern Russia.

FREQUENT SCENES AT CEMETERIES
Beggars are often found at such places because they here expect to find
the most pity of such as pass by.

FLOUR SUBSTITUTES
Gathering twigs of thistles to grind up into flour.

A WARD IN THE COMMUNISTIC HOSPITAL
Patients lying on swamp grass litters, with a little soup issued by the
government as the daily ration. There is practically no medical at
tention.

A CANDIDATE FOR THE COMMON GRAVE
A patient at Alexandrowsk. The system weakened by starvation
attacked by an abdominal disease leaving very little chance for recovery..

is

A DOG SERVES AS FOOD
This man, not a Mennomte, lived m the
village of Gulai Pole. He had just butchered
his dog when Alvin .T. Miller came there.
The dog’s head is in his hands. -The carcass hangs inside the door.

TTIE SEARCH FOIl GRAIN
Mother and daughter picking up grains of wheat in
competition with sparrows at the port where Amer
ican grain was unloaded.

AN IMPROVISED FUNERAL CAR
A Russian is taking the daad by wagon loads from the hospital to the
shed at the cemetery. After about a hundred or more corpses had been
collected they were thrown into a common grave, oftan without formality
:ч
for service.

ANOTHER BURIAL SCENE
A number of children ready for burial. The bodies have been stripped
of clothing which is again used by the family or sold at the bazaar.

A SAD SCENE AT AN OPEN GRAVE

BURYING THE DEAD
The village of “Pokrovka” where this scene has its setting has a popu
lation of about 5000 people and yet there is a grave containing as many
as 293 bodies.

GROUP OF NATIVE WORKERS—BERDJANSK
These show plainly the swelling of the
an early death.

A NEGLECTED
HOMELESS WAIF
On the shores
River.

of

the

Volga

famished

body

which

foretells

SKIN,
BONES
AND
DESPAIR
Tortures of hunger are report
ed to have induced him to slay
and devour his four year old
brother.

MENNONITE CHILDREN SAVED BY A. M. R. KITCHENS
Two of the tiniest Mennonite maids at the American kitchen at Eiiv
lage.

A TYPICAL KITCHEN SCENE
Here over 800 were fed and brought back to health and strength, through
the gifts of the A, M. li.

A GROUP OF MENNONITE CHILDREN
These are in the Orenburg District. Their cheeks have grown plump
and a new lease on life has come to them.

UKRAINIAN KITCHEN SCENE
The girl in the forground has been crowned with a wreath of dande^
lions, so as to appear at her best for the American taking her picture.

A KITCHEN FEEDING SCENE
This kitchen was located in the
others in orderliness and cleanliness.

Trans-Volga

NATIVE BASHKIRS
These were fed by the American Mennonite Relief.

district.

It

excelled

most

TRANSPORTING THE AMERICAN FOOD
This was quite a problem in the districts that were more distant from
the railroad. The villagers were required to do this gratis in the
interest of those who had no horses.

A TYPICAL BASHKIR FAMILY
The home is seen in the background. This family at the time of our
visit was living on greens and field mice.

A STREET BARBER SHOP
Refugees being relieved of hair, filth, and vermin.

REFUGEES ON THE FLIGHT
They or no one else knew where they were going. All they sought was
a place where they could get “Chleb” (bread).

AT A MEDICAL DISPENSARY
Waiting for their turn to obtain
Dispensary Klubnikowa, Orenburg.

medicines,

especially

quinine,

at

the

RUSSIAN REFUGEE TOURISTS
A caravan coming from Siberia and looking for a place where they may
find a means of sustaining life. Large numbers of these caravans came
to the Samara District in 1923.

A WIDOW AND CHILDREN
Her home is seen in the background. The straw from the thatched roof
was used to feed the cow. With the spring rains the skeleton of a
building collapsed.

ROADS IN RUSSIA
These conditions added to the problems of the Relief Organizations in
making delivery with trucks.
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have come to suffer with the suffering and weep with the
weeping. Teach us then also to have new hope, and faith
and love with the believing, the hopeful and the loving!
We cannot do so any more! All our strength, our energy
and our reserve of ideals are completely exhausted. What
is left? An indescribable misery, as the sands of the sea,
utter impotence and despair, every type of human weakness,
including wickedness, but also a little faith, gold, as seven
times purified by fire. Such there remains a little—here
and there..........We are sick, very sick... .in the great Russian
hospital, and in part have reached the point that we do not
know what we do.
Help us to recover, and you shall see that you are
dealing with happy, thankful, thrifty and faithful men and
women. May you be used in the fullest sense as the good
Samaritan to apply oil and wine to the wounds in Christ’s
blessed Name. In the end all help cometh from Him.
With cordial greetings from my difficult post of duty,
В. B. Janz.
Grasping at Straws

The soul-sick condition of the people was further
marked by the readiness with which they received and
were inclined to believe unwarranted false reports, espe
cially such as would tally with their hopes and wishes.
The following translation of a spurious letter that was
broadcast among the people and largely believed, may
serve as a sample:
The letter.—“At the ‘Verband Headquarters’ in the vil
lage Tiege, they received a cable inquiry, asking whether
the people wished to emigrate. At a special meeting called
for prayer and consultation it was decided to give an af
firmative reply. In addition to this the ‘Verband’ received
a verification of the above by letter, which read in part as
follows: ‘The way is open. Everything is ready. $6,000,000.00
are assigned to the great project. Ten years without inter
est. Exemption from all military service and complete
provisions have been made to take care of the immigrants
upon arrival It remains only for us to indicate the number
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that wish to emigrate according' to which sufficient ships
will be designated to a Black Sea port to receive all that
wish to leave. The chosen country is Paraguay, where
there is abundant land waiting for settlers.’ ”

This letter and another, which was written from
America by a certain Mr. B., and stating that he had an
asylum for young ladies, and that he was waiting at New
York to receive all that would come, at the same time
promising them a home and glowing opportunities to earn
what seemed to them fabulous sums of money, were be
lieved by many. Even people of responsibility were in
clined to give credence to such dreams, as hearsay and
certain irresponsible persons would suggest to them. Nev
ertheless there still were a considerable remnant of the
people who could think straight, and remembered that
they still lived in a world of reality and not in one of
fiction.
The psychological effect of the presence of the Amer
ican representatives among our stricken brethren was such,
that one felt it worth while to leave family, home and
friends, travel a long way, and be exposed to incon
veniences and all kinds of dangers from the elements of
nature, the many forms of deadly contagious diseases and
the threats of evil minded men. The very presence of an
American in a village or in a social group seemed to act
as a leaven, to bring new hope and new courage to those
that were so much in need.
Of still greater importance was the presence of an
American when our brethren had to appear before officials
and magistrates who were biased and prejudiced, and had
concluded in advance which way the verdict would go.
Men before whom our brethren had no chance for right,
would act most kindly when speaking with an American.
The native Russian has a most striking respect for a
foreigner. This together with the prestige that we had
as relief workers under the protection of the Moscow
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government, and with what to them seemed unlimited sup
plies of food, could often secure protection and favors
from the government which would have been harshly de
nied, had our brethren appeared alone.
Famine Scenes and Episodes

A Home without Bread. It once was a happy home;
when father brought into the house the necessities of life
and mother took care of what came and prepared that
which was needed for the welfare of the family. Love
reigned supreme, and happiness and contentment were the
order of the day. The family altar was remembered
morning and evening in that devout and happy way which
is possible only for persons whose religion is life and
whose life is religion. But with the war-cloud threatening,
and then the outbreak of hostilities in the great conflict of
nations, when the husband and father was called into
service, the sunshine of the home began to wane; yet the
reports, even though irregular, of husband and father
always brought new hope of an early reunion and return
of the former life of peace and happiness.
One pleasant October evening, in the fall of 1918,
the father unexpectedly reached home. With him came
new hope, courage and happiness. Every one thought
that soon all would be well. However, these hopeful folk
were doomed to bitter disappointment. Only too soon
came the civil wars, that robbed the country of its peace
and means of sustenance. Following the civil wars, the
heartless requisitions of all supplies by the Soviet authori
ties left the country without any evident possibility of an
early return to normal; but in the following summers the
sky seemed brazen, the clouds brought no refreshing rains
and the grain that had been entrusted to the soil remained
dormant until it spoiled, then it was that the outlook for
our happy family became well nigh despairing. The cruel
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monster, famine and starvation, rapidly approached from
the East, and before the people were willing to believe the
terrible truth it had become a fact. The people in our
Mennonite villages were beginning to swell and die for
want of food. Here we will again take up the narrative
of our friends whom we have introduced in the first para
graph.
The house and the yard are still the same, but the
people have changed. Hearts are heavy and faces look
haggard. There is no more money and no opportunity to
earn any; the grain in the bin is all gone, and none in the
village or neighboring villages from which to make pur
chases; the flour in the sack is used up and the larder is
empty; the bread is all gone, and mother has nothing with
which to bake more. The children are hungry and there
is no food for them. Father puts forth the last reserve
of his rapidly waning strength to obtain supplies but all
in vain. Last night he came home from a final extended
effort to get food for his children, but he returned emptyhanded. Now it is morning. The children who went to
bed hungry, but quieted by the hope that father would
return with food in the morning, are now coming for
breakfast. As they approach, father and mother ob
serve how haggard and starved they already are. It
almost breaks the hearts of the parents to see them sadly
disappointed. Family worship is conducted as usual, but
after the prayer, there is no breakfast. All hungry, and
nothing to eat. What a terrible thought!
During the day, a kind neighbor, who realized that
they were actually starving, shared with them of his scanty
supplies, even though his store was small, and would in
no wise last till the next crop. They ate the little food
which was just enough for one day’s rations. Again
efforts were put forth to get food. A little grain with
considerable substitutes, such as buckwheat flour, sunflower
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seed meal, flour made of ground “kurai” a common tum
bleweed, or ground corncobs had been obtained in ex
change for several pieces of the scant supply of furniture.
These were prepared for the table, and the family con
tinued to subsist for a short time. This was repeated
several times but with each day the family showed more
traces of under-nourishment. As days and weeks passed,
conditions became worse, and despair threatened to over
come them. They did everything possible to obtain food,
and prayed as never before, and yet all seemed in vain.
What a testing time for their faith. The morning
worship, which in former days was always followed by a
hearty meal, became almost a torture. In the days of
plenty it was easy to have faith in God and trust Him for
the daily food, but now! The father was daily compelled
to face the children whom he had taught to trust in God
who would certainly care for them. He hardly dared to
read again, “Consider the lilies of the field, etc.” or
“Take no thought for your life, what ye shall eat or what
ye shall drink;” “Behold the fowls of the air; for they
sow not, neither do they reap, nor gather into barns; yet
your heavenly Father feedeth them. Are ye not much
better than they?”
From day to day the pangs of hunger and the hope
lessness of the situation continued to increase. But as
time wore on, the complaints of the little ones became
less emphatic. The loud calls for bread had changed into
quiet melancholy pleadings. Their voices became more
husky, their eyes watery, and their pleadings pathetic to
the point of breaking one’s heart. The sound of song
and merry laughter gradually disappeared. Interest in
life waned, and playing and running became a thing of
the past. Their cheeks grew more hollow and their frail
bodies more thin from day to day, until they were little
more than skin and bones. But unexpectedly, one morn-
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ing there was a striking change in the boy of ten. His
cheeks seemed fuller and his thin limbs had greatly in
creased in size during the night. Every day his face,
limbs, and especially his abdomen grew plumper. He
complained less than before, he spoke less, and hardly
moved from his little cot. What could this mean? It
was swelling from starvation, the forerunner of a speedily
following death.
Soon some of the other children showed similar
symptoms, and still there was no relief in sight. The
parents had almost forgotten their own hunger in their
concern for their children, but why could father not wear
his old torn shoes any more? They had always been
amply large and now they were too small. Cruel evidence
that he too had but a few more weeks to live, unless
relief came speedily and soon. The natural course of such
families was that they soon passed away in rapid succes
sion. Usually first the men and the boys would go, and
then the women and girls would follow. In the famine
areas, statistics show that about three times as many males
as females died of starvation. Why this is so has not
been fully explained, but practically the same ratio held
true among those that died of starvation among the
Mennonites.
After the swelling had set in, it was usually only a
matter of days or weeks until the soul would quietly take
flight and leave the remnant of a physical body behind.
Death was so common that those who still lived, showed
no excitement or heavy concern any more, if another one
or a group had passed during the night. In one village,
whose inhabitants were largely Jewish farmers, we were
halted with our car in the mud, which gave us an oppor
tunity to converse with the group that gathered about us.
We requested a little assistance of a number of boys who
stood around. They replied, “We cannot. We are
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starved.” Again we asked, “Have some already died of
hunger in your village?” They answered, “Yes, many.”
“What will then become of you?” whereupon they replied
without evident alarm or concern, “We will all starve to
death.” While the number that actually died of starva
tion in the Mennonite villages was not large, since effective
help from America came just in time, the case was different
in many Russian villages where the people died out up to
forty, fifty, sixty and even a higher percent. Some vil
lages were reported to have died out almost entirely.
Railroad Station Scenes

The trains in Russia during the famine periods were
regularly overcrowded. I have seen them, when the cars
were packed to capacity within, the roof of the car carried
another twenty to thirty persons, and as many as could,
would hang on beneath, holding themselves to bars and
rods. It seemed to make little difference how, just so they
could get along. Everybody wanted to get away from
the famine districts. But since the area that was in the
clutches of famine was so large, one place was about as
bad as the other. Rumors would have it that some dis
tance to the north food could be had. As a result every
body wanted to go north. But in the northern villages
reports told of food-supplies farther south; so these were
as anxious to go south. Both usually were disappointed
when they reached their destination, finding their lot worse
than at home, since here they were without a home and
with no friends or acquaintances. Like a drowning man,
who grasps at a straw, when they were told of still an
other district where there was food, immediately they
would make efforts to reach the new place, which usually
proved to be only a phantom. The result was that they
moved from place to place until they could not move any
more. When all strength was gone the poor wanderers
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remained where they were, till death as an angel of mercy
came to relieve them of a life of misery and disappoint
ment.
Such wandering refugees could be found everywhere.
We shall limit ourselves to the picturing of a few cases
that came directly under our observation. The first was
the sight of a family group at a station in the Volga
region; and the other is the story of a Mennonite family
group, the remnant of which we were permitted to rescue
by means of American supplies.
We were on the way backi:o Moscow from the Volga
region, where we had seen sad sights and heard still more
how terrible conditions had been during the cold, foodless
winter months, when people were dying by the thousands.
In Orenburg they had to be stacked up in large heaps until
the cold of the winter had abated sufficiently to permit
the digging of graves and the burial of the earthly re
mains of what had been human beings with feelings, and
ambitions and emotions, just as the rest of us. Our train
had been going for about a day, and we were beginning
to look for better conditions, for we were approaching
the central part of northern Russia.
The train stopped. We learned that the name of the
place was “Rosajewka.” The weather was ideal, and as
we anticipated a longer stay, we opened our window to
admit some fresh air and to take a look at the town. I
looked out and beheld just before my window, the appari
tion of what had been intended by its Creator to be a
lovely young woman. But what was she now? A sight
which words can in no wise picture. Her clothes all in
tatters hung loosely about her thin body, her prolific
growth of blonde hair lay disheveled on her head; the
large blue eyes set deep in her head as if they were loathe
to behold the condition of their owner, looked up towards
us with that tired, weary glance so characteristic of a

AMERICAN MENNONITE RELIEF KITCHEN
This kitchen was located in the Russian Village Orechowka, Ukraine.
It is mads up mostly of Baptists and Christian Evangelical churches
of Russian descent.

FLOOD-STRICKEN REFUGEES FROM ORENBURG
These are in the Volga region where much suffering was caused by the
floods of that district during the famine. The filth and stench of this
camp beggared all description.

BLUMENORT MENNONITE GIRLS
Thsy are working the field with the American truck in the distant
background.

SEEDING UNDER DIFFICULTY
Native Russians scratching under hand-strew millet. They were doing
their best to plant a little for the next harvest.

AMERICAN AND HOLLANDER RELIEF WORKERS
In conference with the ‘‘Verband” of Russian Mennonites. The question
of co-ordinating the relief work was under consideration.

A RUSSIAN MARKET PLACE

A HOME IN SOUTH RUSSIA
An old typical Mennonite, poor man’s house.

THE CHORTITZA MENNONITE CHURCH
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famished person; the dark circle surrounding the eyes told
a sad tale of suffering and anguish; the cheeks were hol
low, revealing a face of almost only skin and bones, while
her lips were thin, pale, and no longer able to cover a
well formed and well preserved set of teeth. There she
stood pleading for alms. Her slender bare arm stretched
out to receive some of that worthless Russian paper
money. She retreated a few steps and wearily sank down
on a mass of gruesome rags and ragged old fur robes.
There she lay almost motionless, resting on her elbow,
with the skinny fingers of her hand attempting to cover
her face and a forehead that spoke of intelligence. The
very air about her in the midst of filth and rags spoke of
culture, and the way she moved and acted gave me the
impression that she came from a family of social standing
and wealth.
Just then I noticed right next to her, the form of
another woman, still more pitiable than the one just de
scribed. She was already so weak that she did not rise
from her couch of bundles and rags. And a little to one
side lay the shadow of what must have been a boy of
about ten or twelve. He hardly moved, but there was
that expression of woe in his face, that no words can
describe but which will remain indelibly impressed on my
mind for life. Near these three, on a large dirty bundle
of clothes, sat an elderly woman. She seemed to have a
little more strength and life than the younger persons, and
seemed less concerned about herself than for the group of
younger people that we have just noticed. On comparing
her features with the first mentioned young woman, I
noticed considerable similarity and concluded that she was
the mother of the other three.
I do not know the personal story of these three, but
if they were of the upper classes, the following would
probably be the story they could tell. “We formerly were
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wealthy and lacked nothing in the conveniences of life.
All our work was done by servants, and we devoted our
entire time to culture and the enjoyment of life. But the
war came. That brought grief and sorrow. The revolu
tion followed which brought heart-ache and unspeakable
anguish. The bands of marauders operating in the name
of freedom entered our home, killed our father, satisfied
their beastly passions and left us hopeless in our grief and
despair. Then came the famine, and we began to suffer
from starvation, and now we are trying to find a place
where there is bread to eat. As soon as we can, we will
secure passage on the train to take us away from here.”
As the train still showed no signs of moving, I
stepped onto the platform to view the situation a little
more fully. All the available space on the platform and
in the station was occupied with persons of a similar de
scription and of like intentions. I walked around the
station and back, and decided to return to my retreat in
the car, for I had seen, heard and smelled enough to last
me a life-time.
Three Little Orphans and Their Story

It was in the month of May. We were in Alexan
drowsk at our A.M.R. headquarters, when the local sta
tion agent called our relief office by telephone and in
formed us that there were several sick children at the
station, who evidently were Germans, and probably Men
nonites, in whom we might have a special interest. Several
brethren were at once dispatched to investigate. In a
short time they returned bringing with them three children,
ranging in age from about six to fourteen. All three were
in rags, such as we cannot imagine here in America; and
in addition very seriously undernourished and sick. They
spoke a good German and told us that they had come
.from the Molotschna. Their condition was such that we
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realized at once that their welfare must be thought of
and provided for, before we take further time for inquiry.
The committee found a home for them in the house of a
poor widow, Mrs. Funk, who was willing to care for them
provided that we would supply the food for them and
enough in addition that she too could eat. This arrange
ment was considered satisfactory and the children were
taken down at once, since the smallest, a boy of about six
was very ill and had considerable temperature, which we
took to indicate that he had contracted the dreaded spot
ted typhus that usually proved fatal among undernour
ished persons and often with the more robust; besides it
was very contagious, being readily carried from one per
son to another by the ever present body-lice.
In a few days the condition of the children had very
greatly improved, and Mrs. Funk brought two of them
along to our headquarters and reported that she had taken
the children home and found that they were not only ill
and hungry, dirty and ragged, but infested with vermin
(lice) to an extent that would seem impossible to us in
America. They now had all been washed and clad inclothing that came from America. Then they had been
given an allotted amount of food and put to bed in a
clean warm house. Soon they slept. The next morning
they showed marked improvement, and in a few days, they
were practically well and could hardly be recognized as
the homeless waifs that we had picked up at the station.
The oldest, a girl of about fourteen was somewhat
shy and bashful but seemed quite intelligent. After a
little encouragement and some patience, she told us their
story, as follows: Their home had originally been in one
of the ^lennonite villages of the Chortitza district; but
during the civil wars and the Machnowzi raids, which
have been mentioned in another connection, they had left
their home and had gone to the Molotschna, hoping to be:
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more safe there. This was now some four or five years
later, during which time they had sojourned among friends
as so many other refugees who had been obliged to leave
their homes. All went relatively well until the famine
came. This struck them first because they had no supplies
laid up. Soon their friends, too, were short of food,
whereupon they suffered much. Mother gave out first,
and was taken, either directly by starvation or by some
epidemic which swept away great numbers of weakened
and undernourished constitutions. After mother was gone
their condition was almost hopeless among strangers; so
father and they had decided to move to Chortitza, but
since they had no other means of conveyance, they packed
what little belongings they still possessed into sacks, and
started out to travel on foot, a distance of sixty to eighty
miles.
After they had walked several days with but very
little nourishment, their father had taken ill. He still tried
to walk, but finally could not. So he had lain down in
some little shelter along the roadside. The three children
stayed with him, expecting that he would soon be able to
walk again, but instead he grew weaker rapidly. When
he realized that he would have to die, he told them to
keep on following the highway until they would reach
Alexandrowsk or until some one would pick them up and
care for them. What became of the father, whom they
left dead by the roadside we do not know, but the children
following their father’s advice, had finally reached Alexan
drowsk, and were picked up as related.
The A.M.R. Kitchens in Operation

In the preceding chapter we
came to decide in favor of the
which had been well developed
Administration in Central Europe.

have explained how we
kitchen feeding method,
by the American Relief
Now we wish to take
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you along and observe one of these American kitchens in
operation among the Mennonites of South Russia.
The kitchens were usually located in the most suitable
building available as near the center of the village as
convenient. Sometimes this was one of the larger private
homes, but more often it was the public school building
or a part thereof. The schools were practically all closed
on account of the famine during the first spring and sum
mer of our work, which made these commodious buildings
available for our purpose. This kitchen was supplied with
one or more large iron kettles, holding from forty to fifty
gallons each. With these the cooking equipment usually
was considered complete. For the baking of the bread,
large ovens were built of brick. In one of the larger
villages I observed the construction of a brick oven large
enough to supply a biscuit apiece for each of the 1300
then eating in the kitchen. The necessary benches, tables
and chairs were usually borrowed, or cheaply constructed
so as to provide a suitable place for eating.
Because of the large quantities of food that had to
be prepared it took several hours to do the cooking. On
the days when beans or corn-grits were served fire was
usually started quite early in the morning, because all food
was required to be thoroughly cooked before it was served.
Rice and corn-grits were cooked with the addition of
sugar, evaporated milk and a little lard. Cocoa, which was
served twice a week was thickened with flour to make it
more nourishing. All rations were required to be alike,
containing 778 calories of food value. It was absolutely
essential that each of the hundreds of diners should re
ceive their full share, and at the same time it was neces
sary that no more than enough food be prepared. This
necessitated careful calculating and measuring, both for
the material to be prepared as well as in dishing out the
prepared food. But the cooks learned to do this so accu
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rately that in several hundred rations they usually did not
miss it more than just a few portions. The small remain
ders were usually sent to some needy hospital or other
institution. For the sake of accuracy it was found most
advantageous to determine the exact size or weight of the
biscuit before baking, because this assured greater uni
formity and less waste and trouble.
Mealtime was usually set around eleven o’clock in the
morning. While the food was being prepared, the mealticket holders would be gathering outside with their plates
and spoons, so as to be on hand when the doors opened. It
was quite a sight to see them as the accompanying illustra
tion partially shows. Their ragged and patched clothing,
and their thin faces, told all too plainly the story of hun
ger and need. Yet there was a general feeling of good
cheer, and an expression of satisfaction on their faces,
because they were eagerly anticipating the satisfaction of
appeasing their appetites in the “American Kitchen.”
When the noon hour had come, the door swung open
and the people filed in past the door-keeper who directed,
so that everything went orderly. As they entered each pre
sented his card to the secretary, who marked or punched
the same for the day, and checked off the name of each
person on his list. In this matter we were required to
be very careful, in order to avoid repeaters. Some one
might take one meal, then go out through the back door
and return to enter again for the second portion; or if
they did not come back there might be the temptation to
let some friend go through on the same card. For this
reason each card was carefully marked for the day. After
they had entered the room with their plates they filed past
the large kettles filled with steaming hot, palatable and
nourishing food, where waiters served each with an ex
actly equal portion. Then each was given a biscuit, after
which they found places to sit down and eat. One mem
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ber of the village committee was always present to see
that everything went smoothly and to check up on the
condition of the people.
Some of the children came alone, because they were
the only ones from their family so favored as to receive
an admission card. Others came with their mothers, both
showing the effects of their previous starvation diet. And
how they did eat! Some of the youngsters, after scraping
their plates as clean as they could, licked them out all
ready for the next day’s use. The appetite of all seemed
good, and complaint about the food was never heard. On
one occasion, a group of boys who were just enjoying
their noon-day meal were asked, which kind of American
food they liked the best. For a moment they looked at
each other and at the questioner with bewilderment, then
replied in a chorus, “Everything!”
For the sick and for children under three the food
was carried home by a member of the family or by an
obliging neighbor. The workers and the members of the
committees, who were on duty, received two rations of
food a day—not as pay, but that they might have enough
strength to enable them to give their time to the work.
In some cases it was found necessary to supplement this
with a food package. With only a few exceptions, the
workers stayed by their tasks very faithfully, in spite of
criticism and unpleasant things that often fell to their lot
in the discharge of their duties.
A Kitchen Organizing Tour Through
Famine Districts

In an attempt to picture to my readers what hap
pened in the land of famine, it would indeed be one-sided
and unfair if we should halt here and fail to give a few
glimpses of the work of our representatives and their
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faithful helpers. Among the many interesting episodes
that might be told, I shall select only a few as representa
tive ones.
About the middle of May, 1922, it was agreed that
C. E. Krehbiel and I should make a tour to the south
western Mennonite communities in order to investigate
conditions and make definite arrangements for food-distributions. The colonies coming under consideration were
Nikopol, Kriwoirog, Sagradovka and Gruenfeld.
A Ford truck, the only means of transportation we
had, was arranged to seat four persons and the trip was
undertaken. The driver, and the guide and interpreter
sat in the front seat, while Bro. Krehbiel and I took the
seat back of them in a favorable position to look back
over the road where we had traveled. Under our seat
there was sufficient room for the supplies for the trip,
which consisted of several large loaves of bread, some
boiled eggs, a pound of butter, and some rice. This latter
taken along in the anticipation that some convenient home
would be found where it could be prepared.
Leaving Alexandrowsk we encountered the large and
beautiful Dnieper river, which at that season of the year
was from one to two miles wide. The American designed
and German built bridge at Kitchkas (Einlage) was the
only suitable place of crossing. Even though by supreme
order, the American representatives were exempt from
paying toll, nevertheless the petty guards stationed at
either end of the bridge regularly attempted to extort
some money. Being refused this satisfaction they usually
delayed crossing for some ten or twenty minutes. But
since the driver was well acquainted with their demands
and also with the ways of satisfying them, we paid very
little attention to their quibbles, which usually ended soon,
so that we were permitted to pass on.
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Experiences at Nikopol—The Soviet Official

After crossing this bridge we traveled through Chor
titza and several other neighboring villages on the way to
Nikopol, a relatively large city some thirty miles down
the river. This city was entered over a cobble-stone pave
ment, leading past a large cathedral situated on a rela
tively high hill. While moving down the hill we met a
number of women pushing a cart. From a distance we
could hardly see what they had, but upon nearer approach
we noticed that this was a funeral procession. The re
mains of two departed loved ones were being taken to
the cathedral, where the dead were deposited in a shed in
the cemetery until quite a number had been collected,
when they were placed in a common grave.
The famine was very grievous here, so that thousands
died for want of food. Repeated cases of cannibalism
were reported, about which we interviewed the “ruler of
the city” later, in order to be able to distinguish between
fact and hearsay. Comrade Titov, the ruler of the town,
verified these reports and even showed us official photo
graphs of two children picking the meat from the head
of their dead mother; and another where the members
of the family, father, mother and several children, were
satisfying their insane appetite on the cooked remains of
one of the members of the family. Matters were so
serious here that children were never left unguarded on
the streets else they might disappear never to be seen
again.
Even at Nikopol, we were pleasantly relieved of our
serious thoughts for a short time by a visit at the home
of some friends. Among them were two Mennonite
families, formerly wealthy land owners and proprietors of
a very large modern mill. Nevertheless our joy was not
unmixed, for what we saw and heard made us sad. These
good people had been deprived of all their property, and
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were now living in very humble quarters within sight of
their former mill. One of their erstwhile hired men, who
was kindly disposed, loaned them the keys so that they
could take us through the mill. Our hearts were touched
by the report that these families did not have food to eat.
All through the winter they had measured and allotted to
each in the family but a very limited portion, but now by
spring the reserves were exhausted. I saw the pain in the
eyes of the father at the thought that his family, who had
lived under such comfortable conditions before, now were
starving. Some of our American friends may inquire why
we did not at once send them food. A natural question
to ask. But we must say that we did not send them food,
as our heart and mind would have dictated. Our agree
ment with the Russian government which permitted us to
enter Russia for feeding purposes, stipulated definitely,
that in sections where we began to distribute food, we
would do so to all the needy in like measure, regardless
of race or religion. Nikopol is quite a large town, and
we could not begin to supply all the needy with food, so
we were not permitted to do any feeding. We had to
leave these good people with bleeding hearts. Only some
weeks later, when some of the food remittances were at
our disposal, was it possible for us to remember them.
At the local government office we were kindly re
ceived, but soon we noticed that there was considerable
prejudice against some of the Committee members, who
had been selected to distribute the food of the A.R.A.,
which organization was planning to begin feeding in that
section soon. A kindly word and the attitude of fairness
seemed to have a good effect upon the official, who prom
ised to cooperate in the labors of mercy. The A.M.R.
had some time earlier organized a committee in this
community, and had sent some food to be distributed in
the Mennonite communities not far north from the town.
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This earlier action had prejudiced the official against our
committee and made the work more difficult.
The Nepluyev Villages

That same flight we said farewell to the friends in
Nikopol and traveled north to Nepluyev, a group of
Mennonite villages, and arrived at the home of a Rev.
Penner, a little before mid-night. We were cordially
received. To our suggestion that we have a meeting with
their local committee that very night, he responded with
a hearty affirmative. All got into the truck and drove to
the next village, where several other members of the
committee lived. One interesting fact that we discovered
at our meeting was that these good Christian people had
organized their own relief soup-kitchens even before our
help came, where those who still had food shared with
those that had none. But their supplies were exhausted
when the first shipment of food arrived. The American
food which had been sent some weeks before, had come
as a God-send. We investigated conditions as well as we
could and made arrangements that more food should be
sent to them from our supply at Alexandrowsk as soon as
possible. This “soon as possible” developed into weeks
because of transportation difficulties.
Something that happened here, even though it be a
slight digression from my trend of thought, must be
related because it illustrates, what to me was one of the
hardest matters that I had to contend with in all the
relief-wrork in Russia. While at the committee meeting
in the above named village a neighbor, who had not been
included among those who received food from the Amer
ican kitchen, came to us and accused the local committee
of gross injustice. He claimed that he and his family
were as hungry as the rest, but that they had been unjustly
excluded from the list of those who wrere admitted to the
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kitchen. Upon our further inquiry he stated that he still
had several horses, but that he and his family had nothing
to eat. At these remarks, he looked straight into my face
and I saw in those deep set blue eyes and that haggard,
worry-laden face a story of deep misery, and a father’s
pain at not being able to feed his children. According to
our rules the committee had done right to exclude him,
for he had a number of horses one or more of which he
might have disposed of and realized enough to keep his
family for a while; while there were others, and in fact
many, who had nothing to eat, neither did possess
horses or cows, or anything of value which they might
exchange for food. Our funds were at the time limited,
so that we were compelled to exclude such as just de
scribed, but I must say I never did it without keen pain.
Under force of necessity we were obliged to encourage
the man to sell his horses, which he sorely needed for the
spring plowing and sowing, which was very urgent if these
people should soon become self-supporting.
Stranded in Apostolowa

Leaving Nepluyev, we hastened to reach the settle
ment of Sagradovka some 200 Versts distant. It was a
fine cool morning and we were in pleasant conversation.
Suddenly our guide and interpreter Mr. T—, grew sullen
and began to speak in harsh tones. Upon our inquiry he
pointed to a desolate place, which had once been the
home-site of a rich landowner. We had seen such before,
but were more deeply interested when he explained that
this had been the home of his father-in-law and family,
who had owned extensive tracts of land in the vicinity, all
of which had been taken from them and the property,
including a splendid home wantonly destroyed. Hardly a
wonder that the emotions of a man should be somewhat
wrought up under such conditions.
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A little later, we passed a number of villages, which
appeared among the most destitute. According to reports
a large percentage of the inhabitants had already starved.
The mud huts, with their whitewashed walls and their
thatched roofs presented quite a sight to a passing traveler
who was conscious of the fact that many of them were now
empty, and perhaps there were very few from which one or
more members of the family had not been carried out, a
victim of the heartless famine. When told that these
were the villages that furnished the bulk of that inhuman
band of blood-thirsty followers of Machnow, the man
under the black flag who committed the worst and most of
the atrocities among the Mennonites, then we could not
but see the hand of God in the fact that these outlaws
should have been among the first to fall victims to the
huge specter, starvation, which their greed had called
forth upon the people of Russia.
Towards noon it began to rain, and we felt some
what concerned about the remainder of the distance,
especially since the Dnieper was now overflowing its banks
and flooding the low-Iands of the district through which
our road led. But whatever concern we had was dispelled
by our courageous chaffeur and guide, who seemed un
dismayed, and certain that all would be well, until our
Ford began to behave rather queerly. The engine seemed
to hang lower than usual. We investigated, and found
that the front spring was broken. Here we were in the
rain some 100 miles or more from the American base;
and even at that place there were no repair parts, such as
we needed at this moment. Right before us, as we could
see through the falling rain, lay a large Russian village,
with its familiar massive church and tower lording it over
the hundreds of meaner dwellings, which were entirely
out of proportion to the church. Our guide called the
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village Apostolowa, and said that it harbored some thirtythousand people.
Very slowly we moved onward toward the village,
with the front end of our car resting on the axle. On
entering the village we inquired for a blacksmith in the
hope of his being able to devise some means that would
enable us to continue our journey. To expect Ford repairs,
here, as is the case in every American town was out of
the question, because cars had never been common in
Russia, and the few that the people had possessed had all
been commandeered by the government at the outbreak
of the war. We asked every one we met, whether he
knew a blacksmith in the village who might repair a
broken spring, but all shook their heads in ignorance and
fright at the sight of the foreigners and their truck.
Finally we saw a place that had the appearance of a
blacksmith shop, but upon calling we found the place de
serted. Even at the risk of displaying weakness I must
confess that a peculiar feeling ran through me at the
thought of being marooned, for an indefinite time in one
of these Russian villages, where there was probably little
food, but plenty of vermin.
No earthly help was in sight, so we called on Him
in whose name we had undertaken relief-work in Russia.
He had been able and willing to help in times past, why
should He not help now? When He could interpose,
during Bible times in ways that were unexplainable to
men, why not now? While we were quietly sending fer
vent appeals up to Him who has numbered the very hairs
of our head, we drove another block further into town,
towards a large church, where we met a man walking
across the road. We halted and inquired for a blacksmith
as we had done many times before; and were met by the
reply, “I am a blacksmith.” When further asked, “Can
you repair a spring?” he promptly replied, “That is my
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business.” So we followed him to his shop as he directed,
moved our car into the shed and the work of repair was
begun at once.
While he and his companion were working at the
anvil the following conversation occurred partly through
signs and partly through an interpreter. The blacksmith
to us, “Are you Americans? Do you love freedom?”
Upon our affirmative answer to both parts of the query
he continued, “Then I want to tell you, don’t look for
liberty, such as we have here in Russia, else you will also
starve.” After which he drew a piece of Soviet money
from his pocket. It happened to be a hundred thousand
ruble bill. This he repeatedly crushed in his hand by
closing it rapidly, then pointing to the ciphers on the same
with disdain, he said and emphatically illustrated with his
hammer on the anvil, “Thus I used to work, and thereby
secure food, clothing, and shelter for my family, but now
that we have freedom it is all nothing. I can work as
hard as I want to and yet I cannot earn enough to buy
food for my children. I have enough of this freedom
and liberty. If you will only give me food for myself and
my family I am willing to be your slave for life.” He
was getting so emphatic in his denunciations of the Soviet
government that I was beginning to fear some one might
hear and implicate us in an attempt at a counter revolu
tion, which was the common talk; the slightest indication
of which might be considered a crime, leading to very
undesirable consequences.
With this conversation going on we were anxiously
watching the progress made in the repair work, and our
hearts were beating faster at every indication of its early
completion. The rain was coming down faster than ever
and the long distance we still had to travel loomed up
before our mind. These thoughts were rather abruptly
broken oft, when we beheld a captain with an armed guard
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of ten or a dozen men marching into the yard and sta
tioning themselves in a semi-circle before the door of the
shed in which we were working. We of course had no
idea what this might mean, which left room for every sort
of conjecture from the most disastrous to the most favor
able that our imagination could picture.
The leader of the group soon entered upon a very
serious conversation with our interpreter Mr. T—, who
stood nearest the door. I did not understand a word, but
realized from what happened that he was demanding our
papers and passports. Mr. T—, in perfect self-control
drew his papers from his pocket, such as every one must
carry in Russia who hopes to escape inconveniences. They
were carefully examined and then respectfully returned,
which I interpreted to mean that they were satisfactory;
whereupon I ventured to inquire whether I, too, should
produce my credentials, but my friend indicated that such
was not necessary. As an uninformed yet much concerned
observer, I watched further developments, when to my
good pleasure and relief, I noticed that the commander of
the besieging force of Russians, very politely bid good-bye
to our interpreter and to all of us; and then withdrew
with his company of soldiers. After they were gone Mr.
T—, our interpreter, reported to us the following. Our
distinguished visitor was none less than the official head
of the local soviet. In America the nearest to his position
probably would be city mayor with considerably more
powers added. He had come to investigate the report
that we had come to take over the railroad system, which
was in a sad condition. Further, that instead of threaten
ing us, he had been so frightened that he trembled all
over, and felt perhaps even more relieved than we did at
the happy solution of the apparent complication.
Lost, and On Dangerous Trails

Soon after the work on our spring was completed,
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we started out amid abundant showers to complete the
remainder of our journey that night, if possible. We
inquired for the way and were told to go straight ahead,
which is the Russian mode of telling you the way. Even
in case there are several roads branching, he seldom takes
more trouble in directing you than to say straight ahead,
or to the right, or to the left, when these designations are
so indefinite that you cannot in any way be sure what has
been meant. There is no regular road system, such as
we have in the central states with sections laid out square,
but roads simply lead from one village to another, what
ever direction that may be. Besides, most of the roads
are still just as Providence once made them, without
having made the acquaintance of the road grader or the
scraper. Under such conditions we lost our way, and at
about sunset had traveled a long distance only to learn
that we had gone too far south and were about as far
from our destination as at the time when we started from
Apostolowa. Here we were put on the right trail, and
we traveled on until about nine or ten o’clock when we
arrived at a Russian village beside a small river.
We were now only about ten miles from our destina
tion, and our guide thought that he knew the way to a
bridge which we would cross and then pass on. But to
our disappointment we learned that the recent rains had
washed away the bridge, and that another dam over
which they sometimes crossed was washed out so as to
be impassable. Some one suggested the milldam as a
possible crossing. Our guide led the way to the dam on
foot in the mud, and when he got near he called, which
we and the chaffeur mistook for a signal for us to
proceed. We did so before he could give any further
signal and passed at the end of the mill, where in the
dark we noticed just sufficient space for the car to pass
between the mill and the waters’ edge. We made it, but
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shuddered when the guide hailed us with the excited
charge, “Why didn’t you stop? You were within a few
inches of a twenty foot embankment.” And this on a
muddy slippery road!
There was now no other way but to go ahead over
the mill dam, which had not been built for traffic. Large
boulders covered the surface with intermittent mud-holes
whose depth we had no way of discerning. It was very
dark, and the Ford furnished but meager light, so all of
us but the chaffeur walked before the car, rolling away
the moveable rocks and trying to pick out the best path
across. Upon reaching the opposite side after extreme
exertion, our difficulties were by no means ended; for there
we stood facing a steep bank, slippery from the continuous
rains, so that one could hardly climb it on foot. After
repeated efforts to climb and push the car up the embank
ment, we finally succeeded, to our surprise, in reaching the
top of the hill. We were now across the river and on the
highway again. Here we met a native, who told us that
if we had seen the way we had traveled, in the daytime,
we would never have attempted it. So again, we realized
that a higher hand had directed us to safety, even when
we were in far graver dangers than we had at the time
realized.
The Reception at Sagradowka

Even though it was between ten and eleven o’clock
on a dark rainy night, we again felt new cheer and hope
for we were once more on the highway, together with the
added information that following a line of telephone poles
would take us to the Sagradowka Mennonite colony. At
about midnight we entered the first village. Moving along
a street in water almost knee-deep, we looked anxiously
for some house that still had light. There was one. Our
interpreter inquired for quarters, but he was informed
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that the house was crowded with refugees and that they
could not keep us. At another house where we asked for
admission the people were very hesitant, since they feared
a robber band, such as were still occasionally visiting these
villages. Of these there were several rival bands. If
they admitted one band and supplied it with food as they
were usually forced to do, the other party would interpret
this hospitality, even though forced, as sympathy with the
•enemy, which would not pass without punishment.
Finally the sleepers were convinced that we were not
coming to steal and rob, but rather to bring them food;
and soon the doors were opened and we were welcomed.
Bedding was scarce, so it happened that some of our party
had to sleep practically without covers and the others
without mattress. We rested through the remainder of
the night. In the morning we found our hosts very con
genial people, who had gone through some heartbreaking
experiences during the massacres, a few years earlier. The
lady of the house had lost her first husband through the
hands of ruffians; and the husband of this family had lost
his first wife and six children during the same terrible
night.
A Day Among the Brethren at Sagradowka

Soon after breakfast, the local committee was called
together and relief problems were discussed and final
arrangements made for the distribution of the American
food as soon as it would arrive. For the afternoon a
public meeting was arranged, so as to give us a little more
direct personal touch with the masses. The house was
well filled. Bro. Krehbiel and I delivered messages of
comfort and encouragement from God’s Holy Word. The
rest of the day was spent in personal interviews, and in
listening to tales of horror of which there seemed to be
no end.
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A Call at Gruenfeld and the Friedensfeld Episode
The next morning we started on the return trip.
Even though the roads were still heavy and we often had
to go on low speed, the sun was shining and gave us
promise of better traveling before long. We reached
Gruenfeld at noon, met some members of the local com
mittee, completed our arrangements for sending more
food, and were off again at about three o’clock. All was
going well until we lost our way and ran out of gasoline,
so that by nightfall, we were only at Friedensfeld instead
of at Alexandrowsk some fifty miles away.
Our guide being acquainted at this village directed us
to the home of a Mennonite named Isaac. After driving
into the yard we noticed that there were rather a large
number of people assembled. Some were in the yard and
others lined up on the porch. Rather conspicuous among
the latter was a tall man, with a bandage running from
under his chin and over his head, which gave him an odd
appearance. After the first surprise was over, we were
ushered into the house, and before long we were sur
rounded by a representative group of people from the
village, apparently under tense emotion. Our inquiry
brought out the reply, “Our prayers have brought you
here. To-morrow we shall all go to prison. The kitchen
where American food is distributed has been seized by
the local official.” We had indeed not planned to stop,
since we anticipated no trouble here, where we thought
things were all arranged for the feeding. It was evidently
God who used circumstances to bring help to these people
in anguish. It would perhaps be in place to mention that
imprisonment only too often meant death from starvation,
vermin or diseases contracted from associates behind the
bars.
We took the position that the local chief had no
authority over the American supplies, and inquired where
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we could see this gentleman. “He is in this very house.
He is occupying our best rooms. The tall man with the
bandage, whom you saw on the porch, is the despot.”
According to custom in Russia we at once sent notice of
our arrival in the village with the request for an early
interview. We were invited to come at once. With two
interpreters we entered the room of this petty official and
found him seated behind a table, clad in very plain clothes,
a gun with a sharp bayonet at his side, and the conspicu
ous bandage still around his head. Upon our entrance
he politely arose, was introduced, and greeting us, re
quested that we take seats. This we did, and presenting
our papers, we stated the purpose of our coming. I
handed him our papers from the Soviet authorities, which
he curiously eyed for some time and referred them to a
boy of about fifteen by his side to read. During the
reading he repeatedly nodded his assent, which we took as
a fair omen. Thereupon he attempted to affix his official
seal, with which he had very much difficulty, since he had
no inking-pad and evidently lacked experience in work of
that kind. Eventually he moistened the stamp with his
breath and applied it to our paper. The boy wrote out
a short statement acknowledging the paper, which the
chief signed with his mark.
After these first ceremonies we proceeded to discuss
our problem, to which he answered with the charge against
our committee, that they persisted in feeding those who
still had food, while the starving ones were entirely neg
lected. Our reply was that we had come to investigate
this matter, and that we were determined to have the
most needy fed and not those who still had food. He
volunteered to punish our committee for us by sending
them all to prison the next day, which we warded off by
stating that we would see to this punishment ourselves;
but that we were anxious to cooperate with him in seeing
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that the food reached the proper persons. We succeeded
through kindness and perhaps a little flattery to get his
good will, and his promise to leave our committee out of
prison, and under our own charge. So we went to report
to the committee waiting in another room who, when we
came, were almost overcome with joy at the happy turn
of events. Together we returned thanks to Almighty
God for His answer to prayer and all His mercy and
kindness, and then retired for the night, with the expecta
tion of leaving early the next morning. But when morn
ing came, even before we had had our breakfast, word
was brought to us that the official had changed his mind
and nevertheless was going to carry out his original plans,
with the added remark, that if this were 1918 the year
of the revolution, then he would get away with the Amer
icans, without much trouble, and he himself would ride in
the automobile. Upon learning this we immediately sent
back the request for another interview. The haughty
response came in the following words: “You may come
and talk until you are hoarse, I will nevertheless do
exactly what I want.” We responded promptly, quietly
asking God for guidance in what we should say or do,
for it was evident that just a little pleasantness and flat
tery would not avail here. On entering the room, we
found him very much as the night before, only that he
had with him a middle aged Jew instead of the young
lad. Asking us to take seats he began to repeat his com
plaints against our committee, and his firm determination
to punish them. We called his attention to the fact that
we had come to Russia for the definite purpose of helping
the people; that the Russian government had promised us
protection and assistance in our work; and further,
that we had a paper from Kamanev, one of the highest
officials in Moscow, which stated that any one who hin
dered us would be punished. He himself had a copy of
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the instructions from Moscow as indicated above, which
he feared. Upon thus being brought face to face with
some of the possible consequences, his haughty spirit died
away, and he became tractable and kind so that all ar
rangements could be made in a satisfactory way. What
pleased us later was to learn that he kept his promise and
treated our committee with a fair measure of considera
tion. The remainder of the trip was uneventful, except
that we were obliged to stop at every village to collect all
the gasoline, benzine and kerosene available and put it
into our gas tank. For the last 25 miles we had nothing
but kerosene. The motor experienced some sinking spells,
but kept running and brought us safely to Alexandrowsk.
Scenes of Prison Life in Russia 1917-1922

Suspected, arrested, imprisoned, sent to Siberia, never
heard of again, were familiar life-histories of a large
number of Russians, both of the Mennonites and others,
during the Czaristic regime. Such despotic oppression
necessitated ample provision for retaining prisoners. These
the new government inherited, as well as the ideas, and
methods of dealing with such as they deemed undesirables.
Since the tables were now entirely turned so that many of
those who had formerly been incarcerated in the prisons,
were now the ones who sent to the prisons those, who
had built and planned and arranged the prisons, no doubt
many a Czaristic under-despot was required to follow the
example of Haman, who had prepared his own gallows.
From the civil wars there still were in evidence many
barbed-wire enclosures behind which prisoners had lan
guished, always hoping to get out, and yet daily anticipating
execution. Another form of prison with which most of the
inhabitants of the Mennonite villages had made more or
less acquaintance were damp cellars. To indicate how
common imprisonment was among the people whom we
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fed the following narrative may well serve. At a family
gathering of one of our committeemen one evening, where
not only his immediate family but also his sons-in-law,
and several brothers-in-law were assembled, totaling fifteen
persons, we were entertained by narratives of prison ex
periences. Several reported two or more imprisonments,
another ninety days, another six weeks and so on down
the line; men and women, all reported having been in
prison, except one man, who was quiet all the while.
Finally when he was asked how long he had been in, he
shook his head negatively, indicating that he had not been
imprisoned. Whereupon one of the young girls blurted
out, “And Uncle, are you not even ashamed not to have
been in prison, when we all have?” This wholesale im
prisonment of course happened mainly during the times
of revolution, when first one and then another party
would be in control of a village. With a population of
divided sympathies each side would naturally have its turn.
In unsettled times, which were common, the prison
cellars were only too often overcrowded. In one village
they told me that for three days they had held forty-five
men in one cellar under a private dwelling house, without
giving them one opportunity to come out. Almost gen
erally there was very little or no consideration of sanita
tion. As a result these improvised dungeons were vermin
infected to an extent that beggars all description. One
prisoner with his quota of lice will provide all the rest
with a sufficient supply to multiply into millions of un
welcome parasitic co-inhabitants of your own clothing in
a very short time. In addition there were the dangers of
infection from contagious diseases, while thus huddled
together, such as spotted typhus, which was very common
during and after the war. It is spread most effectively
through body-lice, which act as carriers. While a louse
that has fed on the blood of a person suffering from this
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dread disease, which always has a very large percentage
of mortality, will not suffer any evil consequences itself,
it is almost certain to implant the germ in the blood of its
next victim. An outbreak of this disease in such a prison,
meant that practically all would be infected, with a mor
tality ranging from fifty to ninety percent, depending upon
the vitality and resistance of the victims.
Besides these unsanitary conditions, we should men
tion the insufficient and unbalanced supply of food given
the prisoners, which appeared in an aggravated degree at
the time of the general shortage of supplies. Friends of
prisoners have told me that during the famine they se
cretly supplied food to their loved ones, else they
would have starved. But this private supply of the neces
sities of life also encountered its difficulties, because of
the suspicion that secret means of escape would be fur
nished to the prisoners through their sympathizers. One
common effective means employed to overcome this hin
drance was to bring an additional supply of food for the
guard, who would then permit admission to the window
of the prison through which the food could be handed to
the desired person.
We can draw an example of an often repeated ex
perience from a certain, formerly wealthy, Mr. F—,
from H—. After the revolution he was accused of being
out of sympathy with the Soviet system of government,
perhaps justly, perhaps only on a supposition drawn from
the fact that he had been wealthy. But he was cast into
prison where he languished days, weeks, yes, months
waiting for a final hearing and disposition of his case.
In the meantime his vitality was gradually giving way,
because of the conditions under which he lived. He fell
sick, but there was no medical care and no opportunity to
supply help from the outside. After some time he was
reported dead and his friends were given an opportunity
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to bury him. Upon receipt of the body, it was found that
the vermin had literally eaten holes into his body while he
yet lived and lay on the prison floor in a helpless state.
On one of my visits to Halbstadt, an acquaintance of
ours, a certain Mr. L—, came to our lodging by stealth,
and pleaded that we should take him along to Alexan
drowsk on our return to that city. Upon our inquiry for
the reason of his urgency and fear, he told us that the
officials had made out a list of twenty-eight men in the
colony who shortly should be arrested and that he was on
the list, so he was very anxious to escape. We questioned
this situation very much and counseled him to stay, but he
claimed to have reliable information and was almost cer
tain that things would happen as he said. We yielded to
his pleadings and took him along since he was sick with
heart trouble, even though we did not put credence in his
fears. About a week or two later when we were again in
H—, we learned that four of the men included in the
list had been arrested a few days before and had been
freed only after paying a very heavy fine; and that, on
the very day of our arrival, four additional men had
received notice that they should report at Takmak, the
county seat, because of various charges brought up against
them. As it happened two of these latter ones were from
among our employees at our central food-distribution
headquarters in the Molotschna, whom we could not very
well spare at the time; whereupon we Americans volun
teered to answer the summons for them at the county
seat, Takmak. We arrived, were very cordially received
by the official, then discussed several matters relative to
the feeding program in which he was very much inter
ested. When we thought the opportune time had
come, we presented the case of these men, whereupon we
were informed that these men, particularly the manager
of our supply house, were under suspicion, which in their
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eyes usually meant conviction, of having stolen a large
amount of the American food-supply and diverted the
same to their personal use. We explained that we would at
once investigate this matter, but until we had evidence and
proof that the theft had actually occurred, we could not
very well spare the man, and should they arrest both of
our men involved, we would very likely be obliged to
interrupt our feeding program until new arrangements
could be made. This latter action he wished to avoid by
all means, for he knew that the general public would not
stand for a wanton arrest which stopped the feeding of
several thousand of the inhabitants, so he gave us imme
diate promise of consideration. We thanked him and
visited a few other villages where we inspected the kitch
ens and made adjustments as needed; and when we re
turned to Halbstadt that evening, we were greeted with
the news that the men already had received word that
they would not be required to come to Takmak, but that
it would be possible to settle the matter right at their
homes.

CLOTHING DISTRIBUTION IN RUSSIA
CHAPTER VII
C. E. Krehbiel
“I was naked, and ye clothed me.” Matt. 25:26.
Kitchen feeding in Russia reached its crest in June,
1922, but the need for clothing became more urgent from
that time. Some clothing had been distributed in the
spring of 1922, but not nearly enough to meet the need.
When it became evident that there would be much suffer
ing in the winter of 1922-23 unless much clothing was
given out, a special report of conditions was sent to
America. As a result packages of clothing, large and
small, were gathered together from all parts of the U. S.
and Canada, and in the fall of 1922 by far the largest
shipment of clothing was on its way to Russia.
On November 1, 1922 a message reached Alexan
drowsk in the Ukraine stating that a large shipment of
clothing had arrived at Odessa for the American Men
nonite Relief (A.M.R.) and it was arranged that I take
several men and go after it. Enough happened on the
way to fill the space allotted to me here, and more. A
RED Fourth; Guests of the Gub; A Night with Rats,
Bedbugs, and Vodka; On a Soviet Truck at Night in the
Mud When the Lights Go Out and the Drive-chain
Breaks; Seasickness en Masse; Hiking Hotel Rates and
Railroad Fares, etc., might be interesting topics for enter
tainment; but we were not out for entertainment—we
were face to face with merciless facts, and these other
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things were merely incidentals to the work and must be
passed by here.
The clothing was loaded into nine cars, sealed, locked,
and convoyed to our headquarters at Alexandrowsk Nov.
29, where the clothing was put into the warehouse with
about three cars still remaining from former shipments.—
How a sack of stones and a piece of iron rail—which we
know you did not send us for clothes—got into an offi
cially sealed car with seal undisturbed; and many other
things will remain a mystery. But—-the American Port
Chief at Odessa assured me that stealing was no worse
there than at other European ports. I was made to think
of the experience the writer of Proverbs must have had,
to make him pray: “Give me neither poverty nor riches;
feed me with the food that is needful for me; Lest I be
full, and deny thee, and say, Who is Jehovah? Or lest
I be poor, and steal, and use profanely the name of my
God.”
To be in a position to distribute the clothing as fairly
as possible, the A.M.R. had to answer four questions:
1. What shall be the basic Standard?
2. Who are the most needy?
3. What is available for distribution?
4. How shall we allocate and distribute?
While the clothing data were being gathered by the
committees, the Alexandrowsk office spent many hours in
making plans for a fair distribution of what had been
sent. The first question was, “What does a man need?”
That was to be the Standard. It was arrived at thus:
The man who has two suits of underwear, two pairs of
sox, two shirts, a suit of clothes, a pair of shoes or boots,
a hat or cap, an overcoat, and a pair of mittens or
gloves, has enough so that he normally can keep clean and
warm. In other words, he does not belong to the “most
needy.” By giving each article needed by a man an
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arbitrary value in “Units” instead of dollars or rubles,
the articles enumerated above amounted to 80 Units.
Eighty Units was thus fixed as the Standard for those
over 15 years old. Similarly 60 Units for those from
5 to 15; and 40 Units for those under 5 years old.
The unit values in the “Unit List” ran from 1 for
three handkerchiefs to 35 for a fur overcoat. The Unit
List contained no fewer than 114 items, including soap,
scissors, combs, knitting needles, shoe-soles, cotton batting,
brushes, buttons, needles, etc. I happen to have a report
which states among other things that at О------------------- lot was
cast for 2 needles and for a few buttons. The lot method
was employed in some villages in the distribution of a
small shipment of clothes made earlier, but caused much
complaint, hence the need of a uniform plan. Of course
the Standard and the Unit lists were not made known
until after all of the lists from villages were in the
A.M.R. office; nor was the plan of distribution divulged,
so as not to tempt any one to make false entries.
The Most Needy

Did you ever make a complete list of every piece of
wearing apparel you had, and give it to a committee of
men? There is something distasteful about it. We were
keenly aware of that. But—pursuant to our contract with
the Soviet government—it was our purpose to distribute
the clothes to the “most needy” without discrimination in
our field of operation. How that “most needy” haunted
us! Every one wanted—every one was in need. And
how or why should we say: You shall not have anything,
nor you, nor you!
There were no fewer than 14 organizations—half of
them American—dispensing aid throughout Russia. Some
of these—like the Mennonites, Lutherans, Baptists, and
Jews, had a special incentive to give aid in the fact that
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co-religionists or even direct relatives were suffering, and
without arguing the question whether that makes for the
purest kind of charity—they naturally were anxious to
reach these. But these colonists were scattered from the
Crimea on the Black Sea in the south throughout the
Ukraine and to Siberia far in the northeast. With trans
portation broken down this was a great handicap. But
there were compensations. The Mennonites, for example,
were well educated in German and Russian and thus in a
position quickly to gather and to transmit to the A.M.R.
data on the need. For kitchen feeding much of this had
been done by correspondence even before food arrived;
and while clothing was gathered in America the relief
workers in Russia, through their local committees, num
bering possibly 1000 persons, gathered the statistics on
clothing supplies and needs. Shortage of a supply of
clothes in a wardrobe is not as apparent as shortage of
food in the cupboard. It is easier, in other words, to
deceive the eye than to deceive the stomach, as you shall
presently see. It was no small task to gather these sta
tistics. We had blanks made up with 45 columns enumer
ating all manner of wearing apparel and bedding, from
handkerchiefs to fur coats. Something like 70,000 names
were entered on these blanks and the whole wardrobe of
each individual by families was entered. Parents or
guardians had to sign and vouch for the accuracy of the
entries.
Here are a few of the regulations:
(1)
The chairman or the secretary of our village
committee should personally assist in making the entries.
(2)
The A.M.R. requests all those, who are in the
fortunate position that they for the present have anywhere
near the clothing they need, or can make arrangements
to get what they need, to withdraw in favor of those who
are in direct need, and voluntarily to state to the village
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committee that they will not ask for any clothes at all
this time. This will be a very definite assistance in the
relief work, and we wish in advance to thank all such
most heartily for support of the work.
(3)
The answer that a person has “No clothes”
should be taken by the committee as an indication that
further investigation is necessary, for no one is going
about stark naked.
(In summer we saw children setting a new fashion
in garmentless attire. One time, also, a lady secretary
brought me two blanks which we required those to fill out
who wanted clothes from our central warehouse.
“These blanks,” she said, “were filled out by two
young ladies who are in the waiting room and want to
speak to you.”
I examined the blanks and—was puzzled.
“Will you see them?” said the clerk.
“Well, I hardly know. The only things they have
checked and own according to these blanks is hats and
stockings.”
But she insisted that they were sufficiently clothed,
and I admitted them. Upon further inquiry they stated
upon honor, that they had no other clothes of their own,
and that they had borrowed all the rest for the purpose
of making themselves presentable. I had several such
cases.)
We made some mistakes. In gathering the data, for
instance, we accepted the well-meant suggestion from one
settlement with 34 villages to allow each person to check
the three articles he needed most. This offered some ad
vantages, but unfortunately, the people then expected to get
those three articles. Thus men in those 34 villages had
checked and expected to get over 4500 overcoats; but we
had only 1545 for about 150 villages. It was evident

CHILDREN’S HOSPITAL—ALEXANDROWSK
Inside view of a children’s Hospital under Government supervision.
Frequently we saw three, four to five children in one bed, covered with
the dirty rags of what had once been a blanket.
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from this that about 6 out of 7 men would be disap
pointed. The same held in other cases. In relief work
one learns to avoid raising false hopes because people
will grasp at a straw, like a drowning person, and the
disappointment is so great.
The village lists were first checked over and village
ratings compared by our Volost committees and then sent
to Alexandrowsk office, where the items after each name
were totaled according to a unit somewhat varied from
the Unit List of distribution. This was a tedious job.
From 8 to 15 persons worked at it for weeks. I fairly
dreamed figures. All names showing a total of more
units than was the Standard for their respective age were
eliminated—they would not be given anything this time.
Those showing fewer units than Standard were to be given
enough to reach their respective Standard—if our supply
proved sufficient. Thus if a man owned only 50 units, he
should receive 30 more from us, if we had them. Such
“Credit Units” were then entered in red ink in the last—
the “Red Column”—on the “Statistical Lists.” By total
ing these red figures we knew exactly how many units
were due each village, and what the total for each Volost
and the grand total for all villages was. With this done
these lists were returned to our Volost committee for a
final re-check, and then to the village committee of origin
to note our changes, to check for errors and to recom
mend further changes; but lists could not be changed
without central office consent. As the personal equation
of committees and the interpretation of regulations varies
considerably, the Volost committees had recommended dis
counting some and raising other village lists. We our
selves also had first hand knowledge of conditions and for
months had inspectors busy looking after kitchens and
reporting on conditions. I found that the quickest way to
form a fair comparison as to conditions in villages was
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to have the committee take one to the three poorest
families or homes in their village.
What Was Available for Distribution

Why did we invoice the goods? There were various
reasons. The bales varied greatly both in size and con
tents. Some had a number of pairs of shoes in them,
others had none. Some had nothing but blankets, others
had a great variety. Bales or boxes containing one kind
of goods, of course were not opened. We had about three
carloads of uninvoiced clothing from former shipments.
Finally, to be able to carry out the unit plan and dis
tribute more equitably it was necessary to know what we
had. Even so, we repeatedly heard complaints of par
tiality, deception, and in a very few cases we dismissed
employees. The Bolshevist press, too, was anything but
friendly, as you shall see later.
The Niebuhr flour mill was our warehouse. Here
forty to fifty men and women sorted and counted goods,
sewed sacks, and marked and stacked packages for two
weeks. Of course the mill, like all the larger mills—
most of which were Mennonite property—was idle, the
weather was cold, and there was no fire in the wareroom.
Yet we had many applicants for work. But why employ
•so many people and cause expense? Employment was
the best possible aid we could give adults. It made every
dollar given go farther by bringing about an exchange of
commodities, and it preserved the self-respect of those in
need. Common labor, and all labor in part, was accepted
in exchange for the payok—a certain quantity of food.
And what was sent? Let me give you a few details:
2% tons of new dry goods; over 7000 pairs of footwear;
5372 men’s and women’s overcoats; 8824 adult under
wear; 4886 waists; 3936 skirts; 1169 shawls; 6896 men’s
shirts; 35 fur coats; 36 straw hats; 20,310 girls’ and
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children’s dresses; 17,297 pieces of children’s underwear;
27,924 pieces for children under 5 years old. 1111 double
and 1596 single blankets and comforters, etc.; 14,614
spools of thread; one swallow-tail dress suit. Yes, we
had a place for that too, as you will see a little later.
Expressed in our Unit values the grand total was
1,383,837. Knowing this and comparing it with the grand
total of the Units in the “Red Column” of the village
“Statistical Lists” we could tell exactly what part of the
need could be met.
There also were about 500 private packages; but
there was considerable difficulty with these as the Govern
ment did not want to permit delivery, insisting it was>
contrary to contract and opened the way for profiteering.
The only way the Government would consent to the de
livery was that one-fourth of the contents should be takere
out of each package for general distribution to the most
needy, and that was the way the matter was finally han
dled. Possibly that was the best way out of an unfortu
nate situation.
With the invoice of goods complete and the data of
need from each village in hand, we not only knew what
per cent of the reported need we could meet, but we could
also tell exactly how many articles of each kind should be
sent to a volost and to each village to clear our ware
house. For example, we took men’s overcoats as the basis.
There were 1545; but there were 5 times as many boys’
suits and two times as many men’s pants, etc. So with each
overcoat we sent 5 boys’ suits and two men’s trousers, and
so on through the whole list.
“But,” you will say, “What about those 26 straw
hats?”
“Well—we sent one for each 50 overcoats.”
“But—how about that swallow-tail dress suit?”
Now that story is a little longer. Bro. Unruh was-
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in a sore dilemma one time. A charming young woman,
who had gotten her share of clothes from me before,
came to him and asked for a pair of shoes. He asked if
she had already gotten anything. She said she had. Well,
why did she not ask for shoes then if she needed them
so badly? Oh—something had happened since. But she
would not say what, nor would she go. As he was just
beginning the work he called me and we got the list and
saw just what she did get. No shoes there. We said,
there was so much need and so many had not gotten any
thing yet, that she should wait till all on the lists had
received something and then come again. That usually
satisfied. Again and again we marveled at the patience
of the Russian people; how they could be told by Govern
ment officials and others to wait, or to come again, and
how they did it uncomplainingly. There seemed to be no
end to their patience. But verily I believe patience works
persistence; for they have that virtue also.—This time
perseverance seemed to match patience; for the young
woman would not leave. Evidently something had hap
pened. But what? Oh, if we men were only not so
dense! There she sat—silent, weeping. Finally Bro.
Unruh said: “Now do tell me, what is all this about?”
And then through her tears she replied: “Oh, to-morrow
is to be my wedding day and it’s so humiliating to be
married without shoes!”
An exception was made to the rule that day. After
wards I said, “Now let’s do it this way; let’s take that
swallow-tail suit, a pair of patent leather shoes, and all
else that a groom needs; and let’s select, as well as men
can, a whole trousseau for a bride; and simply loan them
out for such occasions. Then it will not be necessary to
make exceptions to rules, and yet all will be happy.” And
who does not want to be happy? Friends! There doubt
less were those who at times thought us Americans to be
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hard-hearted. We may have given occasion for such
thoughts by insistence on impartiality and observance of
contracts and agreements with the Soviet Government,
and the rules of the A.M.R. But most of the tears we
shed in Russia were shed unseen; and somehow even now,
when you are trying to persuade your typewriter to re
hearse those tragic days, you find yourself obliged repeat
edly to blow your nose and to wipe your spectacles!
Why should there be so much mass suffering and
violent death? There are those who would lodge the
blame for it all with the Christian Church, or even with
the Almighty Himself. But as of old the wages of sin is
death; and we must not look to Heaven for the cause
nor to sinful man for the cure. David was right when
he chose to fall into the hands of Jehovah rather than
into the hands of men.
Allocation and Distribution

In distributing clothing our rule was, Give to the
most needy. Further, no one was allowed to select
clothes for himself. All committee members had to fill
out blanks. The Americans then selected the quota for
each member of our volost committees; the volost com
mittees selected for members of the village committees;
and these again distributed to the individuals who had
Credit Slips.
For all this, uniform regulations had been worked
out. Lack of space forbids going into detail, but a few
points may be noted. It was important that all clothing
be distributed just as quickly as possible. In order that
no clothes be left in the volost warehouses the central
office sent with each shipment to a county a statement
showing the exact per cent of the whole that was to go
to each village or group in that volost.
Memorandum No. 8 read in part: “For the purpose of
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establishing who under the regulations are the most needy,
the A.M.R. central office at Alexandrowsk has gone to the
trouble of checking over all lists sent in. Most of our
committees have honestly striven to prepare these according
to instructions. We thank you most heartily. Not all of the
things are new; but most of them are good. The A. M. R.
can only distribute what was sent. It is a gift. Therefore,
please:
“Persons who are working in families and receive
clothes as pay, will receive none from the A.M.R. this time,
since those who are able to hire help will certainly not
expect the A.M.R. to pay their wage.
“The unit values on all goods are fixed by the A.M.R.
and under no circumstances is it permitted to deviate from
these.
“For the sake of all concerned, and especially as an
object lesson, we took great pains to show no favoritism.
Some local government officials, and particularly Red news
papers cultivated an attitude of suspicion about our handling
of clothing. Thus when the shipment arrived they fre
quently prejudiced the minds of the popula'ce. Under pre
vailing conditions it was no wonder that there were some
suspicions, before the general public as well as the officials
understood our earnest aim to be true and fair in all our
dealings; but when they saw how it was done without fa
voritism they were pleased.”

There were innumerable obstacles and delays. At
times it seemed the task could not be carried through.
We were human. The labor union interfered. Some sta
tistics were wrong. Mails were delayed. Bad weather
set in. The private packages were a bone of contention.
There was a car shortage; the Government, too, had its
difficulties; and even when loaded, cars stood on the tracks
for days—because some railroad chief was on a trip, and
his assistant refused to sign the way bills. We would not
resort to bribes as is the general practice there. But once
the railroad had released the goods to our local commit
tees then the clothes were soon doing service for thousands
of appreciative people, as many letters attest and we were
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personally assured. I shall quote from just one such
letter at the close.
The readers have been initiated enough into the
method of handling the clothing problem so that probably
the simplest way to explain the manner of final distribu
tion will be to quote some of the instructions we gave our
village committees.
Preparing Clothing for Distribution.

1.
As hertofore the clothing will be distributed
without discrimination among Mennonites and non-Mennonites in proportion to population...................... Clothes for men
and for women must be kept apart throughout.
2. Sort the goods of each kind into four sizes thus:
Ages 0—4; 5—9; 10—14; and 15—up. Where prac
tical more divisions may be made.
3. Each article is then marked thus: Serial Number
.........; Size............ (Large, Medium, Small) and under a line,
Value.......... (Giving there the “Unit” value as indicated on
the A.M.R. Unit List). The tag will then read some
thing like' this: 34L which means, Article No. 34, Large,
worth 12 Units.
4. The goods are now to be laid out in the “Store”
according to serial numbers, and in such a way that
only the committee members and its employees, but not
the populace, can handle them. (We had such a “Store”
in every one of the more than 100 villages.) The maxi
mum of Units that may be given one person is 50 for
those over 14 years old; 40 for those from 5 to 14 incl.;
and 30 for those under 5 years old.
Distribution.

1. In larger villages it may be advisable to have
women come first.
2. To avoid disorder let those who are entitled to
clothes draw lots to determine who shall be served first.
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But remember, no one dare select his clothes—they must
be handed out as numbered serially.
3. For the sick and children others may get clothes.
4. In every case things gotten must be taken for the
respective age as long as there are any.
5. The “Credit Slips” are issued and signed in ink
by the village committee, and handed out on the day of
distribution. They bear the Number, Name, Age, and
Credit Units due as shown in the Credit Column. No
clothes can be gotten without a credit slip.
6. On the back of the credit slip write-the items
you need most in the order most needed. No one may
put down an article valued at more than 5 Units if he has
two or more such articles; nor is it permitted to write
the same article twice. (Exceptions, things that go in
pairs or sets.) At the end of the distribution it may be
necessary to make exceptions.
7. The A.M.R. Unit List shall be hung up so that
those entitled may see what is on hand and the value of
each article. (So as to be able to note down the things
needed on the back of their credit slips.)
8. The Credit Slip is then handed to the clerk, who
takes the unit value on the back of the slip as it appears
on the article. But the clerk shall not give any more
units than his credit slip calls for, and clothes must be
given and taken by serial number.
9. The recipient then signs the credit slip and gives
it to the committee secretary as a receipt. After the
secretary has compared the credit slip with the statistical
list and has there checked goods given, the recipient leaves
the room with his clothes.
10. No goods shall be handed out without receipt.
11. The committee is not allowed to exchange things.
With consent of the village committee recipients may
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afterwards exchange things to fit among themselves; but
no donated clothes are to be sold.
Remnants.

The village committees shall distribute any remain
ing clothes to the most needy in their village within two
weeks, taking receipt therefore.
Reports.

1. Every A.M.R. committee that distributes clothes
shall immediately after such work is completed make a
full report on all clothes and remnants distributed. The
statistical list shall be sent along as part of this report.
2. All receipts shall be pinned together and kept by
the volost committee for the A.M.R. (Here I might add
an Office Rule; All information, data, statistics, etc., gath
ered by the A.M.R. by letter or employees, is private
property of the A.M.R. hence none of it shall be given
out to any one without special order to do so.)
Mistakes.

If a committee is convinced that any one has reported
falsely or that there is a mistake, then the credit slip is
to be withheld until the matter can be corrected. Any
mistake we may have made will gladly be corrected.
These gifts are accompanied by thousands of sincere
good wishes from across the water; may they be a boon
to many here and a pleasing echo to the Father of us all,
is the wish of
The American Representatives.

How did it all work out? The system was not per
fect. No system is. And I prefer to let others answer
the question. We had many favorable comments. I shall
insert just one, which was written on Christmas day:
“Herewith we wish to report to you that the clothes
intended for the N— section have come into our possession.
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The distribution to the villages is mostly completed. Just
as soon as the news that the clothing was here, reached the
villages, the representatives from there streamed to the
volost office, and after a ten-hour session, lasting till 4
A. М., the volost committee was in the most happy posi
tion immediately to deliver the goods to the village team
sters. The clothing was not delayed a single day, but—in
accordance with the expressed wish of the A.M.R. was to
be distributed for use as soon as possible.
“In the name of the representatives of the several vil
lages we wish to express our most heartfelt thanks. This
aid, too. has exceeded our expectations. As the realized
yearnings of the heart are mostly washed away with weep
ing, thus the receipt of these things will be sealed with
many a thankful tear.
“You cannot imagine with what longing this gift was
awaited! In the name of all permit us to say, ‘God recom
pense you!’ ”

Thus these little things that some thoughtful sewing
society or individual put into a package here in America
were the means of making many hearts glad seven thou
sand miles away. Was it not worth while?
“Unto the least of these—”
You did it, Friends!
You took the golden keys,
Heaven extends.
“Unto the least of these—”
Though far away—
You let your love increase
While yet ’twas day.
“Unto the least of these—”
Christ said, “means Me.”
He is our Prince of Peace—
He makes us free!”
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Unit List
For Men.
Suit ............................................ 30
Work Pants ............................... 10
Work coat ................................. IS
Underpants ....................................... 8
Felt boots .................................... 12
Leg-g-ings ........................................ 5
Rubbers ............................................ 5
Necktie ............................................. 3
Mittens, gloves ................................. 4
Shirt .................................................. 8
Underwear, piece ............................. 8
Trousers ...................................... 10
Suspenders ....................................... 5
Hat ....................................................5
Coat ............................................ IS
Union suit ................................... 15
Cap ................................................... 3
Overcoat ..................................... 25
Fur coat .......................................35
Rain coat .................................... 15
Shoes, pair .................................. 10
Military shoes ............................ 12
Boots .......................................... 15
Socks ................................................ 3
Straw hat .......................................... 3
Stockings ..........................................5
Light overcoat ........................... 20
U Shirt .............................................. 8
Sweater ....................................... 10

Jacket
..................... 10
Union
suit ..................... 15
Shawl,
large ...................... 10
Shawl,
small ..................... 4
Dress ........................................ 25
Cap ........................................... 3
Muff ......................................... 5
Coat .......................................... 25
Fur Coat ................................... 35
Fur collar .................................. 5
Wristlets ................................... 3
Skirt .......................................... 10
Rain coat .................................. 15
Shoes ........................................ 10
Apron ........................................ 5
Waist ........................................ 4
Stockings .................................. 5
U shirt ...................................... 8
Petticoat ................................... 10
Blankets
Child’s ....................................... 3
Light double ............................ 12
Light single .............................. 8
Military ..................................... 18
Heavy double ........................... 18
Heavy single ............................ 10
Wool double ............................. 18
Wool single .............................. 10

Small Children

Sundry Articles.

(0 to 4 years.)
Dress .......................................... 10
Other things .....................................3
Coat ........................................... 10
Stockings ......................................... 3
Diapers ............................................ 3
Shoes ................................................ 5
Other things like for older
children.

Ribbon, 3 arschin ..................... 1
Sheets ....................................... 8
Straw sacks ............................... 8
Towel ........................................ 3
Comb ........................................ 3
Pillow ....................................... 5
Pillow slip ................................ 3
10 buttons ................................. 1
Clothes ibrush .......................... 5
Light goods 1 arschin ..
1
Heavy, 1 arschin ...................... 2
Blue denim, 1 ........................... 3
Shoe laces ................................ 1
4 Needles ............................... 1
5 Knitting needles .................. 5
1 large crochet needle ..
1
Soap, 1 piece ............................ 2
Scissors .................................... 10

For Women.
U pants ............................................ 8
Blouses ............................................ 8
Felt Shoes .................................. 10
Leggings ..................................... S
Gloves .............................................. 4
Shirts ................................................ 8
Ha*ts ............................................... 5
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Sole leather ..............................
3 Handkerchiefs ......................
Table cloth ...............................
Cotton batting .........................
Wool for 1 pair
stockings .............................
Spool thread .............................
Large spool ..............................

3
1
8
8
3
1
2

For Children.
(5 to 14 inclusive)
Boy’s suit ................................. IS
Leggings .................................. 5
Blouse ...................................... 5
Shirt ......................................... 5
U pants .................................... S
U suit ....................................... 10

Overcoat
........................ IS
.............................. 4
Stockings
All other things like for
adults.
For Girls.
Leggings
.............................. 5
Shirt ............................................. S
Dress .......................................... 10
U suit .......................................... 10
Coat ........................................... IS
Skirt ............................................. 7
Stockings
.............................. 4
Petticoat
.......................... S
U Clothes
each .......................... 5
All other things like for
women.

FOOD AND CLOTHING REMITTANCES
CHAPTER VIII
When the news of the suffering in Europe caused by
the great war and the attendant pestilence and famine
reached America, the people opened their purses to help
as they, and perhaps no other nation, had ever done
before. Impartially, too; for after the first great suffer
ing in Belgium and France had been relieved, and the war
ended, then America gave food and clothing wherever
there was great need, even in Germany and Austria, her
erstwhile enemies. To the thoughtful observer in Europe
it was evident, and still is, that America did more after
the war “to make the world safe for democracy” than
she had in all the sacrifices of the great conflict.
The American Angle of the Plan

Early in the period of relief activities it became ap
parent that some way should be provided for individuals
in America to help their relatives and friends in Europe.
In normal times this had been easy enough, but the up
heavals of war, and the aftermath of bitterness and dis
trust, had disrupted transcontinental communications of
all kinds. It was to remedy this condition that the A.R.A.
devised the so-called food and clothing remittance system.
In addition, this system provided a very satisfactory sup
plement to the program of kitchen feeding.
Its method was as simple as it was practical and
consisted in the advancing of ten dollars to the A.R.A.
here in America, for which that organization agreed to
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deliver a definitely described variety and quantity of food
to some designated person or persons in the land of
famine. As with everything else, difficulties arose in con
nection with this method that threatened to hinder theentire feeding program. One of the main objections
raised to start with, was that it would feed just a favored'
few and let the others starve, which necessarily would
lead to envy, jealousy and strife, perhaps upheavals and
violence. But since it was only a supplement to the gen
eral child-feeding plan, it was possible to off-set this by
the proviso that one-fourth of the food thus purchased,
would be deducted from the portion allotted to the indi
vidual, and added to the general child-feeding fund. This
raised the price of the food that was sent from individual
to individual by one-fourth, but automatically swelled the
general child-feeding fund. Thus the objection of the
general public would be silenced by the fact that every one
giving special aid, in proportion supported the general
feeding plan. On the other hand this food-draft system
increased the amount of money given for the destitute
considerably, because many a person, who perhaps thought
that he had already given all that he ought to give, when
appealed to by an opportunity to reach a friend or rela
tive, would provide another ten dollars or more.
(See Appendix II for full text of the A.R.A. Food
Remittance Agreement with the Russian Government.)
In order to make it easier for the needy abroad to
make direct appeal to their friends in America the A.R.A.
issued application cards for food-drafts. These were fur
nished to people in Russia, who then filled in the names
and addresses of their friends in America. And how
anxious the people were to have friends in America to
whom they could appeal. When individuals had no ac
quaintances in America, they would write the names and
addresses of any person of whom they had heard. If
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some one had written to a friend in America who had
responded quite liberally, he would share his joy with his
neighbors and friends who would then also send requests
to some person in America regardless of blood relation
ship or acquaintance. One well-to-do American brother
reported to me in the following words: “I felt with those
poor starving people, and when a request came for a fooddraft, I always sent one; but they are coming so thick
that I hardly know what to do.”
Even though there was a provision in the agreement
to prevent abuse, nevertheless it could not be avoided
entirely; for it occasionally happened that some person
who was himself personally known in America, or had
somehow secured a number of addresses, would send out
as many as twenty or more requests, in the hope that
should a number miscarry, the others might bring food
for himself and his children. As a result some people
received rather more than their share of food-packages,
while others just as needy received none. For this reason,
we were obliged to counsel American friends to make
most of their contributions to the general fund and buy
food-remittances only when they wished to help special
friends or acquaintances. For child-feeding, ten dollars in
the general fund would go a good deal farther than a
food-remittance of the same amount.
Contents of Food and Clothing Remittance
Packages

The content of the ten dollar food-remittance pack
age (in Russia they called it “Pacilka”) was as follows:
49 pounds of white flour; 25 pounds of rice; 15 pounds
of sugar; 10 pounds of bulk lard or an equal amount of
bacon; 3 pounds of tea; and twenty tins of condensed
milk. In the accompanying illustration you see the satis
fied villager standing beside the food purchased by a ten
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dollar remittance order just handed out to him. It was
the cause of great rejoicing when he reached home.
A similar arrangement was made for the clothing
remittances. The agreement read virtually the same and
one-fourth of the purchase price was taken for general
clothing supply and distribution.
The package to be delivered to the beneficiary for
each $20.00 clothing remittance contained approximately
the following material:
1.
Four and two-thirds yards all wool cloth in dark
colors, sufficient to make one outfit for either man or
woman, or for outer garments for two children.
2. Four yards lining for the above.
3.
Sixteen yards of muslin, sufficient for four suits of
underwear.
4.
Eight yards flannelette, sufficient for either two
men’s shirts or two women’s shirt-waists.
5.
Buttons and thread sufficient to make up the above
articles.

The A.R.A. reserved the right to make variations
in the contents of both classes of remittances as seemed
expedient, to which the purchaser must submit, for he was
not permitted to vary the content.
The clothing remittance was never used very ex
tensively by the American Mennonites, for it supplied
things which might at least partly be classed as luxury.
It was possible to render greater aid with the same amount
of money, when less expensive yet just as serviceable
clothing was sent, either such as was prepared by our
sewing societies or else given by individuals. The sewing
societies of the Mennonite Church deserve special mention
for the large amount and the good quality of the wearing
apparel that they contributed.
So
much for the American angle of the food and
clothing remittance operation. It will doubtless be of
interest to the donors to become acquainted with
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The Beneficiaries of the Food and Clothing
Remittances

We shall now try to give a glimpse of the people
from whom the requests came, and to whom the food and
clothing were delivered.
A multitude of people with starvation staring them
in the face, having used every imaginable means of secur
ing food and raiment with but slight success, received the
unexpected good news, that there was within their reach
the means of obtaining food from the land of plenty
beyond the seas. The rejoicing that spread at the an
nouncement of the food and clothing remittance plan can
hardly be imagined. At no other time in the history of
the Mennonite people in Russia, had there been so much
talk of their friends and relatives in America. Those who
had been forgotten and perhaps in some cases slighted, in
the days of prosperity were now hailed as saviors in the
time of need. Mingled with the rejoicings over the op
portunity, expressions like the following were often heard:
“If I only knew where my cousin (or in some cases
brother or sister, uncle or aunt) lived in America. I
know that they would help us.” Many years ago these
friends had moved to America and communications were
broken in course of time. Now the sages of the villages
as well as old records were consulted most diligently in
order to learn the whereabouts of some one who might be
appealed to for help. For the sake of convenience, the
A.R.A. had provided a card which presented the desire
of the sender in both the Russian and the English lan
guage, and also provided space to fill in names and ad
dresses. These cards after having been filled out, were
forwarded by special courier to the border of Russia,
from where they were mailed in the usual way to their
destination, provided the addresses were complete. But
as was often the case, addresses contained only the name
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of the person and the state in which he was supposed to
live, and frequently only the name of the person and the
word “America.”
What should be done with these? To send them to
the dead letter office, would never do; for they repre
sented a heart-cry from some one in the clutches of the
famine, or perhaps the plea of a parent for the life of
his children. They could not be lightly dismissed, simply
because of their inaccuracy and incompleteness. They
were forwarded to the various Mennonite centers in
America, where every effort was made to bring the plea
for help to the proper person. No doubt some of these
miscarried, but nevertheless very much was accomplished
through the efforts of such men as J. G. Evert, J. F.
Harms, H. H. Neufeld, M. B. Fast, C. H. Warkentin
and others.
A very trying period for the petitioners from the
land of famine was the time between the sending of these
applications and the arrival of the first food packages,
which in most of the earlier cases took between two and
three months. Hope and despair as to whether there
would be any returns from these efforts often played hide
and seek in the minds of the famine stricken people.
Most of these requests had been sent in March and April,
but it was not until the end of May that the first returns
were received. _ After the middle of June and during July
and August, the precious “Pacilkas” came in larger num
bers.
To deliver these to the proper person now became
a far greater problem than the finding of the friend in
America because of demoralized traffic conditions in Rus
sia. Even dishonesty on the part of recipients had to be
carefully guarded against.
But still greater than the difficulty of delivering the
food was the joy of receiving such rare articles as white
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flour, sugar, lard, or bacon, etc. It was almost too good
to be true. The recipient of such a package of food was
considered a specially favored person; and the news of
the arrival of the first packages spread through the vil
lages in an incredibly short time. By means of an orig
inally designed “wireless,” in the form of an oral relay
race it went from neighbor to neighbor and village to
village.
As soon as the packages began to arrive in larger
numbers, provisions were made to secure and distribute
them more economically and efficiently. Instead of each
one traveling a long distance to the large city where the
A.R.A. made delivery, special escorts were engaged, who
received an official authorization from the community and
also one from the individual who had received notice that
there was a “Pacilka” for him. Eventually the packages
were brought in carload lots to the Mennonite centers,
from where they were then distributed to the individuals.
It was sometimes quite difficult to get the “Pacilka” to
the right person because of the many similar and like
names, and the incomplete addresses.
Human weaknesses weje sometimes evident among
the recipients of such an excellent quantity of food. Hun
ger and privations had so undermined the self-control that
occasionally too much rich food was eaten after a
long period of underfeeding, as was illustrated in the
village of К—. A loving father one evening brought
home one of these coveted packages to his family with
the remark, “Children, we have starved long enough.
Now we have supplies, and now let us eat!” They did
eat and enjoy, but the next morning the father was dead.
The rich food had been more than his famished constitu
tion could endure.
It has been established to the general satisfaction of
most relief workers, that the public kitchen feeding plan
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was the most efficient method of distributing food where
general famine conditions prevailed, and we concede the
first place to that form of relief-work, also for Russia,
because of its economy and fairness in the distribution of
the rations, and because all the food remained under the
direct control of the committee until received by the spe
cific individual for whom it was provided. The food-draft
system gave a larger amount of food into the control of
the individual at one time, who might or might not use
it advantageously; and further, there was the possibility
that a select number of individuals might receive the
food while others just as needy, or even more so, might
be overlooked. Nevertheless, as a supplement to child
feeding, this method proved very advantageous, because
it enabled one to help individuals who were not within
reach of the public kitchen, and provided a way for doing
something special for one’s relatives and friends.
The Arrival of the First Food Remittance Package

The people who received food packages, were really
grateful for them, as the following letter shows:
“Thou, О God, hast prepared of Thy goodness for
the Poor.” Psalm 68:10.
How inexpressibly great was the joy when in April,
1922, the first food-draft package arrived from America!
Since Christmas food had been getting scarcer and scarcer;
the slices of bread that were carefully passed on to each
child had been growing smaller and smaller. Finally, no
more bread graced our table. Hungry we sat down at the
table, partook quietly of the thin broth, and hungry we arose
again from the table. Pale and more pale grew the thin
faces of the children, and worried and more worried were
those of the parents. Only after one has been without the
daily bread for some time, can he learn to understand the
fourth petition in our Lord's Prayer, and to pray with a
sincerity that comes from the depths of the soul, “Give us
this day our daily bread.”
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Suddenly God’s answer to our petitions had come. The
children came running in one day, “Papa, mamma, A FOOD
PACKAGE FOR US has come! The man said so. Papa,
when shall we get it?” “Right away, children.” “May I
go along, papa?” “I too?” “Yes children, come.” The
push cart was brought, and away they marched in double
quick time to fetch the prized treasure of food.
Triumphantly the small band returned after a short
time. “Mamma, we have much, very much flour, and it is
all white!” “And rice, and tea,” so they called and shouted
in a jubilant chorus of children’s voices. “And some sugar
too!” called the smallest one as he gleefully waved his hand.
Christmas cheer and joy reigned supreme in the home.
With respectful anxiety the little ones encircled father and
mother as the packages were opened, and renewed cheering
broke out, as the treasures appeared one after the other.
“O mother, now you can bake bread again,” “and biscuits
too!” added the smallest one as his eyes sparkled. In deep
emotion mother folded her hands as she looked up and
breathed the words, “Dear Father in Heaven, we thank
Thee.”
“Our thanks, dear friends, a thousand thanks! May
God in grace reward your deed through all your life.”
P. J. Braun.

This story was repeated in many a letter that came
to me and to others. Oh, so often I wished that the kind
donors in far away America could have been present when
the packages arrived, that they might see the beaming
faces, and the sparkling eyes of the children, and the tears
of gratitude in the eyes of the parents. They would have
been richer by one of the purest and most beautiful joys
of their whole life.
What One Food Package Did

The following incident that came under my personal
observation will also help to visualize what repeatedly
happened, where these “pacilkas” were the direct means
of saving precious lives. A former teacher W—, was
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engaged by our representatives to serve on the general
Volost Committee at H—. As secretary of this com
mittee W— had rendered very efficient service for some
time. He gave practically all his time to the work, for
which we allowed him two meals a day. This may seem
unfair but was sufficient to keep him, and was justified by
the fact that we did not have enough food to make the
round providing one meal a day for the rest. If W—
had eaten these two meals, he would have fared well
enough, but he shared them with four members of his
family who were not yet admitted to our kitchen accord
ing to the rules that necessity required us to make. Con
sequently W— was underfed, which he dramatically told
me one morning when he came into my office with the
words, “Bro. Hiebert, look here,” as he held up his right
hand, which was considerably swollen, a sign that he was
dangerously undernourished and that death from starva
tion would result soon unless he received more food.
Those deep blue eyes looked straight into my face and
spoke more eloquently than words can. And this was the
message they gave me. “The man whose pen delegates
food to thousands is starving to death in our very kitchen.”
He said nothing further and went about his duties, but I
said to myself, “This will never do,” and set to planning
how I could provide an additional ration for this valuable
man, when all the food that our monthly budget would
purchase had already been assigned. It was not so easy
to give to one without taking from another.
A day or two after W— again came into my office,
still haggard and emaciated, but there seemed to be a
new light in his eyes. I knew something had happened,
and there was a new message for me, when he broke forth
with the glad news, “Bro. Hiebert, there is a ‘pacilka’ for
me at Alexandrowsk.” A new lease on life by the arrival
of a food-draft package. It came from his brother in
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America. Bro. W— ate of this wholesome American
food, completely recovered and sent this message, which
I had the privilege of delivering in person, “Brother, you
have saved my life.” Was it worth the ten dollars in
vested, to receive such a message from a brother? Does
relief work pay? Was it worth while to send food pack
ages?
Food and Clothing Remittance Agencies

The Contributions of J. G. Evert.—There were some
individuals in America who rendered an especially large
service in connection with the food and clothing remittance
program. One of these was J. G. Evert of Hillsboro,
Kansas.
Even though he had not walked for many years and
had not been able to leave his bed for a period of over
twenty-five years, he was among the very first of those
that participated in the relief work. Permit me to digress
and give you a pen picture of this remarkable man, for
such he was generally considered by all who knew him.
Earning his way through college by tutoring and
other work, he was suddenly taken down with rheuma
tism, which grew from bad to worse, in spite of what the
best physicians of various schools of medicine could do,
until it left him entirely helpless on a bed of pain. The
accompanying cut presents him as he appeared on his bed
of tribulation, radiating good will and cheer to all who
entered his room and to many who never had the oppor
tunity of seeing him but who learned to know him through
letters.
Such was his appearance, but his actual condition
would have placed most men, at least such as did not have
the lively hope through Christ in their hearts, in a state
of utmost misery and pity. His legs were both cramped
and all joints stiff and immovable; his left arm was dried
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up with the fingers closed almost in the shape of a fist,
every joint entirely stiff. His jaw was ossified, so that all
his food had to be administered in liquid form through an
opening made by removing his first molar tooth; his neck
too was stiff. All that he could use was his right arm
when suspended in a swing, and on his right hand he
could use the thumb and one finger. In spite of all these
handicaps, this wonderful man wrote thousands of letters.
Not only did he write very many letters, but he also
contributed regularly to a number of papers. For several
years he was editor of the Hillsboro “Vorwaerts.” Be
sides, he is the author of several most excellent tracts and
articles on the subject of prohibition. With a typewriter
placed within reach of his willing thumb, his right arm
hanging in a swing, line after line, conceived in that bril
liant, well trained mind, appeared on paper. However,
to make this possible he needed help to handle his machine,
shift the carriage or remove and feed new sheets of paper.
Providence had provided for this too in an invalid brother,
who could walk, even though with considerable effort, and
had enough use and control of his hands to lend the neces
sary assistance. For hours at a time, and during the
days of food-draft rush, from early morning till often
past midnight, these two men would work together with
out ever a word of complaint or murmuring, that came
to the notice of the public. While Jacob the elder, would
peg away on the keys to fill the line, David would sit
motionless near at hand with a small string attached to
the cylinder of the machine. As soon as the line was
complete the shift was made with one pull at the string.
Thus they proceeded from line to line until the letter was
finished or the page was full, when David, the quiet
brother of whom the world knew very little, would feed
another sheet of paper and set the machine ready for a
repetition of the former operation.

THE FAMILIAR TEX DOLLAR FOOD-DRAFT ORDER
Ready to be taken home to a needy family. It consisted of 49 lbs.
American flour, 25 lbs. rice, 15 lbs. sugar, 10 lbs. bulk lard, 1 lb. tea, and
20 tins of milk.

J. G. EVERT, HILLSBORO, KANS.
The man who was undaunted by physical handicaps.

CLOTHING WAREHOUSE SCENE—ALEXANDROWSK
Unpacking and sorting the clothing shipment. Twenty-five
worked two weeks on the big shipment of nine carloads of clothing.

persons
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But Bro. Evert’s mind was agile and active as his
body was helpless and passive. He was master of both
English and German, and a scholar in Greek, Latin and
Hebrew. He had a reading and writing knowledge of
seven additional modern languages of Europe, among
which was Russian. He was exceptionally well informed
on national as well as international issues.
His large sympathetic heart led him to follow closely
all the information that was given out relative to the
unfortunate, and the efforts that were being put forth to
render their situation more tolerable. So it is no wonder
that as soon as the monster of starvation and famine was
beginning to stalk about relentlessly among the nations of
Europe, Bro. Evert had all the information about the
situation that was obtainable. Not only did he know of
the misery and suffering, but his information usually in
cluded all the available means of rendering assistance.
Even though Bro. Evert was not called upon to serve
on any of the organized relief commissions, nevertheless,
he did very much to call such into existence through his
articles in various papers, generally read among the mem
bers of several conferences of Mennonites, especially those
who had emigrated to this country from Russia, Poland
and Germany during the last half century. He was in
vital touch with other relief organizations, such as the
American Red Cross, the Friends Service Committee, the
A.R.A., and the Near East Relief, which put at his dis
posal all their information about the needs and the best
methods of lending aid and getting food to the needy.
This important information he presented to the public
through the instrumentality of the press. His appeals for
help both informed the mind and touched the emotions,
thus making the public willing to contribute to worthy
causes.
In this way Bro. Evert was of very material assistance
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in sending help to Central Europe through the Friends
Service Committee in France, Belgium and Germany; and
later through our own representatives in Central Europe,
as related in another chapter, where we deal with relief
activities of the American Mennonites in Austria, Ger
many, Poland and other central European countries. But
where his greatest individual service was rendered, was in
connection with the filling out of applications for fooddrafts for the famine stricken people of Russia:
As soon as the arrangements had been completed be
tween the American Relief Administration and the Soviet
Government for this method of sending help to individ
uals, Bro. Evert had all the information, and acquainted
the public with the same, who took an immediate interest
from the beginning, because the heart and mind of the
American Mennonite had been prepared through the
orgies of the war, the good prices and good crops, but
more so by the reports of the intense suffering abroad.
Thousands were willing to spend ten dollars for the needy
but did not know how to go about ordering a food pack
age. It required a knowledge of both the English and
the Russian languages to completely fill out one of the
food-draft applications. As a result very many of those
living in the central states and especially those who knew
of Bro. Evert’s ability in this matter turned to him for
help. So it happened that the very modest home of this
invalid with his brother, and a very aged mother, became
the Mecca of thousands of such as wished to take advan
tage of the food-draft method of sending food to friends
and relatives in Russia. Many who were too far away
to call in person, sent their money and their addresses by
mail, all of which were taken care of as promptly as
possible. When requests from the needy in Europe began
to come in, a veritable deluge of food-draft applications
poured forth from Bro. Evert’s home.
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One of the greatest difficulties in connection with the
food-draft work was to locate the persons to whom the
request had been sent. Many of the thousands in Russia
who asked for help did not know the addresses of their
relatives. In such cases the cards were packed together
by our Mr. Miller in Moscow and sent to Bro. Evert in
Hillsboro, in the hope that his large acquaintance and
untiring efforts would enable him to locate the persons
sought. In this work very valuable service was also ren
dered by Rev. J. F. Harms, who, though old in years,
worked with untiring energy in cooperation with Bro.
Evert to provide food and raiment for the brethren abroad
by means of the food remittances.
The number of applications thus taken care of by
Bro. Evert and his assistants, soon amounted to the thou
sands; and as the time approached when no more applica
tions could be sent, there were so many requests that they
sometimes worked from five o’clock in the morning until
two o’clock at night. On March 15, 1923, when the last
applications for food-drafts were accepted, he was kept
very busy all day. After all was completed and no more
could be written, Bro. Evert transmitted the money and
the last of the $89,000.00 worth of applications to the
First National Bank with these striking words, “I have
written the last food draft application. MY WORK IS
DONE.”
That very night he took sick with the influenza. He
grew rapidly weaker* losing consciousness the next day,
and in another day or two, that heroic soul who had so
long inhabited what was only a wreck of a body, took
flight. Bro. Evert was called home to his reward. In
the Name of Christ he had spent his last energy to feed
and clothe the brethren. We literally have an example
of a life worn out in the service of others. May the man,
who under an almost impossible handicap rose to the
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heights of heroism, rest in peace. He shall not soon be
forgotten.
Services of Other Agencies. Other centers where food
and clothing applications were filled out in large numbers
are the following: The home of М. B. Fast, Reedley,
Cal., rendered service in this work to the extent of
$10,480.00; in the office of C. F. Classen, Newton, Kans.,
Treasurer of the Emergency Relief Commission of the
General Conference, applications totaling $39,940.00 were
filled out and forwarded to the American Relief Commis
sion of New York; a fourth center of food draft activity
was located at the Mennonite Publishing House at Scottdale, Pa., where Rev. H. H. Neufeld, editor of the
“Rundschau” filled out and forwarded a very large num
ber of food-draft applications. Work of a similar nature
on a smaller scale was done at a number of other places,
for which I do not have statistics, but according to the
estimate of some A.R.A. officials, the total runs well over
$200,000.00.

AMERICAN MENNONITE RELIEF FORDSON TRACTORS
Tractors with American plows operating near Alexandrowsk, Ukraine.
This is the official opening of reconstruction work with government
officials on the ground. October 1921.

AIO DE RN AND PRIMITIVE MODES OF FARMING
An American Fordson tractor in repair, and an improvised vehicle with
the family cow hitched to it.

A HARVESTING SCENE
Cutting A. M. R. barley with American machinery.
the crop were used the next year to feed the starving.

The

returns

from
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A RUSSIAN HARVEST SCENE
Note the want of machinery and the abundance of labor.

AX UP-TO-DATE THRESHING MACHINE
As used in the good old times before the war. Machine is run by a
four-horse gas engine.

PRIMITIVE GRAIN THRESHING
A complete thresher outfit, such as was quite common in Russia.

READY FOR THE FIELD
A typical outfit to haul feed in Russia.

RECONSTRUCTION WORK IN RUSSIA
CHAPTER IX
Stimulus Leading to the Undertaking of
Reconstruction Work

Feed the hungry! Clothe the naked! was the slogan
of the American Mennonites when they ventured upon
the Relief work in Russia, but farsighted people, who
thought for the future as well as for the present soon
began to realize that to keep the people alive for the time
being was only one phase of our obligations, the other
being to help them become self-supporting as soon as
possible. Sound reasoning taught that the cheapest food
that we could get to them would be the food we helped
them raise for themselves; and the cheapest clothing that
we could furnish them would be that which they wove
and spun with their own hands of the wool from their
own sheep; or what they could obtain in exchange for
things they produced themselves. With these facts in
mind Reconstruction Work was undertaken along the fol
lowing lines: The Shipment and Distribution among the
Colonies of Fifty Tractors; The Purchase and Resale on
Credit of Horses and Sheep; The Supply of Seed Grain;
and The Encouragement of Home Industries.
Suggestions of the “Studien Kommission”

Probably the first stimulus for this work came from
the “Studien-Kommission,” sent out by the Mennonites in
Russia to study carefully colonization possibilities. These
men were of a practical bent of mind, who from the first
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realized that the emigration at best could not be accom
plished in a short time, therefore they recommended that
reconstruction-plans should be included in relief projects,
suggesting however, that all assistance for reconstruction
work should not be given outright but on a loan basis.
This would be better for the donors as well as for the
beneficiaries. They had complete confidence in their peo
ple and took it as a matter of course that they would
make good as soon as they were given an opportunity,
and would from a point of self-respect be only too glad
to reimburse their benefactors as soon as conditions per
mitted.
The members of the Commission, being well in
formed on the conditions of both agriculture and industry
in their communities, were convinced that rehabilitation
without outside help would necessarily be slow. Too slow
for the best interest of the poeple, since a long period of
depression following one of oppression would necessarily
affect the morale of any people. A long period of pov
erty and want would also seriously endanger their splendid
educational system, of which they were justly proud.
Then there were the special institutions, such as old
people’s homes, orphanages, hospitals, asylums, etc.,
of which they had not a few. All of these had been
liberally supported during better times, and had been in
an excellent condition. The wealthier people had quite
generally taken pride in being recognized as liberal con
tributors to these worthy enterprises.
Reports of Our Field Workers

The opinions of the “Studien-Kommission” were fur
ther supported by the reports of our field-workers, who
were on the ground and had first hand knowledge of
prevailing conditions. They urged prompt aid in recon
struction for the sake of the schools. They wrote that
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teachers were dismissing their schools and returning home
with the pupils, because it was in vain to try to teach
when the pupils sat dull and listless, instead of doing
their work or listening to the lectures and explanations.
When urged to work the children pathetically reply,
“Teacher, we cannot. We are too hungry.” Another
reason for alarm was the persistent effort on the part of
the Soviet authorities to take over all of the schools and
introduce in them communistic and atheistic teaching.
Similarly, the impoverished asylums, hospitals, etc., were
in need of support from America in a way that would
assure the possibility of their continued operation.
But how could the people support their institutions
if they themselves were in need? The Russian Menno
nites were almost entirely dependent upon agriculture, and
agriculture was in a deplorable state. Only a small part
of the land was being cultivated, and that insufficiently,
because of a lack of horses. The great war had taken
many of the best of these, the revolutions had reduced
the number still more and the lack of feed during the
famine claimed a large per cent of those that remained.
The following statistics, gathered in the Ukraine in the
summer of 1922, in preparation for the tractor program,
give a good idea of conditions at that time.
In the settlements where the drouth had not been so
severe—New York, Memrik, Gruenfeld, and Sagradowka
—there was one horse to every four and one-half or five
persons. In Gnadenfeld and Chortitza Volosts there was
one horse to every seven persons. In Nicolaipol Volost,
one to eight and one-half persons. In Halbstadt Volost,
one to twelve persons. The extreme case on record was
Lindenau, a village in the Halbstadt Volost, which had
only three horses for a population of over 500.
If the few horses that remained in the spring of
1922 had been well-fed, much could still have been ac
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complished. But the drouth of the previous year had
affected all vegetation, so that there had been very little
feed of any kind, not even roughage—and the horses
could do only about one third the normal amount of work.
In this emergency the people hitched up anything they
could—oxen, a few camels, many milk-cows, and all sorts
of combinations of these.
But many people had no live-stock left at all. In
their despair they dug the soil with spades and shovels in
order to plant some grain. I saw a Russian peasant man
and wife working the field together in the following man
ner. The family had no horse so the man walked ahead
and strewed some millet seed on the ground while the
woman with a small wooden rake was endeavoring to
put it under the soil. After the man was through with
his sowing, both man and wife hitched themselves to a
one-section harrow and dragged it across the field back
and forth. This man told us that all his children had
perished for want of food, and that he and his wife were
trying their best to produce something to keep themselves
alive through the next winter. He had eaten no bread
for two weeks, except such as was prepared from ground
up “kurai,” a Russian thistle.
Something had to be done to avoid recurrence of
existing conditions, and this help must come from abroad,
for the people were too far down to rise again without
outside help. There were various opinions as to what
method would be the most advantageous, some advised
buying horses, others suggested buying tractors and plows,
besides several other plans that were advocated.
Birth of the Tractor Movement

Reports of such conditions and needs sent to America
aroused the sympathy, first of a few individuals, later of
larger groups. Among the first to start the movement

A TYPICAL RUSSIAN OUTFIT
It is serviceable for all-around purposes.

A PLOWING SCENE
In the German Colony, Prischib, just to the North of the Molotschna.

THE AMERICAN TRACTOR PLOW IN ORENBURG
D. R. Hoeppner and government officials inspecting the newly arrived
A. M. R. tractor and plow.

A NATIVE RUSSIAN HOME
Preparing the house for winter with plaster consisting of ..mud and
water. This work is generally done by women.

THREE TYPES OF ARCHITECTURE
Native house construction as
Hoeppner in the foreground.

viewed

DUTCH WINDMILL
A familiar sight in most Rus
sian villages.

by

immediate

neighbors.

RUSSIAN WINDMILL
Such were used
and more ago.

.Mr.

twenty

years

MENNONITE HOSPITAL AT MUNTATJ
This is near Halbstadt, South ltussia. The equipment in hospital sup
plies had almost reached the zero point.
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was a prosperous farmer near Whitewater, Kansas, who
in his generosity, offered to pay for one tractor and plow.
This was taken up by Mr. J. G. Evert, who with his
influential pen brought it to the attention of others. Soon
responses came from different persons or groups offering
to pay for one outfit each. In a short time there were
provisions for fifteen outfits, most of which came from
the General Conference Mennonites of the Middle West.
Then the Executive Committee for Colonization,
realizing that the immigration of the Russian brethren to
America was rather distant, became interested, and began
to advocate the purchase of tractors and plows. They
interviewed the officials of the companies producing the
Fordson and the International tractors. These companies,
after some deliberation, offered special prices which made
the undertaking appear rather favorable.
The Executive Committee of the Mennonite Central
Committee, met at Philadelphia on June 24, and acted
favorably toward the purchase of Fordson tractors, and
Bro. Mumaw was delegated to go to Detroit for personal
investigation, with the understanding that if satisfactory
terms could be arranged, he be authorized to buy. About
the same time the Executive Committee for the Board of
Colonization took similar action, also sending their in
structed delegate to Detroit. These men met at Detroit
and completed the purchase under favorable terms. On
June 26 they purchased twenty-five Fordson tractors and
Oliver gang plows with twelve inch shares, together with
necessary spare parts. The shipment left New York July
24, 1922 for Odessa, just twenty-four days after the
order was given. The total cost of the shipment deliv
ered to Odessa, was $13,838.90. From Odessa to the
Mennonite Colonies transportation was free according to
our contract with the Soviet Authorities.
Bro. G. G. Hiebert, of Reedley, Cal., an experienced
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farmer, who had been well recommended, was appointed
by the Central Committee to take charge of the tractor
work in Russia. Mr. Hiebert sailed from New York on
the 4th day of July, and arrived at Alexandrowsk, Russia,
on August 1. When the news of the decision to send
tractors came to our representatives in Russia, they ar
ranged to meet in Moscow in order to work out and
present to the Soviet authorities plans of operation, such
as would safeguard our interests and enable us to give as
much help as possible to the needy people of Russia, both
Mennonites and others living in their immediate vicinity.
After careful consideration an agreement was worked out
and finally accepted by the Soviet Authorities.
Inaugurating Tractor Plowing

The tractor outfits in the first shipment were received
and unloaded at Odessa during the last days of August,
and transported to Alexandrowsk, our headquarters in
South Russia, as promptly as possible under the personal
direction of Bro. G. G. Hiebert, arriving there September
9.
That part of the shipment intended for the Chortitza
region was unloaded and assembled; while the other trac
tors were forwarded to the Molotschna.
Bro. Slagel reports that the number of horses, as
indicated in the earlier part of this chapter, and the
strategic locations of the Chortitza and Halbstadt Volosts
from the angle of transportation and the possibility of
arranging a workable plan, served as a basis for the
decision to begin work at those two places. The first
plowing was done near Alexandrowsk on September 15;
on September 22, eight outfits started plowing at Halb
stadt, and by September 23, all the outfits were at work.
A shortage of American personnel, difficulty in training
native chauffers to handle American machinery, new ma
chines which required careful working in, lack of autos
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to get about, rainy weather, heavy land, much of which
had not been worked from four to five seasons, fuel diffi
culties, all these militated against us in the undertaking.
“But whenever it was possible to plow, when there was.
not too much rain or frost—we plowed.”
“On December 1 the season closed. In Chortitza
we had been able to work nearly two-thirds of the time,,
in Halbstadt only about one-half the time. Notwith
standing all these hindrances and difficulties the 25 outfits
had plowed 3201 acres of land for the farmers, 182 acres
for institutions, 944 acres for the A.M.R.; and put out
48 acres of rye for others, and 714 acres for the A.M.R.”
The A.M.R. Grain Raising Venture

When first the American tractors arrived in Russia,
the Soviet officials were so enthused about the matter that
they were willing to put large tracts of land at the disposal
of the A.M.R. for the purpose of producing grain for
distribution in famine districts, instead of relying on the
importation of the same, as had been done through the
American Relief Administration in the previous year.
Our workers accepted this reasonable and practical plan.
They plowed and sowed rye in both of the Ukrainian
Districts where the tractors had been operating the first
fall. Of the Molotschna we have the following report
which in most particulars was similar in the Chortitza,
Orenburg, and Samara districts.
Our tractors plowed, sowed, and harvested by the
aid of American binders, which were still on hand from
the time of prosperity, 714 acres of rye, the grain which
can best cope with the rigors of a cold winter. Even
though it was rather late when our grain got into the
ground, the timely rains assisted in producing a fair crop
the following summer. Our American harvesting was most
extraordinary in the eyes of the natives, for in the Ukraine
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grain had never been cut with binders drawn by tractors.
At first the people were skeptical, and feared that the
tractors would ruin their binders, but after they saw the
wonderful progress that was made, anxiety was converted
into admiration and wonder. In a few days the grain
was cut and we were ready for threshing. But here we
had to rely upon a Russian machine because no American
machine was available. We therefore rented a steam
thresher from the Mennonites, hired Mennonite people to
do the work, and had the grain in the storehouse at
Halbstadt within thirteen days.
The whole amount of rye threshed was 7749 Pud, or
5166 bushels. Of this amount 1599 bushels were given
as payment for work, purchase of supplies and rental of
machinery; and the remaining 3467 bushels were used in
the general feeding. Besides this valuable grain we had
302 wagonloads of straw and 70 loads of chaff. Both the
straw and the chaff were given to poor families, who had
not the means of producing feed for their stock.
Russian Reactions to the Tractor Work

The following is an extract from a translation of a
letter received from the Tractor Committee of Halbstadt,
and shows the estimate which our Russian brethren place
on this phase of our work:
“The 20th of September was a day of great rejoicing
and anticipation for Halbstadt. It was on this day that the
first shipment of tractors arrived. For months the people
had been watching and waiting for the time; now they were
really here, and every one was anxious to see how they
looked; old and young, rich and poor, the hungry and the
satisfied—all were eager to get to the station and watch
them unload the “Wonderthing.” With joy and great
eagerness, the workers under the direction of G. G. Hiebert,
unpacked the parts, while the people watched with growing
interest. In a comparatively short time the machines were
put together and ready for work. It was quite a jubilant
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crowd that gathered around the tractors, as they left the
station headed by barefoot boys and girls. It was only
through the calm but firm voice of the director, that no
accidents accompanied this celebration. The tractors started
their work and the hardened Russian soil yielded to the
plowshares, beyond the expectation of those who watched
the proceedings. You could see in the expressions of their
faces great satisfaction and victorious joy, as they returned
to the village.
“And so the first day’s work of the tractors was ended.
The people soon got used to the machines but they did not
lose the interest. A few timid Jews would still stand at a
safe distance and watch them from afar, but even they were
finally persuaded to come nearer, and even to touch the
machine. In the first week of plowing there were very many
interruptions on account of the rainy weather, and because
the necessary fuel could not always be secured in time; but
at that they plowed for ten villages using seventeen tractors.
“Informed people are of the opinion that next to the
blessings of God, it will be the tractors that will rebuild
Russian
farm
industry.
Every
one
acknowledges
that
through the tractor work the axe is put to the root of the
famine. The kitchens of course have done their part. Great
areas were plowed and planted with rye. We wish to ex
tend our sincere thanks and gratefulness to the American
Mennonite Relief.”
Signed: The Tractor Committee of Halbstadt.
Letter from В.

B. Janz, President of Verband

From a letter written by В. B. Janz to Director
Miller, we take the following about the tractor situation:
“The first twenty-five tractors surely are doing a great
work; not through great speeches, but with sharp and shin
ing plowshares do they write the work of love in the
hardened Russian soil. This language is understood by the
Christians, heathen, and Communists. It is a loud testi
monial. We understand you very well. Thousands of
hearts, of tear stained eyes, encouraged hands, confirm our
thanks to згои.
“I wish to state especially to-day, that the promises of
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the A.M.R., to the Ukrainian government concerning the
tractor help from October 20, 1921 are fulfilled; and second,
that we Mennonites owe a thousand thanks. We do not
find the right word to express our feelings.”
Soviet Government’s Estimate of Our Work

“Judged from the standpoint of the Quantity of relief
goods brought into Russia the A.R.A. stands first; and then
follows the Nansen Mission and International Workmen’s
organization. But judging from the Quality (Nature of the
help) of the products which were delivered, the first place
goes to the French Red Cross, then the SECOND PLACE
GOES TO THE MENNONITES, and the fifth place is
occupied by the A.R.A.” (Bold face type is ours.)

We give this quotation to show how the Soviet Au
thorities appreciated our reconstruction program.
American Tractors Help Ukrainians

Peasants Surprised by Big Battery Plowing their Fields

(A Clipping from a Russian Paper)
“Alexandrowsk, Sept. 4, 1922.
“Townsfolk and peasants alike of this part of southern
Ukraine were scarcely able to believe their eyes recently
when 25 American tractors with plows attached, were put
to work in the fields near here, to prepare thousands of
acres for the fall seeding.......................When these queer looking
tractors were set up in the fields, and without being urged
by cries or whip, began the task of plowing, the peasants
shook their heads and said such ‘crawly things’ just could
not last. But before many days the peasants had become
tractor converts and most of them are hoping that the day
may come when they themselves may be able to own a
steam horse to work their fields. The tractors and plows
were brought here by the American Mennonite Relief Or
ganization, which is endeavoring to work out a plan for the
upbuilding of Russian agriculture.”
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Recognition by the A.R.A.

The American Relief Administration makes the fol
lowing official mention of our tractor work:
“The American tractors sent by the American Menno
nite Relief to South Russia are in successful operation, turn
ing the furrows for the reception of the fall planting. The
tractors at Chortitza are working on a twenty-four hour
schedule.—The government is supplying fuel and oil for the
tractors and seed for the fall planting.”

These and similar reports, and the pleas that came
in from many places in Russia for additional tractors,
indicate clearly that the work of the tractors was gen
erally considered a success. On October 23, 1922, a cable
gram from Director Miller says, “Rush second tractor
shipment to northern port, preferably Petrograd. Should
include equipment for lights.” Hereupon steps were taken
authorizing the purchase of another lot of 25 tractors in
duplicate of the consignment which had been sent to
southern Russia a few months earlier. At the same time
Bro. Mumaw, the Secretary-Treasurer, announced this fact
to the general constituency and asked for special contribu
tions to the tractor fund.
The second shipment of 25 Fordson-Oliver outfits,
together with one Ford touring car, left New York harbor
Dec. 23, 1922. Because of experiences with the earlier
shipment, the repair supplies were slightly changed to
accommodate local conditions, which made the total cost
of this shipment delivered at Odessa $14,660.74. Later
additional repair parts were sent upon request from Mos
cow to the amount of $2,297.30. The grand total outlay
for the two shipments of tractors, plows, repairs, etc.,
amounts to $30,796.94. Of this amount $14,960.87 was
contributed specifically for the tractors, the remainder was
supplied from the general fund, with the prospect that
this would be returned from the grain raised by the
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A.M.R. on land plowed and sowed by the tractors. A
further addition to this fund is anticipated from the final
sale of the tractors to villages and communities.
New adjustments to situations as they arose from
industrial or political conditions were almost without end
in such a country as we found Russia at the time of the
relief operations. Relative to the tractor work we note
the following as some of the many that deserve considera
tion in order to give the reader a more realistic view of
the situation. But just as no two seasons were exactly
alike, so we must remember that conditions and methods
differed with localities as well, in the vast area that came
into consideration, from the Crimea in the South to the
Orenburg District in the Northeast, adjoining Asia.
During the first season of the tractor plowing the
Soviet Government supplied the gas and oil, and also the
seed grain, while the A.M.R. furnished the tractors and
paid for the repairs and the labor; for the second season
the government refused to furnish gas, oil or seed grain,
so the A.M.R. furnished these, in addition to what it had
done before, without cost to the farmer. For the fall of
1923
it was decided that the farmers themselves, who
enjoyed the benefit of the plowing, should share in the
expense. After September 1, 1924, the farmer was asked
to pay for the previous year’s cost of the fuel and oil and
of sharpening the shares. By this arrangement the
farmer had one year’s credit, and paid from 33 to 50
cents per acre, while the A.M.R. bore the cost of about
70 cents per acre. Under these terms Bro. Yoder reports
that in the fall of 1923 they plowed 9176 acres for the
farmers, at a cost of $3782.61 to the farmers and
$6381.48 to the A.M.R. Since the tractors plowed deeper
than was plowed with horses this proved quite profitable
to the farmers for the next season, for when the drought
and heat came the grain in the shallow plowing dried up,
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while that on the tractor plowed ground brought fair
returns.
In the spring of 1924 four tractors were set to work
under special terms as an experiment, in order to test the
real practicability of tractors under Russian conditions,
and at the same time to enable the A.M.R. to assist more
farmers with the same capital. Under this plan the
farmers were expected to pay all the expenses, so that the
A.M.R. bore only the depreciation on the tractors. The
price of fuel and oil was relatively low; and as a result
this method found favor with the people, since the expense
was not heavy and the plowing was done much better than
that done with their poor horses. During the months of
April, May and June, 1076 acres were plowed under these
terms. By that time the demand for plowing became so
great that all the tractors were put to work under these
terms from the 19th of June. But this popularity could
not last. Difficulties and troubles came in, one of which
wras the charge that in this way the A.M.R. assisted those
villagers who were well-to-do, and able to pay, whereas
it had always been the policy of the relief workers to give
preference to such as were most in need. This was not
ideal and could be remedied in part, but the fatal objection
that arose against this method was the soaring of the
price of fuel and lubricants to such figures that plowing
under these conditions was decidedly unprofitable; as a
result the tractors all ceased plowing in July.
Final Disposal of Tractors

The above explanations give some idea of the much
spoken of tractor part of the reconstruction work. Suffice
it here to say that the movement had many advantages,
but also some disadvantages; it had a large number of
very warm supporters who were enthusiastic from start
to finish, and at the same time there were such that sup
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ported the movement half heartedly, and even some who
saw only the dark side of the undertaking. The final
generally accepted conclusion is, that while some things
doubtless could have been better and more advantageously
adjusted, the tractors brought much encouragement to the
oppressed people, and provided the means for raising a
large amount of food for the coming year, which greatly
helped to keep the people from starving. This assistance
was largely accomplished through the preparation of
thousands of acres of land for seeding for individuals,
institutions and villages. This was supplemented by the
grain that was raised by the A.M.R. and used for general
feeding and distribution among the needy.
It was clear from the beginning that if the tractor
undertaking was to be a success, it would be necessary to
find a suitable means of disposing of the outfits to the
people themselves. This led to various plans of disposal
and eventual sale. But all of the plans considered en
countered two chief difficulties; one was the lack of capital
to make the purchase, and the other was the unsettled
attitude of the government towards the various Mennonite
organizations and their programs, which made it necessary
ever to be on the lookout for proper terms from the
purchasers, and for methods that would not be displeasing
to the authorities.
Sales were all completed when our representatives
left Russia; but where supplies, such as grain, or horses,
were on hand, the matter of disposal was left in the
hands of trustworthy and efficient brethren. The fol
lowing is a sample of the first regular sale of fourteen
Fordson tractors to the Old-Samara group of villages.
Sale of Tractors to Mennonite Groups

In keeping with the original plan of the Committee
to eventually sell the tractors and plows to the Mennonites
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and then to utilize the funds in further relief, we give an
extract of the first sale.
1.
The American Mennonite Relief turns over to the
Union of the Alexanderthaler Mennonite settlement 14
tractors marked “Fordson” under the following terms:
a.
For each tractor the American Mennonite Relief
shall receive grain to the value of $560.00, which in turn
shall be used exclusively for relief work.
b.
For the use of the tractors in the work already
done 10% is to be deducted.
2. Terms of payment are:
30% on Oct. 20, 1923.
35% on Oct. 20, 1924.
35% on Oct. 20, 1925.
3.
The grain or the money is due at Moscow, figured
in American Dollars at the prevailing rates of exchange.
4.
The Alexanderthal Union is under obligation to
plow for the poorer, especially those who possess no horses.
5.
Th.e tractors remain property of the A.M.R. until
the last payment is made.
Signed:
A. J. Miller for the A.M.R.
F. F. Isaac, P. F. Froese, and C. F. Classen for
the All Russian Mennonite Agricultural Union.
H. Riesen for the Alexanderthaler Semonoje,
Chosjaistwo.
Supplying Horses to the Mennonites

Another form of reconstruction work consisted in
several attempts at supplying Mennonites with horses.
In certain districts of Yolynia, not so far from our Men
nonite settlements, horses were plentiful and could be
purchased at a low figure. Representatives were sent
there with $5000.00, which had been set aside by the
A.M.R. for this purpose. They purchased horses, brought
them to the villages and sold them at cost plus the expense
of transportation. The disposal of these horses is pictured
by one of the relief-workers in Chapter XII of this Report.
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The money thus received from the farmers, was to be
used to buy more horses, thus becoming a revolving fund.
This plan would have worked out quite well, if it had not
been for the fact that it became necessary to give the
farmers from ten days to six months time on their pay
ments for the horses. As it was, the fund was soon tied
up and the work halted.
According to records 203 horses at a total cost of
$10,554.00 were secured by the A.M.R. for the Menno
nite colonies in the Ukraine. This work also gave an
impetus to individual importation of horses so that, quite
a number of horses were bought with funds advanced by
individuals.
Under an agreement between the A.M.R., A. J.
Miller, Director, and the All-Russian Mennonite Agricul
tural Union represented by P. F. Froese, F. F. Isaak and
C. F. Klaassen, and the authorized representatives of the
Slawgoroder and Pavlodar Districts of Siberia, a horse
deal was made for the Orenburg and New Samara colo
nies. This agreement provided for the purchase of seed
grain for the first named districts, and the acceptance as
part payment therefor, immediately after seeding time,
of 125 horses in condition for farm-work. These horses
were to be delivered to a special representative of the
A.M.R. and a representative of the Mennonite settlement
in Europe that wanted the horses. By this plan the same
capital served to secure horses for the Orenburg Menno
nites and seed-grain for the Siberian Mennonites. This
all looked very good. It was decided to drive the horses
across the country. But before the drivers reached their
destination they said that the trip was too much for the
horses, and sent them by rail the remainder of the way.
This raised the cost of the horses above their real value,
so that some of them had to be auctioned off at a loss.
Another great annoyance in this as in all commercial
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The Sheep and Wool Industry

Another form of relief work consisted in the invest
ment of funds in sheep, which were sold to the villagers
on credit, in order that they might obtain wool to spin
and weave into clothing. In 1924, 139 sheep valued at
$350.00 were thus given to the people. In Siberia this
method of relief was later extended very advantageously.
Mr. Wittenberg, our representative in Siberia, writes
that of seventy-five families that he visited there was not
one where each member of the family had a shirt. In
sixty families there was no underwear whatever, and no
bed-clothing. They had no beds, and a heap of straw
served the half naked children as sleeping quarters. At
another place, the home of a widow with children, he
saw only the woman. When he inquired as to the where
abouts of the children she said, “They are behind the
stove.” He found that the children, among them a girl
of eighteen, were practically without clothing. Something
had to be done in such cases, but since it was very difficult
to send clothing, or buy it over there, some other plan
had to be found.
After considerable reflection and discussion we ar
rived at our spinning and weaving plan, which was brought
to the attention of the people by announcing throughout
the villages, that the A.M.R. would provide for every
needy person an opportunity to get clothing. The plan
was this: We would furnish the wool and all who would
receive food from the A.M.R. would be required to do a
certain portion of the work connected with the weaving
industry, either to wash the wool, spin the threads, or
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weave the cloth. The cloth was the property of the
A.M.R. and distribution was made according to the needs
in the villages, which included generally those who did
the work. By the end of the year the greater number of
villages had taken up the plan and were busy spinning and
weaving, thereby securing for themselves the necessary
food and at the same time producing clothing for the
population. This may appear as though we were resort
ing back to primitive methods and ancient modes of liv
ing, and it was; but where civilization, including all accu
mulated wealth and means of exchange of products have
been ruthlessly destroyed, the desire to live prompts peo
ple to resort to any way or means of supplying the ne
cessities of life.
Concluding Remarks

Reconstruction in Russia is still far from being com
pleted. That will take many more years as will be evident
to any one familiar with what has happened in that
country during the last ten years. The aid given by the
American brethren, as briefly stated in this chapter, was
necessarily very limited, considering the great need and
the large number concerned. It was but a temporary
relief to tide the people over a crisis, to give them a
chance to find themselves, to gain new courage and to
enable them to take over the heavy burden of rehabilita
tion.
Reports and pleas from Russia have ceased to come
in as they did a few years ago, and one is inclined to
think that all is now well—that prosperity has returned
as a result of the “great Experiment,” as one of the
Russian leaders has found convenient to call the revolu
tion and the Soviet regime. It would be far from correct
to think that normal conditions of pre-war days had re
turned, yet we gladly concede that conditions are now less
strained than they were during the first years following
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the revolution. This improvement has been helped along
by a number of factors, among which we might mention
the following:
1.
Crops have been better, more acreage is culti
vated since famine has passed and the thought and interest
of people is no longer so much occupied with revolution
and the fear of bandits; and further it has been possible
to accumulate some reserves which can be transported to
placcs short in food products.
2.
Emigration to other countries, especially to Can
ada has materially helped by reducing the number of
inhabitants that had to be fed from the limited allottments of land. Remembering that over 18,000 Menno
nites have emigrated to Canada alone out of a total
population of about 100,000, we can readily see that the
effect must have been quite evident.
4.
Reconciliation to one’s fate has ever been a most
effective means of relieving strained feelings, which made
conditions appear unbearable at first.
4.
Purposeful adaptation to the new, perhaps un
desirable, but inevitable conditions of life has done much
to improve the morale of the people. They have learned
to get along under conditions which would have been un
thinkable in pre-war days. Demands are less and life
is much simpler. The wants have decreased to conform
to the decreased capacity to supply; and conditions may
appear quite good in comparison to what they were during
famine times. On the other hand necessity is the mother
of invention, and our people have learned to produce
more under prevailing conditions and with available means
than they at first thought possible.

RELIEF AND RECONSTRUCTION IN SIBERIA
CHAPTER X
Alvin J. Miller
To the average American the name Siberia suggests
a wild region, a frontier wilderness, a place of dreary
exile. It is however more like the western half of North
America, with its vast plains and high mountains, with
the cold of Alaska and the heat of Mexico.
Deep in the prairies of Siberia, several hundred miles
south of Omsk, are Mennonite settlements numbering
about 17,000 souls. Our first contact with these brethren
was brought about in a unique manner. Our Western
Mennonites had sent M. B. Fast and Wilhelm Neufeld to
convoy a shipment of clothing from California to this
settlement via Vladivostok. There the shipment was held
and finally the two men returned home. In June 1922
we were requested to confer with the Government at
Moscow relative to forwarding the goods to their destina
tion. By this time the obliging Mr. Lander was the Gov
ernment representative for relief organizations and by
August we had not only permission to bring in the 88
cases of clothing, weighing about a ton, free of duty, but
also the promise of free transportation all the way from
the Pacific Coast to Omsk. Both points were granted on
the basis of our A.M.R. Moscow relief agreement though
the Government was under no obligations to transport our
supplies free of cost from the Pacific coast. It was an
indication of the Government’s favorable attitude toward
the A.M.R.
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It was not until near the end of 1922 that appeals
for general help came from Siberia. There had been a
drought. In some villages the local officials had illegally
confiscated much of the grain and live-stock. In the course
of time some of these officials were imprisoned for their
predatory acts, but that did not restore the food. Many
farmers did not have grain enough to provide both food
and seed. We tried to ship American food supplies from
Ufa, where Col. Bell, the A.R.A. District Supervisor,
sought always to give us every possible assistance, but by
the time delivery was to be made, the Government did not
permit transportation across the boundary of European
Russia into Asiatic Siberia. Therefore instead of supply
ing food, it was arranged that they live on their own
small grain supplies, and that the A.M.R. supply seed.
In April, 1923 a delegation of three men bearing
credentials from the Slavgorod and Pavlodar Mennonite
communities appeared in Moscow to ask help for their
people. Out of about 17,000 in their colonies, approxi
mately 5,000 did not have food of their own. By this
time the grain supply was very small. If used for food,
there would be no seeding and no crop for the next har
vest; if used for seed, there would be increasing hunger
from March to October. It was perfectly clear that help
should be given. But how?
The difficulties were innumerable: Siberia was still
under military control; it was far away from Moscow,—
about five days and nights by train; supervision would be
extremely difficult; and the community had become dan
gerously demoralized.
The problem was thoroughly discussed with the offi
cial representatives of the Mennonites—Froese, Klassen,
and Isaak, located in Moscow, as well as with the Siberian
delegation. We formulated a plan that marked a new
departure in the A.M.R. methods of work. Instead of
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helping through donations, a loan was arranged—a loan
of seed grain, to be repaid in part with horses, and in part
with grain, after the harvest. Such a loan required guar
antees which were undertaken by the three Siberian dele
gates, signing for all the Mennonites of the Pavlodar and
Slavgorod settlements, and further by the plenipotentiaries
in Moscow of all Russian Mennonites outside of the
Ukraine and Crimea—the founders of the Allrussicher
Mennonitischer Landwirtschaftlicher Verein. A transla
tion of the contract follows:
Moscow, April 24, 1923
Contract-Agreement
between the American Mennonite Relief
and the Plenipotentiaries of the Organization Committee
of the Allrussicher Mennonitischer Landwirtshaftlicher Ver
band and the Plenipotentiaries of the Mennonites of the
Slavgorod and Pavlodar regions.
The American Mennonite Relief, Director in Russia,
Alvin J. Miller, party of the first part; the Plenipotentiaries
of the Organization Committee of the “Allrussicher Menno
nitischer Landwirtschaftlischer Verband”—Peter Fr. Froese,
Franz Fr. Isaak and Cornelius F. Klassen, and the Plenipo
tentiaries of the Mennonites of the Slavgorod and the Pavlodor Districts—Johann A. Reiiner, Heinrich H. Friesen,
and Peter P. Petkau, parties of tne second part, have made
the following agreement:
(1)
The American Mennonite Relief loans to the “Ver
band” Five Thousand Dollars ($5,000.00) for the Menno
nites of the Slavgorod and Pavlodar Districts for the pur
chase of seed grain.
(2)
This sum will be loaned by the A.M.R. to the
Organization Committee of the “Verband,” for the Menno
nite settlements of the Slavgorod and Pavlodar districts as
a seed loan, and must be repaid in the following manner:
1. After seed time, not later than June 10, this year, 125
usable work-horses will be delivered to the A.M.R.; 2. after
the harvest, one-third of the seed grain purchased must be
returned to the A.M.R.; 3. and one-third will be transferred
to the local Division of the Mennonite “Verband” as a seed
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lund for the needy among the Mennonites in the Districts
named; 4. On the entire quantity of seed, an additional 10%
is to be collected which will be added to the A.M.R. seed
fund.
(3)
The entire sum will be divided among four groups,
proportional to the number of persons: Ohrloff volost 6300;
Chortitza volost 3600; Pavlodar 3000; isolated villages 5290.
(4)
The distribution of the seed grain will be made
according to instructions from the A.M.R.
(5)
The Plenipotentiaries obligate themselves to give
an exact report to the A.M.R. immediately after the pur
chase of the seed grain as to kind and quantity in poods.
(6)
The horses will be received by a commission con
sisting of a representative of the A.M.R., a representative of
the Mennonite “Verband,” and a representative of the set
tlement making delivery. If the horses are to be given
over to some other settlement by the A.M.R., then that
settlement may also name a representative. The ^delivery
will be effected in Slavgorod. ,
(7)
The money loaned by fthe A.M.R. must be used
•exclusive^ for the purchase of seed grain. The cost of the
execution of the contract may not be covered from this sum.
On behalf of the American Mennonite Relief:
(Signed) Alvin J. Miller.
On behalf of the Organization Committee of the Allrussicher Mennonitischer Landwirtschaftlicher Verband:
(signed) Peter F. Friese, Krank Fr. Isaak, Cornelius
F. Klassen,
Plenipotentiaries.
On behalf of the Mennonites of the Slavgorod and Pav
lodar Districts:
(signed) Johann A. Reimer, Heinrich H. Friesen,
Peter P. Petkau,
Plenipotentiaries.

Just at this time the Government, in order to re
plenish the treasury, floated an issue of bread certificates,
calling for the delivery of a specified amount of grain
after the harvest, at a very reasonable rate. These bread
certificates could be used also in payment of taxes. By
buying a quantity of these, exchanging them for grain,
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we were able to obtain the seed grain at very reasonable
rates. The cost of the horses was estimated at about
$15.00 to $20.00 each.
The three delegates from Siberia returned happily
to their homes. Soon after was held the first session of
the
“Allrussicher
Mennonitischer
Landwirtschaftlicher
Verein” at Alexanderthal, Old Samara, where our agree
ment with their plenipotentiaries was ratified as also the
appointment of Friesen to the oversight of our operations
in Siberia.
Our entire Siberia relief work was different from the
other districts in that we sought to give assistance chiefly
by helping the needy to help themselves. Though there
were thousands hungering, the number of starvation cases
was comparatively small, because this time we were not
compelled by others to delay our assistance until a num
ber had actually starved to death. Thus we could build
up our organization gradually and with a minimum of
interference. Under the circumstances it made it possible
to require some form of service from the persons helped,
in return for the assistance rendered. This manner of dis
pensing charity has important advantages over the more
pleasant but weaker way of direct giving, for it does not
pauperize the needy; it does not lead them to depend
entirely on others without self-effort; and does not lower
their self-respect. It is a more difficult way, but when
done in a Christian spirit, it is most effective.
During the summer, Rev. Hermann Riesen, one of
the most active men in the Old Samara settlement, was
sent to Siberia in connection with the seed distribution and
the horse deliveries, and also to investigate conditions in
general among the Mennonites there. He was astonished
and horrified by what he found. He reported that about
20 to 25% of the Mennonite children up to approxi
mately fourteen years of age, and some as old as sixteen,
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boys and girls, were going about stark naked; while many
older ones including men and women had only tatters and
rags hung about their bodies. These poorest had prac
tically nothing left to wear. Some had sheep skins but
these they must save for the bitter cold weather of the
Siberian winter. In many families there was clothing
enough for only one person to go out into the cold while
the others remained almost naked indoors. On the bed
steads of these poorer families, (and there were many
such families) were only rags—no mattresses, no bedticking, no pillows or pillow slips, no sheets, no blankets
or covers. In such homes they simply slept in their cloth
ing, or rags, with sometimes an old overcoat or sheep
skin to serve as cushion and cover.
The children often slept on the floor on straw or
weeds. One family had made a little pen next to the
brick or clay stove and into the straw in this pen the naked
children crept to keep warm and to sleep. Many houses
were built mostly of earth or sod, with only two rooms
for the whole family, which was usually large, an earth
floor, chilly in winter and the favorite resort of the myr
iads of fleas in summer.
During that summer of 1923, the drought and heat
waves almost destroyed the crops. It soon became evident
that we must not only clothe but also feed a considerable
portion of those communities. It was difficult to ask the
villages to return the A.M.R. seed loaned to them in the
spring, but if we should merely cancel the obligations, it
wrould surely demoralize the community still more. As
we should have to supply the food at any rate, it was
decided that the seed loan was to be repaid and then the
A.M.R. would care for them during the winter. As
rapidly as the villages met their obligations, and need
arose, the feeding was begun. It was found necessary to
send a supervisor into the district to direct the activities
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and for this post, Jacob Wittenberg was employed. The
field was extremely difficult, but Wittenberg was an ex
ceptional organizer. His vigorous and determined prose
cution of the work soon established order and system.
The various forms of assistance were systematized and
made more effective.
The A.M.R. Siberia relief and reconstruction work
included help in the form of (1) grain for seed loans,
(2) grain or flour for food, (3) wool, flax, and cotton
thread to make clothing, (4) raw material for felt boots,
(5)
sheep to grow wool, and (6) cows to be paid for
through milk deliveries. A word of explanation on each
one will suffice to give only a partial view of what this
help meant to these communities. As in the South, many
had become heartsick, despondent and apathetic, and some
simply shiftless and indifferent. The discipline involved
in participating in the constructive phases of our program
was of even greater value than the food and clothing re
ceived, and its educational value was of special importance
here.
1.
The seed grain, wheat, rye, barley, and peas,
was usually bought in the community, direct from farmers,
or mills, or the market in Slavgorod, and stored in ware
houses or flour mills until needed. The price of wheat
ranged from about 40 to 75 cents a bushel. .
Our district supervisor with the village supervisor
would make up the list of farmers in the village requiring
seed. Sometimes the seeding was done individually; some
times the whole group of needy in a village cooperated in
seeding one large plot of ground. In any case, the whole
village would give a written guarantee that the seed would
be returned after the harvest, and in case of a very good
crop, an additional 10% was paid. All the grain would
then be stored to provide seed for the next season. The
first seed loan was paid in part with horses which were
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then shipped to the Orenburg and New Samara settle
ments where there was a serious shortage of horses.
2.
The food distribution consisted of wheat, rye,
or flour, barley, peas, beans, etc. No American food was
distributed. It was calculated that one pood of wheat
(about 36 pounds) or its equivalent in flour would sustain
the life of one person for one month. As in our other
districts, a careful survey was made of the supplies still
on hand among the needy families in order to determine
accurately how many members of each family might be
included in the feeding lists. The distribution was made
once or twice a month. The food cost for one person
for one month ranged from about forty to sixty cents.
There were no feeding centers or kitchens for there was
less danger of misuse of such very plain food.
For every monthly portion of food received, each
family, if physically able, was to perform 2 or 3 days of
service each month for the good of the community. Thus
school houses were repaired, villages were cleaned up,
village creamery buildings put in order, etc. Later this
whole work requirement was applied to the weaving of
cloth.
3.
The extreme need for clothing made it necessary
to devise some special and practical means of providing
for the naked and half-naked Mennonites more adequately
than could be done through direct donations of garments.
The first step toward alleviating this distressing con
dition was the distribution of the clothing shipment re
ceived by way of the Pacific. Later the Mennonite settle
ments in the Ukraine collected funds, in grateful appre
ciation of what the American Mennonites had done for
them, and these funds were given over to the A.M.R. for
distribution. Cloth was bought in Moscow and sent to
Siberia, but the cost of the manufactured goods was exor
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bitantly high, the factories mostly near Moscow, and
freight rates to Siberia prohibitive.
We decided therefore to develop the forgotten home
industry of cloth making. Most of the women knew how
to spin and almost every family had its spinning wheels,
but only a few were familiar with the art of weaving. In
many of the villages one loom could be found, in some,
several were available. The A.M.R. bought the wool
locally and secured Russian and Bulgarian weavers to in
struct the Mennonites in weaving.
Those families receiving food rations, were required
to spin and weave the wool into cloth. Spun cotton was
bought and mixed with the homespun wool thread, mak
ing a stronger cloth. Later on, flax was also worked up
into thread and woven into coarse linen material. It
was permissible to do this work at home, but in order to
maintain better control and facilitate careful checking, the
spinning and weaving of a village was usually done at one
center under the supervision of our village representative.
It was on the order of a sewing circle working for the
needy of its own village.
As soon as this was well organized, the food was
distributed only to those villages that took part in the
making of cloth, and where necessary, a norm was estab
lished as a weekly or monthly requirement. While doing
this work on cloth making, they were being fed by the
A.M.R. and the finished cloth was the property of our
organization, but was distributed free of cost to the needi
est. As a rule, they were the same ones who had done
the work. Thus this cloth output became a fairly reliable
index as to the degree of need in the village; and one
spring the number of arschins (yards) of cloth woven by
each village determined the number of poods (bushels)
of seed grain loaned to that village.
After the people had become accustomed to the
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thought of producing their own garments, which they
finally realized was their best hope for adequate clothing,
they entered into the work with zest. At one time in
these Siberia communities, 69 villages were hearing the
hum of over a thousand spinning wheels at which 1412
spinners were happily making the thread which 82 home
made looms were weaving into comfortable, and durably
cloth for men, women and children.
4.
An experiment was made in producing felt boots
but certain Government regulations made it difficult to
develop this satisfactorily.
5.
With the increase of weaving the price of wool
also increased, so we bought sheep and distributed them
to increase the wool production.
6.
Before the war, the milk industry had been an
important one, and large quantities of cream and butter
were shipped in cold storage from Siberia to Western
Europe, especially England. Creameries were now once
more being opened in many villages and dairying promised
to be more lucrative than grain raising. Therefore the
A.M.R. purchased cows and placed them with needy fami
lies that had none, under an arrangement to have the
cream delivered to the creamery until the cow was paid
for. Meantime the family had the use of the milk as
food.
During my visits to these communities we drove sev
eral hundred miles, sometimes by droschky—a kind of
simple phaeton, more often on a spring wagon, and at
times lying on a wagon-bed which had been filled with
new-mown grass or hay. When we drove most of the
night, the grass in the wagon formed a comfortable and
sweet-scented cushion on which it was pleasant to sleep
while the horses jogged along. But the ever-present fleas
always prevented oversleeping. On a hot and sunny
morning we passed by a salt lake where horses and men
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delighted in a bath. The water was so briny that by
clasping the hands over the knees one could simply sit in
the water, floating about without any movement whatever
of the half immersed body.
The skies of Siberia are marvelously beautiful; sun
rise and sunset gorgeous in changing color; and at night
the clearness of the air brings the twinkling stars and the
radiant moon very near. Although we were working
from four in the morning till late at night, the atmosphere
was so exhilarating that I felt greatly recuperated, until
the last day of my stay, when the hot winds from across
hundreds of miles of sunbaked sands swept over the
country like the hot breath from a glowing furnace. All
vegetation wilted, and by the second morning I was ill
from the effects of the heat. Those two days had cost
this Siberia community a large part of its grain and other
crops; and on that July morning I knew that we would
have to distribute food again the next winter.

FACTS AND FIGURES OF THE SECRETARYTREASURER
CHAPTER XI
Levi Mumaw
In the preparation of the following statistics, special
care has been exercised and attention given to present a
report that is accurate and which gives credit to whom
credit is due.
The Auditor’s Report as given by the Edward R.
Buit and Company, Certified Public Accountants, 1105
Empire Building, Pittsburgh, Pa. reflects the status of the
records and books of the Mennonite Central Committee.
These records are open to contributors who may be in
terested in making comparisons or who wish to verify any
part of the report.
The condensed reports of disbursements of the co
operating organizations have been compiled from state
ments furnished by the Treasurers of the several organi
zations and other available sources. It has not been
possible to go into greater detail in reporting these
figures.
The summaries based on these reports show a fairly
accurate and complete total of the work done by Menno
nites during the time of great world unrest following the
great World War. It will be generally conceded that not
all that has been done along these lines of relief is here
reported. The estimate has been worked out only with
available facts and figures. It is quite probable that more
than another half-million dollars was given through
organized and individual relief not here reported.
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AUDITOR’S REPORT
1105 Empire Building
Pittsburgh, Penna.
August 8, 1928
Mennonite Central Committee
610 Walnut Ave.,
Scottdale, Pa.
ATTENTION—MR. LEVI MUMAW Secy-Treas.
Gentlemen,—
Pursuant to authorization, we have made a Cash Audit
of the records maintained by the Treasurer for the period
from September 3, 1920 to June 30, 1928. All Cash received
was traced into the Bank, and all Cash paid out was evi
denced by a cancelled Check properly endorsed. The results
of this examination are summarized in the following man
ner :—
Mennonite Central Committee
September 3,

1920 то June 30, 1928

Treasurer’s Cash Report

Cash Receipts
Canadian Mennonite Central Committee
$ 57,101.86
Central Conference of Mennonites
8,366.97
Church of God in Christ, Mennonite •
6,509.35
Emergency Relief Commission
217,304.09
Eastern Mennonite Board of Missions and Charities 49,421.34
Individual Donations
23,799.20
Krimmer Mennonite Brethren Church
25,992.06
Mennonite Brethren Church of North America 68,517.87
Mennonite Relief Commission
202,327.37
Personal Accounts
260.00
Pacific Branch of the Relief Commission
1,500.00
Russian Refugee Account
19,713.22
$680,813.33

Paid Out
Executive Expense
German}' Relief

$12,697.84
1,625.10
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Mennonite Board of Colonization
Mennonitische Fluechtlings
Fuersorge
Near East Relief
Russian Relief
Russian Refugee
Account
Russian Tractor
Reliefand Trucks
Notes Receivable
Cash in Bank

1,700.00
4,600.00
32.40
606,037.70
18,971.91
30,796.94
3,660.00
691.44
$680,813.33

The only item in the above which we believe may not be
self-explanatory is the Executive Expense which aggregates
$12,697.84. We shall comment briefly on this expenditure.
This represents the disbursement of Cash for the clerical1
work involved to efficiently transact the volume of business.
The major expenses included in this account may be
enumerated as follows:
Clerical Labor
Telephone-Telegraph and Cables
Stationery and Supplies
Traveling Expenses
It should be specifically understood that there were псу
salaries paid to any official of this Committee for servicesrendered. In other words, all services by the officials were
gratuitously rendered. The traveling expense is constituted
chiefly of expense incurred by the Executive and General
Committeemen attending conferences, etc. A number of
these conferences were held in Chicago, Illinois.
In our opinion, this amount was certainly kept at a
minimum, considering the amount of business transacted.
Respectfully submitted,
(Signed) Edward R. Burt and Company
Certified Public Accountants.
Summarized Report of the Activities of the Men
nonite Central Committee including the
Cash Report of the Auditors

Total Cash Receipts
Total Value of Clothing Shipped to Russia
and Germany

$ 680,813.33
276,393.25
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Special Shipments of Corn Grits and Flour
Food and Clothing Drafts reported to this Office 184,160.00
Grand Total

19,729.84

$1,161,096.42

CONDENSED REPORTS OF DISBURSEMENTS
MADE
BY
THE
CO-OPERATING
ORGANIZA
TIONS FOR WAR AND FAMINE RELIEF, IN
CLUDING
THE
AMOUNTS
DISBURSED
THRU
THE MENNONITE CENTRAL COMMITTEE.
Emergency Relief Commission

of the General Conference
From August 15, 1914 to August 1, 1926
$ 13,094.22
12,876.88

To Red Cross organizations
Armenian and Syrian Relief
Germany Relief (including other central
European relief)
Russian Relief
Reconstruction in France
India-Famine Relief
Other Causes
Canadian Immigration Relief
Mexican Immigration Relief

49,784.19
296,880.21
31,728.42
6,656.00
30.413.24
48,711.00
11,087.65
$501,231.81

Total
Eastern Mennonite Board of Missions and
Charities

of the Lancaster Conference of the Mennonite
Church
From 1 9 1 4 to December 1 9 2 5
To Belgian Relief Fund
Armenian and Syrian Relief
Reconstruction in France
German Child Relief
Russian Relief
India-Famine Relief

$

173.39
64,716.60
69,358.86
13,728.58
56,246 85
10,167.10
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Other Causes
Canadian Immigration (including Mexican
assistance)

2,488.49
85,000.00

Total

$301,879.87

Mennonite Relief Commission for War Sufferers

From January 1, 1918 to April 1, 1926
To Russian Relief
Armenian and Syrian Relief
Reconstruction in France
German Relief
India-Famine and Orphanage
Other Causes

$282,089.67
261,182.79'
189,769.14
40,592.24
116,734.61
29,322.57

Total

$919,691.02

Emergency Relief Committee of the Mennonites
of North America

$ ^ОБО.ОО1
3,505.74
1,996.00*
2,865.96
577.26

To Central Europe Relief
German Relief
Siberian Relief
Russian Relief
Other Causes
Total
Relief

Commission
of
the
Church of North America

$ 23,994.96
Mennonite

From November 2, 1920 to August 17, 1926
To Russian Relief
Central European Relief
German Relief
Mexican Immigration Relief
Canadian Immigration Relief
Near East Relief
Other Causes

Total

Brethren

$ 91,170.13
9,622.69
4.620.45
4,093.17
2,808.53
371.47
2.997.45

$115,683.89
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Krimmer Mennonite Brethren Church Through
the “Warheitsfreund”

To Russian Relief

$64,066.68
Pacific Branch of the Relief Committee

for the suffering Mennonites of Russia
From January 1, 1918 to August 21, 1926
To sundry amounts expended direct thru its
Treasurer for Siberian Relief, German
Relief, etc.

$20,374.90

Canadian Mennonite Central Committee

From Sept. 27, 1920 to
To Russian Relief

March

1, 1927
$57,101.86

Central Conference of Mennonites

From Sept. 27, 1920 to
To Russian Relief

March

1, 1927
$8,366.97

Church of God in Christ—Mennonite

From Sept. 27, 1920 to
To Russian Relief

March

1, 1927
$6,509.35

Other Denominations and Individuals

From Sept. 27, 1920 to
To Russian Relief

March

1, 1927

SUMMARIZED
REPORT
О
F
MENTS
FOR
THE
FOLLOWING
CAUSES:

$23,799.20

DISBURSE
GENERAL

Armenian and Syrian Relif

Emergency Relief Commission
Eastern Mennonite Board of Missions and
Charities
Mennonite Relief Commission for War Sufferers 261,182.79

Total

$12,876.88
64,716.60

$338.776.27
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Reconstruction in France

Emergency Relief Commission

31,728.42

Eastern Mennonite Board of Missions and Charities 69,358.86
Mennonite Relief Commission for War Sufferers 189,769.14
Total

$290,856.42

German Relief

Emergency Relief Commission
Eastern Mennonite Board of Missions
and Charities
Emergency Relief Committee
Refief Commission of the Mennonite Brethren
Church of North America
Mennonite Relief Commission for War
Sufferers
Value of Clothing Shipped
Total

49,784.19
13,728.58
3,505.74
4,620.45
40,592.24
30,178.00
$142,409.20

Russian Relief

Canadian Mennonite Central Committee
$57,101.86
Central Conference of Mennonites
8,366.97
Church of God in Christ, Mennonite
6,509.35
Eastern Mennonite Board of Missions and Charities 56,246.85
Emergency Relief Commission
296,880.21
Emergency Relief Committee
4,861.96
Krimmer Mennonite Brethren Church
64,066.68
Mennonite Relief Commission for War Sufferers 282,089.67
20,374.90
Pacific Branch ofthe Relief Commission
Relief Commission of the Mennonite Brethren
Church of North Amerca
91,170.13
Other Organizations and individuals
23,799.20
Value of Clothing not otherwise reported
177,468.03
Special Shipments of Corn Grits, etc.
10,000.00
Shipment of Flour from Canada
9,729.84
Food and Clothing Drafts reported
184,160.00

Total

$1,292,825.65
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SUMMARIZED REPORT OF ALL DISBURSE
MENTS
BY
THE
CO-OPERATING
ORGANIZA
TIONS AS REPORTED TO THIS OFFICE.
Canadian Mennonite Central Committee
Central Conference of Mennonites
Church of God in Christ, Mennonite
Eastern Mennonite Board' of Missions
and Charities
Emergency Relief Commission
Krimmer Mennonite Brethren Church
Emergency Relief Committee
Mennonite Relief Commission for War
Relief Commission of the Mennonite Brethren
Church of North America
Pacific Branch of the Relief Commission
Other Organizations and Individuals
Value of Clothing not otherwise reported
Special Shipments of Flour, etc.
Food and Clothing Drafts reported

Total

$57,101.86
8,366.97
6,509.35
301,879.87
501,231.81
64,066.68
23,994.96
Sufferers 919,691.02
115,683.89
20,374.90
23,799.20
207,656.03
19,729.84
184,160.00
$2,454,246.38

PERSONAL REMINISCENCES
CHAPTER XII
The workers sent abroad to carry out the program
of the Mennonite relief effort, have been occasionally
mentioned in our report but in this chapter we intend to
acquaint our readers a little more closely with these men
and women who left home and friends, opportunities to
continue with their education or to make money, and a
life under normal conditions among those they love, to
go to a far country under very abnormal and often dan
gerous conditions in order to bring the proceeds of your
sacrifices, and the messages of good will and love to the
unfortunate in other lands. It is perhaps needless to add
that dangers of all kinds lurked about where these, your
representatives, worked and labored. These dangers were
occasionally from irresponsible persons, but far more and
just as serious were the dangers of travel and the multi
tudinous varieties of diseases which were only too common
under the unsanitary conditions where they brought food,
medicine and clothing to our needy fellowmen and breth
ren in Europe, Asia, and especially to those of the house
hold of faith in Russia.
We here present a picture of the worker as he ap
peared at the time of going abroad, which is followed by
a brief biography, and in most cases by a personal remi
niscence of some interesting experience connected with the
distribution of supplies to the needy. The character of
all the workers is such that you would love and appreciate
their fine spirit if you could be personally acquainted with
them.' This end we hope, at least partially, to accomplish
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by the presentations that we give to you in the following
pages.
Alvin J. Miller was born on December 11, 1883, on
a farm near Grantsville, Maryland, in the Casselman River
valley, lying high in the Allegheny Mountains. His fa
ther, Joel J. Miller (deceased), was for many years a
minister and bishop in the Amish Mennonite Church.
Both his father and his mother, Savilla Beachy, were de
scendants of pioneer settlers in southwestern Pennsylvania.
His early years were spent on the farm. School
opportunities were limited to about five months in a year,
but being of a studious nature, he made the most of them,
and of the books at his disposal. He taught two years in
the public schools. At the age of twenty-two he went to
the Maryland Collegiate Institute for his preparatory
work, graduating two years later. He received his B. A.
degree from Goshen College in 1911, and his M. A. from
Columbia University, New York City, in 1912.
After one year at Wakarusa, Indiana, as superin
tendent of schools he returned to Columbia University for
another year of graduate work, and then taught in the
departments of Psychology and Education at Wooster and
Ohio Wesleyan Universities, and at Kent State Normal
College, Ohio.
In the summer of 1915 he traveled in Europe study
ing the social psychology of the early period of the recent
Great War. He volunteered for relief or reconstruction
service in Europe, and in 1919, he with other Mennonites
was sent to the devastated regions in France to work
with the Friends’ Unit under the American Red Cross
Soon after the Conference of young Mennonites held by
the Mennonite relief workers at Clermont-en-Argonne,
Meuse, France, a delegation of which he was a member
called on the heads of two strong American organizations
in Paris, Col. Bicknell of the American Red Cross and
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Herbert Hoover of the American Relief Administration,
to discuss possible fields of service for a Mennonite relief
organization.
When the Mennonites decided to carry on relief
activities in their own name he was sent from France in
1919 as a member of a committee to investigate needs and
possibilities in central and eastern Europe. On this jour
ney, which led through Germany and Austria and extended
into southern Russia, the first contact between the Amer
ican Mennonite relief organization and the Russian Men
nonites was made. In 1920 he again went to the south
of Russia—Crimea under the American Red Cross during
the cholera epidemic there, at the same time maintaining
the contact between the Mennonites of Russia and Amer
ica. In the spring of 1921 he was commissioned by the
Mennonite Central Committee to enter Soviet Russia
through a southern port in order to organize relief opera
tions and to locate Clayton Kratz, a Mennonite relief
worker who had disappeared the autumn previous. In the
fall of 1921 he re-entered Russia from the north, going
direct to Moscow, where he made a contract with the
Russian government for the American and the Holland
Mennonites. A few days later another contract was nego
tiated with the Ukrainian government, at Kharkow, on
behalf of the American Mennonites, and a separate one
for the Holland Mennonites. He then served as Director
of the American Mennonite Relief in Russia from 1921
to the close of the work in 1926. From 1921 to 1923
the American Mennonite Relief was affiliated with the
American Relief Administration and the director served
as the Mennonite representative on the staff of Colonel
William Haskell, the Director of the American Relief
Administration in Russia. After the A.R.A. left Russia
in the summer of 1923, Miller carried on the work under
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his original contract with the Soviet authorities until a
new contract was made.
Arthur W. Slagel. Born on January 13, 1891, at Flan
agan, 111. Graduate of Goshen College, Goshen, Ind., in
1919.
The following year he taught at Hesston College,
Hesston, Kans. As a member of the first Unit sent to
Russia, he sailed from New York on the steamship Prov
ence on September 1, 1920. He spent one and one half
years as relief worker in Constantinople until the way
opened for him to reach the brethren in Russia. Early
in 1922 he accompanied the first transport of supplies
from Constantinople to the Mennonite settlements in the
Ukraine. While in Constantinople he acted as purchasing
and transportation agent; in Russia he with A. J. Miller
did the pioneer work of organizing feeding operations.
He continued his work as general supervisor in the
Ukraine until his return to America on September 15,
1923. Since his return he has been connected with an
advertising concern in Chicago, 111.
Comrade Titov

A. W. Slagel
In the spring of 1922 the A.M.R. had begun work in
the neighborhood of Nicopol, where a number of Men
nonite villages were located, but we were unable to cover
the whole section. When the A.R.A. began child-feeding
operations in the South, it was mutually agreed that they
take over the Nicopol section, Mennonites included, and
that we try to do justice to the other territory we were
occupying.
Early in the month of May the A.R.A. was ready to
act. We met Mr. В—, the A.R.A. District Supervisor,
at Nicopol, talked things over, and decided to enlarge
and strengthen the A.M.R. organization that already ex
isted there, so that work might go right on. Then we
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went to see Comrade Titov, the Chief Commissar over a
territory containing about 100,000 people. He knew that
we were in town, and was expecting us. After the usual
formalities, Mr. В— told him of our plans to begin
feeding 15,000 children as soon as possible, and to in
crease that number when food supplies were available; he
gave him the names of the men on the committee, and
asked him to help in every way possible. Titov had a
copy of the contract, and knew what the government had
agreed to do.
But in Nicopol Titov was “the Government” and he
wanted us to know it. A blacksmith by trade, the polit
ical fortunes of Communism had favored him with au
thority, and he was determined to use all that he had.
He objected to three of the five men on the committee—
two of them because they belonged to the bourgeoisie, and
the third because he had been a judge under the old gov
ernment.
After some discussion it developed that Titov wanted
friends of his to form the majority of the committee, so
that he might control it through them, and get some of
the credit. In an attempt at a compromise various other
names were proposed by each side and rejected by the
other. Finally Mr. В— said that the men he wanted
were the committee, got up, said farewell, and walked
out. The rest of us followed.
Once outside, we went to the home of Dr. H—, who
was to be the chairman of the committee. He had had
some bitter experiences during the revolution, and was
almost afraid to oppose Titov, but he consented to try.
After giving the committee some instructions, we went
home, but not without misgivings about the outcome.
A few days later Mr. В— wired that Titov was
making trouble for the committee, and would not permit
the food to be unloaded from the cars. В— was not able
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to go, and asked us to do so. It was nearly a week before
we were able to get away. Then our truck was out of
commission, and there was no way except to take the
freight train. We had a wild ride on a load of telegraph
poles. The gnats that come with the spring flood season
of the Dnieper were very bad, but the scenery was won
derful, and that compensated somewhat. It was late
when we reached Nicopol, and we had two miles to walk
from the station to our rooms. We got there safely,
despite earnest warnings by natives that we might be
eaten.
The next day we went over the situation with the
committee. On calling at Titov’s office, we learned that it
was a holiday and that he would not see us officially. But
just then he came through the corridor, and stopped a
few minutes to talk. He was in an ugly mood, and threat
ened various things. We made arrangements to see him
the next day, and spent the day seeing conditions in the
surrounding villages.
The next morning Titov was ready to talk. He
stated his grievance. The committee had secured some
farmers from the nearby villages to haul the food from
the cars to the warehouse. The union freight handlers
in Nicopol came to Titov and protested against being
robbed of their work. The logical thing to do, in his
mind, was to stop the unloading.
What could we do? The objection was fair enough,
from the angle of the workingmen. The arrangement
had been made by the committee to save time and money,
and we explained this to Titov. We proposed that the
local men do the handling, and that the farmers merely
do the hauling. Of course he—Titov—would see to the
paying of his men, we explained, because the government
was to furnish all labor free. That was an unexpected
turn to him—he had little money, but he knew that some
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thing had to be done to satisfy the hungry people who
wanted to know the why of the delay. He was getting
his way and saving his official dignity, and so he agreed.
We were not yielding any principle, so we were satisfied.
Titov’s secretary was dispatched at once to round up
the men, and in a few hours we had the satisfaction of
seeing the unloading move along smoothly. In a few
days the kitchens began to function.
From that time Titov was quite reasonable. We
never became great friends, but officially at least we were
on good terms, able to talk together amiably, and agree
as to what ought to be done to meet the great need that
existed.
Rev. B. F. Stoltzfus. Born at Emporia, Kansas,
March 15, 1893. Graduate of Goshen College in 1917.
He served eighteen months
with the N.E.R. in
Palestine.
He then returned
to America, but soon afterward the
Mennonite Central Committee found in him a suitable
man to fill the place of Orie O. Miller as director of the
Relief Unit in Constantinople, and he sailed again from
New York early in 1921. He had charge of the Con
stantinople work until it was closed in the spring of 1922,
at which time all
energies were being bent to
help the
brethren in South
Russia. Mr. Stoltzfus was
permitted
to return home to his pative land and friends after a
term of faithful service. His heart being in the work for
the unfortunates in the Near East, he was afterwards
sent by the American Board of Foreign Missions, as mis
sionary to Bulgaria, where he is now Acting Dean of the
Boys’ School, Sofia American Schools, Somokov, Bulgaria.
Rev. C. E. Krehbiel. Born at Summerfield, 111.,
September 25, 1869. When asked to take up the work
of bringing relief to the unfortunate brethren in Russia,
Mr. Krehbiel was holding the position of trust as Field
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Secretary of the General Conference Mennonite Church.
He sailed from New York on the S. S. Centennial State
on February 21, 1922. During his stay of over a year
he served very efficiently as supervisor of child-feeding in
the Molotschna, and later, after the arrival of more Amer
ican help, he went to Alexandrowsk as general supervisor
of the clothing distribution. After his return to America
March 19, 1923, he again took up the work as Field
Secretary of his conference. He has since been ordained
to the ministry, through which the field of his usefulness
has been widened, so that his Conference can more fully
utilize his sterling qualities and intellectual attainments.
Come, Little Nicolai, Come!

C. E. Krehbiel
While we were stopping at the village of Nicolajewka,
our host told us incidentally that a little lost lad was
sleeping in their barn. He described the little fellow in
such a way that I became deeply interested and said I
must see him by all means.
In the morning I went to the shed, and there lay an
eight year old boy. His name was Nicolai. He was a
Roman Catholic and, so far as known, a full orphan. He
said his mother, three sisters and two brothers had died
of hunger typhus. Later his father succumbed to the
same dread disease at a railroad station near by; and the
boy, forced to shift for himself, had strayed to this vil
lage. He, too was sick and lying on a thin litter of rank
hay on the earth. He had a man’s black felt hat pulled
down over head and neck to keep the coarse grass from
pricking him. The blue shirt and erstwhile white homespun trousers held by one support were badly torn and
the little body much exposed. His feet were bare. Flies
were biting and almost eating him. His pulse was 130;
his mind in a whirl with fever.
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“Nicolai, are you ill?”
“Wh-a-at?”
“I say, are you very sick?”
“Ek si krank!” (Low Dutch: I am sick.)
There was a red wine bottle beside him; I took that
and fetched him a fresh drink. “Shall I give you a drink
of water?”
He evidently did not understand, for after several
futile attempts to rise he staggered over the straw toward
the door.
I called, “Come here, little man, come and lie down!”
Had there been spectators they would have seen a
man of six feet two, eyes overflowing, take hold of a
burning little hand and lead the child back to his litter.
Have you a boy or girl eight years old? Think of them
out in the hard world alone hungry, half-clad, delirious
like that!—I took out a new white handkerchief with
“CEK” in the border—(my own child, Florence, put
those initials there)—and gave it to the lad.
“Cover that over your face so the wicked flies can’t
bite you.”
He did so, and tried to pull up his bare feet into his
short trouser legs................Oh, the tragedy of suffering inno
cence haunts me!
Two days later.—The Mennonite farmer and his
good wife had cleaned and fixed up the small harness
room and put Nicolai into a snug, home-made, wooden
cradle. They had agreed to care for the child, had bor
rowed a clean shirt for him, and had given him a good
bath; and he was getting food out of the American Men
nonite Kitchen just like 30,000 others.
How glad I was, when reaching headquarters and
looking for clothing for little Nicolai, to see what nice
things the good people of America were sending over
here!
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If little Nicolai were an isolated instance it would be
jad enough, but there were thousands—some say millions
of these wandering, homeless children in the land of the
Big Bear. O, the pity of it all! and why?
One shudders to think of the future of such a race.
But stupendous figures confuse. We must think of the
tragedy in terms of individual souls, of our own innocent
children.
If Nicolai were your own child, what?.......................
Rev. and Mrs. D. M. Hof er

Rev. D. M. Hofer was born at Johannesruh, Mo
lotschna, South Russia, July 24, 1869, and immigrating to
America with his parents in the early seventies. He ex
perienced in childhood the trials and privations of pioneer
life on the prairies of South Dakota. Natural ability,
coupled with hard work enabled him to become a teacher,
and later a successful business man. About fifteen years
ago, he and his wife decided to engage in more definite
religious work, so they disposed of their business, went to
Chicago, and started a mission, and a denominational
paper. Before sailing for Europe on Oct. 7, 1922, he
was engaged as publisher and evangelist. While in the
work in Russia, he superintended relief operations in the
Molotschna. After a trip around the world, visiting a
number of mission stations, he again took up his work as
evangelist and publisher, living at 2812 Lincoln Ave.,
Chicago, 111.
Mrs. Hofer was born at Elkhart, Indiana, February
1, 1875. She has shared burdens and ambitions with her
husband through all his career, and is found an ever
faithful helpmate wherever her husband is seen. So also
in his relief work and during his trip through the Holy
Land and through heathen lands, visiting the missions.
With her husband she landed in San Francisco on May
12, 1924 and after reporting to a number of Mennonite
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congregations throughout the land they returned to their
well-loved mission station in Chicago.
Our Experiences and Observations While on the
Field In Russia, 1922-23

D. M. and Barbara Hofer
When the great World War was over, and peace
was declared on the eleventh of November, 1918, the
people of our nation rejoiced in the proclamation of peace
to such a degree, that in some of the larger cities the
turmoil lasted for fully two days.
The Mennonites, who belong to a more quiet class
of people, also thanked God in their quiet way in their
hearts, that war had come to an end. But God had yet
a word to say in the matter in His own language and that
was somewhat like this: “It is true that the war is over, but
the effects of the war are not over; the people of Russia are
still starving as a result of the war. They have cried to
God, and as an answer to their prayers, you, the Amer
ican people will have to bring another sacrifice. This
sacrifice you will have to lay upon the altar of the broken
hearts of fathers and mothers in Russia, whose children
are starving because of the existing famine.”
As a consequence of God’s call and the prayer of
Russia, the American Relief Administration was organized.
The Mennonites of North America, too, organized under
the name known as the American Mennonite Relief
(A.M.R.), to help carry on the rescue work and save
people from starvation.
In the summer of 1922 we were called by the Ex
ecutive Committee of the organization, to go to Russia
to assist in this great work. After due consideration and
earnest prayer, we accepted the call. Having a praying
people behind us, a crying people before us, and a great
God above us, we sailed Oct. 7, 1922, from New York,
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for Bremen. From there we traveled by train via Berlin
and Riga, to Moscow, where the A.M.R. had its head
quarters. From Moscow we proceeded via Kharkow and
Alexandrowsk to Halbstadt, where we had our local office
for the Molotschna district.
This was our appointed field of labor where we had
charge of sixty villages with an average population of
about five hundred people. The situation was indeed
pitiful. Half-naked and hungry, the people were at our
doors early and late coming from far and near. They
had no right of ownership; no right of citizenship, and no
full right in their church affairs, causing them to be help
less and hopeless subjects.
The A.M.R. was well organized through one central
committee of three in our office in Halbstadt, and a com
mittee of three in each of the sixty villages. We were
able to feed five to ten thousand persons daily in the socalled American Kitchen one of which was located in each
village; thereby actually saving many thousands of starv
ing children and adults from premature graves. Aside
from the feeding, we had the privilege of helping in the
distribution among the needy. This was also an impor
tant part in this great work of charity.. Not only did we
find the people hungry for the loaves and for the fishes,
but also for the true Gospel of Jesus Christ. The influ
ence of the A.M.R. reached far beyond the Mennonite
circles and will go down as a milestone in Mennonite his
tory for generations to come.
In returning to America, we traveled through Europe
by way of Germany, France, Switzerland, and Italy. Then
crossing the Mediterranean sea, we landed at Alexandria
in Egypt and after visiting Palestine, we journeyed home
by way of India, China and Japan, finally landing at San
Francisco May 12, 1924.
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Clayton, the son of Mr. and Mrs. William Kratz,
was born in Bucks County, Pa., November 5, 1896. At
the age of eight he went with his parents to Blooming
Glen, Pa., where he finished his grade and high school
education. After attending West Chester Normal School
he taught one summer and three winter terms. Later he
attended Goshen College and was a member of the Senior
class when he was asked to join the first unit of relief
workers for Russia. Together with Orie Miller and
Arthur Slagel he sailed from New York September 1,
1920.
After the base of operations had been established
at Constantinople he accompanied Orie Miller into Russia,
from whence he never returned. He gave his life for
others, and God will surely reward his sacrifice. What is
known of his experiences while in Russia is perhaps best
told in the words of an eye witness as given in the follow
ing pages.
Clayton Kratz

Who lost his life in the service of suffering humanity
in Russia.
(Translated from the German by A. W. Slagel)
G. A. Peters
Brother Clayton Kratz, a worker of the M. R. U.
South Russia, was called upon to give his fresh young life
while helping his brethren who had fallen among mur
derers.
“In as much as ye have done it unto the least of
these my brethren ye have done it unto me.” “He that
loses his life for my sake, shall find it.”
Early in the fall of 1920 the first two brethren from
America, Orie Miller and Clayton Kratz, arrived in Halb-
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stadt, to begin the relief work of the American Men
nonites among our brethren of the household of
faith. At that time the need of the Molotschna colonies
was not especially great, although some villages were
already suffering, particularly those through which the
front (the White Army against the Bolsheviks) had shifted,
and which in that anxious time, had lived from day to day
as they could, moving to safety when necessary, so that
they had gathered little of their harvest. Frequently their
remaining possessions had been taken away from them, so ,
that in many homes there was real need. Everywhere
local committees had been appointed, whose intention it
was to relieve as much of this need as possible.
At that time the Molotschna colonies were also still
able to send some of their reserve supplies to the Old
Colony—(Chortitza, about a hundred versts to the North),
where the need was much greater. There the Machnow
robbers had literally destroyed everything, leaving behind
them only ruin and death.
A relief committee had been called into existence in
Halbstadt some time earlier, for the purpose of giving
relief locally, and in other Mennonite settlements, as far
as that lay in their power. But on account of the battlefront which since the end of March had been drawn be
tween the Molotschna and the Old Colony, it was impos
sible for the Committee to give help there, or to take
over other districts, but plans were kept ready to begin
again as soon as possible. (Before General Wrangel’s
advance in the spring of 1920, when the district was under
the Reds, and still in communication with the Old Colony,
the Molotschna had helped there in various ways. But
with the reopening of hostilities the relief had to be dis
continued. )
One day, when our committee had again come to
gether, to discuss the situation, some one reported that two

CLAYTON KRATZ
The man -who lost his life in the effort
to help the needy
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American brethren were on their way from Constantinople
to Halbstadt, in order to help their brethren in Russia.
The committee had earlier sent an appeal to all Menno
nites in Russia and abroad, because most of us realized
that need and hunger, with their whole host of spirits of
destruction, approached by forced marches, and that the
little means that we still had left must soon be gone. And
now the American brethren hastened to the rescue. That
was more than we had hoped for. We saw in this the
answer to our prayers, and the fulfillment of our hopes
in a very unusual manner. The two brethren, Miller and
Kratz, came to Halbstadt. We were permitted to see
them, to speak to them. That raised wonderfully the
spirits of the committee, and of the whole community. In
conjunction with the American brethren, extensive plans
for relief work were at once made. But what always
dampened our ardor was the fact that the White Army
under General Wrangel would be too weak to withstand
the superior forces of the Reds. The retreat of the
White Army would destroy all our hopes and plans—at
least prevent for a long time the carrying out of the
plans. But in spite of all this, the work continued cour
ageously.
The M.R.U. organization had its own work in
Constantinople in conjunction with the general Ameri
can organization, the N.E.R., from whence our first
help was to come. Constantinople was to be the base for
the work of the Mennonite relief in southern Russia, be
cause the conditions in Russia itself gave too few guaran
tees to justify the bringing in of any large amount of
relief supplies.
The American brethren, young men, eager to under
take, full of Christian conviction and love for their fel
lows, the spirit of sacrifice and the will to work, seemed
to have only one thing in mind—to help where help was
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needed. Everything else that in one form or another
threatened us, which was not directly connected with hun
ger, but with which we had to reckon very definitely,
seemed not to exist for them. Having just come from a
country in which orderly and controlled conditions existed,
they could not grasp the whojie situation as we could, who
had seen it develop, had lived in it and struggled against
it with every fibre of our being. Not that the American
brethren had no interest for events that lay outside of the
realm of hunger—no, indeed! But what I want to say is
this: the hearts of the brethren beat so entirely for the
good cause they represented, that they found time for
little else, and perhaps because of that failed to see one
thing and another.
It could not at once be decided where the American
brethren ought to establish their headquarters in Russia.
That depended on numerous circumstances, which must
first become clear. For the time being they chose Halb
stadt as headquarters.
The brethren divided their work as follows: Brother
Miller wished to press on to the Old Colony, (The Reds
had in those days been pushed far back by the Whites) to
look into the situation there, then to go to the Crimea, to
receive and forward supplies arriving in Sevastopol.
Brother Kratz was to remain in Russia, in Halbstadt, to
study the situation there, and with the committee to begin
the work as far as that was necessary and possible.
Here, unfortunately, I cannot give all of the circum
stances exactly as they took place; but as nearly as I can
recall, four days after the brethren arrived in Halbstadt
they left for Schoenwiese, Alexandrowsk. But they could
not actually enter the Old Colony, because under the
pressure of the Reds the Whites had already been forced
to retreat to their old positions, and under fire the Amer
ican brethren were obliged to return. Brother Miller
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went by train to Crimea, and Brother Kratz returned to
Halbstadt, where work was zealously begun. I was secre
tary of the Mennonite Relief Committee, and was in
daily contact with Kratz. In addition to this I knew
America somewhat, had been in touch with various Men
nonite groups, spoke a little English—all of these drew
the young man to me, and bound us together in friendship.
Right gladly did the brother come to me and make him
self “at home” in my comfortable room, chat and listen
to me, rummage among my many books, begin to improve
his German, visit with me in the circle of my friends—in
a word, he sought to spend his leisure time agreeably and
profitably. His amiable disposition soon won him friends.
In spite of his youth he set at his work with a striking
earnestness. One could well sense that he took life seriously,
and that he had high ideals. The work which he had
undertaken he performed as though it were a God-given
task. He esteemed it as the things of the kingdom of
God. With youthful zeal he stood at his post. Beloved
brethren in Halbstadt sought to make his stay there as
pleasant as possible. They knew how much he must give
up to help the suffering. And with gratitude he wel
comed such advances.
Thus passed a short time.
But with the powers of fate one can make no binding
agreement, and misfortune moves swiftly.
That which we had for some time seen coming, but
in which none of us wanted to believe, came. It
came with a storm and tempest that overthrew and de
stroyed everything. The army of General Wrangel was
forced to retreat precipitously, first into Crimea, then into
foreign parts. Then the Red Soviet banner waved over
all government buildings from the cold ice-sea to the
sunny South coast. Destruction and death went mocking
and vagrant through the land.
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Brother Miller had the good fortune to leave Russia
behind. Brother Kratz stayed in Halbstadt. He was not
permitted to see his earthly home again.
As the situation of the White Army became con
stantly more uncertain, and it was evident that it would
not be able to hold; as among the officers, withdrawal to
Crimea was discussed very freely and openly, Brother
Kratz’s situation in connection with various coming possi
bilities was discussed, and he was very strongly urged to
withdraw to Crimea and to await the outcome there. But
Brother Kratz would not let himself be persuaded. He
considered such a move an unworthy one. He thought
that that would be deserting his colors—cowardice. Was
it the ardor of youth—bravado—or did he not understand
the situation—perhaps a little of both—that he answered
thus, short; he would stay at his post, as he must ac
cording to his thinking. But his staying raised him in the
estimation of his friends.
The evening before the Whites withdrew, Kratz had
been persuaded to start very early the next morning for
Crimea, by the safest way. Everything for this trip was
well thought through and prepared, but unfortunately it
was too late. Overnight there was a change in govern
ment: the Whites withdrew and the Reds came in. This
time for an indefinite time. Perhaps forever.
The next morning, very early, as Brother Kratz and
his host, P—, went out, to look over the situation, and to
speak with their traveling companions, they were both
arrested by the advance guard of the Reds. They were
handled roughly. Mr. P— stepped up at once to defend
Brother Kratz. He succeeded fully. The Red soldiers
seemed to fear the American, but took out their revenge
on P—. Then they emptied the pockets of both men and
ordered P— to take them to his home. He did not want
to do so. That made the soldiers angry again. Both P—
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and Kratz were arrested. In the meantime the Reds had
occupied Halbstadt and the vicinity. The prisoners were
taken to the officer in charge. He seemed to be a man
with whom one could speak. He agreed to free the two
men, on condition that the Mennonite group furnish host
ages, to be held in their stead. I was also sent for. After
some negotiation we were permitted to go home with P—
and Kratz, but only after we had made ourselves answerable for them. Before we left, Kratz was given his
papers and most of his money, all of which had been
taken from him when the arrest was made. Some things,
such as his pocket-knife, his flash-light, and some of his
money, had disappeared in the handling.
We were glad that it had gone as well as it had, and
comforted ourselves somewhat. But everything possible
was done to safeguard Brother Kratz from attacks, and
at first we were successful. Kratz went about as he
always had. But we had to give up all our plans for
relief, and wait. Bro. Kratz was of the opinion that
since we had for so long suffered so much, he could also
suffer with us for a while. Then he would learn to appre
ciate our situation better.
A few days after the Reds came in, there came a
new Pharaoh, who knew nothing of Joseph, and did not
want to know anything. We knew the man in former
days, and expected nothing good—neither for the group
nor for individuals. Very soon after he assumed com
mand in Halbstadt, we went to him to talk Kratz’s affairs
over with him. He seemed to be reasonable. But if ever
words had a false ring to them, they were the words of
a Soviet commissary in Russia.
One day, about sundown, a messenger burst into my
room and announced breathlessly, that Kratz had again
been arrested, and was to be taken away. That was bad
news. I hurried over to help get Kratz free again. But
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I failed to find him anywhere in Halbstadt. At head
quarters, where I presented myself, they said, “He has
been taken to the 22nd Division.” This group was one
of the worst ones, and was stationed in the Mennonite
villages between Ohrloff and Landskrone, about twenty or
thirty miles from Halbstadt. As we were under martial
law, and on that account had to be inside after sundown,
we could attempt no more that day. This much was
decided: I was to follow after Brother Kratz as far as
possible, and to attempt to bring him back to Halbstadt.
I consented to do so, but to be frank, with anxiety and
fear in my heart, also on my own account. That same
evening I secured all of the necessary passes. The next
morning my driver and I started on our way. We could
not appear as “Bourgeoise (intelligentsia),” so we put on
our poorest clothing. Our appearance reminded one of a
beggar’s outfit of former days, when beggars still came
among us. After going hither and thither, we had the
good fortune to find traces of Kratz. Between hope and
fear we went on until my way was barred with threats of
death. I had to retreat. Brother Kratz was last seen in
Fuerstenwerder, together with other political prisoners.
As was related to me, he was quite decently treated, be
cause he was an American. His “convoy” had given him
a place on a large ladder-wagon full of straw, somewhat
separate from the rest, who were full of lice. It was
cold. Fortunately, a friend, who still had two overcoats,
had given him one of them. (Kratz’s winter clothing had
been left in Sevastopol.)
So Brother Kratz was taken away into a wild, blood
thirsty world, which he could not understand, which con
sidered the life of any one who did not go with it as
useless and dangerous, and to be treated accordingly.
Here I want to relate briefly my last conversation
with the head officer of the “Checka” (the Soviet secret
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police—the dread of the land) concerning Brother Kratz.
I entered the room of the Checka. Behind a table sat a
young Jew, hardly twenty years old, fumbling numerous
arrest and death warrants. For what he saw was terror
and what he wrote was blood. Beside the officer sat a
woman, on whose face was written vice and cruelty. By
the stove sat two armed Red soldiers. The officer asked
me harshly about my business. I stated it briefly. At once
he ordered the door to be guarded, asked me to come
nearer, and began a severe cross-examination. Among
other things he asked me, “What have you in common
with this American, whom we know to be a spy of a
bourgeoise government?”
“He is no spy. I doubt if you really think that he
can be one. What I have with him in common is that
we were working together at a task pleasing to God—
relieving the need of suffering humanity.”
“You lie! We know your whole business. We shall
look into this matter thoroughly. And you also shall not
escape us.”
“I! We are in your hands, that I know well. But
if it were not as I say, I would never have come to you.”
“What we shall do with the American doesn’t con
cern you. We do what we must. Do you understand?”
“But I should like very much to know where you
have taken him.”
“That also is none of your business. Cease making
any further inquiries about him, or it may go badly for
you. Now get out!”
And so it went on for some time. At last I asked
him, “Is your mother still living?”
After he had sworn an awful oath, he said, “What
has my mother to do with this ?”
I replied, “The American has a mother, too, who
loves him, and who with a heavy heart saw him drawn
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into this work; who prays for him, that the Lord may
shield him from the many dangers with which he is sur
rounded. As soon as Russia has dealings with America
again and you certainly believe that that time will come
—then that old mother will demand an accounting for her
son, from those who stood nearest to him—also from
me—do you understand something of this?
And now he seemed quieter and more gentle. His
last words were, “Yes, do not worry. I can tell you this
much about it. We shall not kill the American. That
might be too severe, in spite of the fact that we do not
especially fear America. We can also not free him.
Frankly, I do not believe that he is a spy. The situation
in which we find ourselves makes it necessary for us to
act as we do. We shall send the prisoner to the chief
of staff in Bachmut, from whence he will probably be sent
by way of Kharkow to Moscow, and from there perhaps
to Finland. Then he is free.”
Then his face darkened as he proceeded, “But there
is nothing better for you than to go home.” Then to the
soldier, “Conduct him out.”
I was dismissed, and proceeded sadly homeward, with
my purpose unattained. When I again reached Halbstadt
my friends rejoiced to see me. But the absence of Brother
Kratz was deeply felt. Some weeks later a Mennonite of
Wernersdorf, a village through which Kratz had passed,
told us that he had exchanged a few words with the
prisoner. That was the next day after the arrest. My
friend said that Brother Kratz was entirely quiet and
composed in spirit.
I do not believe that Brother Kratz was killed. It
is possible that he died of one of the numerous diseases
which at that time carried away thousands, especially
among prisoners.
Brother Kratz lost his life in the service of suffering
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humanity. Serving suffering humanity is serving God.
And to give one’s life for suffering humanity is doing so
for Jesus’ sake. And that is gain. Eternal gain, accord
ing to Matthew 25. That is our comfort and hope.
Of those who were sent from America to Russia,
Brother Kratz was permitted to do the least, but his name
will not have last place in the history of the great work
of relief which the Americans did in Russia. We know
that these words of Jesus are for him, “Well done, thou
good and faithful servant. Enter thou into the joys of
thy Lord.”
D.
R.
Hoeppner,
watchmaker,
optometrist
and
relief-worker was born on a small farm near Hillsboro,
Kansas, May 4, 1889. He set sail from New York on
the French passenger ship, “Le Espagne,” January 7,
1919, and went directly to France to serve under the
American Friends Service Committee in the great work of
reconstructing the war-devastated areas of France. He
was first assigned work in the erection of houses for the
returning French refugees, but later was given the work
of examining eyes and fitting glasses for the population.
After this work came to a close he went to Switzerland
and handled several convoys of children from Austria;
then distributed food and clothing to the destitute in
Austria and Germany under the Emergency Relief Cpmmittee of the Mennonites of North America; then went
to Poland in the same work. While still busy in Poland
he was accepted by the Mennonite Central Committee for
work in Russia, where he was first assigned the oversight
of feeding operations in Orenburg. Later the directing
of reconstruction work in connection with the tractors and
the importation of horses from Siberia were added to his
duties.
After almost eight years of absence, most of which
time was given to relief work, he returned to America,
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landed in Quebec, Canada, October 1, 1926, and after
touring through Canada, arrived at his home, Hillsboro,
Kansas, December 21, 1926, where he has now established
himself as an optometrist.
Bringing a Group of Children to Switzerland

D. R. Hoeppner
Far, far away, across the Atlantic, in the Alpine
region of southern Europe, surrounded by four countries
lies the miniature but oldest Republic, charming little
Switzerland. Right on the western side of Lake Geneva
in French Switzerland lies Lausanne. It is here that
our story begins: “American Mennonites convoying fam
ished Austrian children to Switzerland to save them from
sickness and death.”
In the early morning hours, before the street cars
began their grinding noise, pulling and dashing over the
hilly streets we met our special convoy train—bound for
Buchs, a Swiss station on the Austrian border. Madame
Dr. Berdez, chairman of the committee, her son a physi
cian, some eight relief nurses, and I boarded the train
and soon we were speeding over the smooth rails, winding
through valleys and tunnels, along the shores of pretty
lakes and over pine covered mountains. There was noth
ing to do, but much to see—a newspaper could not dis
tract the attention of the beauty-loving party on the Special
until the train rolled in at Buchs, just about supper time.
Early the next morning the convoy train, from
Vienna, with some 650 Austrian children arrived. A very
light lunch—weak tea and sandwiches—was served, the
children with their “ruck-sacks” on their backs were put
on the Swiss train and off we speeded, feeling that at least
these unfortunate youngsters were now saved. The day
previous two large convoys had passed us coming into
Switzerland, which made matters of finding homes for the
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children appear all the more serious. The Austrian train
personnel assisted in getting everything ready but they also
looked so undernourished that we thought it a pity that
we could not help them as well.
Our youngsters, very much delighted to be in dream
land, began singing their old school songs and merrily
told tales of their almost fabulous suffering at home. At
every station hundreds of handkerchiefs would wave to
greet the kind Swiss people who were showing such extra
ordinary hospitality to them and their parents at home.
About an hour after dusk our train pulled into the mag
nificent new station at Lausanne where thousands and
thousands of people were awaiting the arrival of the
undernourished foreign children.
Quite different from the usual large gatherings—
such as festival, burial or political. They had never seen
anything like this before and the effect on them seemed
strange. They came not to cheer, nor to mourn, nor to
listen to a professional lecturer, but to get a glimpse of
what war, misery, and despair meant to the poor innocent
children so cruelly gripped by it. First, the thought of it
and then the reality—darling children ragged, pale, weak,
deathly sober, gone through the agony of starvation,
freezing and neglect. This all aroused deepest sympathy
which the observer can never forget.
After the lengthy parade to the public schoolhouse
the youngsters were given a bowl of rice soup, bedded on
loose straw and the next morning the volunteer adoptive
parents called for their little boy or girl—to learn to love
and care for, during the 6 to 12 week vacation period,
after which they were collected and returned similarly,
but each child now restored to robust health and with a
face so bright, full and fresh and clothes so tidy and new
that mothers often would not recognize their own sweet
hearts on returning home.
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What a splendid work this was! I hope that every
body who participated in this work of charity, at home
or abroad, enjoyed it as much as I did, and I know they
would if they only could have been there to witness it.
G. G. Hiebert, traveler, philanthropist, and relief-worker was born at Rosenhof, Morris, Manitoba,
October 15, 1881. He set sail from New York on July
4, 1922, with the special duty of overseeing reconstruc
tion work in Russia. The years of war and famine there
had reduced the number of horses far below the needs of
the people, and American tractors were sent over to en
able the people to raise more food. During the first year
of his stay in Russia, he had general charge of recon
struction work; in the second year when additional tractormen had been sent across, he directed the tractor work in
the Molotschna and the Crimea and also superintended
relief operations in the Molotschna. He returned to
America July 20, 1924, and retired to his fruit ranch in
southern California; but soon his help was needed among
the Mennonites that came to Mexico, and he took up the
work there, having given most of his time to their wel
fare, until the fall of 1926.
Plowing Scenes

G. G. Hiebert
An experience which painted a mental picture for me
that has impressed me permanently is the scene when we
began plowing in the South Ukraine with the first twentyfive Fordson tractors that had been shipped to Russia by
the Mennonite Central Committee. The people there did
not have sufficient horse power to put in crops enough to
feed their families. (In the village “Fuerstenau” they
did not have as much as one horse.) This was in one of
the richest agricultural districts in the Ukraine. We had
seventeen tractors plowing in one large community field
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and when the people (most of them former well-to-do
farmers) saw the wide swath of rich, black loam turned
over each time the plow passed, the former farmer spirit
in some of its glory was revived and an expression of
hope came over their faces, as they remarked: “Oh, that
I could some day plow my field like that.”
Opposite this field, where the tractors worked, in dif
ferent directions, close to the villages, there were plows
being drawn by perhaps a horse and a cow, two cows and
a horse, or four cows; and often the four owners of the
four-cow team were among our spectators, as well as
others who had neither cow nor horse, and who depended
entirely for the next year’s crop on their share of the
tractor-plowed ground which was only a few acres for
each at the most.
It was surprising how many acres were seeded to grain
with so little horsepower; but the cows could not work in
the field in the heat of the day and supply the family with
milk; neither could the farmer produce good crops on land
that had merely been scratched instead of being plowed
or cultivated in a good workman-like manner.
It was almost miraculous how many more horses
there were in the Colonies the second year than there
were the first year of the relief work. Many families sold
at ridiculously low prices, household goods, etc., in order
that they might buy a horse so that they could plow and
sow again to provide bread for the future. The enthu
siasm was so great that many acres were spaded by hand
and planted. The people even watched over their crops
at night, lest they be stolen while they slept.
Another evidence of the fact that very few horses
were left in the colonies, was the millions of acres of land,
formerly in a high state of cultivation, that now lay waste
and uncultivated, as we drove through the different vil
lages organizing them for the tractor and farm work.
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We frequently met pedestrians, some of whom had come
as far as twenty to forty versts, mostly barefoot or in
wooden sandals, to buy or sell something or to plead for
assistance. Some were young, some middle-aged, and
some were old grandmothers and grandfathers. Their
pleadings were for food, clothing or tractor work. Often
times, also, they were on their way to visit their parents
or children. At times we went by auto as far as thirty
versts without meeting a horse-drawn vehicle, and it is
needless to say that they had no automobiles after the
revolution.
May the good Lord bless these unfortunate people
abundantly in the future, and grant that other countries
may be spared such a tragedy, is my hope and prayer.
Rev. P. H. Unruh, pastor of the Alexanderwohl
Church near Goessel, Kansas, is a native of America,
born in McPherson Co., Kansas, January 23, 1881. He
accepted work under the Mennonite Central Committee
for service in Russia in the fall of 1922 and set sail from
New York harbor on November 26, 1922.
Rev. Unruh brought both material and spiritual
comfort to the brethren abroad. His field of service was
the Ukraine, and covered such places as Alexandrowsk,
Chortitza and adjoining settlements, the Molotschna,
Sagradowka, Berdjansk, Melitopel and neighboring settle
ments. While Bro. Unruh also gave attention to feeding
operations, his chief duties were in connection with the
distribution of clothing and medicine.
Brother Unruh served as Elder of the Alexanderwohl
church before his trip abroad. The church graciously
granted him a leave of absence in the interest of the
suffering brethren; upon his return he again assumed
active service with his congregation. His trip abroad
broadened his experience and doubtless increased the value
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of his services to his church, when he returned in June,
1923.
The Destitute Refugees

P. H. Unruh
Among the many who suffered greatly during the
years of famine and revolution, the refugees constitute a
class by themselves. There were the refugees who came
from beautiful homes, which before the revolution they
had owned, together with extended tracts of land. Now
they were the object of general hatred and spite just as
they had been admired and envied before. Another group
of refugees were those who had separated themselves
from the Mennonite people for the sake of wealth. They
had lived isolated in Russian villages and often had lost
most of their spiritual heritage, therefore their lot was
now doubly sad. But the most pitiable among all the
refugees were found among the families that had fled
from Siberia, and had after indescribable suffering and
long wanderings reached the colonies of the Mennonites
in South Russia. Those who had before been wealthy
usually found shelter with some friends or relatives, those
of the diaspora, somehow managed to make their way,
but many of these from Siberia seemed unable to find any
point of contact for support or shelter, and hence consti
tuted a continuous danger for the colonists, who had all
they could do with themselves.
If the American Relief had not set in effectively
when it did, it is likely that most of these refugees would
have sadly perished. Those who had established at least
a temporary abode in one or the other of the villages
were now included in the regular quota of said villages,
and daily supplied with one meal. In Alexandrowsk, we
had a special kitchen established for the refugees, as well
as lodging places. No doubt, the latter were rather primi
tive in equipment, frequently bed and tables were missing,
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but chests and boxes served fairly well as temporary
makeshifts for furniture. Even though this equipment
stood in sad comparison to what they had before,
nevertheless most of them took it philosophically. One
of those in the poorest situation once laconically remarked,
“To be satisfied with what the good Lord in His grace
gives to us, constitutes the only real joy that is found in
this world.”
The following item from my diary illustrates quite
well what we have said above. “A family, Unruh, Refu
gees from Siberia reached Alexandrowsk after much priva
tion, sickness, and suffering only to find the once beautiful,
wealthy village of Schoenwiese itself destitute and in want.
Soon after their arrival, the father fell sick from the over
exertions and privations of the long journey. He was
now unable to work and thus earn the daily bread; while
the supply in their larder was only sufficient for two scanty
meals. Through the liberality of our brethren at home,
we were enabled to bring them food, which was indeed a
blessed privilege, for you should have seen the joy, even
though our help was necessarily in a very limited measure.”
Such notes appear frequently in my diary, but I shall
call attention to only one more to illustrate how suffering
will sometimes reveal the true gold of faith. It was the
case of a believing, God-fearing father: “The supply of
food in his larder was visibly decreasing daily. On ac
count of insufficient rations the faces of his dear children
were growing thinner and more haggard from day to day,
while the worried face of his faithful mate haunted him
day and night. It went from bad to worse, no relief in
sight, until the fateful morning arrived, when they again
all sat around the table for breakfast; but there was no
bread, only a little thin malt-coffee. The silence that
prevailed for a short period was broken by the pitiable
appeal of the hungry little one, “Mother bread!” The
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tender heart of the loving parent could no longer be con
trolled, and the mother broke forth in sobbing and tears.
This the father could no longer witness. He went out.
There was no human being to whom he might appeal, so
he took his refuge “To the hills from whence cometh my
help,” as he and his wife had often done before. God
heard and sent relief from America, just in time to save
this good family; and I trust that you who read this were
one of those whom God used to supply the food to feed
such in His Name.
J. E. Brunk was born at Hagerstown, Md., March 7,
1888. Before going across for relief work he was a stu
dent at Goshen College, and also held the position of
Dining Hall manager. Sailing from New York November
23, 1920, he went to Constantinople, joined our Unit
there, and was assigned the special duty of superintending
the distribution of clothing to the thousands of refugees
that came to that city. He is now residing at Inwood,
W. Va., and has charge of the canning factory of C. H.
Musselman & Co., at that place. He is married and has
five children.
Howard C. Yoder was born near Smithville, Wayne
Co., Ohio, on October 7, 1897. He was a student at
Goshen College, Goshen, Ind., receiving his A. B. degree
there in 1922. He then engaged in farming until he
went to Russia.
He sailed from New York on March 3, 1923, to help
in the agricultural work of the A.M.R. in Russia. At
first he assisted in supervising agricultural reconstruction
in the Ukraine, but when Mr. Slagel returned home in
the summer of 1923, Mr. Yoder took over his work at
the Alexandrowsk office. He remained in charge there
until that office was closed in the fall of 1924, and then
returned, reaching New York on October 18, 1924.
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At present Mr. Yoder is living at Smithville, Ohio,
and operating a large greenhouse near there—a business
which has grown out of pioneer work in that field by his
grandfather C. Z. Yoder.
Supplying Much Needed Horses

H. C. Yoder

For days the farmers of the villages of Chortitza
Volost, who were eligible to buy horses from the Amer
ican Mennonite Relief under the short time credit plan,
were busy trying to collect enough cash to make the cash
payment on one of these horses. Many of them made a
trip to Alexandrowsk, a journey of twelve to thirty miles,
in the vain hope of being granted special long time credit.
Finally at four o’clock on a rainy Wednesday the first
forty-eight horses arrived in the village of Chortitza,
muddy, wet, and tired from their four hundred mile trip
from northwestern Russia. An American farmer would
have had only contempt for them. They were small and
ugly compared with the average farm horse in the United
States. But any one of them might prove the deciding
factor in helping a family rise out of dire want, and they
were almost passionately wanted by hundreds of farmers.
Until late in the evening, hopeful farmers inspected and
discussed them where they were stabled for the night.
The next morning they were all brought together at
the farmstead of a Mr. Penner of Rosental where a com
mittee of three, composed of two well known horsemen
and a veterinarian, divided the entire lot into four groups
according to their value. Uniform prices for each group
were then determined so that the purchase prices and all
costs would be covered. Although it was still rainy, sev
eral hundred interested men were in attendance, about
seventy-five of whom were eligible to draw lots for a horse.
About an hour was given for further inspection and it
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seemed that each farmer had to see each horse from every
angle. Eyes glowed and faces assumed a wistful aspect
as each picked out the one he would choose if he had first
chance.
Slips were prepared and drawn by the eligible buyers,
their choices being made according to numerical order.
The drawing of these slips was a tense process. The man
who drew “number one chose a rawboned black, which
the judges had placed in an inferior group because of a
defect on one of his legs. The next two chose a pair of
greys, rough also but bearing promise of developing into
the best horses of the lot. Several men decided, when
their turn came to choose, that they did not care for any
of the horses that were left; but nevertheless the last
horse was led away and still eager buyers were left in line,
asking when the next lot of horses would arrive.
Vesta Zook Slagel was born at Topeka, Ind., March
26, 1891. Graduate of Goshen College and Lewis Institute,
Chicago. When called to go to Constantinople as relief
worker she was holding a professorship at Goshen College
and the position of Dean of Women. She sailed from New
York on the S. S. “Regina de Italia,” March 26, 1921. She
ably served as supervisor of the Children’s Home at Con
stantinople for over a year. After the work there was closed
she returned home, arriving in New York August 1, 1922,
and for one year again took up her work at Goshen Col
lege. Mr. and Mrs. Slagel are now living at 5616 Ellis
Ave., Chicago, 111.
Nina Cory

Mrs. A. W- Slagel
There came to the Children’s Home, one day, soon
after the Home was opened, a woman with a small child
perhaps six months old. Upon inquiry it was learned that
the baby had been found on a refugee ship in the Con
stantinople harbor, apparently without parents or relatives*
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Nothing could be learned of its history. The baby was
truly an orphan by no fault of its own, but made so by
war.
The child was taken into the Home. Not knowing
its name, it was given the name of Nina Cory, because
among the childlike sounds she made there was one which
sounded like “cory,” and therefore she was given that
name. She was cared for in the Home in the same way
as all the children, but she did not make the progress
others did, partly due, perhaps, to neglect and malnutri
tion before coming to the Home. She was ill much of the
time in spite of all that was done for her. Her disposi
tion and temperament were anything but desirable. She
was not a likeable child.
As she was a full orphan, she had no father or
mother or other relatives to come and love her or bring
her some small gift, as the other children had. There
seemed to be no one who took a very personal interest in
her. She was developing into an “institutional child.”
She was starving, not for food and clothes and shelter
and medical care, but for love. What should we do?
Finally a woman of perhaps forty years was given
the care of the smaller children. She became interested
in Nina, taking more interest in her than that of merely
a caretaker. Her husband was a teacher of the younger
boys. They had a son in the Home, seven or eight years
old. They were a fine family, quite capable in many
ways. This husband also became interested in Nina and
they finally asked permission to adopt the child. They
were poor, as all refugees were, but they seemingly loved
the child. It was thought they would be desirable foster
parents for Nina, and so permission was granted.
In a short time a great change came over Nina. This
father and mother treated her as their child; the foster
brother thought of her as his sister. They loved her and
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did for her the little things which members of families
always do for each other. She lost her ill temper, she
became more playful, she laughed, she became stronger
physically, she was a loveable child.
Nina was one of the few children who was in the
Home most of the time the Home was in operation. It
was worth every effort put forth to be able to see the
change in her. Shortly before the Home closed, this
family of four left for Bulgaria, where the father hoped
to find work to support his family. In a letter from them
some time ago, they report Nina still doing well.
Vinora Weaver Saltzman was born at La Grange,
Ind., Aug. 10, 1895. After graduating from Goshen Col
lege in 1918, she followed the teaching profession until she
was called into the foreign relief work. Together with
Mrs. Slagel, then Miss Zook, she sailed from New York on
March 26, 1921. In Constantinople she served as Di
rector of the Mennonite Home for Russian Women until
the work was finally closed in May, 1922. After her
return to America in July, 1922, she again took up her
teaching. In May, 1927, she was married to Earl Salzman, who is pastor of the Mennonite Church in Topeka,
Indiana.
Russian Girls in Mennonite Refugee Home at
Constantinop le

Vinora Weaver Saltzman
Our interest in the refugees in Constantinople seemed
at first to center itself in the men and children, but as we
became better acquainted with the situation, we found a
group who seemed to be in more immediate need than the
men, and those were the girls and women who had been
separated from their husbands, fathers and mothers and
all those who were dear to them in their homeland. There
was little work to be had, and what was available was
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far from desirable. These Russian girls had mqch the
same ideal of womanhood as the average American girl.
However, rather than to starve some had accepted work
which at first was revolting to them.
The first girl to enter our “Mennonite Home for
Russian Girls in Constantinople” was eighteen years of
age. When filling out the customary questionnaire we
found she had the opportunity to work and earn money to
support herself. After making inquiries into the type of
work she would be compelled to do, it was discovered to be
a lottery—the gambling places one finds in so many ori
ental and European cities. This institution because of its
character had been out-lawed in Great Britain and the
United States. The girl’s duty would have been to serve
the wine to the men who came to gamble, and not to deny
them any of their wishes. This girl is to-day living with
her husband in one of our American cities.
One after another the girls were admitted until finally
the building was too small. Because of this and in order
to get the girls away from the city a house was rented
along the shores of the Bosphorus in the small village of
Yeni Keuy. Here fifty-five girls were accommodated, and,
as much as possible, made happy. Among this group
were about twelve “girls” who were more than fifty years
old, most of these were mothers, who besides trying to
care for themselves were anxious to care for sons and
daughters. The oldest of these mothers was seventy and
she had three sons in Constantinople to worry about.
The work in the Home was carried on by the girls
themselves. They cooked, scrubbed, swept and washed
dishes, under the efficient management of the Russian ma
trons who were always with the girls in the Home.
It would be difficult to have fifty-five American girls
in one Home and keep them contented and satisfied if
they had nothing to do from morning till night. Russian
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girls were no exception to this rule. They were restless,
nervous as a result of their experiences, and eager for
something to do. Efforts were made to find legitimate
work for these girls but very often this resulted in failure,
therefore material for fancy-work was purchased and the
girls were assisted in producing some marketable articles.
These were taken to the city and sold wherever possible
at cost price, and the proceeds delivered to those who had
made the articles. This seemed to shorten the long win
ter evenings which they spent together in the large living
room around the only stove which the building contained.
To-day these girls are scattered from Vladivostock
to New York City, but there is no doubt in the minds of
the girls and the workers that these women were saved
from many hardships and perhaps death of honor and
womanhood by the aid of the Mennonites of America.
Daniel Schroeder was born on a farm near Hillsboro
in Marion County, Kansas, November 4, 1900. He spent
his early days in the home of his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Andrew Schroeder, who gave him a Christian training in
the home and such educational opportunities as the public
school of the district and later the High School offered.
Later he attended Bethel College, Newton, Kansas, and
Friends University at Wichita, Kansas. In between he
spent some time studying mechanics in a school kept up
by Henry Ford in connection with his great automobile
industry, which prepared him well for the work in Russia.
In the spring of 1923 he was asked to accept services
under the M. C. C. and take charge of agricultural re
construction work in the New Samara district of Eastern
Russia. He sailed from New York on March 3, 1923.
After serving faithfully he returned to America in
1924. Since his return he has entered the hardware
business and is now connected with a firm located at Mc
Pherson, Kansas.

THE PERSONNEL OF THE MENNONITE
CENTRAL COMMITTEE
CHAPTER XIII
All the members chosen to fill positions on the Staff
of the Mennonite Central Committee when it was first
organized have stayed with us until the end, with the
exception of H. H. Regehr, Mountain Lake, Minn., who
served only temporarily and Wm. P. Neufeld of Reedley,
California, who was called to his eternal reward after selfsacrificing exertion in the service of those of the “house
hold of faith.” All of the members have shown a kindly
thoughtfulness and tolerance of the opinions of others.
All have given ample evidence of a vital interest in the
cause. We have never been obliged to pass an important
resolution over an opposing vote. Naturally, there were
differences of opinion; but in such cases matters were
carefully examined until all agreed on the final decision.
Looking back over the experience of more than seven
years, during which time we have worked together, I
cannot help but believe that they were a God-chosen group
of representative men, selected to uphold and direct the
unprecedented exemplification of brotherly love by the
Mennonites of America. All have sacrificed time and
energy for the cause without getting any remuneration for
their services as committee members. Yet we have never
heard a complaint, for the work was cheerfully done.
Speaking of the members of the committee, I wish
to mention first Levi Mumaw of Scottdale, Pa., who has
borne the heaviest responsibility and has done the largest
share of the work here in the homeland. The deep con
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cern that he felt for the cause; the difficulties he faced
when left to decide problems alone; the effort it took to
answer all the inquiries from people here in America and
to instruct and direct the personnel on the field; the re
sponsibility of handling large sums of money which meant
sacrifices to the donors, and life to thousands in the fam
ine districts—these things can never be fully realized or
understood by those less directly connected with the work.
We can only express our sincere appreciation, but the
Heavenly Father knows, and He will reward in a just and
full measure.
Much credit is also due our vice-chairman, М. H.
Kratz, of Philadelphia, Pa., who ever forgetful of self,
has placed his trained mind, kind heart, and valuable time
at the disposal of the great cause of feeding and clothing
our starving and naked brethren abroad.
Orie O. Miller, of Akron, Pa., should also have
special mention. He was twice sent over to the field of
operations, where he rendered very efficient service. After
his second return to America he served as assistant to the
Secretary, and shouldered the important work of handling
the immigrant and refugee cases. Many of those who
secured permission to enter America through the help of
Miller would be glad to testify to the great service he
rendered, in his quiet, amiable and tactful way.
Recognition is also due to the congenial, whole
hearted D. M. Hofer, of Chicago, 111., J. H. Mellinger,
of Lancaster, Pa., the man of keen insight and mature
judgment, and to Allen Yoder of Goshen, Ind., with his
invariably congenial, cooperative attitude. Each of these
men has been a real asset to the Central Committee. As
presiding officer, I feel keenly grateful to all for their
whole-hearted support in the work of the relief in Europe
as directed by the Mennonite Central Committee.
I take great pleasure to introduce these men to you
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in the following pages by a brief biographical sketch of
each, which is followed by a contribution from their own
pen giving expression of some experiences in connection
with this work of relief.
Levi Mumaw was born near Winesburg, Holmes
County, Ohio, November 16, 1879. His father, Amos
Mumaw and mother Catherine Shaum-Mumaw were both
natives of Ohio. His parents moved to a farm in Elkhart
County, Indiana in his early childhood where he grew to
manhood. At the age of eighteen he accompanied his
parents on their return to Ohio. Later he graduated from
the Commercial Department of the Bixler Business Col
lege, Wooster, Ohio, and engaged in business at Orrville,
Ohio, during the following ten years. At the age of
thirty, he, with his family, moved to Scottdale, Pennsyl
vania to assist in the work of the Mennonite Publishing
House, the official publishing agency for the Mennonite
Church.
He has now given eighteen years of service to the
above institution as Secretary-Treasurer. He is active in
the general interests of the Mennonite Church, serving on
several Standing Committees of that Conference and is
connected with its Mission Board, serving at present as
Vice-President of the Board and Secretary of the Menno
nite Relief Committee, sponsored by the Board.
He has been active in general relief work during the
past ten years, having been elected Secretary of the official
organization of the Mennonite Church, the Mennonite
Relief Commission for War Sufferers, at the time of its
organization, Dec. 24-26, 1917. The work of the or
ganization was carried on largely under his supervision
and at the time of the organization of the Mennonite
Central Committee July 28, 1920, he was elected Secretary-Treasurer of the Committee in which capacity he has
served faithfully and efficiently.
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Some High Peaks in Our Executive Work

Levi Mumaw
In the executive work of the Mennonite Central
Committee there were several high peaks that seem to
have had an especially vital bearing on the success of the
undertaking. During the early stages of our work there
were uncertainties and discouragements and new prob
lems. Some of the problems had to be solved by the best
judgment and initiative that the Committee could muster,
but others, fortunately, were solved by agencies with whom
we cooperated. It is the purpose here to review briefly
some of the crucial points in our experiences with these
other agencies.
The first attempt to make contacts that might open
the way for relief work in Russia was in June, 1920. A
delegation of two went to New York to discuss with Near
East Relief officials the possibility of our establishing a
base in Constantinople, Turkey, and of proceeding from
there into South Russia. It developed that the State
Department was at that time not ready to issue passports
for South Russia, but would issue them for Constantino
ple, at which place the American Embassy could amend
the passports for travel to Russia, when that appeared
feasible.
The Near East Relief offered to send a Mennonite
Unit to Constantinople under its auspices; the Unit to be
available for work in Constantinople under the N.E.R.
until it would be found possible to undertake work in
Russia. All expenses of this Unit were to be met by the
Mennonite Central Committee.
This tentative arrangement proved to be the key that
unlocked many doors for us later. The Unit was sent to
Constantinople in September, 1920, and the way opened
for some preliminary investigation in Russia, and for work
with Russian refugees in Constantinople during the period
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of waiting. Supplies were sent to Constantinople and
communications with our group there were maintained
through the offices of the N.E.R. When the agreement
was signed with Russia in 1921, it was possible in a short
time for Arthur Slagel, a member of the original Unit,
to proceed with supplies from Constantinople via the
Black Sea and Odessa to the section of Russia where we
desired to work.
During this period of waiting the Mennonite Central
Committee continued to look for ways of getting into
Russia. In the spring of 1921 the American Friends
Service Committee with offices in Philadelphia, Pa., made
some propositions for cooperative work, but no plan
agreeable to both organizations could be decided upon at
that time.
In the meantime reports of famine conditions in
Russia, particularly in the Volga section, were filtering
through to America, a wide general interest developed,
and the conviction grew that American relief activities in
Europe ought to be extended to Russia.
On August 24, 1921, representatives of a number of
relief organizations met in Washington, D. C., to discuss
ways and means for Russian relief. The following or
ganizations were represented:
American Friends Service Committee.
American Red Cross.
American Relief Administration.
Federal Council of Churches.
Jewish Joint Distribution Committee.
Knights of Columbus.
National Catholic Welfare Council.
Young Men’s Christian Association.
Young Women’s Christian Association.

The minutes of this meeting furnish the following
facts:
1.

It was decided that inasmuch as the whole problem
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was apparently beyond the resources of private charity, the
work of the associations represented at this meeting would
in its initial stages be directed in priority toward helping
children and furnishing medical supplies.
2.
A summary of the agreement signed by the Ameri
can Relief Administration and the Soviet authorities at Riga
was then presented to those present for their information,
Mr. Hoover offering the benefits of said agreement to the
other organizations comprising the council, should they de
sire to engage in relief.
3.
After discussing the part to be played in the relief
by each of the associations comprising the European Relief
Council and in settlement of the complete consideration and
coordination of the above associations, the following memo
randum was agreed to by all:
a.
The agreement between the American Relief Ad
ministration and the Soviet authorities at Riga is accepted
by the associations affiliated in the European Relief Coun
cil and all activites will be according to this agreement.
b.
The Director of the American Relief Administra
tion in Russia will assign to the American Friends Service
Committee, which is now conducting relief work in Rus
sia, a definite district or area of distribution in which the
American Friends Service Committee shall keep its own
identity and work according to its own ideals, but always
under the supervision of the Director of the American
Relief Administration in Russia, pursuant to and in con
formity with the terms of the Riga agreement.
c.
The Director of the American Relief Administra
tion in Russia shall appoint on his staff at headquarters
one or more representatives (to be mutually agreed upon)
of any of the organization members of the European Re
lief Council. In turn, the member organizations who may
be represented in Russia agree to furnish such repre
sentatives.

On the 9th of September, Wilbur Thomas of the
American Friends Service Committee at Philadelphia sent
the following telegram to Scottdale:
“Levi Mumaw, Scottdale, Pa.
“Can you and two others see me next Wednesday morn
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ing regarding Russian work? Believe this is your openingfor Russian work and will gladly assist you any way I can.”

Negotiations were opened at once with Mr. Thomas
and a meeting of the Mennonite Central Committee was
held at Lancaster, Pa. The proposition of the Friends
was carefully considered and the plan in general was
adopted, but with the stipulation that the section of Rus
sia which was to be allocated to the Friends should be
agreeable to our Committee.
On this last condition hinged the question of imme
diate relief work in Russia. Several attempts were made
to ascertain whether the sections where Mennonites lived
could be assigned to the Mennonite Central Committee,
but no definite answer was given. No further action was
taken by our Committee until October 20, 1921, at which
time the following cable was received from A. J. Miller,
who had reached Moscow through Riga, and had been
permitted to transmit his message through the offices of
the American Relief Administration already established
at Moscow:
Arrangements with Soviets completed enabling us
First. Work for women and children independently as
American Mennonite Relief.
Second. With assistance to Holland Mennonite Relief.
Third. As Mennonite Relief under Holland Agreement
using American as Director on terms similar A.R.A. agree
ment with Soviets.
Fourth. A.R.A. Moscow suggest A.M.R. undertake re
lief work for children and sick in Volga and Ukraine in
name Mennonite Relief with American Mennonite Director
and personnel under general supervision A.R.A. Director in
Russia. Holland assistance then possible through A.M.R.
Advise which of above courses will be undertaken.

The delivery of this message by the New York office
of the American Relief Administration was accompanied
by a letter signed by Frank C. Page, Assistant Secretary:
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“Yesterday we forwarded a cable, copy of which is at
tached, from Mr. Miller in Moscow. It seems that arrange
ments have finally been consummated to carry on your re
lief work in Russia.
“Would it be possible for you, or one of your repre
sentatives, to meet with me in New York in order to work
out the details of the relief? We have, as you probably
know, made similar arrangements with one or two other
religious organizations or organization of Nationals for their
Telief.”

This was a welcome message, because it solved some
problems the Committee had thus far been unable to solve
satisfactorily, and it was concrete evidence that the con
tinued efforts of A. J. Miller had at length borne fruit.
Plans were made to go to New York as soon as possible,
and in a few days a committee of three had a very agree
able conference with the A.R.A. officials there. As a
result of this conference we were accorded the same privi
leges as the organizations which had met with the A.R.A.
in Washington, D. C., on August 24. Due consideration
was given to the fact that A. J. Miller had succeeded in
signing an independent agreement with the Soviet authori
ties—something which only the A.R.A. and the American
Friends Service Committee had accomplished. The par
ticular advantage of the strategic position was that our
organization was permitted to select its own field of op
eration in Russia. This enabled the Committee to make
a much stronger appeal for funds. It made possible the
building up of a strong organization in Russia, ready to
function quickly and effectively and acceptably with the
privilege of choosing its own territory. The organization
could thus help those in Russia for whom there was a
special concern, and at the same time maintain the princi
ple of helping all the needy in a given territory—regard
less of their race or creed.
The first official report covering our operations was
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submitted to the New York office of the A.R.A. in Feb
ruary, 1923. In commenting on this report, in a letter
dated February 13, Mr. Frank C. Page, Secretary of the
A.R.A. wrote as follows:
Mr. Levi Mumaw, Sec’y-Treas.
Mennonite Central Committee.
Dear Mr. Mumaw:
It is really a remarkable balance sheet which you show,
and it is a tribute to the generosity and Christian spirit of
your people. My sincere congratulations!
You are perfectly correct. Your statement that the
Mennonites have sent over a million dollars is extremely
conservative. I think if it were worth while to go through
the great mass of individual remittances which we have
received there would be found an additional sum of well
over $200,000.00 in personal remittances from your Menno
nite people.
It has always been and still is a great pleasure to act
as agents for you in the purchasing and shipping and trans
portation of supplies, and you may count on the maximum
cooperation from the A.R.A. as long as the two organiza
tions are working side by side in any field.

On June 15, 1923, we were officially notified by the
American Relief Administration of the closing of their
work in Russia, to take effect June 30, 1923. This marked
the closing of another door of connection with our office
in Moscow. It came at a time when direct communica
tions were still very uncertain, and the problem of trans
mitting funds was a very important question. Several
avenues were sought but without any definite results. The
American Express Company had undertaken to transmit
funds to individuals in Russia, but their assurance was
limited because of the lack of confidence in the Russian
government. About July 1 a communication was received
from A. J. Miller announcing that arrangements had been
completed with the State Bank of Soviet Russia at Mos
cow for the handling of funds, and that the Guaranty
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Central Committee
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Trust Company of New York would receive our deposits
for transmission to Moscow. Negotiations were opened
with the Guaranty Trust Company of New York and it
was found possible to use them as an agency for this
purpose. Their services in this connection were very
satisfactory and this arrangement was continued until the
close of our work.
P. C. Hiebert was born of Christian parents in the
year 1878 on a farm near what is now Hillsboro, Kansas.
His father, Rev. Corn. Hiebert and his mother Katherina
Wiens Hiebert had come to America with the early Men
nonite immigrants and underwent all the hardships of
pioneer life. When he was but nine years old his mother
died, but not before she had left an indelible impression
on her son, which, together with the influence of a Chris
tian teacher, led him to surrender his young life to Christ
and the work of His Kingdom.
Ever desirous of a liberal education, he earned his
way through school by doing farm work in the summers,
and by teaching school several winters in between. He
graduated from McPherson College in the spring of 1906,
spent one year at the Baptist Seminary, Rochester, New
York, and later took his graduate work at the University
of Kansas.
Having been called to the ministry by his home
church when he was still a student, he accepted an assign
ment from the Mennonite Brethren Conference, as city
missionary in Portland, Oregon, and traveling evangelist
for the Oregon-Washington District in 1906.
Two years later he was invited by the Board of
Directors of Tabor College to come to Hillsboro, Kans.,
and help build up a Christian institution of higher learn
ing. He is now completing his twentieth year, having
served in every capacity of the work connected with a
college and Bible school.
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When the larger Mennonite relief undertakings began
during and after the war he was soon drawn into active
work; and has since served in various capacities, such as,
Chairman of the Emergency Relief Committee of the
Mennonites of North America, Secretary-Treasurer of the
Information Committee, Chairman of the Relief Com
mission of the Mennonite Brethren Church of N. A., and
Chairman of the Mennonite Central Committee since its
organization in 1920.
Soon atter an agreement had been reached with the
Russian Soviet government, which permitted the entrance
of that country for the purpose of bringing relief to the
starving people he wTas asked to go across to help organ
ize relief operations. He accepted and sailed from New
York on the Steamship Centennial State on the 21st day
of February, 1922. On his way to Russia he passed
through Holland and Germany making contact with the
Mennonite Relief Committee in both countries with a
view of preparing for an advantageous coordination of
the common work in Russia. From Germany he pro
ceeded through the Balkan countries to Constantinople
and assisted in closing up the Mennonite Relief work there
in favor of the greater need in Russia.
Crossing the Black Sea on a U. S. Destroyer he
landed at Theodosia, Crimea on the 27th day of March;
proceeding inland, he reached Halbstadt, Russia on April 2.
While in Russia he visited most of the larger Mennonite
settlements that were in special need of assistance, encourag
ing the brethren, gathering information for the committee
and the public in the homeland, and assisting the American
Mennonite relief workers wherever possible. After a
final conference at Moscow with Director Miller and sev
eral other relief workers he left for America in July and
reached home August 12, 1922.
Since his return he again assumed his duties in con
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nection with Tabor College, but continued his interest and
work with the Mennonite Central Committee.
The Famous Sixty-two

One of the unexpected duties that fell to the lot of
the Mennonite Central Committee developed in connection
with a larger number of the Mennonite refugee men and
boys at Constantinople, most of which had served in
Wrangel’s army against the Bolsheviks and therefore were
ineligible to reenter Russia. These young men, who were
now without a country naturally turned their eyes to
America, the famed land of freedom, the land that for
merly refused a home to none who were willing to work
for an honest living.
When a larger number of the young men staying in
our Mennonite Home in Constantinople, requested the
good offices of the Mennonite Central Committee to assist
them in coming to the United States of America, two diffi
culties immediately confronted the committee. These were,
first, that of financing their trip; and second, that of se
curing passports for them to enter this country. For the
first of the problems there seemed to be a remedy at hand
in the idle funds that had been given for Russia and could
not yet be delivered to the needy. It was therefore agreed
to advance on their personal note enough money for these
men to make the trip to America. In the meantime the
committee inquired for parties, among the Mennonites in
America who would be willing to provide one or more of
these men a home and work upon their arrival in Amer
ica. A sufficient number of places were soon secured to
take care of all the men coming. Some of the good
friends who volunteered to supply the home also advanced
the money for the trip, on the supposition that the young
men would afterwards earn and repay in due time.
The second difficulty required considerable work and
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tact, for it was not easy to convince our officials at Wash
ington that refugees from the disreputable Bolshevic Rus
sia would make good citizens of this country. It was
therefore decided at the meeting of the Mennonite Cen
tral Committee convened at Scottdale, Pa., on December
30, 1920, that the Brethren Mumaw and Hiebert should
go to Washington with a view of securing passport privi
leges for these homeless brethren. Upon our arrival at
Washington we called at the Department of State, and
were referred to the man who had charge of Russian
affairs, who gave us a kindly hearing and further instruc
tions to confer with the Visa Department. Following his
instructions we consulted the chief of the Visa Depart
ment, who said that each of the persons would need to
have an affidavit drawn up in his favor and signed by a
reputable citizen of this country. Since it would have
been difficult to secure all the affidavits there in Washing
ton, it was granted to us that as officials of the Board we
would be permitted to sign the affidavits for the whole
group.
After considerable effort we finally found a stenogra
pher to write out our affidavit, but she was too busy, so
we borrowed one of her machines and wrote it out our
selves. When this was finished Bro. Mumaw had to leave
in order to get his train to Lancaster that evening. After
Mumaw had gone I soon found a Notary Public and the
affidavits were properly executed and signed. But when
I returned to the Visa Office to deliver the affidavits in
person and to get an О. K. thereon, I found that the office
had closed, since this was the afternoon of December 31,
when all Washington offices close. Somewhat disappointed,
the letter containing the affidavit, addressed to the head
of the Visa Department was entrusted to the mails, and
I left for home.
Some months later a representative of the State De-
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partment from Washington called at Hillsboro, Kansas to
inform himself as to who these Mennonites were and also
who the man was who had signed the affidavit for the
group. After spending an agreeable evening together, he
left with the assurance that he would give a favorable
report to the authorities at Washington. About a month
or six weeks later another representative of the govern
ment, this time from the Justice Departmnt, called at
Hillsboro for the same purpose as the first inspector had
done, but with the additional duty of finding out all he
could of the refugees themselves. The man seemed much
surprised to find that the Mennonites were progressive,
and believed in education. In our conference with this
gentleman it happened very opportunely that Delegate
C. H. Warkentin was in town, who, as it developed, knew
practically all of the young men listed among the sixtytwo. Together we, therefore, gave him all the informa
tion possible, and he, too, left us, apparently well im
pressed by the whole situation.
Upon the force of our affidavits and the reports of
these investigations the passports were eventually granted
in July, after considerable writing back and forth had
been carried on. Immediately upon learning of this happy
conclusion of the first chapter of this matter, the Central
Committee through Bro. Orie Miller secured the funds
and made the necessary arrangements with the steamship
lines to transport the men to New York. They set sail
on the steamer “Acropolis” from Constantinople on Au
gust 3, arriving at New York on September 1, and were
landed at Ellis Island. In the meantime homes on farms
had been found for these young men, through the efforts
of Levi Mumaw, Orie Miller, W. J. Ewert, and others.
During the examination on Ellis Island which every
immigrant must undergo, they were asked among other
things, as to who supplied the money for their passage,
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where they intended to go, and what they expected to do.
To this they truthfully made reply, but such as turned out
to be ambiguous; since the inspectors interpreted it to
mean that they came under the Contract Labor Law, which
barred them from admission and were subject to deporta
tion. The decision to send them back to the land from
where they had come was transmitted to the brethren in
the committee, whereupon О. O. Miller, M. H. Kratz and
Levi Mumaw took steps to appeal to the Department at
Washington. In order to make their appeal more effec
tive they went to Washington in person and engaged legal
assistance. After the hearing, the case was referred back
to the immigration officials at New York, who again
decided as before, whereupon another appeal was made to
Washington. In the meantime influential men both from
the House and the Senate, who were friendly to the
Mennonite people were engaged to intercede with the
officials of the Bureau of Immigration.
Thus time passed on while the appeal was pending,
the young men were detained with nothing but deportation
before them, which to them meant death; since they knew
that if once delivered into the hands of the reds in Russia,
they had no chance of escape. A letter reached me almost
at the same time as a message from Bro. Mumaw, stating
that the final hearing was to be in Washington the follow
ing day, and requesting that I come over in person, since
I had been mentioned as having originally signed the
affidavits for the visaes. But there was not sufficient time
for me to reach Washington before the final hearing, so I
secured the good offices of our Congressman Hoch to wire
in to the department, that unless they could decide favor
ably the case should be postponed until we could arrive
to present additional argument. The case was postponed.
It was decided at our committee meeting at Philadel
phia a few days later, that the Brethren Hiebert and O.
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Miller should go to Washington and continue negotia
tions in the hope of final success.
With the assistance of legal advisers and the inter
cession of several Congressmen, among whom should be
mentioned particularly McLaughlin of Nebraska and Hoch
of Kansas, our case was presented to the assistant secre
tary of Labor, Mr. Risley. Even though Mr. Risley
from the beginning showed a sympathetic attitude of
mind, he steadfastly held that our dealings had been in
violation of the Contract Labor Law and that he could
not see any way as yet of granting these men admittance.
In the final hearing we presented the argument that we
had acted entirely in good faith following the advice of
the Department of State, also stating that the Depart
ment of Justice had been consulted and acquainted with
our work. Neither of the officials had in any way criti
cized our mode of procedure in trying to help these
stranded brethren; even if we conceded that there was an
apparent transgression against the letter of the law, this
had not been intentional nor had it occurred secretly but
with the full knowledge of the two above named depart
ments; and further, that the spirit of the law was in no
way interfered with, since there was in this case no thought
of importing cheap labor. The only purpose had been to
save human life, and at the same time bring into the
United States young men, who promised to make desirable
citizens of our great country.
Our case was thereupon adjourned until the next day
to afford officials additional time to study into the matter
more thoroughly. The next morning we were put off
again till the day after, when we should appear. The final
solution was discovered by our attorney in a section of
the law which reads as follows: “The Secretary of Labor
may upon his discretion admit aliens into this country for
six months periods if a $500.00 bond is put up by each as
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guarantee for his appearance, or report to the proper
officials at the end of the six months.” On the merits of
this law we were informed the day after, that the young
men would be admitted provided the above named bond
could be put up for each.
Through the good will and prompt action of the
Brethren Mumaw, O. Miller, Kratz and others, arrange
ments for the bonds were ready in a few days. The
American Surety Company of New York, furnished the
bonds for a premium of $15.00 per bond upon the coun
ter-indemnity of Brethren, Joseph Bechtel, Wm. A. Derstine and Albert N. Wolf. Thereupon the door to the land
of liberty and promise swung open to sixty-two stranded,
homeless refugees, who had been passing through a sixweek period of anxiety, during which time their chances
for admittance and life seemed to waver between hope
and despair. They were received by Delegate A. A.
Friesen at New York and escorted to Lancaster, Pa.,
where they were formally welcomed Sunday, October 16,
and arrangements made for their transportation to the
various Mennonite families, who had in advance expressed
their willingness and desire to receive and furnish a home
and work for one or more of them.
We feel like saying that we contribute the final suc
cess of saving these men, largely as an answer to prayer,
since matters at times looked very much more hopeless
than may appear from the foregoing brief narration.
After their admission the interests of these men
were entrusted to Bro. Orie O. Miller, who first obtained
from each a personal note covering all funds that had
been advanced by the committee in his behalf, and then
he assisted them in securing passage to the homes that
had been found for them among Mennonite families of
America. Before leaving, all pledged to report regularly
to Bro. Miller and to pay off their indebtedness as soon
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as they could secure funds, either from friends or returns
from their earnings, so that a favorable report might be
made to the department at Washington. When the six
months had expired Bro. Miller was able to report that
all of the young men were making good and that about
half of them had already paid back the funds that had
been advanced by the committee for their passage. Where
upon the department granted another six months stay for
them. At the end of the year the time was again extended
in response to favorable reports. After the third six
months Bro. Miller reported to Washington that all were
making good, that no serious complaints had come in
against any of the men, and that all had satisfied the
committee financially. On the merits of these facts he
requested that the men be unconditionally admitted and
that the bonds be released. Soon after, the reply came
that the “Famous Sixty-two” were granted the privilege
of unconditional residence in the United States of America.
Maxwell H. Kratz was born November 17, 1875 at
Frederick, Montgomery County, Pa. He graduated from
Perkiomen School in 1895 and from Princeton University
in 1899. He was awarded the Chancellor Green Fellow
ship in Mental Science upon graduation and took a post
graduate year at Princeton, receiving the degree of A. M.
in 1900. After teaching Latin, Greek, and other subjects
for four years, he entered the University of Pennsylvania
Law School in 1904 and graduated in 1907. He has prac
ticed Law in Philadelphia from 1907 to date. He has
been a member of the Board of Trustees of В luff ton Col
lege and of Perkiomen School for a number of years. He
was appointed by the Supreme Court of Penn, in 1925 an
Examiner of the State Board of Law Examiners of Penn
sylvania, which Board has jurisdiction over the admission
of all candidates for the bar in the State.
He is a member of the Emergency Relief Commis-
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sion of the General Conference of the Mennonite Church
of North America and also a member of the Committee
on Doctrine and Conduct of said Conference. Mr. Kratz
has very efficiently served in the Executive Committee of
the Mennonite Central Committee through the entire
period of its activity.
A Personal Testimony
It is hardly possible for one who was so remote from
the actual scene of the work to point to any particular
thrilling experience in connection with it.
It was a continual source of pleasure and gratifica
tion, however, to find our people so generous in their
response and to be associated with a group of men who
proved themselves so willing and so capable in dealing
with a great problem.
Not only the knowledge of what it meant to our
suffering Brethren, but also the better appreciation of the
strength and spirit of Mennonites as a body, which I got
from it, and the personal friendships which grew out of
it, have made the work of the Mennonite Central Com
mittee more than worth while to me.
M. H. Kratz.
Orie O. Miller, born at Middlebury, Indiana, July 7,
1892. Teacher in public schools and business department
of Goshen College. After graduating from Goshen Col
lege in 1915 he was connected with the Miller-Hess Shoe
Co. of Akron, Pa. In 1918 he went with one of the first
N.E.R. groups to Beirut, Syria. After a year of valuable
experience with the N.E.R. he returned to America, short
ly before the organization of the Mennonite Central Com
mittee. He was chosen director of the first Unit, which
was sent to Constantinople, on September 1, 1920 to
find a way to get into Russia and help our people there.
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With Clayton Kratz he actually entered Russia, got in
touch with the Mennonites there and made arrangements
to do relief work. The overthrow of the Wrangel gov
ernment preventing the carrying out of these arrange
ments, he returned to Constantinople and organized relief
activities among the Russian refugees who flooded that
city. The direction of this work was then turned over to
B. F. Stoltzfus in the spring of 1921. Mr. Miller then
returned to his home at Akron, Pa., and again took up
his business of manufacturing and selling shoes. He con
tinued to give considerable time to the work of the Men
nonite Central Committee.
A Personal Experience
Orie Miller
Every Relief worker has indelibly impressed on his
memory scores of sights and incidents connected with his
work, which time can never entirely erase. One, that I
know I shall never forget, had to do with the extreme
need and suffering among a mass of people in Constanti
nople, Turkey during November and December, 1920.
Some weeks earlier Bro. Kratz and I had made a
short trip into South Russia. After some personal con
tact with Mennonites there, I had returned alone. In the
meantime on a second trip as far as Sebastopol, I had
seen a routed Wrangel army go to pieces. The incident
itself begins with the arrival in Constantinople harbor of
the 150,000 refugees who fled from Russia after Wrangel’s defeat. They came across the Black Sea in what
was left of the former Russian Navy and such merchant
ships as they could lay hands on. These ships began to
arrive on November 15. Within a week over a hundred
vessels, crowded with refugees, had arrived and made up
another city on the water in front of the Bosporus.
These people had fled from their homes and could
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take along only what they could carry. They had crowded
on the ships until every square foot of space was occupied.
They stood on deck from bow to stern—thousands of
men. The ships were unsanitary and not at all equipped
for passenger use. Most of them had no food or water
on arrival at Constantinople. On November 20 a steady,
drizzling rain set in and continued for several days. The
situation soon beggared description. Because of interna
tional complications there was delay in deciding where
these people could be landed. From a relief standpoint,
the situation baffled the combined efforts of all the relief
and government organizations of the city.
We were new in such work, but cooperated with the
other better equipped organizations as best we could.
Buildings were rented as temporary shelters for women
and children, clothing was distributed, refugee camps were
visited and supplementary relief given there as the need
and our supplies warranted. Gradually some order came
out of the confusion, and each Relief organization devoted
its energies to its own particular field.
Thereafter much of our effort was expended on the
Russian Mennonites in this refugee army, finding out
where they were, devising means to get them from ships
and camps, providing food and shelter for them in the
two Mennonite Homes, and later to send them to Pales
tine, Germany and America.
We appreciate the privilege our Master gave us to
be used in that service at that time. Some of His prom
ises became real arid precious to us then as they could in
no other way. It is our profound conviction that it was
alone through the leading of the Lord that the Church
and her workers were there just at the time when our
brethren from Russia needed this special help. The ex
perience of hundreds of them to-day is vastly different
from what it would have been had not the Church met

ALLEX YODER
Active member of the Mennonite Central Committee

JOHN H. MELLINGEB
Active member of the М;чшопИ'е Central Committee
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this opportunity of extending this timely aid. The ex
perience to us individually was invaluable.
John H. Mellinger, son of the late Jacob and Eliza
beth Mellinger, was born in Strasburg Township, Lan
caster County, Pa., December 7, 1858. Since the death
of his wife and daughter, he resides with his son Jacob D.
Mellinger, Lancaster, Pa., R. D. 8.
Bro. Mellinger had a deep conviction in early life,,
that the Gospel should be spread into all the world. This
led him to become one of the pioneers in missionary work
in the Lancaster County conference district. When the
first local work was opened, he was appointed President
of the Lancaster County Sunday School Mission. This
organization at first looked only after neglected districts
in the home fields but in time was extended until its influ
ence has reached India and South America. He has faith
fully served as President of the Board of Trustees of The
Mennonite Children’s Home, Millersville, Pa., since its
organization in 1909. When the Eastern Mennonite
Board of Missions and Charities was organized in the
Lancaster Conference District, he was appointed Presi
dent.
When relief work opened during the World War,
this “Willing Worker” was appointed by the Lancaster
Conference as a member of the Mennonite Central Com
mittee. Our brother has served as president of the above
organizations in the Conference District where he resides
for a period of thirty-three years, and as active member
of the Mennonite Central Committee for a period of more
than seven years, giving much of his time to the cause of
Christ without remuneration. He is still active in all lines
of mission work. He has labored faithfully and our
prayer is that he may be spared for many more years df
service in the Mission activities in the Church of his
choice.
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Wilhelm Peter Neufeld was born in Halbstadt, South
Russia in the year 1857. He was the son of the wellknown teacher, Peter Neufeld, and spent the days of his
youth under the careful nurture of loving Christian par
ents. Early in life he accepted the Lord as his personal
Savior and dedicated his life to the Master’s service, pre
paring for the mission-field in the Seminary at Barmen,
Germany. Upon completion of his studies he returned to
Russia, and received an urgent call to accept a position
as teacher of religion and director of the Gnadenfelder
Central-Schule. After careful and prayerful consideration
he accepted the call as from the Lord; and served suc
cessfully as minister and teacher in Gnadenfeld and Halb
stadt for a period of thirty years.
The Lord blessed him with a large family. When
his six sons were growing up, he, disliking the military
service to which they would be subjected in Russia, de
cided to emigrate. Even though his school and church
were loathe to see him leave, he came to America in 1911
and settled near Reedley, Calif. When the great war
with its sad consequences for Russia had come, he was
very grateful that he was here in America, but always
felt a strong obligation to help his brethren in the old
Homeland.
Bro. Neufeld was one of the pioneer agitators of
relief-work in Siberia, to which country he accompanied
Bro. M. B. Fast with a shipment of clothing. Later he
sacrificed time and money to assist the “Studien-Kommission” to find a favorable location for the brethren. Upon
the organization of the Mennonite Central Committee,
he was appointed representative from the Pacific district.
As soon as the way opened he made a trip to Russia at
his own expense and did all he could to comfort and help,
both those that planned to emigrate and those who stayed
in Russia. Upon his return from Russia, his health failed
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and in a short time he was called home, as one whose
life’s labors had been completed. Even though he would
have been willing to stay and continue his services here,
the Lord gave him much comfort in the anticipation of
the joy of meeting his God and Savior in the heavenly
home.
Rev. Allen Yoder, the son of Manasses and Lydia
Yoder of Logan County, Ohio, was born in Elkhart Co.,
Indiana on October 1, 1874. He grew to manhood in:
the vicinity of Goshen, Indiana, where he received a com
mon school education. He was led to accept Christ as
his personal Savior through the evangelistic preaching of
Rev. J. S. Coffman in the spring of 1890, and received
into the fold of the church by Rev. D. J. Johns in June
of the same year.

He was elected to the ministry by his own church and
ordained by Valentine Struhbar April 20, 1913. This,
the Silver Street Church located five miles east of Goshen,
he still serves as pastor. After his ordination to the min
istry, he attended the Moody Bible Institute for a number
of months. In April, 1914, he was privileged to accom
pany his teacher, Dr. Wm. Evans and his party, on a
tour of Bible Lands.
Rev. Yoder has been a man of varied activity both
private and public. In addition to his services of a pros
perous church he has been directing the work of a large
farm, which earns him the needed support for himself
and his family. As a member of the Illinois Central
Conference he has several times served as its president.
He has also been through the time of active relief work,
his conference’s representative on the Mennonite Central
Committee. At present he serves on The Joint Mission
Board, and also on the Board of Witmarsum Seminary.
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Some Personal Impressions

Allen Yoder
As a member of the Mennonite Central Committee I
appreciate this opportunity to give expression to my inner
feelings for the privilege afforded me to sit in counsel
<vith, to associate and fellowship with such a considerate
body of men representing the several groups of Menno
nites. I prize very highly the memory of the congenial
■conduct and the fine cooperative spirit manifested at every
meeting. I treasure the memory of devotion paid by each
member to the purpose for which the organization was
affected. It is with sincere and deep gratitude that I
think of the ready response of the Mennonite constituency
to the appeal for funds and supplies that came from the
destitute, the starving, and the dying ones beyond the sea.
Through this experience my vision of service has
been enlarged and my life has been enriched through the
personal contact with individuals who so beautifully por
trayed the Christ Spirit in the time of dire need; and who
were willing to nobly play “the Good Samaritan” when it
meant sacrifice and risk of life and health, to go and ad
minister help to those in such great need. The story of
the Russian Relief may go down in history as a great
achievement of the Mennonite Church, but I would greatly
prefer to have us and posterity view this work as a great
privilege, which enabled the Church in her loyalty, devo
tion and love of God and mankind make religion practical
by sacrificing for the needy in a way, such as Christ so
highly commends in His discourse on the Judgment of the
Nations, Matt. 25:31-46.
While the contacts with the relief work left many
lasting impressions on me, there is but one that I shall
take time to mention, because it comes to my mind again
and again. After a trip to the actual scenes of suffering
and starvation in Russia, our brother P. C. Hiebert vis
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ited our home church, as he did many others, and gave*
us word-pictures of existing conditions. In speaking of
the spiritual life among the brethren he mentioned that
through personal suffering, through hearing their littler
ones cry for a piece of bread in vain, and through seeing
their loved ones starve, the faith of many was sorely
tried and they were in danger of losing the vision that,
“God is Love;” but others, amid all the grief and suffering,
maintained and manifested a beautiful and commendable
trust, and a living faith in God. Hungry and poorly
dressed, nevertheless they gathered on Sundays to “Wor
ship the Lord in Truth and in Spirit.” The choirs were
not clad in luxurious apparel, to attract attention as is
sometimes the case. Often ladies came dressed in gingham
aprons and barefoot, while the men also barefoot or in
«vooden-soled slippers seemed quite happy, clad in clothes
made of the burlap sacks in which the American brethren
had sent the supplies of food to them. Thus they came
to the House of the Lord to sing praise, and worship
Him from whom all blessings flow. This picture made
an indelible impression on my memory. I am pursuaded
that a God who overshadowed a Stephen with His Holy
Spirit and kept his heart aglow with forgiving love amid
the hurled rocks that fell upon him, does in these days of
warfare, distress, persecution and misunderstanding over
shadow His children with the same Holy Spirit, giving
them victory through grace, so that their hearts may be
kept aglow with love and able to sing praise even with
the most adverse conditions. If I meditate on such scenes
my feelings find expression in the words of Matheson’s
Poem—
0 love that will not let me go
1 rest my weary soul in Thee,
I give Thee back the life I owe,
That in Thine ocean depths, its flow
May richer, fuller be.

RESPONSES FROM RUSSIA
CHAPTER XIV
If we should extend this chapter in proportion to the
feelings of our brethren, or their desire to let you all
know how much the food was needed, how much it actu
ally helped them and how much they loved, appreciated
and thanked you, then we would have to write a whole
book instead of one short chapter. But, since many ex
pressions of thankfulness have been published in the pa
pers, and some have been reported in person by visiting
brethren, we include only these few letters in order to play
fair with our brethren abroad by giving them an oppor
tunity to contribute something to the report of a work
that concerns them as much as us in America.
Address of Thanks

Cast thy bread upon the waters, for thou shalt find it
after many days.” Eccl. 11:1.
To all workers in this great relief mission, as well as
donors beyond the seas who have shown love and mercy:
please accept our heartfelt thanks for your unprecedented
willingness to make sacrifices.
You have prevented indescribable suffering. You have
saved the lives of thousands of your brethren.
We, the Kamenka Mennonite Brethren Church, say
from our whole heart, “May God reward you. May He
bless you and your children.”
In the name of the congregation,
David Petkau, Minister,
Peter Petkau, Sec.
Kamenka, Post Pretoria,
Orenburg, Gubernia, Russia.
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Letter of Thanks

To the Representatives of the American Mennonite Relief
and to the Brethren in America:
In the name of all the hungry ones of our village, we'
express our most hearty thanks for all the help that you.
have extended to us by giving us the food that we needed.We consider this a noble exemplification of applied Christian
love. By your help the people of the village were enabled
to live through the famine and to retain sufficient strength
to do their daily work. We know the difficulties with which
you, the representatives of the society had to contend in
order to bring us these supplies. Therefore they are doubly
appreciated. Our earnest prayer is that God may assist you
in this arduous task under such difficult circumstances, so
that the donations may serve the purpose for which they
were given. Please convey our deeply felt thanks to the
donors, the Mennonite brethren of America.
We are at the present time only able to express our
thanks in words, but may Christ, the Friend of such good
works, reward you, for you have not forgotten your breth
ren who are in dire need. Without your help we should
have been compelled to suffer from hunger. May the Lord
bless all the representatives and givers, as well as the do
nations ; for all depends on His blessings.
The village committee, Petershagen, Halbstadt Volost.
Letter of Thanks from Einlage

To the Mennonite brethren in America:
Years of severe oppressions during the war, great per
secutions after it and finally the great famine have caused
the complete ruin of the Mennonites of Russia.
The indescribable bodily suffering, coupled with a hope
less outlook for the future, had brought about in most of
our brethren a condition of mind which was worse than a
mere lack of courage, rather verging on despair. Yet there
were always those, who under all conditions, kept looking
upward; and in the stoutest hearts faith in God, who had
been with us so long and had so richly blessed us, did not
cease. But as one beam of hope after another became dim
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and disappeared, the number of those who remained strong
in the face of all difficulties was rapidly reduced.
Rumors to the effect that we had not been forgotten
nor forsaken by our American brethren reached us, and re
vived the hope of deliverance from this misery. But these
hopes were short-lived, for when the help from America
failed to come from day to day our hearts sank lower than
«ver. Then in November, 1921, came the letter from Bro.
A. J. Miller, announcing that he was on the way with food.
The joy was great, not only for the promised aid, but also
for the fact that you dear brethren in America were actually
remembering us. Many hearts let their prayers of gratitude
rise to God, the Giver of all good gifts.
The test of waiting, from the arrival of Bro. Miller’s
letter until the time when the help materialized, was very
trying. From time to time the need became greater until
conditions reached the stage when such things as linseedoil cakes, horses, cats, dogs, also partly decomposed meat
were used by many for food; yes, death from starvation
claimed a number of victims. Yet expectation of the prom
ised help served to renew our courage, so that even while
the pangs of hunger were keenly felt, our hope to survive
became stronger.
Now the help is here, and by the blessing of God we
may hope and believe that starvation will not be our lot,
though many have succumbed to the famine.
We are thankful, first of all to our Heavenly Father,
who again has shown that He is the same as of old. We
also thank you, dear brethren in America and elsewhere,
who, impelled by brotherly love, have sent us the supplies
for the sustenance of life.
We thank all the brethren, who are taking active part
;in this great work of mercy. May God reward you all.
(Then follows a full page of names)
Part of a Letter from Rueckenau

To our Brethren in the Faith in far-off America.
Dear
Brethren
and
Sisters:—The Rueckenau
village
Committee feel themselves duty bound to convey to you, in
'the name of our village, our deeply felt thanks for your
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help in our distress, for your representatives that have vis
ited us and for the supplies that you have sent.
Only a year ago no one would have believed it possible
that we rich Molotschna colonists would in the year 1922
use for food the flesh of horses, dogs, cats and mice, also
bran, oilcake or ground corn cobs (mixed with flour for
bread). And the persons who were compelled to use such
food were by no means all of the poorer classes. In our
village it happened that a number of the most prosperous
farmers, who owned sixty-five Desjatines of land (almost
180 acres), ate meat of a questionable kind. Needless to
say, the famine began among the poorer classes; but the
villagers united in the relief work of feeding about seventy
persons in a famine kitchen for several months. This
kitchen had just been closed for lack of food when your first
shipment of supplies arrived. Imagine the feelings with
which your first help was greeted. We have been saved by
the American kitchen which was organized in the middle
of March, from the fate of the adjoining German Prischib
district and the surrounding Russian villages where hun
dreds have died of hunger. At the present two hundred
sixty-one persons are daily given a palatable and wholesome
noon-day meal.
May God reward you dear far-away brethren and sis
ters, for what you have done for us and are still doing, and
may He protect you from such calamity as has befallen us.
The Committee of the Village Rueckenau.
Appreciation of Reconstruction Work

To the Director of the American Tractors,
Division of the Ukraine.
Honored Sir:—Our district meeting of the authorized
members of the “Verband” assembled at Rueckenau, Oct. 1,
1922, which represent the sixty villages included in the
Molotschna Colony, send you cordial greetings!
It gives us an intense feeling of satisfaction to observe
how our meadows are again being cultivated through your
energetic and effective assistance. That which seemed an
impossibility for us and our weakened horses, is accom
plished with ease by you and your practical American
tractors.
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We welcome with joy, every furrow that is plowed,
and every parcel of ground that is cultivated, for these
efforts next to the grace of God, promise to furnish our own
home-raised bread for the future.
We therefore take the liberty to thank you for your
whole-hearted assistance, in the name of the inhabitants of
the Gnadenfeld and Halbstadt Volosts and request you to
transmit, these our words of thanks, unto the kind donors
in America, our dear Mennonite brethren.
At the request of the District Meeting,
The officials of the “Verband,”
Ph. Cornies, Chairman.
Abr. Fast, Secretary.
Letter of Thanks

(508 signatures)
To all the Mennonites of America, who have helped to re
lieve the suffering in Russia.
When the rains failed to come in the year 1921 and the
grain in our fields withered away, we looked into the future
with deep concern, and asked ourselves this question: “What
will become of us?” We parceled out the limited supply
of food on hand into smaller and smaller portions so as to
live as economically as possible, nevertheless the phantom
monster, “Famine” came stalking towards us in giant strides.
The few who still had supplies, gave to those who had
none; one village would help another and one neighbor the
other but even with all this we saw no prospect of living
through the year till the next harvest.
At this time various reports, claiming that the Amer
icans were preparing to help and were actually on the way,
began to circulate from different sources; and many prayers
went up to the Heavenly Father, asking that the American
help might also reach us. Then we were told that it was
coming to our district and finally after a very long wait, the
message came, “Food has been allocated to the Nicopol
district.” In the early part of April the first food arrived in
our district for distribution. Enough to feed 267 of the 1660
starving persons for one month. During that month the
number of those that hungered increased to 2200, and a
great many were already swelling as direct results of starva
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tion. Whereupon we received a second allocation of sup
plies, enough to feed 1500 persons for two weeks. We re
joice exceedingly and express our sincerest thanks for the
great help that has been brought to us. May God abun
dantly bless each donor. We thank you, and say “The
Lord reward you!” We attempt to express our gratefulness
by e§.ch signing his own name. (Then follow the 508 sig
natures.)
H. Isaak, Secretary,
Nicopol District Relief Committee.
Chortitza and Rosental Letter of Thanks

April 2, 1922.
To the Mennonite brethren of North America:
When we viewed our very limited crop last fall, a sense
of fear and anxiety threatened to overwhelm us. The small
reserves of food material could at best be sufficient for two
or three months. From our neighboring districts, we could
expect no help, for they were as badly off as we. Starvation
and a miserable death were mercilessly staring us in the
face. Then we learned that the report of our hopeless
situation had reached our brethren beyond the great ocean,
and that they had taken pity and were sending us relief.
The very consciousness of the fact that we were not for
gotten gave us new courage and saved us from despair.
Through our utmost exertions we have succeeded in
keeping the “monster, death from starvation” largely beyond
the limits of our brotherhood. Only a small number have
actually died of starvation; but how pale and haggard, how
weak and needy was the appearance of our brethren and
sisters. Veritable pictures of unspeakable want were before
us daily. The agonies of soul which have been experienced
no words can describe.
The opening of the first American kitchens to 1400
persons on March 16, which gave to the most needy of the
two villages a most palatable and nourishing noon-meal,
was indeed a help in the utmost need. Since that time they
are daily receiving their ration and are happy and grateful
to receive what you give, and rejoice to observe how their
strength and health is gradually returning. Hundreds more
are to-day suffering the pangs of hunger, and need your
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food. They are longingly waiting' for the arrival of more
food-supplies which will admit them to the public American
kitchens.
Dear American brethren, you have begun an unmeasur
able work of love. Many thousands you have saved from
miserable death from starvation. Words can never express
our gratefulness; but we feel and are conscious of the fact
that you save our lives and therefore our hearts are filled
with thanks. Our courage and our trust have been greatly
strengthened by this great relief work. If brethren and
sisters who do not know us, and who have not seen our
misery with their own eyes, are so moved by brotherly love
that they forget themselves, and overcome such difficulties
and hindrances, how great must be the love of God our
Father towards us, to have made all your hearts willing for
such sacrifices! We are now no longer forsaken, God has
taken pity on our grief and misery and our brethren have
undertaken to supply our wants.
Dear brethren, only rarely will our words of thanks
reach you beyond the great ocean, so much the more will
we send our messages of thanks up to our dear God for the
good that you have done for us. We bow our knees in
humble worship before God and beseech Him to reward you
abundantly for what you have done unto us.
Rev. Isaak Dyck, Elder of Chortitza Congregations.
(Followed by more than 300 signatures)
Apostolowa, Krasno-Shavkay Volost, a Russian
Village

We are glad to state, that if the A.M.R. will continue
to feed the hungry until next harvest, as it is at present,
then there will be no more cases of starvation. We fully
understand who has saved us from death. The Local Com
mittee of kitchen number 6 renders heartiest thanks for the
great help shown the population by the American donors.
Our sincerest greetings, and a hearty Russian “Spasibo.”
The Committee:
Chairman, M. Uwarau.
Kitchen Manager, W. Sushkow.
Member, D. Udin.
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Marieyevka, Krasno-Shavkai Volost

This is one of the villages that has suffered most on
account of the famine in 1922-23. About 300 cases of
starvation are registered. During the time the villagers
sold almost everything they had, clothing, personal things,
livestock, etc., in order to save themselves from starva
tion. The following is an extract from a letter of thanks:
The people wandering about on the streets resembled
silhouettes wrapped in rags or simply in sacks, only to
cover their nakedness. Children did not leave the huts be
cause they did not have any kind of clothing. What would
have happened if the A.R.A. and A.M.R. had not helped us,
cannot be expressed. At present more than half the popu
lation is getting its food from the A.M.R. kitchens and from
the Red Cross. Considering all this, the Committee of
kitchen number 5, at the request of the beneficiaries, trans
mits to you their sincerest thanks, knowing well that you
have saved them from starvation.
Chairman of Committee, M. Dsiuba.
Secretary of Committee, N. Paskalov.
Kitchen Manager, A. Alexeyev.
Sparks of Sincere Gratefulness from the Lips of
Innocence for Garments Received

Dear Donors: I have received a new dress. It fits
exactly. It is very good, and I thank you very cordially.
Margareta Doerksen, Friedensdorf, Sagradowka.
Dear Americans: I am very happy for what you have
given me. I have received a coat, pants and a shirt. Cor
dial thanks, John Martens, a pupil in Friedensfelder School.
Sincere thanks for the clothing that I have received.
Now I can go to school, warm and with a pretty dress.
Sara Martens.
I am very well satisfied and pleased, for you have sent
so much. I received socks, a shirt, and a pair of pants. I
thank you for everything. A pupil, Sagradowka.
I send you very cordial thanks for the good clothing
that I have received. I am very happy to have them. I
send you all a sincere “God bless you.” Martha Warkentin.
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To Mennonite Congregations in America
Motto: “I was an hungered and ye gave me meat;
I was naked, and ye clothed me.”
Brethren and Sisters in Christ:
Greater and greater
looms up the magnitude of your gifts that have come to us.
Deeper and more deep we are humbled in the conscious
ness of our indebtedness to you; for we realize that we shall
never be able to reward you for what you have done for
us.—-When a year ago, we faced starvation, and could see no
possible source of help, then your extended arm of love saved
us from death. You have fed thousands of us for a year.
But love has done even more than that. It has listened
to our moanings and observed our deep concern for some
thing that would protect us from the rigors of winter. And
now you have again helped us, who were so scantily clad
for the cold weather, most wonderfully. Very many of us
lacked the most essential things in the matter of dress.
Now the most of us have a shirt, a suit of clothing, socks
on our feet, and many even have shoes, while quite a num
ber are so fortunate as to have in addition to all these an
overcoat.
When we behold the large number of the donated gar
ments, then our hearts and lips cannot refrain from praising
our Father in Heaven, who has kindled mercy and loving
kindness in the hearts of men. But you, our brethren and
sisters, may the great God reward you. May the above
quoted words of our Lord and Savior greet you together
with the blessed invitation “Come ye blessed of my Father,
inherit the kingdom prepared for you from the foundation of
the world.”
J. M. Dyck, Chairman of Committee, Chortitza.
(Then follow hundreds of signatures)

These letters of thanks could be continued almost
indefinitely, since individuals and groups have actually
been vying one with another in trying to express their
gratefulness. The letters that we give are only a few
representative ones, selected for the somewhat varied way
of expression and partly because of the large numbers of
signatures attached to several of them. We appreciate
all the rest and shall save as many as we can for historical
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references, but space will not permit us to include more
of them here. We will rather take the opportunity to
present two more examples of showing appreciation in a
manner different from letters and words.
The Orenburg Thanksgiving Festival

The motive for this festival was a threefold one:
(1) A feeling of gratefulness to our Father in Heaven
who ever remembers His own and sends relief in due
season; (2) Gratefulness for the Covenant which holds
us as brethren together, even though far separated by
distance; (3) Gratefulness for the nameless help, that
our American brethren had sent us just for<the time when
suffering was most severe.
A large congregation gathered at our house of prayer.
The motive that made response spontaneous was the
motto, “Saved from a miserable death.” The services
were opened at 8 o’clock, on Pentecost morning. After
the two choirs had sung a number of songs of thanks
giving, one of the ministers spoke briefly on Psalm 33,
stressing the following two thoughts: “He fashioned their
hearts alike,” and “To deliver their soul from death and
to keep them alive in famine.” One of the brethren said:
Oh, how true are these words of the Lord! How these
words drew out the sentiment of thanksgiving from all the
children of God that were present! When asked for a com
mon prayer of thanks it stirred our emotions most wonder
fully. Oh, ye dear ones far beyond the waters, you cannot
imagine how our hearts were full and how our mouths over
flowed with thanksgiving. Sometimes 25 were praying and
praising at the same time. Because of the emotional ten
sion I was unable to count the number that “offered unto
God thanksgiving.” It was a wonderful blending of voices
expressing holy words of praise. Many hot tears, like beau
tiful crystals, rolled over the cheeks of those who acknowl
edged that their lives had been wonderfully saved.”

At another similar occasion when several of the
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American representatives were present, the desk used as
pulpit was literally covered with bouquets of wild flowers,
even the space under the table was filled. Each of the
hundreds that brought bouquets delivered them with the
words, “You have saved my life.” At such scenes, your
representatives, who were receiving all the recognition for
you, our dear contributors, were entirely overcome by
their emotions and wept as children. Tears of joy for
what it had been possible to do, and tears of sadness for
all those who got nothing of all the fine American food,
because there was not enough to go around.
The Chortitza-Rosental Medal

A method somewhat out of the ordinary was resorted
to by the inhabitants of the above named villages, in that
they indicated their love and their appreciation in the form
of an originally engraved and cast medal, which they
delivered to the American representative early in July,
1922. It was at the time when the famine was most
general and grievous. Our feeding kitchens had just been
organized in all the Mennonite settlements and feeding
was at the highest, for we had at that time about 38,600
for dinner every day to partake of the American food. I
was at Alexandrowsk, ready to depart for America to
report on the work done in Russia, in an endeavor to
increase the interest in the relief work, and if possible
stimulate the brethren in the homeland to continue in
their well-doing and not to faint. A delegation from
among the leading men from the villages of Chortitza
and Rosental called on me. After a few preliminary
words relative to the effectiveness of the American relief
work, they presented to me as representative of the Amer
ican Mennonites, the medal here shown as a token of their
appreciation of the food that they were receiving through
our ministration.
The first picture shows hungry children stretching out
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their eager hands to receive good things to eat from the
American representative, who is shown as a large man
with a full basket under his left arm, and an outstretched
right hand delivering a loaf of American bread in the
name of Christ and the American benefactors.
The second picture shows the ocean and the steam
ship indicating that the food came from far-away America.
The inscription over the picture says, “Thanks to the
Brethren beyond the Ocean;” that beneath is an adapta

tion of Matthew 25 :35, “We were hungry and ye have
given us food.”
While presenting the medal, the brethren expressed
their regret that it was not cast in one of the rarer metals
instead of common lead. But after they informed me
that the engraving and the casting was done by one of
their own young men, and that the material was obtained
by melting lead bullets which they had dug from the walls
of their homes, and some of which had at one time or
other done deadly service during the fighting in the vil
lages, then I began to prize the lead in the medal as
much as if it had been gold or silver; and above all this,
the value of the medal consists chiefly in what it repre
sents, namely, the love and thankfulness of some of those
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which have been fed and clothed by the money that you*
my dear readers, contributed to the cause.
A Final Word from the Leader of the Mennonites
in

Russia, at Present in America

We close with a letter directed to the Mennonite
Central Committee by Rev. В. B. Janz, the man who,
more than any one else, has borne the burdens and fought
the battles of our brethren in the Ukraine against immense
odds. He who accomplished single handed what was impos
sible for larger groups. Through his extreme simplicity and
modesty and his untarnished reliability by the help of God
he won the good-will of many of the officials even against
their own intentions. He is now in America and has had
an opportunity to see relief work from this angle as well
as from that of the suffering brethren. From his large
experience and a heart devoted to the interests of his
brethren, and through his keen analytic insight he gives
us words of appreciation and suggestion.
Winnipeg, Manitoba, May 10, 1927.
To the Mennonite Central Committee,
Scottdale, Pa.
Dear Brethren of the Committee:
The great work of famine relief for Russia is now about
to be finally concluded at the forthcoming meeting of the
Central Committee.
As representative of the brethren from Russia, I cannot
refrain from sending you most cordial greetings and in a
few words express my good wishes to you all and extend a
sincere welcome to the last American worker now returned
from Russia, in the person of Director A. J. Miller.
Through your personal efforts as members of the Cen
tral Committee, you have had a larger share in this great
service of love than all others. We are in these days pass
ing a great crisis in the history of the world and also in
the history of our Mennonite Churches. In Europe the
judgments of God have fallen on Czar and Empire, on the
nations and on Christianity. To us Mennonites in Russia
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these trying experiences have been both a judgment and
work of grace. In the name of the American brethren and
in obedience to the command of the Lord, you my brethren
have been the choice vessels of God’s grace and mercy
through whom He has delivered unto us great salvation.
You will never need to regret your labors in our behalf,
nor your time, nor your strength, nor your money that you
have devoted to this cause. We thank God, and you and
all the brethren for the deliverance from physical death.
May God’s beneficent grace keep our Mennonite con
gregations in Russia and in other parts of the world to the
extent that they may ever be spared such solemn judgments
of the Lord. If this highly desirable end is attained, then
your Central Committee will stand as the only one in the
history of Mennonites, through which all the Mennonites
of America extended help and deliverance to all the Menno
nites of Russia and beyond.
This practical unity in applied charity of all for all
should continue. May this spirit of brotherly cooperation
serve through God’s grace in directing the service and gifts
of those that have a loving heart, to all that may ever be
obliged to pass through such great tribulations.
For this reason I wish you brethren of the Mennonite
Central Committee, much success and grace for the conclu
sion of this great work of love; at the same time I plead
with great insistence that the Central Committee may not
be dissolved, but that it may continue at the disposal of
the Lord to serve where He selects to use it.
This is the last hour, the eve of the present dispensa
tion, and we must reckon with great tribulations befalling
one or the other of the groups of brethren. A dissolution
of the Central Committee, and a new creation of the same
whenever an emergency arises, would require much time,
and money, and at that might be very difficult to accomplish.
By that plan assistance could not be given promptly enough.
Therefore may God bless the Mennonite Central Com
mittee with a long fruitful life for the best interests of the
suffering brethren and as an example of charity.
With cordial and fraternal greetings,
Yours in the service of the Master,
В. B. Janz.

EFFECTS AND AFTER-EFFECTS OF THE
RELIEF-WORK
CHAPTER XV
Quite difficult to describe, not because the effects and
after-effects are not evident, but because some are emo
tions, which are always difficult to paint in words; others
are so untenable, almost like the sunbeam that the little
girl wished to carry in her apron to the dark room; others
are so tender that the very description or narration of the
same may be fatal; while still others differ so radically in
different persons that what is truthfully related of one
case may be contrary to fact in another саяе where the
first is read. So these remarks will be profitably brief.
That we shall be obliged to touch upon what has already
been indicated in the foregoing chapters is unavoidable
because of the nature and purpose of this chapter, never
theless we shall attempt to depict some of the more evident
effects and after-effects on the beneficiaries, the people
who received; and then venture to report such as we have
observed among the people in America who gave.
Observed Effects Among the Beneficiaries

The first effect noticeable in Russia was so natural
and evident that it needs no mention. Every one who has
the ability to imagine, will know and feel better than
words can tell of the effects, if he but remembers that
people, just such as we are, who feel as we do, love their
children as we do, and cling to life as we would, were
short of food for most of the year. In winter the supply
went out entirely with many. The children grew listless
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and wan, some were already swollen, others were dying
and no relief in sight. Under these conditions the mes
sengers from America found these people when they ar
rived with food. The news of the arrival of food spread
with uncanny rapidity, manifesting itself in sadly distorted
reports in some cases. Curiosity brought such together as
could come to view the food and gaze at the American
and his supplies with that vacant stare, so characteristic
of a starving person. On the other hand one could ob
serve the moistened eyes of the happy parent, who realized
that through this help, his dear little children might be
enabled to live; and again we were favored to observe
the hopeful sunshine on the face of the husband or wife,
who realized that the only effective remedy to revive the
fading beloved mate, BREAD—was now within reach.
Joy, unspeakable joy came to the hungry, hope to the de
spairing, and courage to the fainting. Time and again,
one heard the expression, “Your help came just in time,
else my children would have died.” “The food came just
when all the supplies were exhausted,” etc., etc.
Another picture of a most pathetic nature presented
itself at the time when we reached the Molotschna. The
kitchens had been in operation for two weeks and had
brought new cheer and courage. But the thinking people
realized that not enough food could be brought from
America to provide for all. Their own supplies were
gone, and the prospects for a crop were most discourag
ing. In a meeting with some of the more prominent lead
ers, the following conversation developed. American,
“Take courage brethren, trust in the Lord and He will
provide help.” First Russian brother, “A year ago I had
enough grain in my granary to feed this entire village for
a year. But all of it has been taken, stolen. Nothing is
left.” Second Russian brother, “We have not baked
bread in our home for three weeks.” Third Russian
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brother, “We have not baked bread for three months. To
save and make it last longer we mixed what little flour we
had, with various food-substitutes and prepared a kind of
porridge, which has been our only food.” As the spring
wind is heard through the open window several say to
gether, “We saw our only chance of surviving in the
winter-wheat crop. In the hope that it would rain, we
had entrusted our last grain to the dry earth last fall. It
rained, but only enough to sprout the grain and it barely
came up and now! See, our last hope is being blown
away,” as they wistfully pointed to a great cloud of dust
rolling across the field and settling in dunes along the
highways and among the adjoining dry weeds. “We can
not stay, we must all flee!” Despair seemed to grip these
good people, tending to make them refugees, like thou
sands in Russia who wandered from place to place in the
hope of finding food, until they could wander no more,
then fainted and died, often alone, unwept and unmourned.
In one village, Alexanderwhol, we were told that
practically all were intending to leave for Crimea in a
few days, hoping somehow to get across the Black Sea to
Constantinople, where help from America was expected.
But we had just passed through the region of Crimea, and
had seen the suffering, the dead and the dying in large
numbers. We knew that precipitous flight meant certain
death to a very large percent of the refugees; so we coun
seled them to stay, using our best efforts of persuasion
both in private and in public. Through the grace of God
we succeeded in convincing most of them that it was the
lesser evil of the two to stay. The situation was rapidly
developing into the stage of panic and would have had
very serious results, if it had not been checked by the
timely arrival of the Americans with food supplies.
Space will not permit further description and illus
tration and we are compelled at the risk of becoming
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didactic, to but enumerate some of the impressions as they
appeared to us from personal observations. Fearing that
we might be unfair to some of our brethren, we will say
in advance, that some of the impressions and usually the
better ones were more marked and general, while others
may have been more or less isolated instances. We re
quest the reader to take the following for our candid
impressions as observed through a sympathetic eye, and
then reserve the right to form his opinions. Many tears
were dried, many a feeling of despondency changed to
one of cheerful hope, many a weak and sickened body
nourished back to health and strength, and doubtless quite
a number of human lives were saved, some of them from
immediate death, and others from a life of pain and weak
ness to one of health and usefulness.
When the eyes of the hungry first saw the palatable
supply of food, there would have been a scramble, but for
the word of authority in the form of definite regulations
under which help was administered. After the kitchens
had functioned for some time, we noticed an attitude of
submissiveness and a feeling of utter helplessness on the
part of some, in whom the receiving of good food, pre
pared and given by others, tended to develop too great a
willingness to depend upon help from abroad. Some few,
perhaps were in danger of learning to beg, even beyond
their immediate needs, to the extent of again establishing
themselves industriously; while in some few cases we ob
served selfishness manifesting itself in hoarding what could
be obtained and forgetting the poor widow with her chil
dren who were starving in their own backyard; but far
more generally was the beautiful sentiment of the spirit
of Christian charity manifested, to such an extent that the
last remnants of food were shared with the hungry neigh
bor. We think that the Americans have given much, and
they have; but measured by Christ’s standard of sacrifices
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as taught by Him in connection with the “widow’s mite,”
then our brethren have doubtless given more than we
have. On some occasions I observed a feeling of selfabasement among the brethren. One of the brethren
expressed it thus, “I am afraid we would not have sent so
much and such good food to the American brethren, had
they been in want and we surrounded with plenty.” Oth
ers said, “How much rather would we give than receive!”
The experiences connected with relief work have
taught us to love and appreciate one another more, even
though separated by vast stretches \pf land and water; it
has taught us the value of keeping in touch with our
friends and relatives even though beyond the reach of ear
or eye. I have noticed how the food strengthened their
trust in the Heavenly Father, who has supplied their
wants from such an unexpected and far-away source, when
all else had failed. One of the most impressive effects of
the work to me, was the unstinted and sincere praise that
was sent up to God for the wonderful help that He had
sent, using the American Mennonites as His ministering
servants.
In an earlier chapter, we described the physical life
among the brethren at a time when want had undermined
their strength and self-control, and a gloomy future had
blasted their hopes. It is but fair to remark here that it
struck me time and again, how these brethren were mas
ters of themselves in controlling their emotions, words and
actions. The former life of independence and initiative
manifested itself in the darkest hours, but much more
when the immediate want had been satisfied, or when im
proved conditions or promising reports gave a ray of
hope for the future. The high degree of intelligence and
the very general education which our brethren possessed
as an inheritance from the better days, set them definitely
in a class by themselves. The sense of orderliness and the
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capacity for organization was such that neither war, nor
revolution, nor persecution, nor famine had been able to
destroy. Above all else that helped the brethren bear up
in their adversity was their faith in a benevolent Provi
dence, their trust in God whom they knew not only from
the Bible, but also through a life of communion and fel
lowship, during the dark, soul-trying years of tribulations
through which they had passed.
Effects on the Benefactors

Among those who gave to the work of relief in
Russia we may not have seen as evident effects as among
those who received, but certainly they have not profited
less by the experience. The feeling of sympathy found
expression in sacrifice, which always makes men better
and happier. In this case the consciousness of brother
hood with those that were in such dire need has doubt
lessly been fostered and strengthened. The American
brethren have received a very good lesson in giving, for
all have learned to think in larger terms when they give,
and many have formed the very good practice of sys
tematic giving, which will be a decided advantage for the
future, unto them as well as to all the causes which are
dependent upon their charities.
As a whole, the experience of the last ten years has
taught us that one cannot depend on material wealth and
possessionis; which should have, and it seems to me, has
helped us tp see that our relation to all that we claim to
hold as our4own, is but that of steward. Things are en
trusted to us for use and service for a short span of years,
after that we must give account, which attitude helps us
to l-ealize that it is indeed “more blessed to give than to
receive.”
And further, it has acquainted the different bodies of
Mennonites here in America one with another, so that
they discovered the many things that we do have in com-
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mon, over and above the several differences which form
the basis of our group organizations. We have realized
that we can work side by side in a great common cause,
without in the least infringing upon the individualistic
characteristics of any one group. As a direct result of
the relief work abroad, we now have in our midst a num
ber of trained relief-workers who can be put to very good
use, should similar conditions return. And further, the
Church has gained a new estimate of her resources and
strength; since she has accomplished what most of the
members would have considered impossible before the
work was undertaken. In addition to these effects we
may mention the fact that the Mennonites have been
brought before the notice of the world in a position of a
constructive people, whose peace program means more
than the refusal to take part in armed combat.
The American Mennonite Relief in Russia and Con
stantinople is the first successful undertaking of the. sev^
eral branches of the Mennonites as a body. This common \
work has pleased many, and has proved so efficient and
satisfactory in its general results that it is but natural that
there is a desire, expressed from many sources, to continue
cooperative work along these lines where experience has
proved its practicability. The Central Committee has
therefore taken preliminary steps to continue the organiza
tion for relief work on a cooperative basis. The following
article is the product of their prayerful reflections upon
ways and means to utilize past experiences in providing
for future emergencies. May the Lord lead us aright in
all matters, and teach us to think less of self, more of
others, and most of Him.
American Mennonite Relief Commission

Next in importance to the saving of a soul for Christ
is the loving, sympathetic care for the physically ailing.
In fact it is hardly consistent to attempt the one and
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remain entirely unconcerned about the other. To relieve
physical suffering is as great a good, as to inflict physical
suffering upon the innocent is a crime; and to save a life
is a service as noble, as to destroy a life is ignoble and
despicable.
These are general considerations applying to all, but
they are of special importance to a people who are by
creed and practice opposed to war and the destruction of
life as well as to all other crime and deeds of violence.
To be a true pacifist in the spirit of Christ implies more
than to desist from injuring others, or in refusing to heed
a government’s call to arms. It doubtless includes the
putting forth of every legitimate effort in preserving life.
The world has a right to ask, “If you don’t want to fight
for your country in time of need, what do you want to
do?” This challenge confronted us during the war; and
even though it is less conspicuous to-day, it is nevertheless
just as real as it ever was; and we should put forth every
effort to answer it in deeds, which always speak much
louder than words, and are far more likely to receive a
hearing. To put it in plain words we might say, it is but
natural and logical that as Mennonites, we should en
deavor to make ourselves known as a people whose most
conspicuous trait, next to piety, is benevolence. In order
to acquire this reputation it is necessary that with all
diligence “We work the works of Him that sent us.”
The members of the Mennonite Central Committee,
who are in this book giving a report of what has been
possible to do for our unfortunate brethren, are one in
the opinion, that it has been a real joy to serve the needy
in Europe. We have often longed to let you share in the
joy that came to us through the direct contact with Relief
work. Even though it was impossible to impart to you
the extent of the good that you were doing, the tears you
were drying and the lives you were saving, we trust that
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you have had your joy and reward, and what has not yet
come will doubtless be remembered in the records of the
perfect Bookkeeper, God.
By the grace of God, our united effort succeeded, and
our stricken neighbors and brethren across the sea re
ceived help in the time of greatest need. An accumulation
of letters and reports, statements of individuals who came
to America, and those who are still in Europe, testify,
that the hungry have been fed in large numbers, the naked
have been clothed by the thousands, better cheer was
brought to very many hearts—Lives have been saved.
What more reward should we wish than the realization
that we have been permitted to share in the saving of
lives. There are people walking, working, talking and
praising God to-day, who would be dead in their graves,
if you had not helped. So they say themselves. Is it any
wonder, that with such thoughts in our minds and the
accompanying feelings in our hearts, we should want to
be prepared to help in time of need?
When the famine began to relent and we realized
that the great emergency which had so taxed our capaci
ties was passing, we recalled how unprepared we had been
to step in with effective service, when the call for help
came. And we ask ourselves the question, shall we permit
ourselves to be caught in a like unprepared and unorgan
ized condition, if something similar or worse should occur
in the future; or have we learned a lesson? Have we
realized the need and value of an efficient central organi
zation, ready to administer what help we are able to give;
prepared to lead right off in the work of the good Samari
tan, as soon as we learn that some one has again fallen
into the hands of robbers?
Your committee felt that something should be done,
and they were encouraged by those who were consulted
on the question. Practically, the unanimous advice of all
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concerned was “Keep your organization intact, and ready
to serve on short notice.” But our organization had been
intended, at least at first, only to function in response to
the unprecedented plea for help in South Russia. There
fore, it cannot just continue. The Mennonite Central
Committee must give an account of its stewardship when
the work for which it was called into being is completed.
Some action must be taken if an organization is to con
tinue; therefore, it was agreed that as soon as the work
of the Mennonite Central Committee was concluded, a
more permanent organization should be formed.
Pursuant to this consideration the Chairman of the
Mennonite Central Committee conferred with his col
leagues relative to the matter; and on the strength of
their encouragement on August 9, 1923, sent out through
the official organs of the churches the following inquiry
and appeal to the Mennonite groups, in order to deter
mine how our people were minded on this question.
Is a Permanent Mennonite Relief Organization
Desirable

(An open letter)
To our Brethren and Contributing Constituency:
Gratefully we look back over the extensive labor of
love and relief, in the form of food and clothing, that the
committee has been privileged to forward for you to the
suffering world, especially to those of the household of
Faith, during the three years since the organization of the
Mennonite Central Committee at that memorable meeting
at Elkhart, Indiana, in the summer of 1920. We are grateful
to all good friends and brethren, who have sent in contribu
tions, unparalleled in the history of Mennonites; but above
all, we are thankful to our kind Heavenly Father, who has
led us in our work, and who has so evidently set His stamp
of approval on this great work of relief to our neighbors
and brethren who were in great need.
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Since its organization, the Mennonite Central Commit
tee, according to the December report, has been privileged
to handle more than $1,070,445.89 worth of supplies in food,
clothing, and cash. These bounteous gifts have fed thou
sands of hungry men, women and children, and besides
clothed a large number of them. According to their own
testimony, it has saved the lives of hundreds and perhaps
thousands.
We are now very glad to report that conditions in Rus
sia, as far as the food problem is concerned, have changed
for the better. In the regions where we are operating, there
are now none left, who must actually starve. But since
many are still very needy it will be necessary to continue
the work of relief through another winter. Clothing help
will be largely needed, but also a considerable amount of
food will be required before we can honorably close our
offices in Russia.
Since the work in Russia, for which the Mennonite Cen
tral Committee was specifically organized is now beginning
to indicate that the end is drawing nearer, two questions
arise in the minds of the committee. The first is this, What
lessons have we as Mennonites learned from our experiences
in relief-work? The other is, What shall we do about an
organization for the future? In answer to the first of these
questions we might mention the following points, as lessons
drawn from experiences.
In unity there was strength, which, through the bless
ings of God, has made such extensive and effective relief
work possible.
A common cause has brought us closer together, for,
while working shoulder to shoulder in the cause of love and
humanity, we have learned to love and appreciate one an
other in spite of such differences as may exist among us.
Our efforts to help the needy and suffering brethren have
been an effective means of letting the world know that we
believe in the Teachings of Jesus in DEED, as well as in
CREED.
The other question mentioned above, relative to the
future, comes to us in such forms as the following: Are
we ready to disband? Is our Mission as a People finished?
Does God say, “Enough, now you may quit?” Or will there
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be need of a continuance of united effort along the lines
of relief work?
Doubtless, there will be emergencies in the future, as
there have been in the past, that will require prompt action
and extensive help. Should we, in the face of this realiza
tion, drop the whole matter and each retreat to his own
corner, unprepared for our duties as “Good Samaritan” to
our suffering brethren? Or shall we arrange our affairs so*
that we shall be ready to render prompt and effective relief,
when at any time others call for help?
We do not believe in war, or in the taking of human
life; but we DO, just as emphatically, believe in letting our
light shine by rendering help and saving life; This puts
the question thus, can we best “Let our Light shine before
men” by perfecting a permanent representative relief or
ganization, which has funds at its disposal, and is author
ized to administer relief wherever it is found that our help
is needed? Or shall we hide our “Light under a bushel”
until necessity impels us to act, but finds us unprepared to
send help before many have perished? We have written
somewhat at length, but it is because we have felt rather
strongly along this line since we have ourselves directed the
work in Russia, and some of us have been on the field, and
have seen the suffering with our own eyes; and also have
had opportunity to observe how effective the relief work
was, and how much it was appreciated.
The simple question, which we wish to place before our
brethren is this: “Would it be to the glory of God; would
it be conducive toward securing prompt and effective help
for the needy in any emergency that may rise; and would
it be to the best interests of our own churches; IF WE
SHOULD EFFECT A PERMANENT RELIEF ORGANI
ZATION
REPRESENTING
THE
SEVERAL
BRANCH
ES OF MENNONITES IN NORTH AMERICA?”
We, the representatives of the several Relief Commis
sions would like to hear from our constituents, what they
think of this proposed organization. If the proposition finds
favor and meets with general approval, we would suggest
that the various conferences take action in selecting their
representatives, who could then come together, organize,
and agree upon an effective plan of action to bring relief
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to the needy. In order that through our united ministration
to the needy, the world may know, that we, Mennonites,
are a charitable, peace loving people, who understand our
mission to be similar to that of Christ expressed in the
words, ' The Son of man came not to be ministered unto,
but to minister.”
Cordially yours,
MENNONITE CENTRAL COMMITTEE,
P. C. Hiebert, Chairman.

The response to this appeal was quite generally fa
vorable. Thereupon it was suggested that this matter
should be further taken up and considered at the next
regular meeting of the Mennonite Central Committee to
be held at Scottdale, Pa., Dec. 28, 1923, since practically
all the members, selected for this more permanent organi
zation by the several branches of Mennonites responding,
were the same brethren that had already served on the
Mennonite Central Committee. Bro. D. N. Clauden,
Meadows, 111., of the Defenseless Mennonites was the
only new member, so he was invited to meet with the
Committee.
At this meeting all discussions were necessarily but
introductory, nevertheless the question of a permanent or
ganization was carefully discussed in a brotherly way,
which evidenced that we were unanimous in the belief that
such an organization would be desirable if a basis of
organization could be found, such as would not interfere
with the individual interests of the several branches of
Mennonites and yet at the same time function promptly,
and efficiently when occasion should arise. After suggest
ing and discussing a number of the leading points that
should come under consideration, the informal conference
on a permanent organization instructed the Chairman of
the Mennonite Central Committee, to study the matter
more carefully and draw up a tentative working basis for
this new organization, and report at our next meeting of
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the Mennonite Central Committee. The result of the
studies and communications with one another can perhaps
best be expressed in the minutes of the first meeting of
the proposed new organization as held in conjunction with
the meeting of the Mennonite Central Committee at Chi
cago the following year, therefore we include these here
in their entirety.
Preliminary Meeting of the
American Mennonite Relief Commission

Pursuant to a call sent out by P. C. Hiebert, Hills
boro, Kansas, a meeting of the representatives of the
different Mennonite Bodies, who had responded favorably
to the invitation, was held at 2812 Lincoln Ave., Chicago,
111., Dec. 30, 1924. This meeting was called to order
immediately following the adjournment of the meeting of
the Mennonite Central Committee held on this date at
the same place.
The following representatives were present:
J. H. Mellinger, representing the Eastern Mennonite
Board of Missions and Charities.
Maxwell H. Kratz, representing the Mennonite Gen
eral Conference.
P. C. Hiebert, representing the Mennonite Brethren
Church of North America.
D. M. Hofer, representing the Krimmer Mennonite
Brethren Church.
Allen Yoder, representing the Central Conference of
Mennonites.
The following brethren were accorded the privileges
of the meeting: Orie O. Miller and Levi Mumaw.
Preliminary Organization.
P. C. Hiebert was elected chairman.
Levi Mumaw was elected Secretary.
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The work of organization for a permanent relief
commission
for
the
Mennonite
Conferences
cooperating
was now taken up and discussed. The chairman presented
for consideration a suggestive basis of organization, pre
pared upon the request of the meeting the year before,
which, after some minor changes had been made, was
adopted in the following form:
Constitution

I. Name
The Name of this organization shall be American Men
nonite Relief Commission.
II. Purpose
The purpose of this commission shall be to exemplify
our mission of good-will to all men by rendering relief to
sufferers, and by the saving of life where and whenever our
help can accomplish these ends among the needy of this and
other lands.
To this end this commission will act as receiving and
distributing agency; and shall also serve as Board of Infor
mation and Advisory Committee for the several Mennonite
Relief Organizations cooperating. It shall also function fa
like manner for individuals and other charitable organiza
tions, where such services can be advantageously rendered.
III.

Organisation

1.
Membership. This commission shall consist of one
representative from each cooperating organization. And of
three additional members chosen at large for their special
fitness by the representatives of the cooperating groups.
These elections shall be made for a period of two years.
2.
Executive Committee. This shall consist of a Presi
dent, Vice President, Secretary (who shall be the active
member of the committee), Treasurer, and one additional
member.
3.
Term of Office. The Executive Committee shall be
elected by the members of the Commission for a period of
two years.
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IV.

Funds

An ever available fund of at least $10,000.00 shall be
raised for use in sudden emergencies, $5,000.00 of which
should be on deposit with the treasurer of the American
Mennonite Relief Commission; the remainder of this fund
and such additional funds as may be on hand from time to
time may be held on deposit with the treasurers of the
several cooperating relief commissions.

After the adoption of the constitution the committee
proceeded to elect the three “members at large” as pro
vided for in section A of article three (3) of the constitu
tion.
Upon nomination Levi Mumaw and Orie Miller
were chosen by unanimous vote to be “members at large”
in this new organization for a period of two years, be
ginning Dec. 30, 1924, or until their successors are elected.
It was further agreed that the selection of the third
“member at large” be left open for the present so as to
give opportunity to survey the field more carefully in the
hope of strengthening the Commission by the choice of
the suitable party. It was moved and supported that the
temporary officers of this meeting be elected to serve as
permanent officers until the next meeting of the American
Mennonite Relief Commission, and to be authorized to
act in case of emergency as they see fit. The motion was
unanimously adopted.
After uniting in prayer to invoke the blessings of our
Lord upon this proposed movement, the Commission ad
journed to meet at the call of the Chairman without set
ting a definite date; but anticipating that this would be
in connection with the final meetings of the Mennonite
Central Committee, which was expected to be as soon as
the work in Russia could be closed, and Bro. Miller could
return with the final records and reports.
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Choice of the Third Member at Large

It being learned that Bro. J. A. Huffman of the
Mennonite Brethren in Christ would be willing to coop
erate in this great Relief Work in the capacity of com
mittee member, his nomination for the third “Member at
Large” was sent to the various members of the American
Mennonite Relief Commission for consideration. On
April 28, 1925, Bro. Levi Mumaw, Secretary of the Men
nonite Central Committee, reported to the chairman in
the following words: “I have sent out the letters of in
quiry and have just received the last reply. They are
unanimous in their consent to have Bro. Huffman serve
on the Commission. You will therefore be at liberty to
inform him of this fact.”
Bro. Huffman formally accepted and is therefore
considered a “member at large” of the American Mennonite
Relief Commission.
Conclusion

On account of the continuation of the work in Rus
sia beyond the anticipated time, and the many delays\in
connection with the final closing of the same, almost thrde
years have now passed since the inception and develop
ment of this movement as reported up to this point; and
it would seem in place to add here something of what has
been accomplished toward the consummation of the orig
inal plans and anticipations. Even though the Commis
sion has not been functioning actively on a large scale,
it has nevertheless been possible to keep the organization
intact. There are now representatives from each of the
larger groups of Mennonites serving on the Commission.
Most of these have been officially appointed or elected by
their respective conference or relief commissions, while a
few have been selected by the American Mennonite Relief
Commission because of their special fitness for the work. It
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has also been possible to raise a considerable reserve fund
as stipulated in article four of the constitution of the
American Mennonite Relief Commission. These funds as
yet are retained by the treasurers of the cooperating Re
lief Commissions, but ready to be turned over to the
Central Organization as soon as a greater common work
should be undertaken. Further it should be noted that
connections have been established with the American Red
Cross at Washington, D. C., which assure us opportunity
of advantageous cooperation whenever an emergency
should arise.
Until the time of this writing it has not been found
expedient to discontinue the work of the Mennonite Cen
tral Committee, which accounts for the fact that the Per
manent American Mennonite Relief Commission has not
been more actively functioning. Among the various rea
sons from within and from without for continuation, we
should mention the following. In the first place it seemed
advantageous to continue the work of the generally known
Mennonite Central Committee because of the attitude of
some of the larger groups of Mennonites. Some of these
at this time appeared not generally ready to enter into
more binding relations with other groups because needs
and obligations in their individual fields of service seemed
to occupy their full capacity in a work of such scope and
nature, that it could be quite efficiently undertaken and
handled without calling into activity the larger organiza
tion. Consequently they saw no immediate necessity for
a change in the organization.
On the other hand the Mennonite Central Committee
realized that the situation of their common work did not
make it advisable to disband at this time in favor of a
new organization, which would perhaps not be in as favor
able a position to bring to successful conclusion the work
at hand as the existing Committee. The Mennonite Cen-
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tral Committee has undertaken the publishing and the sale
of this report, which necessitates the continuation of an
intact organization because of the funds and the work
involved; and again the committee saw no immediate
presing reason for the transition, but rather an advantage
to continue at present, because an organization that has
been functioning for some time and is as a result gen
erally well known, would have a better chance of surviving
a longer period of inactivity than any new organization
which might be effected at this juncture.
It was therefore agreed that the Mennonite Central
Committee should continue, carry on its work to a final
satisfactory conclusion, publish and distribute general in
formation about the great work of relief that the Men
nonites unitedly have done in Europe and especially Rus
sia during the last ten years, and be prepared to call into
life the proposed American Mennonite Relief Commis
sion whenever occasion for its services presents itself. At
the same time the new organization should continue in its
present status, dormant but not dead. Not active in
larger enterprises but with a full membership quota and
short notice, at the presentation of an emergency or the
beckon of a larger opportunity for Mennonites to consome reserve funds ever ready to be called into service on
tribute toward the Relief of suffering people.

APPENDIX I
BIRD’S-EYE VIEW OF RELIEF WORK IN FOR
EIGN LANDS BY THE MENNONITES
OF AMERICA
1899

Grains and funds collected from the several groups
of Mennonites in America were sent to India. The ship
ment was accompanied by George Lambert, Elkhart,
Indiana, and David Goertz, Newton, Kansas.
Organization of the Emergency Relief Commission
of the General Conference.
1915 to 1917

Money and clothing were contributed to the Ameri
can Relief Committee for child-feeding in Belgium and
other war-stricken countries of Europe.
Repeated contributions to the funds of the American
Friends Service Committee and the Red Cross for dis
tribution in Europe.
Organization of the Mennonite Relief Commission
for War-sufferers.
Funds given for Reconstruction Work in France.
A number of Mennonite young men sent to France
to work under the American Friends Service Committee
in the reconstruction-work in the devastated regions.
1918 to 1919

Additional Mennonite young men sent to France for
Reconstruction-work. Conference of Relief Workers at
Clermont-en-Argonne, Meuse, France.
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Committee consisting of Roy Allgyer, A. J. Miller
and A. E. Hiebert sent to investigate conditions in Cen
tral Europe and Russia.
First group of Mennonite workers sent to the Near
East.
Funds and clothing given to the Near East Relief.
М. B. Fast and Wm. P. Neufeld sent to Siberia with
supplies of clothing and funds, by way of China.
1920
Organization of the Emergency Relief Committee of
the Mennonites of North America, January 4.
Alvin J. Miller meets Studien Kommission in Berlin.
Goes to South Russia with American Red Cross under ar
rangements to investigate opening Mennonite Relief.
Arrival of the “Studien-Kommission” in America.
Meeting of representative Mennonites in Newton
with the “Studien-Kommission,” and organization of the
“Committee on Information.”
July 20, 21. Joint meeting of representatives of
various Mennonite Relief commissions at Elkhart, Ind.
July 21. Organization of the Mennonite Central
Committee.
September

Second. First American Mennonite Relief Unit leaves
for Russia, consisting of Orie O. Miller, Clayton Kratz,
and Arthur Slagel.
Twenty-seventh.
American
Mennonite
Relief
Unit
arrived at Constantinople.
October

Second. О. O. Miller and Clayton Kratz left for
Sebastopol, Crimea.
Twenty-first. First shipment of clothing and supplies
for Russia reached Derindge, near Constantinople.
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Twenty-fifth. O. O. Miller returned to Constanti
nople from preliminary trip to Russia. Clayton Kratz had
remained at Halbstadt.
November

Ninth. Slagel left for Sebastopol with relief supplies.
---------- Kratz was carried away from Halbstadt a
prisoner of the red army.
Wrangle’s Rout in the Crimea

Thirteenth. O. O. Miller arriving at Sebastopol on
the American destroyer saw the helplessness of the situa
tion there and planned for work in Constantinople.
Fourteenth. Slagel reached Sebastopol only to see
Wrangel’s army and the civilian population fleeing in wild
haste to escape the approaching reds. The captain of his
ship at once left for the nearest safe port, Constanza,
Roumania.
Twenty-first. Sixty-two ships with more than 100,000
refugees arrived at Constantinople.
First group of twenty-one young men taken from
Refugee ships.
Mennonite Home established.
Children’s Shelter organized to provide for the chil
dren among the refugees.
General Relief work in outlying Refugee Camps.
December

Twelfth. Slagel arrived from Constanza at Constan
tinople with relief-supplies.
Fourteenth. B. F. Stoltzfus and J. E. Brunk arrived
at Constantinople.
Twenty-third. The relief supplies brought back from
Russia were released by the Turkish customs and put into
the American Mennonite Relief warehouse.
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1921
January

First. Fourteen more Mennonite refugees arrived
from Gallipoli.
Twenty-fourth. Alvin J. Miller arrived from Vienna
and joined the Unit.
Twenty-ninth. The Men’s Home was moved to Yeni
Keuy.
February

Seventh. O. O. Miller left Constantinople for Amer

ica.
March

Alvin J. Miller and A. W. Slagel left for
Novorossisk to arrange for relief work in Russia.
Sixth.

April

Vesta
rived at Constantinople.
Seventeenth.

Zook

and

Vinora

Weaver

ar

May

First. Girl’s Home was opened in Constantinople.
June

First. Alvin J. Miller and Slagel returned to Con
stantinople from Novorossisk. Highest Government offi
cials of Southeast very favorable to project. Formed
important connections with Mennonite Committee of Millerowa: Peter Karneojew of all Russia Council of Sects;
A. J. Fast, J. J. Dirksen, a committee from the “Bundesrath der Mennonitschen Gemeinden und Gruppen des
Nördlichen Kansasus inklusive Stavropol Gouvernment
und Don Gebiet” authorized them continue negotiations
on our behalf, and gave outline of our plan of work in
English, German, and Russian.
Sixth. The first two Mennonite refugees sent to
America.
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Twenty-fourth.

Another

clothing

shipment

arrived

from America.
July

Twenty-fourth. Alvin J. Miller left
for London planning to enter Russia via Riga.

Constantinople

August

Third. Sixty-two young men left Constantinople for
New York on board the steamship Acropolis.
Fifteenth. Conference of all relief organizations in
terested in assisting Russia called at Geneva by Interna
tional Red Cross and League of Red Cross Societies.
Twenty-eighth. Alvin J. Miller arrived in Moscow.
September

First. The Sixty-two young men arrived in New York.
Thirteenth. The Girl’s Home was moved from Con

stantinople to Yeni Keuy.
October

Fifteenth. Alvin J. Miller signed the Agreement
with the Soviet Government at Moscow.
Fifteenth. The Sixty-two young men were released
from Ellis Island and permitted to enter the country under
bond.
Twentieth. Agreement with the Ukrainian Socialist
Soviet Republic signed at Kharkow.
Alvin J. Miller goes to Berlin to communicate with
Mennonite Central Committee. Is instructed to wait
there for letter of instructions.
November

Twelfth. J. E. Brunk left Constantinople for America.
---------- Reports of a terrible famine raging in the
Volga region, reach Constantinople.
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December

Third. Alvin J. Miller arrived in Moscow.—Con
ference with Col. Haskell, Director American Relief Ad
ministration, fixing terms of affiliation with A.R.A.
Twelfth. A. J. Miller wired from Moscow to Slagel
in Constantinople to bring supplies to the Ukraine.
Seventeenth. First food supplies ordered delivered
to Mennonite Settlements in Volga districts.
Koeppental Trakt, $500.00
Nineteenth. New Samara, $1,000.00.
Dawlekanovo, Ufa, $300.00.
Twenty-seventh. Orenburg, $1,000.00.
Old Samara, $500.00.
Ford distribution in “Trakt” settlement, Koeppenthal, Savatov District, near Saratov, and New Samara
Settlement, Samara District.
Twenty-eighth. Meeting of Mennonite Central Com
mittee in Chicago accepting responsibility of feeding to the
extent of $15,000.00 monthly.

1922
January

Thirteenth.

Slagel

left

Constantinople

with

supplies

bound for Odessa.
Twentieth. First orders food delivery for Ukraine.

Ault Kolonie: Chortitza
Molotschna, Orlova
Molotschna, Halbstadt

$11,000.00
5.000.00
5.000.00

February

Sixth. Slagel left Odessa with seven cars of supplies
for a 500 mile trip by rail to Alexandrowsk.
Eleventh. Food supplies ordered to Ambulatorium,
Djejevka, Orenburg Settlements $300.00.
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Dr. Rudolph Classen sent to Orenburg Settlement,
to open Ambulatorium—free medical center.
Nineteenth. Alvin J. Miller appointed Director of
American Mennonite Relief in Russia. Philadelphia meet
ing.
Twenty-first. P. C. Hiebert and C. E. Krehbiel sailed
from New York for Russia.
Twenty-fourth. Miller from Moscow and Slagel from
Constantinople met at Alexandrowsk and began feeding.
Meetings with representative groups at Alexandrowsk
and Chortitza.
March

Second. Miller met Molotschna group at Halbstadt.
Seventh. Alexandrowsk office was opened.
Eighth. Hiebert and Krehbiel had official meeting

with Dutch Relief Committee at Haarlem.
Tenth. Miller left Alexandrowsk for Moscow.
Eleventh. The first six cars of American food sup
plies reached Alexandrowsk from Charkow.
Twelfth. Conference with German Mennonite Re
lief Committee at Berlin, Hiebert and Krehbiel.
Thirteenth. First food supplies shipped from Alexan
drowsk to Chortitza and Halbstadt.
Sixteenth.
The first American Mennonite Relief
kitchen began operating in Chortitza.
Eighteenth. Hiebert and Krehbiel stop at Constan
tinople, inspect the work there, and in a meeting with the
local workers make arrangements for closing the Con
stantinople work.
Twentieth. Halbstadt Volost kitchens began feeding.
Twenty-first. Gnadenfeld Volost kitchens began feed

ing.

On the following two pages is found a reproduction
of a newspaper clipping which had a wide publicity at
the close of the American Relief Administration relief op
erations in Russia. It is inserted in this book for historical
purposes as well as for the general information it gives.

Many Faiths United in Greatest of
Humanitarian Accomplishments

Top row, left to right:

Rev. Charles S. Macfarland. General Secretary Federal Counc:l of the Churches of Christ in America. Dr.
Edmund A. Walsh. Executive Head of Papal Relief in Rus^.a. iep;esent:ng National Catholic Welfare Council Dr John A Morehead,
Director for Europe; National Lutheran Council. C. V. Hibbard, Associate General Secretary of the Y М. C. A. Center row:
John
Barton Pavne, Chairman American Red Cross. Herbert Hoover, Chai-man Ame ican Relief Administrat on Felix M. Warburg, Chairman
American Jewish Joint Distribution Committee. Bottom row:
Mrs. Elizabeth Boies Cotton. Secretary for European Interests, National
Board Y. W. C. A. George Repp. General Secretary; Ame ican Volga Re! ef Society.
Levi Mumaw,
Secretary-Treasure.-, Mennonite
Central Committee. Hoyt E. Porter, Russian representative of Ame-ican Baptists.

The
American
Relief
Administra
tion credits no small part of its suc
cess to the fact that it has had the
full co-operation of other American
philanthropic and religious organiza
tions,
representing
many
varying
phases of religious belief but solidly
united in. their humanitarian pur
poses. Jews and Gentiles, Catholics
andProtestants, all found a place in
the
non-sectarian,
non-political,
nonracial and purely American plan of
operation adopted by the A. R. A.,
and all worked together in thorough
harmony. By the united efforts of
the A. R. A. and co-operat;ing or
ganizations which include the Ameri
can Red Cross, the American .Jewish

Joint
Distribution
Committee,
the
American
Baptists,
the
Federal
Council of the Churches of Christ in
America, the National Catholic Wel
fare Council, the National Lutheran
Council, the Mennonite Central Com
mittee,
the
American
Volga
Relief
Society, the Young Men’s Christian
Association and the Young Women’s
Christian Association, it is estimated
that 11,000,000 Russian lives were
saved. This is more than 90 per cent,
of al' foreign relief given to Russia.
Mr.* Hoover' stated in a recent let
ter to Mr. Hibbard of the Y. М. C. A.
that: “The first phase of relief—the
shipment of food—will, I hope, be
over with the next harvest, although

this depends upon the harvest itself.
The other forms of relief—medical,
pov erty, reconstruction—will deserv
edly pull upon the heartstrings of
charity for many years to come and
offer an ample field for those who
can devote themselves to such work,
.for the terrible suffering of a great
people
groping
for
freedom
from
centuries of wrong must enlist the
sympathy
of
every
well-thinking
person. But one essential is critic
ally necessary; in order that such
American effort shall be in respons
ible hands and not exhausted in
propaganda, it should be adminis
tered through some of the above re
ligious bodies.”
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Twenty-second.

Second

shipment

of

food

reached

Alexandrowsk.
Twenty-fifth.

Slagel

made

first

inspection

trip

to

Molotschna.
Twenty-fifth. Krehbiel and Hiebert land at Theodo

sia, Crimea.
Twenty-sixth.

Prischib

Volost

organized

for

feeding

by A.M.R.
April

Hiebert and Krehbiel arrive at Halbstadt
Sunday morning and attend their first church services in
Russia.
Third. Prischib Volost kitchens began operating.
Fifth. Nicolaipol Volost kitchens began operating.
Twelfth. Men’s Home at Yeni Keuy, Turkey closed.
Eighteenth. Twenty-two cars of Holland Mennonite
Relief supplies arrived at Lichtenau, Halbstadt Volost.
Twenty-third. Hiebert and Krehbiel left Alexan
drowsk for an inspection and organizing tour through
Nikapol, Sagradowka, and Krivoi-Rog Volosts.
Twenty-fifth. The Orphanage at Constantinople was
closed.
Second.

May

Second. P. C. Hiebert, Alvin J. Miller, Krehbiel and

Slagel met for conference at Alexandrowsk.
---------- The Tiege Volost, (Sagradowka) began
feeding.
Fourth and Fifth. An important conference was held
at Orlof, Molotschna, with Dutch Mennonites, and Rus
sian “Verband” representatives present. It was decided
that the A.M.R. should continue the kitchen feeding pro
gram in the Molotschna and elsewhere, and that the Hol
land Mennonite Relief give special help to the farmers
and the institutions.
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Sixth. Krivoi-Rog Uyezd (Gruenfeld) kitchens be
gan operating.
Ninth. Krehbiel began work of supervision in the
Molotschna.
---------- Vesta Zook left Constantinople for America.
Fourteenth. The A.M.R. and the American Relief
Administration cooperated in organizing work in Nicapol.
Sixteenth. Hiebert and Miller left Alexandrowsk for
Moscow.
---------- Vinora Weaver left Constantinople for
America.
Eighteenth. Memrik Volost kitchens began operating.
Twentieth. Nemyetskaya Volost (New York) kitch
ens began operating.
Twenty-fourth. Krehbiel and Slagel went to Nicapol
to straighten A.R.A. tangle with “Comrade Titov.”
Thirtieth. Seven cars of food reached Alexandrowsk
and were re-shipped at once to the Volost warehouses.
The arrival had
been late, as a result of
this and an un
authorized increase of the lists, some of the kitchens had
been closed four
or five days for
lack of supplies.
Thirty-first.
Alvin J. Miller
and P. C. Hiebert
left
Moscow for Samara.
June

Third to Twelfth. A. J. Miller and P. C. Hiebert
spent in inspecting and organizing relief work in Samara,
and Orenburg.
Third. Agreement reached to turn over the Prischib
Volost to the A.R.A.
Tenth. American Relief Administration took over
27 kitchens in Prischib.
Fifteenth. Shipments of food reached Alexandrowsk
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sufficiently to have a reserve for the first time since feed
ing began.
Seventeenth. The first Ford touring car was received
at Alexandrowsk.
Twenty-fourth. Hiebert reached Alexandrowsk after
his trip to the Volga.
Twenty-sixth. Levi Mumaw and others purchased 25
Fordson tractor outfits.
Twenty-seventh.
Krehbiel
inspected
Alexanderfeld
and directed aid.
July

Fourth. G. G. Hiebert, Director of Reconstruction
work left New York for Russia.
Eighth. Krehbiel, Miller, Slagel, and P. C. Hiebert
conferred in Moscow about relief work and worked out a
plan for the Reconstruction Agreement later accepted by
the Russian authorities.
Tenth. P. C. Hiebert left Moscow for America.
Fourteenth. Slagel and Krehbiel discussed tractor is
sue with Charkow officials and set up regulations.
Fifteenth. The Peak of American Mennonite Feed
ing Operations with 140 kitchens distributing 38,600 ra
tions daily.
Twenty-fourth.
Twenty-five Fordson Tractors and
plows shipped to Odessa from New York.
Twenty-seventh.
Ten carloads of food packages
reached Alexandrowsk for distribution at various Menno
nite centers.
August

First. G. G. Hiebert arrived at Alexandrowsk
take charge of agricultural reconstruction.
Tenth. Executive committee met at Philadelphia to

to
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receive the report of the chairman, who had just returned
from Russia.
Fifteenth.
Peak of American Feeding operations
with about 140 kitchens distributing rations daily. Volga
groups supplied in own homes totaling about 43,000 per
sons fed per day.
Twenty-fifth. G. G. Hiebert left for Odessa to re
ceive the first shipment of 25 American Fordson tractors.
September

First twenty-five tractor outfits arrived at
Alexandrowsk.
Thirteenth. Rev. and Mrs. W. P. Neufeld arrived
at Alexandrowsk.
Fifteenth. Seven tractors began plowing at Alexan
drowsk.
Nineteenth. Eight tractors began plowing at Chor
titza.
Twenty-second. Ten tractors began plowing at Halb
stadt.
Twenty-third. All twenty-five tractor outfits turning
Russian soil.
---------- A.M.R. feeding lists in the Ukraine were
cut down to about 12,500.
Ninth.

October

Seventh. Rev. and Mrs. D. M. Hofer sailed from
New York for Russia.
Nineteenth. All tractors in the Molotschna idle—too
wet.
Twenty-eighth. Big clothing shipment reached Odessa.
Thirtieth. Heating plant in Alexandrowsk repaired.
November

First. Wire from Odessa that the big clothing ship
ment had arrived.
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Third. Krehbiel went to Odessa to receive clothing

shipment.
Ninth. D. M. Hofers reached Alexandrowsk.
Twenty-sixth. Rev. P. H. Unruh sailed from New

York.
December

First. Plowing season closed. The twenty-five out

fits had plowed a total of 4327 acres in about six weeks.
Second. Nine car-loads of clothing reached Alexan
drowsk.
Twenty-third. Second shipment of twenty-five trac
tors shipped from New York.
Twenty-seventh. Dnieper frozen over at the Bridge.
Twenty-seventh. No fuel at Alexandrowsk home and
office for several days.
Twenty-seventh to Twenty-ninth. The clothing was
shipped to the villages for distribution.
---------- A.M.R. feeding lists in the Ukraine in
creased to 16,000.
1923
January

Tenth. Rev. P. H. Unruh arrived at Alexandrowsk.
Fifteenth. Krasno-Shavkai Volost organized for feed-

ing.
Fifteenth. No sunshine for many weeks.
February

Fifteenth. C. E. Krehbiel left Moscow for America.
March

Third. H. C. Yoder and Dan Schroeder sailed from

New York.
---------- Second shipment of tractor outfits reached
Alexandrowsk.
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Nineteenth. C. E. Krehbiel landed at New York on
return from Russia.
Twenty-fourth. Tractors began plowing at Bethania
Asylum.
April

Fifth. H. C. Yoder arrived at Alexandrowsk.
Tenth. Dan Schroeder reached Samara.
May

Miller, Slagel, Unruh, Hofer and Hoeppner
conferred at Moscow about the future of the relief pro
gram in Russia.
Sixteenth. Unruh left Moscow for America.
Tenth.

June

Fifteenth. Slagel and G. G. Hiebert in conference
with Miller at Moscow relative to the tractor fuel situa
tion.
Twenty-second. First immigration train left Chor
titza for Canada.
July

Third.

Second

immigration

train

left

Chortitza

for

Canada.
Fourth. D. M. Hofers left Alexandrowsk for Mos
cow on their way home.
Fourteenth. Third immigration train left Alexan
drowsk for Canada.
---------- P. H. Unruh reached New York on return
from Russia.
August

First. Slagel left Moscow for America.
First. Kitchens in the Ukraine closed.

APPENDIX II
DOCUMENT I
(RIGA AGREEMENT)
AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE AMERICAN RE
LIEF
ADMINISTRATION
AND
THE
RUS
SIAN SOCIALIST FEDERATIVE SOVIET RE
PUBLIC
WHEREAS a famine condition exists in parts of Russia,.
and
WTHEREAS Mr. Maxim Gorky, with the knowledge of
the Russian Socialist Federative Soviet Republic, has ap
pealed through Mr. Hoover to the American people for as
sistance to the starving and sick people, more particularly
the children, of the famine stricken parts of Russia, and
WHEREAS Mr. Hoover and the American people have
read with great sympathy this appeal on the part of the
Russian people in their distress and are desirous, solely for
humanitarian reasons, of coming to their assistance, and
WHEREAS Mr. Hoover, in his reply to Mr. Gorky, has
suggested that supplementary relief might be brought by
the American Relief Administration to up to a million
children in Russia.
THEREFORE it is agreed between the American Re
lief Administration, an unofficial volunteer American chari
table organization under the chairmanship of Mr. Herbert
Hoover, hereinafter called the A.R.A., and the Russian So
cialist Federative Soviet Republic hereinafter called the
Soviet Authorities,
That the A.R.A. will extend such assistance to the
Russian people as is within its power, subject to the accept
ance and fulfillment of the following conditions on the part
of the Soviet Authorities who hereby declare that there is
need of this assistance on the part of the A.R.A.
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The Soviet Authorities agree:
First: That the A.R.A. may bring into Russia such
personnel as the A.R.A. finds necessary in the carrying out
of its work and the Soviet Authorities guarantee them full
liberty and protection while in Russia. Non-Americans and
Americans who have been detained in Soviet Russia since
1917 will be admitted on approval by the Soviet Authorities.
Second: That they will, on demand of the A.R.A., im
mediately extend all facilities for the entry into and exit
from Russia of the personnel mentioned in (I) and while
such personnel are in Russia the Soviet Authorities shall
accord them full liberty to come and go and move about
Russia on official business and shall provide them with all
necessary papers such as safe-conducts, laissez passer, et
cetera, to facilitate their travel.
Third:
That in securing Russian and other personnel
the A.R.A. shall have complete freedom as to selection and
the Soviet Authorities will, on request, assist the A.R.A. in
securing same.
Fourth: That on delivery of the A.R.A. of its relief
supplies at the Russian ports of Petrograd, Murmansk,
Archangel, Novorossisk, or other Russian ports as mutually
agreed upon, or the nearest practicable available ports in
adjacent countries, decision to lie with the A.R.A., the Soviet
Authorities will bear all further costs such as discharge,
handling, loading and transportation to interior base points
in the areas where the A.R.A. may operate. Should de
murrage or storage occur at above ports mutually agreed
upon as satisfactory such demurrage and storage is for the
account of the Soviet Authorities. For purposes of this
agreement the ports of Riga, Reval, Libau, Hango and
Helsingfors are also considered satisfactory ports. Notice
•of at least five days will be given to Soviet representatives
at respective ports in case the Soviet Authorities are ex
pected to take c. i. f. delivery.
Fifth:
That they wäll at their own expense supply the
necessary storage at interior base points mentioned in para
graph (4) and handling and transportation from same to all
such other interior points as the A.R.A. may designate.
Sixth: That in all above storage and movement of re
lief supplies they will give the A.R.A. the same priority over
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all other traffic as the Soviet Authorities give their own
relief supplies, and on demand of the A.R.A. will furnish
adequate guards and convoys.
Seventh:
That they will give free import reexport and
guarantee freedom from requisition to all A.R.A. supplies of
whatever nature. The A.R.A. will repay the Soviet Au
thorities for expenses incurred by them on reexported sup
plies.
Eighth:
That the relief supplies are intended for chil
dren and the sick, as designated by the A.R.A. in accordance
with paragraph (24), and remain the property of the A.R.A.
until actually consumed by these children and the sick, andi
are to be distributed in the name of the A.R.A.
Ninth: That no individual receiving A.R.A. rations shall'
be deprived of such local supplies as are given to the rest
of the population.
Tenth:
That they will guarantee and take every step
to insure that relief supplies belonging to the A.R.A. will
not go to the general adult population nor to the Army,
Navy or Government employees but only to such persons as
designated in paragraphs (8) and (24).
Eleventh:
That Soviet Authorities undertake to reim
burse the A.R.A. in dollars at c. i. f. cost or replace in kind
any misused relief supplies.
Twelfth:
That the A.R.A. shall be allowed to set up
the necessary organizations for carrying out its relief work
free from governmental or other interference. The Central
and Local Soviet Authorities have the right of representa
tion thereon.
Thirteenth:
That the Soviet Authorities will provide:
A. The necessary premises for kitchens, dispensaries
and, in as far as possible, hospitals.
B. The necessary fuel and, when available, cooking,
distributing and feeding equipment for the same.
C.
The total cost of local relief administration, food
preparation, distribution, etc., themselves or in
conjunction with local authorities. Mode of pay
ment to be arranged at later date.
D.
On demand of the A.R.A. such local medical per
sonnel and assistance, satisfactory to the A.R.A.,
as are needed to efficiently administer its relief.
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E.

Without cost railway, motor, water or other
transportation for movement of relief supplies
and of such personnel as may be necessary to
efficiently control relief operations. The Soviet
Authorities will for the duration of the A.R.A.
operations assign to the A.R.A. for the sole use
of its personnel, and transport free of cost, such
railway carriages as the A.R.A. may reasonably
request.
Fourteenth:
In localities where the A.R.A. may be op
erating and where epidemics are raging, the A.R.A. shall be
empowered by the Soviet Authorities to take such steps as
may be necessary towards the improvement of sanitary con
ditions, protection of water supply, etc.
Fifteenth:
That they will supply free of charge the
necessary offices, garages, store-rooms, etc., for the transac
tion of the A.R.A. business and when available heat, light,
and water for same. Further that they will place at the
disposal of the A.R.A. adequate residential quarters for the
A.R.A. personnel in all localities where the A.R.A. may be
■operating. All such above premises to be free from seizure
and requisition. Examination of above premises will not be
made except with the knowledge and in the presence of the
chief of the A.R.A. operations in Russia or his representative
and except in case of flagrant delit when examiner will be
beld responsible in case examination unwarranted.
Sixteenth:
That they will give to the A.R.A. complete
freedom and priority without cost in the use of existing ra
dio, telegraph, telephone, cable, post, and couriers in Russia
and will provide the A.R.A., when available and subject to
the consent of competent authorities, with private telegraph
and telephone wires and maintenance free of cost.
Seventeenth:
To accord the A.R.A. and its American
representatives and its couriers the customary diplomatic
privileges as to passing the frontiers.
Eighteenth:
To supply the A.R.A. free of cost with the
necessary gasoline and oil to operate its motor transporta
tion and to transport such motor transportation by rail or
otherwise as may be necessary.
Nineteenth:
To furnish at the request of the competent
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A.R.A. Authorities all A.R.A. personnel, together
impediments and supplies, free transportation in Russia.

with

their

Twentieth:
To permit the A.R.A. to import and reex
port free of duty and requisition such commissary, transportand office supplies as are necessary for its personnel andi
administration.
Twenty-first:
That they will acquaint the Russian peo
ple with the aims and methods of the relief work of the
A.R.A. in order to facilitate the rapid development of its
efficiency and will assist and facilitate in supplying the
American people with reliable and non-political information
of the existing conditions and the progress of the relief work
as an aid in developing financial support in America.
Twenty-second:
That they will bear all expenses of the
relief operation other than
A. Cost of relief supplies at port (See paragraph 4).
B.
Direct expenses of American control and super
vision of relief work in Russia with exceptions as
above. In general they will give the A.R.A. all
assistance in their power toward the carrying out
of its humanitarian relief operations.
The A.R.A. agrees:
Twenty-third:
Within the limits of its resources and
facilities, to supply, as rapidly as suitable organization can
be effected, food, clothing and medical relief to the sick and
particularly to the children within the age limits as decided
upon by the A.R.A.
Twenty-fourth:
That its relief distribution will be to
the children and sick without regard to race, religion, or
social or political status.
Twenty-fifth:
That its personnel in Russia will confine
themselves strictly to the ministration of relief and will
engage in no political or commercial activity whatever. In
view of paragraph (1) and the freedom of American per
sonnel in Russia from personal search, arrest and detention,
any personnel contravening this will be withdrawn or dis
charged on the request of the Central Soviet Authorities.
The Central Soviet Authorities will submit to the chief
officer of the A.R.A. the reasons for this request and the
evidence in their possession.
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Twenty-sixth:
That it will carry on its operations where
it finds its relief can be administered most efficiently and to
secure best results. Its principal object is to bring relief to
the famine stricken areas of the Volga.
Twenty-seventh:
That it will import no alcohol in its
relief supplies and will permit customs inspection of its im
ported relief supplies at points to be mutually agreed upon.
The Soviet Authorities having previously agreed as the
absolute sine qua non of any assistance on the part
of the American people to release all Americans de
tained in Russia and to facilitate the departure from
Russia of all Americans so desiring, the A.R.A. re
serves to itself the right to suspend temporarily or
terminate all of its relief work in Russia in case of
failure on the part of the Soviet Authorities to fully
comply with this primary condition or with any con
dition set forth in the above agreement. The Soviet
Authorities equally reserve the right of cancelling this
agreement in case of non-fulfillment of any of the
above clauses on the part of the A.R.A.
Made in Riga, August Twentieth, Nineteen hundred and
Twenty-one.
On behalf of Council of Peoples Commissaries of the
Russian Socialist Federative Soviet Republic.
(Signed) Maxim Litvinov,
Assistant Peoples Commissary for Foreign Affairs.
(Signed) Walter Lyman Brown
On behalf of the American Relief Administration
Director for Europe.

DOCUMENT II
(MOSCOW AGREEMENT)
AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE AMERICAN MEN
NONITE RELIEF AND THE RUSSIAN SO
CIALIST FEDERATIVE SOVIET REPUBLIC
WHEREAS a condition of famine prevails in parts of
Russia; and
W'HEREAS appeals have been made to the world for
-aid in humanitarian cause; and
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WHEREAS the American people are moved with pro
found sympathy to assist by all possible means these com
munities threatened with starvation; and
WHEREAS the American Mennonites desire to partici
pate directly in this humanitarian service of relief for theneedy in a spirit of love, peace, and goodwill, regardless of.
race, religion, or social status; and
WHEREAS the American Mennonites feel it a special
duty to give impartial aid also in the regions where their
co-religionists are suffering from the effects of the famine;
THEREFORE it is agreed between the American Men
nonite Relief, an unofficial, volunteer, American organiza
tion for social service, hereinafter called the A.M.R., and
the Russian Socialist Federative Soviet Republic and the
Ukrainian Socialist Soviet Republic, both hereinafter called
the Soviet Authorities;
That the A.M.R. will extend such assistance to the
Russian people as is within its power subject to the accept
ance and fulfilment of the following conditions:
The American Mennonite Relief agrees:
First:
Within the limits of its resources and facilities,
to supply as rapidly as a suitable organization can be ef
fected, food, clothing, and medical relief to the needy civilian
population specially women and children and the sick, re
gardless of race, religion, or social or political status; and
are prepared to bring to Russia or Ukraine foodstuffs to the
value of not less than Fifty Thousand Dollars ($50,000.).
Second:
To carry on with the consent of the Russian
and Ukrainian governments its relief operations where the
A.M.R. finds the relief can be administered most efficiently
and with the best results. The principal object is to bring
relief to he regions of Crimea, Taurien, and Ekaterinoslav,
using as ports of entry probably Berdijansk and Sevastopol
or Theodosia, and for the Volga regions the port of Novor
ossisk, and also the ports of Reval, Riga or Petrograd.
Third:
That the A.M.R. personnel in Russia willcon
fine themselves strictly to the ministration of relief and will
engage in no political, commercial or journalistic activity
whatever.
Fourth: That no objections will be made to customs,
inspection of its relief supplies.
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The Soviet Authorities agree:
Fifth:
That the A.M.R. may bring into Russia such
personnel as the A.M.R. finds necessary in the carrying out
of its work and as permitted by the Russian and Ukrainian
Governments, and the Soviet Authorities guarantee them
protection while in Russia.
Sixth:
That the Soviet Authorities will, on request of
the A.M.R. extend all facilities for the entry into and exit
from Russia and for travel in Russia on official business of
all personnel mentioned in paragraph five (5) and provide
them with all necessary papers, such as safe conduct, laissez
Passer, et cetera, to facilitate their travel.
Seventh:
That the A.M.R. can select the necessary
local personnel to assist in the relief work in full accordance
with the Soviet Authorities.
Eighth:
That on delivery by the A.M.R. of its relief
supplies at the ports of Berdijansk, Sevastopol, Theodosia,
Novorossisk, Reval, Riga, or Petrograd, the Soviet Authori
ties will bear all other costs of transfer and transportation,
such as discharge, handling, loading and transportation to
interior points where the A.M.R. may operate. Demurrage
at these ports is for the account of the Soviet Authorities.
Tenth:
That in all movement and storage of A.M.R.
supplies they will give the A.M.R. as favorable priority over
all other traffics as the Soviet Authorities will furnish ade
quate guards and convoys as far as possible.
Eleventh:
That they will give free import and guaran
tee freedom from requisition to all A.M.R. supplies of what
ever nature.
Twelfth:
That the relief supplies are to be distributed
in the name of the A.M.R. remaining the property of the
A.M.R. until consumed or in use by those for whom they
are designated.
Thirteenth: That the Soviet Authorities undertake to
reimburse the A.M.R. in dollars at C. I. F. cost or replace in
kind any misused relief supplies.
Fourteenth:
That the A.M.R. is to effect the necessary
organization for carrying out its relief work. The Soviet
Authorities, Central and Local, have the right of representa
tion therein.
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Fifteenth: That the Soviet Authorities will provide
without charge:
A.

The necessary premises for kitchens and dispen
saries.
B.
The necessary fuel and when available equipment
for cooking, distributing, and feeding.
C.
The total cost of local relief administration, food
preparation, distribution, etc.
D.
On the request of the A.M.R. such local medical
personnel and assistance as are necessary to ad
minister efficiently its relief.
E.
The necessary transportation for the movement
of relief supplies, equipment, and personnel to
gether with their baggage, assigning reasonable
space for the use of the personnel.
F.
The necessary residential quarters, offices, gar
ages, store rooms, etc., for the transaction of the
A.M.R. business, and when available heat, light,
and water for same. All such premises to be free
from seizure and requisition. Examination of
such premises will not be made except with the
knowledge of and in the presence of the chief of
the A.M.R. operations in Russia or his representa
tive.
G.
Priority in the use of existing radio, cable, tele
graph, telephone, post and couriers in Russia and
will provide the A.M.R. as far as possible with
telephone facilities.
H.
The necessary gasoline and oil to operate its
motor transportation.

Sixteenth:
To accord to the American personnel of the
A.M.R. and its couriers the courtesies in crossing frontiers
usually extended to relief workers.
Seventeenth:
To permit the A.M.R. to import and reёхро^ free of duty and requisition such commissary, trans
port and office supplies as are necessary for the personnel
and administration.
Eighteenth:
In localities where the A.M.R. may be op
erating and where epidemics are raging, the A.M.R. shall be
enabled in cooperation with the Soviet Authorities to take
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such steps as may be necessary toward the improvement of
sanitary conditions, protection of water supply, et cetera.
Nineteenth:
Both parties reserve to themselves the right
of terminating this agreement at any time, giving four weeks
notice.
Made in Moscow on the First day of October, Nineteen
Hundred and Twenty-one.
On behalf of the Central Commission for Combatting
Famine of the All Russian Central Executive Committee of
the Soviets,
L. Kamenev.
On behalf of the American Mennonite Relief
Alvin J. Miller.
APPENDIX
WHEREAS, the Mennonites of Holland, (Doopsgezinden), desire also to participate directly in the work of bring
ing relief to the needy in Russia on the basis of the fore
going agreement between the American Mennonite Relief
and the Russian Socialist Federative Soviet Republic and
the Ukrainian Socialist Soviet Republic,
THEREFORE, it is agreed between the Holland Men
nonite Relief and the Soviet Federative Soviet Relief and the
Ukrainian Socialist Soviet Republic,
THAT all the terms of the foregoing agreement be
tween the American Mennonite Relief and the Soviet Au
thorities are valid and binding in equal degree also between
the Holland Mennonite Relief and Russian Socialist Federa
tive Soviet Republic and the Ukrainian Socialist Soviet
Republic.
As to the amount stipulated in paragraph First, (1),
the sum of not less than Seventy-five Thousand Dollars,
(75,000) is guaranteed by the Holland Mennonite Relief in
accordance with the telegram from Jacob Koekebakker from
Riga 4856-1, 20, 28-9, 17-51, to Max Levien, dated September
Twenty-eighth, 1921, as follows:
“I accept the whole agreement of Seventy-five Thousand
Dollars alone answer to Holland Koekebakker.”
A COPY of the foregoing telegram and a COPY of the
authorization letter from Jacob Koekebakker are attached to
this agreement.
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Made in Moscow on the First day of October, Nineteen
Hundred and Twenty-one.
On behalf of the Central Commission for Combatting
Famine of the ALL RUSSIAN CENTRAL EXECUTIVE
COMMITTEE of the SOVIETS.
L. Kamenev.
On behalf of the Holland MENNONITE RELIEF,
Jacob Koekebakker,
represented by Alvin J. Miller.
The two enclosures follow:
I) Copy of telegram of Jacob Koekebakker to Max
Levien.
II) Copy of the authorization letter from Jacob Koe
kebakker to Alvin J. Miller.
COPY
of
Telegram of Jacob Koekebakker to Max Levien:
Riga 4856/1, 20, 28/9, 17/51
LEVIEN HOTEL LUXE MOSCOW
I ACCEPT THE WHOLE AGREEMENT OF SEV
ENTY-THOUSAND
DOLLARS
ALONE
ANSWER
TO
HOLLAND KOEKEBAKKER.
COPY
of
AUTHORIZATION LETTER from JACOB KOEKEBAK
KER to ALVIN J. MILLER
An Herrn Alvin J. Miller,
Savoy Hotel Zimmer 334 Moskou
Hierbei habe ich die Ehre namens meine Organisation
anzufragen an Sie zeitens meiner Reise nach Holland als
Stellvertreter Leiter unserer Holländische Mennonitische
Hilfsaktion auftrete wolle.
Ich gebe Sie die Vollmacht in meinem Namen unsere
Hilfsaktion zu leiten.
Hochachtungsvoll
. Ihr ganz ergebener
Jacob Koekebakker
Bevollmaechtigter Vertreter der Holländische
Mennonitische Hilfsaktion.
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Moskou, Savoy Hotel,
Zimmer 327
26 September 1921
In exact accordance with the original
(Signed Max Levien).

DOCUMENT III
(KHARKOW AGREEMENT)
AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE AMERICAN MENNONITE
RELIEF
AND
THE
UKRAINIAN
SOCIALIST SOVIET REPUBLIC
WHEREAS a condition of famine prevails in parts of
Ukraine, and
WHEREAS appeals have been made to the world for
aid in a humanitarian cause, and
WHEREAS the American people are moved with pro
found sympathy to assist by all possible means these dis
tricts threatened with starvation, and
WHEREAS the American Mennonites desire to par
ticipate directly in this humanitarian service of relief for
the needy in a spirit of love, peace and goodwill, regardless
of race, religion or social status, and
WHEREAS the American Mennonites feel it a special
duty to give impartial aid also in the regions where their
co-religionists are suffering from effects of the famine,
THEREFORE it is agreed between the American Men
nonite Relief, an unofficial, volunteer, American Organiza
tion for Christian social service hereinafter called the A.M.R.
and the Ukrainian Socialist Soviet Republic hereinafter
called U.S.S.R.,
THAT the A.M.R. will extend such assistance to the
Ukrainian people as is within its power subject to the ac
ceptance and fulfillment of the following conditions.
The American Mennonite Relief agrees:
First: Within the limits of its resources and facilities,
to supply as rapidly as a suitable organization can be ef
fected, food, clothing and medical relief to the needy civilian
population especially women and children and the sick, re-
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gardless of race, religion or social or political status and are
prepared to bring to Ukraine foodstuffs to the value of no
less than twenty-five thousand Dollars,
Second:
To carry on its relief operations where the
A.M.R. finds the relief can be administered most efficiently
and with the best results. The principal object is to bring
relief to the regions of Crimea, Taurien and Ekaterinoslav
using as port of entry Berdjansk, Sevastopol, Theodosia,
Mariupol, Odessa and Novorossisk,
Third: That the A.M.R. personnel in Ukraine will
confine themselves strictly to the ministration of relief and
will engage in no political, commercial, journalistic or re
ligious propaganda, activity whatever,
Fourth:
That no objections will be made to customs
inspection of its relief supplies.
Fifth:
That the A.M.R. may bring into Ukraine such
personnel as the A.M.R. finds necessary in the carrying out
of its work and the U.S.S.R. guarantees them full liberty
and protection—while in Ukraine,
The Ukrainian Socialist Soviet Republic agrees:
Sixth:
That the U.S.S.R. will, on request of the A.M.R.
extend all facilities for the entry and exit from Ukraine of
all personnel mentioned in paragraph five (5) and will ac
cord them full liberty to move about Ukraine on official
business and will provide them with all necessary papers,
such as safe conduct, laisser-passer etc., etc., to facilitate
their travel.
Seventh:
That in securing local personnel the A.M.R.
shall have complete freedom as to selection and the U.S.S.R.
will on request assist in securing the same.
Eighth:
That the delivery by the A.M.R. of its relief
supplies at the ports of Berdjansk, Sevastopol, Theodosia,
Mariupol, Odessa or Novorossisk the U.S.S.R. will bear all
other costs of transfer—or transportation, such as discharge,
handling, loading and transportation to interior points where
the A.M.R. may operate. Demurrage at these ports is for
the account of the U.S.S.R. Authorities.
Ninth:
That they will, free of cost, provide the neces
sary storage at the Ukrainian and Russian ports in the
interior,
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Tenth: That in all movement and storage of the A.M.R.
supplies they will give the A.M.R. as favorable priority over
all other traffics as the U.S.S.R. give their own relief sup
plies and on the request of the A.M.R. will furnish adequate
guards and convoys.
Eleventh:
That they will give free import and permit
reshipment to any point or points, and guarantee freedom
from requisition to all A.M.R. supplies of whatever nature.
Twelfth:
That the supplies are to be distributed in the
name of the A.M.R. remaining the property of the A.M.R.
until consumed or in use by those for whom they are desig
nated.
Thirteenth: That no individual receiving A.M.R. sup
plies shall be deprived of such local supplies as are given to
the rest of the population.
Fourteenth:
That the U.S.S.R. undertake to reimburse
the A.M.R. in dollars at C.I.F. cost or replace in kind any
misused relief supplies.
Fifteenth:
The A.M.R. is to effect the necessary or
ganization for carrying out its relief work free from govern
mental or other interference. The central Ukrainian au
thorities and their representatives have the right of repre
sentation therein.
Sixteenth:
That
the
U.S.S.R.
will
provide
without
charge:
A. The necessary premises for kitchens, dispensaries
and hospitals,
B. The necessary fuel and when available equipment
for cooking, distributing, and feeding,
C. The total cost of local relief administration, food
preparation, distribution, etc.,
D.
On the request of the A.M.R. such local medical
personnel and assistance satisfactory to the A.M.R.
as are necessary to administer efficiently its relief,
E.
The necessary transportation for the movement
of relief supplies, equipment and personnel to
gether with their baggage, assigning reasonable
space for the use of the personnel.
F. The necessary residential quarters, offices, gar
ages, store rooms, etc., for the transaction of the
A.M.R. business, and when available heat, light
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and water for same. All such premises to be
free from seizure and requisition. Examination
of such premises will not be made except with
the knowledge of and in the presence of the chief
of the A.M.R. operations in Ukraine or his repre
sentatives and except in case of flagrant derelict
when examiner will be held responsible in case
examination is unwarranted.
G.
Priority in the use of existing radio, cable, tele
graph, telephone post and couriers in Ukraine
and will, as far as possible, provide the A.M.R.
with telephone facilities.
H.
The necessary gasoline and oil to operate its
motor transactions.
Seventeenth: To accord the A.M.R. representatives and
its couriers all the courtesies and privileges in crossing fron
tiers usually extended to relief workers and the representa
tives of the International Red Cross Association.
Eighteenth:
In localities where the A.M.R. may be op
erating and where epidemics are raging, the A.M.R. shall be
enabled in cooperation with the Soviet Authorities to take
such steps as may be necessary toward the improvement of
sanitary conditions, protection of water supply, et cetera.
Nineteenth:
To permit the A.M.R. to import and reöxport free of duty and requisition such commissary, trans
port and office supplies as are necessary for the personnel
and administration,
Twentieth:
That they will bear all expense of the relief
operations other than:
A. Cost of relief supplies at port,
B.
Direct expense of American control, and super
vision of relief work in Ukraine.
In general they will give the A.M.R. all assistance in
their power toward carrying out of its humanitarian relief
operations.
Twenty-first:
Both parties reserve to themselves the
right of terminating the agreement at any time giving two
months notice.
Made in Kharkow on the 20th day of October, Nineteen
Hundred and Twenty-one.
On behalf of the Central Commission of the famine
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Relief of the Pan-Ukrainian Central Executive Councils
Committee.
Stamp of the
Ukrainian Socialist
Signed:
B. Jermoschtschenko.
Soviet Republic.
President.
On behalf of the American Mennonite Relief.
Stamp of the American
Mennonite Relief.
Signed: Alvin J. Miller.
On behalf of the Ukrainian Soviet Government.
Countersigned
Ch. Racovski.
APPENDIX
In order to increase the effectiveness of the Ukrainian
Relief work of the American Mennonite Relief and to ex
tend the assistance as widely as possible and to facilitate
the raising of funds sufficient to save a much larger portion
of the population from starvation,
It is agreed between the A.M.R. and the U.S.S.R. that
supplies in limited quantities purchased against draft by
individuals outside of the Ukraine or Russia may be deliv
ered by the A.M.R. to individuals in the Ukraine according
to the designation of the purchaser of the draft.
These drafts are to be in denominations of Ten, Twen
ty-five and Fifty Dollars respectively. The quantity of
supplies to be issued for each denomination is to be fixed
and standardized on the basis of the total cost of such stocks
delivered in hte Ukraine. • Delivery to the assignee is to be
made at the distributing point.
Such supplies are for the exclusive use of the assignee
and immediate family, and may not be sold by any one.
On behalf of the Central Commission of the famine
Relief of Pan-Ukrainian Central Relief Councils Committee.
Stamp of the
Ukrainian Socialist
Signed:
B. Jermoschtschenko.
Soviet Republic
President.
On behalf of the American Mennonite Relief.
Stamp of the American
Mennonite Relief,
Signed:
Alvin J. Miller.
On behalf of the Ukrainian Soviet Government.
Countersigned: Ch. Racovski.
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DOCUMENT IV
FOOD
DRAFT
(REMITTANCE)
AGREEMENT
BETWEEN
THE
AMERICAN
RELIEF
AD
MINISTRATION
AND
THE
RUSSIAN
SO
CIALIST FEDERATIVE SOVIET REPUBLIC
WHEREAS a famine condition exists in part of Rus
sia, and
WHEREAS the American Relief Administration, an
unofficial, volunteer, charitable organization under the Chair
manship of Mr. Herbert Hoover, has concluded an Agree
ment with the Russian Socialist Federative Soviet Republic
which covers the conditions under which the American
Relief Administration is now rendering aid to the children
of Russia, and
WHEREAS it is desirable to increase by every legiti
mate means possible the resources of the American Relief
Administration in order that the volume of foodstuffs for
Russia may be increased and a greater number of children
provided for
THEREFORE it is agreed between the American Relief
Administration, hereinafter called the A.R.A., and the Rus
sian Socialist Federative Soviet Republic, hereinafter called
the Soviet Government,
First:
That the American Relief Administration will
organize in conjunction with and in addition to its child
feeding
operations,
the
American
Relief
Administration
Warehouses.
Second:
The establishment of the American Relief Ad
ministration Warehouses will be in accordance with the
terms as hereafter laid down and agreed to by the American
Relief Administration and the Russian Socialist Federative
Republic.
Third:
(a) That food drafts will be sold or credits
otherwise established in dollars outside of Soviet Russia and
that food will be turned over to the beneficiaries of said
drafts or credits in Russia at designated American Relief
Administration warehouses upon presentation of good and
sufficient documents.
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(b)
In view of the uncertain condition of postal and
express deliveries within Russia, the American Relief Ad
ministration reserves the right to refuse to sell food drafts
or to open credits abroad, or to deliver any commodities
within Soviet Russia to any individuals or organizations
which it may designate. In cases where the American Relief
Administration refuses to deliver commodities in Soviet
Russia, they will refund to the purchaser the full amount
paid by him on all undelivered foodstuffs which he may
have purchased from the A.R.A.
(c)
The A.R.A. will ship all food to Russia in bulk
and make up such packages of value approximately $10.00,
or multiples thereof as may be necessary within the borders
of Soviet Russia. The food used for warehouse deliveries
will be from additional stocks imported especially for this
purpose, which stocks will be in excess of, but interchange
able with those required for child feeding. This will in no
way reduce the amount of food delivered in Russia for
child feeding as provided for in the Riga Agreement, but
will on the other hand increase the total amount of food
stuffs delivered in Russia and will increase the number of
children that can be cared for.

Fourth:
The American Relief
Administration agrees:
(a)
That it will appropriate for the feeding of Russian
children in Russia through its existing machinery all net
profits accruing from its warehouse operations in Soviet
Russia.
(b)
That it will bear all costs of transportation, load
ing, discharge and handling of warehouse supplies except
transportation of same within the borders of Soviet Russia.
(c)
That the Soviet Authorities may have one or more
officials in the A.R.A. Warehouse offices, or warehouses, to
see that no abuses nor speculations in A.R.A. foodstuffs
occur.
(d)
That for purpose of this Agreement that such
American personnel as may be required for warehouse op
erations will be on the same basis as American personnel
referred to in the Agreement drawn between the American
Relief Administration and the Soviet Government in Riga,
Latvia, on August 20, 1921.
(e)
That the Soviet Authorities may have one or more
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officials in the A.R.A. Warehouse offices, or warehouses, to
see that no abuses nor speculations in A.R.A. foodstuffs
occur.
(f) For the exclusive purpose of preventing specula
tion or misuse of foodstuffs imported by the American Relief
Administration, the Soviet Government, acting through its
representative with the A.R.A., has the right to forbid de
livery in whole or in part of any consignment of commodi
ties of any quantity, to any persons, organization, or insti
tutions, on which it has good and sufficient proof of misuse
or speculation, in which case the American Relief Adminis
tration will refund to the purchaser in America to the ex
tent of any undelivered amounts.

Fifth:
The Soviet Government agrees:
(a)
That the American Relief Administration Ware
house supplies shall be admitted to Soviet Russia free of
all duties, tolls, or taxes.
(b)
That all A.R.A. Warehouse supplies shall be free
from requisition or seizure on the part of the Soviet Gov
ernment or its agents.
(c)
That reimbursement of the A.R.A. in U. S. Cur
rency of actual cost, or replacement in kind, will be made
for any supplies misused in violation of Paragraph FIVE,
Sub-Paragraph (b) of this Agreement.
(d)
That all American Relief Administration Ware
house supplies shall be considered supplementary and free
from ration regulation either by the Central Authorities or
by the local Soviets.
(e)
That in view of the existing food shortage, the
A.R.A. Warehouse supplies shall be transported free of cost
to such points within Soviet Russia as the A.R.A. may
designate.
(f)
That the A.R.A. shall be furnished with suitable
free storage for its warehouse supplies.
(g)
That the A.R.A. may deliver against payments as
hereinabove outlined food packages or food in “bulk sales
lots” to individuals, municipalities, and to charitable and
other organizations within Soviet Russia; except that in case
an individual receives orders for delivery of more than
$50.00 worth of foodstuffs at any one time, or an organiza
tion receives orders for delivery of more than $500.00 worth
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of foodstuffs at any one time, thus must be advised to the
A.R.A. who, in case he has evidence that the food will be
misused or become the subject of speculation, may deter
mine that the foodstuffs shall not be delivered.
(h)
That the Soviet Authorities agree to let it be
known officially in America that they are in complete ac
cord with the establishment of this warehouse operation.
(i)
That the Soviet Authorities agree to afford internal
publicity concerning the warehouse operation, its object,
and the details of its operations.
That this agreement may be terminated by either party
after ninety days notice to the other party.
For the American Relief Administration,
By: (Signed) William N. Haskell,
Director in Russia.
For the Russian Socialist Federative Soviet Republic,
By : (Signed) L. Kamenev.
Made this 19th day of October, 1921.

DOCUMENT V
AGRICULTURAL
RECONSTRUCTION
AGREE
MENT BETWEEN THE AMERICAN MENNO
NITE RELIEF AND THE RUSSIAN SOCIAL
IST FEDERATIVE SOVIET REPUBLIC
WHEREAS the American Mennonite Relief, an un
official, volunteer, American organization for Christian social
service, is now operating in Soviet Russia under an agree
ment entered into with the Russan Socialistic Federated
Soviet Republic, which covers conditions under which the
American Mennonite Relief is now rendering aid to the
famine sufferers in Soviet Russia, and
WHEREAS it is desirable, not only to relieve the suf
fering from famine, but also to remove the causes of famine
conditions and as fully as possible to prevent their recur
rence by enabling the farmers to bring more land under
cultivation,
THEREFORE it is agreed between the American Men
nonite Relief, hereinafter called the A.M.R., and the Russian
Socialistic Federated Soviet Republic, hereinafter called the
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Soviet Authorities, that the A.M.R. in addition to its pro
gram of famine relief, as carried on under the contract be
tween the A.M.R. and the Soviet Authorities of October
20, 1921, will also extend such assistance toward agricultural
reconstruction in those districts where it is operating or may
choose to operate, as is within its power subject to the ac
ceptance and fulfillment of the following conditions:
First: That the A.M.R. may bring into Soviet Russia
or purchase in Soviet Russia itself, such agricultural imple
ments, tractors, repairs and parts, fuels, oils, seed grains,
and other essentials as may be needed to further the work
of agriculture in the districts where it may choose to op
erate.
Second: That the A.M.R. will carry on its agricultural
reconstruction operations where the A.M.R. finds the work
can be administered most efficiently and with the best result.
Third:
That all net earnings accruing from this work
are to be used in further relief work as the A.M.R. sees fit.
Fourth:
For the purpose of this agreement such Amer
ican personnel as may be required for the supervision of
agricultural reconstruction operations will be on the same
basis as American personnel referred to in the agreement
between the A.M.R. and the Soviet Authorities of October
20, 1921.
Fifth:
That the Soviet Authorities will give free import
and permit reshipment to any point or points in Soviet Rus
sia, of all seed grains, equipment and supplies brought in,
purchased or grown under this agreement.
Sixth:
That the Soviet Authorities guarantee freedom
from requisition tax, excise of whatsoever nature to all
A.M.R. grain, equipment and supplies.
Seventh:
That all such grain, equipment and supplies
are to be given to villages, communities or individuals on a
loan or contract basis, and all titles rest with the A.M.R.
until such supplies and equipment are fully paid for.
Eighth:
That the Soviet Authorities undertake to re
imburse the A.M.R. in dollars a C.I.F. cost or replace in
kind any stolen or willfully damaged equipment and supplies.
Ninth:
That the Soviet Authorities will furnish at re
finery cost all fuels and oils necessary for the A.M.R. agri
cultural reconstruction operations.
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Tenth: That the A.M.R. may reSxport any of its agri
cultural reconstruction equipment or supplies free of charges,
or duty, of any kind, except such charges as may have been
incurred by the Soviet Authorities for shipping.
Eleventh: That the A.M.R. is entitled to up to 50% of
the crops grown on land prepared and seeded with A.M.R.
equipment and seeds. This 50% shall cover operating ex
penses, cost of seed, repairs and depreciation, and any re
maining part shall go toward paying for the equipment;
which equipment, when fully paid for, shall become the
property of the village, community or individuals operating
it.
Twelfth:
All lands cultivated by A.M.R. equipment are
guaranteed from requisition or allocation to other organiza
tions, groups or persons.
Signed:
On behalf of the American Mennonite Relief
The foregoing conditions are accepted
on behalf of the Commission of Foreign Relief
(The above contract was ratified in August, 1922, by an exchange of
letters; one signed by G. J. C. Quinn as Acting Director of the A. K. A.
acting for the A. M. R., an affiliated organization; and the other letter
signed by Karl Lander, Representative I'lonijjotentiary of R. S. S. R.
with All Foreign Relief Organizations. It was a real contract and was in
force although the document itself was not signed nor dated.)

DOCUMENT VI
MOSCOW AGREEMENT OF 1924 BETWEEN THE
AMERICAN MENNONITE RELIEF AND THE
RUSSIAN SOCIALIST FEDERATIVE
SOVIET REPUBLIC
Moscow, Russia
May 28, 1924
TO THE PRESIDENT OF THE
COMMISSION OF FOREIGN RELIEF
PRESIDIUM CENTRAL EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
UNION OF SOCIALIST SOVIET REPUBLICS.
The American Mennonite Relief has brought fifty trac
tor outfits into Russia to assist in the reconstruction of the
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agricultural life; it is devoting a fund of five to seven thou
sand dollars to provide horses for needy farmers at a mini
mum cost and on favorable terms; it is arranging to use a
sum up to twenty-six thousand dollars in the form of a seed
loan to poor farmers who do not have seed of their own
sufficient to sow two dessjatines; it is operating clinics for
the treatment of malaria sufferers in regions where the dis
ease is seriously affecting the welfare of the community; it
is supplying food stuffs to the value of more than fifteen
thousand dollars to such institutions as children’s homes,
hospitals, schools, etc., and for general feeding where the
conditions demand it.
To carry on this work the following conditions are mu
tually agreed upon by the American Mennonite Relief and
the Commission of Foreign Relief Presidium Central Ex
ecutive Committee.
]. The American Mennonite Relief (A.M.R.) may
bring into Russia, in agreement with the Commission of
Foreign Relief, Presidium Central Executive Committee,
SSSR, such foreign personnel as the A.M.R. finds necessary
for its work. The number will not exceed five.
2.
On request of the American Mennonite Relief all
facilities will be extended for the entry into and exit from
Russia of its foreign personnel, and they will be free to
travel in Russia on official duties. They shall be provided
with certificates of identity as relief workers.
3.
The American Mennonite Relief shall have full free
dom to effect the necessary organization to carry on its
work, and to select its Russian and other local personnel,
complying with the Labor laws of the SSSR. The salaries
of the same shall not be required to exceed those paid by
government institutions. The Russian and local personnel
shall be accorded the same privileges, benefits and exemp
tions as those granted to employees of government institu
tions.
4.
The American Mennonite Relief may carry on its
operations in the areas where it has been working. If found
desirable new districts for work may be chosen by mutual
agreement with the Commission of Foreign Relief. The
A.M.R. will not take over the administration of institutions
of any kind.
5.
All relief, reconstruction and agriculture supplies as
enumerated in the Special Decree of the Council of Peoples
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Commissars and the Central Executive Committee, of SSSR,
dated February 29th, 1924, shall be free from import cus
toms and excises.
6.
All American Mennonite Relief supplies of what
ever nature, except those procured in Russia, may be reäxported by the A.M.R. on the principle of free reexport.
No charges for export duty, tax, excise, or license will be
made on this account against the A.M.R. The cost of
handling and transportation must be borne by the A.M.R.
7.
In accordance with the decision of the Council of
Work and Defence (STO) of June 8th, 1923, and the in
structions thereto from STO of August 2nd, 1923, no taxes
or excises shall be paid on kerosene and benzine used by
the A.M.R. within the limits of the established norm. The
A.M.R. shall enjoy the exemptions from various taxes and
payments as granted to the government operations in ac
cordance with the Decree of the Central Executive Commit
tee and the Council of Peoples Commissars of SSSR, dated
July 13, 1923 and the instruction thereto of September 8.
8.
All American Mennonite Relief supplies and equip
ment remain the absolute property of the A.M.R. until con
sumed by those whom the A.M.R. may designate. The dis
tribution will be made in the name of the A.M.R. and under
its control in accordance with plans mutually agreed upon
with local government organs and the Foreign Relief Com
mission. The local and central government organs will be
kept informed of the A.M.R. activities.
Supplies or funds accruing from the operations of the
A.M.R. relief work will be used for further relief work in
Russia in accordance with the terms of this agreement.
9.
In all storage and movement of American Mennonite
Relief supplies the rat.es charged will not be in excess of
those charged government institutions or on government
relief supplies, and will receive the same priority over all
other traffics as is given to supplies of government institu
tions and government relief supplies.
10.
The charges for transportation, radio, telegraph,
telephone, post, rents on warehouses, garages, living quar
ters, offices, charges for auto and tractor fuel, and communal
service such as lights, heat, water, etc., shall not be more
than that paid by government departments or institutions.
11.
The necessary assistance will be given the Ameri
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can Mennonite Relief to obtain adequate quarters for resi
dence, offices, and garages.
12.
Any final liquidation sales are to be made with the
consent of the Commission of Foreign Relief, of the Pre
sidium Central Executive Committee.
13.
This agreement shall be in effect from the date of
signature to December 31st, 1924.
Signed:
On behalf of the American Mennonite Relief
Alvin J. Miller,
Director in Russia.
The foregoing conditions are accepted
on behalf of the Commission of Foreign Relief
O. D. Kameneva
President Commission of Foreign Relief
Presidium Central Executive Committee
Union of Socialist Soviet Republics.

